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". . . the PM-40SE has agutsy, powerful and conventionally clear cut sound. It has asurprisingly good mc input, bass is full and
weighty, taut and controlled. These strengths will make it many buyer's first choice . . ."
Audiophile June 1991.

"The holy grail of hi-fi reviewing is to discover aproduct that sets new performance standards. It is aparticular thrill if, as is the
case with Marantz PM-40SE, the product is also an eminently affordable one':
High Fidelity May 1991.

"The PM-40SE joins aselect group of two — in setting the standard at this price point . . . It ( the PM-40SE) has arather more solid
and tangible sound and asmoother, more integrated upper midband . . ."
What Hi Fi ? June 1991.

"However, there's no doubt at all that the Marantz was much smoother, more civilised and easier to listen to':
Hi-fi World June 1991.
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Our goal is perfection and many
advances have been made since the
original Audiolab 8000A. Now there
are six inputs including avideo input
to connect your stereo TV or VCR, so
it still matches perfectly to all analogue
and digital program sources.
The slew- free power amplifier
design with FET inputs and peak
current output of over 25 amps is
compatible with all modern Hi Fi
loudspeaker systems.
While no one ever claimed to
hear the tone control system when it
was switched off we still designed an
even more linear system, so now you
hear even less of what you couldn't
hear before!
As afinishing touch
the fascia is available in
metallic black and all
phono connectors are
gold plated.
Just some of the reasons
why the Audiolab 8000A Integrated
amplifier continues to offer
outstanding sound quality and
exceptional value.
Call or write for information and
details of your Audiolab dealer.

e=AUDIOLAB
*Voted Best Amplifier 89-90
What Hi -Fi magazine
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elcbrity guests helped make the
Federation of British Audio's
Annual Awards Dinner a success
this year. Held on 16 April at the Royal
Lancaster Hotel, the event came just t(x)
late for full coverage last month. ( Our
short ' stop press' news item contained a
regrettable error, which will be corrected
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evening's media guests, Radio One DJ
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courage and dedication, conducted the
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swimwear to a folding bicycle.
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Mission 760 and Mordaunt Short MS 3.30
being also nominated; and, finally, Digital
Application Component of the Year was
thc Meridian 203 D/A converter, with the
Arcam Alpha CD player also nominated.
We regret that owing to an editing gaffe,
our June news item incorrectly gave
Creek as winner in the amplifier category.
Even if ( and it takes nerve to say this,
bearing in mind the above) the awards
were predictable, the FBA's fund-raising
achievements this year have been remarkable. The substantial cheque handed over
to Jeremy Beadle represented just asmall
part of the total effort, and in fact Anne
Fotheringham collected a special award
on behalf of the Naim workforce, as the
company which raised the greatest single
amount for the cause. The 50 employees
had raised no less than £ 3700.

Sony's recordable Mini Disc
On 15 May, Sony announced in Tokyo
that it would begin marketing its recordable Mini Disc system ' see ' Technology',
last month) in late 1992. The announcement came less than amonth after Philips
announced that it would have Digital
Compact Cassette on the market by April
1992, and the news broke just one day
before Matsushita Electric gave the European hi-fi press the first official news of its
involvement in DCC.
Like DCC, the new recordable disc
medium will rely on data compression to
achieve the necessary running time. Based
on Sony's Magneto- Optical ( MO) recording system, the 64mm diameter disc will
record and play back up to 74 minutes of
music and will be enclosed in aprotective
cartridge, like a computer diskette. Mini

STEVE

HARRIS

Disc personal stereos could be small
enough to fit in a shirt pocket. A Sony
official has been quoted as saying that
mini-discs will sound ' not quite as good as
a compact disc, but much, much better
than cassettes'. Unlike the START- type
recordable CDs. Mt) discs would he
non-compatible with existing Cl) players
even if the data format was the same. But
it is possible to design MO players that
will also play back existing CDs.
Meanwhile, at the Tcchnics European
Seminar. Matsushita executives would not
be drawn into commenting on Mini Disc.
And the giant corporation's position on
DCC was made clear when officials stated
that Matsushita would not act as colicensor of the system, as had been suggested elsewhere. Matsushita had becn
involved for two years in the technical
development of the system, its notable
contributions being the vital thin-film
heads and DSP designs. Although aworking DCC prototype was shown, and the
system was described in apresentation as
the ' potential successor to analogue cassette', just as a CD prototype had been
presented I() years ago as the potential
successor to the 1.1 ),no decisions were
revealed regarding Technics' DCC launch
date or pricing. Matsushita said it ' continued to study the marketability of the
format, and also stated that it would not
be involved in the production of software.
Matsushita now saw R-DAT as a medium
for professionals and audiophiles; DCC
would he for general consumer use in
systems, radio/cassette recorders and personal stereo.
While Sony constantly tries to create
new markets with innovative products.
Matsushita seems only to put its full
weight behind a new format once the
existence of a large market is proven.
(The European Seminar included a presentation of CD- Interactive, but with no
real launch-date prediction. ) DCC may be
alogical concept, or at any rate aconcept
palatable to the record company bosses,
but the long-term future must surely lie
with optical rather than magnutic media.
So any suggestions of Sony's Mini Disc
announcement starting a new audio ' format war' may prove to be too simplistic.
At least, Ihope they do.14S
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VIEWS
The Garrott brothers

satellite working was not apparent, since a

Dear.S'ir Ienclose apress cutting from
the ,
tirriner .
11 orning Herald, 4 May 91,
about the tragic loss of the Garrott
Brothers I
See ' News' I.
\I
Vwife and Ispent afascinating and
memorable evening at their home in
Avalon in 1985. Ihad taken my Shure
cartridge to them to be re- tipped on
Friday evening. We were welcomed by
their wives and ushered into the lounge
which contained agrand piano. two large

friendly BBC engineer told me that a
micro- wave link had been established to
the BBC Sutton Coldfield transmitter site,
which is approximately eight miles distant
from Lichfield, for subsequent injection
into the Radio 3 Network. So it would
appear that there is no particular standard
transmission medium for outside
broadcasts.
JAmbler, Coventry

electrostatic panel loudspeakers,

Matching plea

obviously home-made, and atable with a

Dear Sir. Iam along-time reader of your
magazine and Iappreciate the general line

stereoscopic microscope on it.
We must have spent three hours or
more there discussing their work and
problems of getting recognized, following
the delicate operation on my cartridge

HEN/RR pursues. The balance between
equipment and record reviews in
particular is agood thing indeed, as the
first without the second would lose the

through the microscope, eating home
made scones and sipping herb tea.
Etched into my mind still is the sheer

purpose of the exercise. Inevertheless
feel the present equipment review format

beauty of their stylus when viewed
through amicroscope. Iremember being
stunned at first as Iworked out what
exactly Iwas looking at, then marvelling
at how such an intricate shape could he

Reviewers in HFN/RR rarely write about
matching equipment to the components
they are reviewing. Among the various

created in diamond with such flawless
perfection and polish. Irushed home and

and policy could be improved.

types and styles of reviews, Ipersonally
find those with matching suggestions by
far the most interesting and useful. ! low
to match acertain piece of equipment is a

integrated amps, alist of all available CD
players with good quality variable outputs
(which remain within limits as regards
their output impedance ); and, again, how
about presenting some concrete
examples of such direct- coupling that
work, that make fine music?
Make my dream come true, take the
plunge, speak in terms of matching gear!
JP Kolly, Hong Kong

installed the cartridge straight away and
sat playing record after record long into

question where the average enthusiast is
usually let down, either by sales

One decade or two?

the early morning, addicted to the new
clarity and information that was

personnel, who in 95% of cases have not

Dear Sir, At the risk of appearing pedantic,

enough experience to counsel on sound-

effortlessly being extracted from the
grooves.

enhancing matching combinations, or by

Ihesitate to correct my respected
colleague, Angus Mackenzie; but Ihave to
suggest that digital recording goes much

In retrospect, Iwas fortunate to have
had the opportunity to share some time
with such talented but private individuals.
Howard Anderson, Sydney

Embarrassing silence
nearsir Iread with interest

manufacturers and distributors, who
necessarily recommend gear from within
their own — limited — range of products;
or by reviewers in magazines, who mostly
test components with out-of- this- world
ancillaries and then shy away from downto-earth matching suggestions. What is the

the ' Radio'

column in HIN/RR. especially since it
includes overseas broadcasting on short
wave.
however, Iwrite upon another topic,

value of areview of apiece of equipment
'in isolation'? It is only together with other
equipment that it is going to sing. And this
is precisely where the experienced
reviewer could step in, explaining how to

further hack than he suggests. The first
digital recorder was designed and made
by NIIK in japan in 1969 using a
converted quad video recorder, with our
own BBC not far behind in 1971 with a
stationary head design. ' Ibis became the
prototype for the first commercial
machine produced by 3M. So we are
talking about two decades really — not
one! Interestingly, the first commercial
digital recording was made by Nippon

which if Irecall correctly, has been
mentioned betbre in your monthly

make acertain piece of equipment work
to its fullest. This necessarily entails

Columbia in 1972 in Aoyama [ hill in

ICature. and that is BBC live outside

speaking about matching equipment.

Czech Smetana Quartet playing Mozart's

broadcasts. On Wednesday. 30 January

lbe subject of direct coupling of in
level sources to power amps and its

'91, on Radio 3, Choral Evensong was
scheduled to be relayed from St Albans at
4pm; the announcer introduced the

variants is rarely tackled by amagazine in

programme, and then faded into the
outside broadcast link, only to experience

Never have Iread anything about this that
went beyond vague hints of concrete
matching suggestions. And yet this is. in
hi-fi, one of today's most interesting
questions. It took hardware

an embarrassing silence. A subsequent
announcement indicated that the link to
tit Albans had failed; an endeavour was
being made to make good the deficiency.
llowever after ashort duration this
particular broadcast was abandoned. A
previously recorded Choral Evensong

acomprehensive and practical manner.

manufacturers six years to react to the
software challenge: only now are they
starting to offer line-stage-only pre- amps
and integrated amps.
But reviewers are still hiding! Ihave not

Tokyo from April 24 to 26. It was of the
K458 ( 'The Hunt' ) and K42 I. Two
Sennheiser MKII405 mikes were used.
'Ibis was a I3-hit recording and what is
even more interesting is that all
recordings made at that time were issued
on superbly cut and pressed 1.I's on the
technically progressive Denon label. A
few are obtainable in the
hut most of
mine Ipurchased whilst in Los Angeles.
For anyone looking for adefinitive
Beethoven Archduke recording look no
further than that made in 1975 by the Suk
Trio at the height of their powers, and

from GuildfOrd was used as asubstitute.
At the end of the service an apology was

yet come across apresentation of this

issued by the same label on CD. Make sure
it is the one with Jan Panenka on the

tendered, with an explanation saying that

subject in areal-world manner, with

piano. There is alater and much interior

the satellite link had failed — so this

concrete examples. All Iread are
warnings ( watch out for the output

one ( musically ) with another pianist. The

method of relaying 0/13s still seems to
cause problems.
This week the Choral Evensong, on 6
February, originated from Lichfield
Cathedral. Out of interest Ivisited the
Cathedral Close and saw the two BBC
vehicles used for the relay. ilowever,
ii ii NEU ste

RE( () RI) RI-51E55'
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impedance, cable length. input
impedance, capacitance, etc ), but no
remedies of how to overcome the

1975 recording suffers from amid- band
glare. probably due to poorly placed large
diaphragm capacitor mikes used at the

hurdles.

time; but the defect responds to alittle
careful equalizing. Surprisingly, the

Ilow about presenting alist of all
available line- level-only pre- amps,

Mozart is also out on CD ( Denon W1581 ) and is an interesting historical

collector's item. ( This ground is covered
in my article ' From Black to Silver - a
Short History of CD' The Absolute Sound,
March/April 1989.)
Reg Williamson, Kidsgrove,
Staffordshire
Ithink Reg will agree that widespread use and
promotion of digital by major companies really
started around 19804 - Ed

Vinyl from Japan
Dear Sir, Irarely endeavour to put pen to
paper but on this occasion Ifeel needs
must. My letter concerns Mr Jeremy
Silver's comment that ' vinyl has vanished
completely' in Japan. Unfortunately, Mr
Silver you are wrong. Ipossess at least I7
very recently-purchased Japanese
pressings. One of the Japanese pressings is
A Message From Blakey Vol Ion Blue
Note BN4004 dated 1991.1 ( is this BC,
dare Iask you Mr Silver?). It was pressed
by avery small company going by the
name of Toshiba- EMI Ltd ( who are they?)
and surprise, surprise, is clearly marked
'Made in Japan'.
So why does Mr Silver comment on
issues he seems to know nothing about
and cares even less to find out?
Alternatively, he might like to offer an
explanation to the eighth wonder of the
world: an I.1 3 made in Japan.
Tony Mitchell, Keighley, West Yorks

... and American service...
Dear Sir, Iam intrigued by the recent
letters from readers, concerning the cost
of the compact disc in the UK, and by Mr
Silver's reply.
Speaking for myself, Iwould not object
too much to the current prices if the
marketing and sales of the discs reflected a
policy designed to encourage sales and
offer customers agood service.
There is atendency in this country to
look to the LISA for alead in our
commercial practices. 'Ibis is not ahad
thing providing we do as we find it,
instead of adopting aversion of it. Mr
Silver is right to consider the size of the
(IS market, but that is apoor excuse for
the situation in the 11K. I
laving bought in
both countries since 1985, Ifind service
and stock of discs held by the average
retailer in the USA, both in the major
cities and in the provincial towns,
superior, and cheaper, than in the 11K.
In America retailers are in the business
of moving their stock quickly, and are not
afraid to hold supplies and keep their
displays full and attractive. Many survive
profitably selling discs only, and have
bargain offers as acontinuous feature. The
staff are knowledgeable and very helpful.
Ifind the purchasing of CDs in the 11K
an absolute pain. Retailers in the
provinces simply do not stock and make
no attempt to ' sell': their staff simply have
no product knowledge and little idea of
the stock on their shelves. Iavoid the
term 'display' as this is invariably nonexistent by comparison with their LIS
counterparts. Inever was long enough in
one place while in the LISA to test the
system of 'ordering' adisc from aretailer
8

hut have to say that they always offered
the service. here in my city it is nonexistent in as much that they never
materialize.
There are to my mind too many had
habits adopted by the retail trade in
general in the UK. They appear to me to
be content to stock what is good for them
or, if abranch of amultiple. head office
decides what they will get. Ieven feel that
distributors and record companies dictate
what retailers will get. Yet we have acrazy
situation when the latter offer to supply
direct and when, from my experience,
one does go ' direct' the cost soars with
unreasonable P&P charges on top of the
maximum disc cost. EMI offered ahuy'
direct policy for afew years yet any
attempt to buy from them was thwarted
by ridiculous delivery times, minimum six
weeks or longer. Their staff would suggest
that one should go to an HMV shop for a
speedier service but Ican tell you that my
local one has never produced an order to
date.
Many distributors Iknow impose
minimum orders on retailers, which
prevents retailers from ordering for their
customers. Yet in the days of the 1.P one
could place an order kKally and have
delivery in one week. When one looks at
the physical size of CD as opposed to the
1.1) one would, as acustomer, think that
the service would have not only
continued as before but improved.
It is the old British disease, Ifear; when
the profit margin is improved down the
line we Brits pocket it and the customer
suffers.
We are too content with the situation of
high profit, where ' selling' is unnecessary
to survive. 'Me customers have to take it
or do without.
AC Martin, Aberdeen

... and economies of scale
Dear Sir, The 11P1's answer to Mr Phillips
letter explains nothing. If the LSmarket is
bigger so is the country. In any other
commodity transport costs would be
included in pricing- so in reality prices in
some parts of the llSA prices would be
higher. If American companies are able to
benefit from economics of scale, why then
are ' popular' artists' CDs priced higher
than less popular artists in this country?
For example sale for the new Queen
album Innuendo would be expected to
he high, so why is it for sale at 50p more
than the extortionate £ 1I . 99p norm for
"top 20' CDs in my local Our Price store?
If afull length CD of acompilation or
'60s' type recording can be pressed and
sold for anything between £ 1.99 and
£6.99, then the only inference can he that
most CDs are over- priced by agross
percentage.
The record sales industry can hardly
complain about home taping when they
charge such extortionate prices for their
goods.
It would have been more satisfactory if
the BPI would give us an honest
breakdown of the costs of aCD. Iwould
be surprised if aprice of more than £6per

disc retail could be justified.
Peter Bond, Guildford, Surrey

... or lack of interest
Dear Sir, In your March issue the BPI
attributed high cost of CDs partly to the
low size of the UK market. It is
unsurprising this market remains low,
given poor distribution and attention to
market by manufacturers and lack of
interest by retailers. Take, for instance,
your ' Record of the Month' for January,
the Stenhammar Serenade ( Musica
Sveciae ). Ihave been unable to obtain this
disc from 14 major CD outlets including
all the main London retailers. Attempts to
order resulted in the advice ' out of stock
at suppliers'. Retailers seemed unaware of
the disc despite the prominence you gave
it. Purchasing aCD should be apleasure
but experiences such as this often turn it
into afrustrating chore. Isuggest that
purchasers of CDs arc in the main busy
people making purchases out of marginal
income for which there are many other
outlets. A sale lost may be asale lost for
ever. Finally, aproduct selling at more
than six to seven times unit
manufacturing cost, as is suggested to be
the case for top price (. 1)s, should surely
have adequate margins fin.better
distribution than is current.
Peter Brown, Hitchin, Herts

Raging columns, or Colloms?
Dear Sir, With the subjective/objective
clamjamphrie ' raging' in your columns, it
is interesting that Ken Kessler should use
the May issue to tell us who originated
subjective reviewing and why.
Ireally do feel the time has come for
you to tell the customers why you chose
to introduce subjective reviewing into the
pages of HFAr/RR. On looking through
back issues of hi-fi magazines and many
books Ifind that what KK and others say
was the reason is afallacy. It is against
consumer interests to have any piece of
equipment reviewed simply by listening
to it, when the reviewer is perhaps more
wanting in that department than any likely
shortcoming in test equipment used.
Mr Colloms's remarks, in response to
Mr Casadci ('Views', May ), speaks
volumes for Idoubt if the readel -,when
writing his letter, had any idea that he was
'raising the level of discussion' on the
subject of'lip-sticking' compact discs with
agreen pen. MC's subsequent explanation
Ifound laughable in view of the
comments elsewhere in the press by a
fellow subjectivist, that the magical colour
was not green, hut blue, violet, green,
yellow or red in that order of 'goodness'
and it does for your !Ps too!
Mr Peter Belt, clairaudist (?), certainly
left the subjectivists in aquandry, when
invited by another editor to demonstrate
his latest products. The magazine staff
could not hear any improvements in
sound quality from their use at all! Was Mr
Belt proving that they could not hear
because they were simply not good
listeners?
Your ' Comment' item (' Long
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Promised') Ifeel demeans MC's critics, of
which Iam one. Surely, the answer lies in
asking him to curb his misuse of our
language. At the same time you could tàke
some steps to correct the others who
resort to the use of slang to make their
point. Ifeel that MC thinks he is an
omnipotent deity already without your
endorsement, by asking him to produce
his glossary' of terminology. llis
production of lists of CD players, cables,
etc, by subjective scoring is frankly
absurd.
Come now! I.et us have the truth and
the reason for subjective reviews. Or
perhaps the time has come to let some of
the qualified from the opposite sex have a
go?
Mrs Maureen Macleod, Aberdeen

More heat than light
Dear Sir, Can Ipush for more blind trials
of cables, amps, etc, with both types of
expert (Quad/Gramophone staltversus
the rest ) listening via an acoustically
transparent curtain ( neither difficult nor
expensive to set up ).
Similar blind trials in the past have
apparently been interesting, revealing, tin
example ( 1 ) the anti-CD journalists who
were no better than anyone else at
distinguishing CD from master tape and
(2) the speaker designer who ( blind)
agreed that his own design compared
unfavourably with others.
Inote that the ' anti- anti- Quad' Bill
Ilayles (Jan ' 9I ) and Mr Russell ( Aug '90 )
both have Linn front ends; so the 1970s
revolution did count for something! Why
was Quad content with the primitive
decks of the 1960s? And why build the
'world's most transparent speaker' and use
it with afar-from- transparent amplifier?
Pleasant yes; but my £ 100 ghetto blaster
is ' pleasant'.
My first year of reading hi-fi magazines
(from cover to cover ) has definitely
generated more heat than light. Need this
be so?
John Dudderidge, Luton

Naim àla Krell
Dear Sir, Iread Martin Colloms' review of
the Naim Aro toncarm with interest. Ialso
noted your comments about the review
policy of Naim Audio.
Since Naim Audio occupies an
important position in British amplifier
technology Iam sure your readers would
appreciate acomprehensive review by
Martin Colloms of the NAC 52 amplifier
and NAP 135 monoblocs with
comparative scoring à /
a Krell, ARC etc.
This would enable those interested to see
just how atop British system compares
with the competition.
Surely such areview could be arranged
since it does not appear that Naim Audio
would raise any objections ( or would
they? ). Ihave always wondered why this
has never been done in the past.
JB Festenstein, London NW

LPs were apain
Dear Sir, flaying very little knowledge of
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the reflection and refraction of light. Iwill
have to let the highly technical and
erudite arguments for and against the
'Green Pen' treatment of CDs go right
over my head. I
lowever, on the
assumption that acomplex piece of
machinery, which has alight detection or
sensing arrangement as its core, must
surely benefit by keeping stray light away
from where it is not intended, Idecided to
try it for myself.
There is no doubt that on some discs
the treble is alittle firmer and sharper to
my ears. The pen that Iused was a
Uni-Prockay ( water- based) made by the
Mitsubishi Pen Co. The price was 99p. I
would be interested to know what
benefits Iwould obtain from using one of
the proprietary ones available at ten times
the price. Perhaps someone ( through the
columns of your magazine ) will in due
course enlighten me. However, with the
risk of being accused of teaching my
betters how to suck hi-fi eggs may Iwarn
the unwary to take care not to allow any
of the ink/dye/gunge/paint to creep onto
the playing side of the disc, as those with a
generous amount of music on will have
the outermost playing area stained; and if
one is not quick, it is difficult to remove.
In passing Imust, for the record, state
that for me, CD has been asuperb upgrade
to music listening. Ihave owned various
sorts of hi-fi over the last forty years and
had decided many years ago that I.Ps ( for
that is what Istill call them ) were a
proverbial pain. Yes, they do sound good,
but only when they are new. After twenty
or so playings the quality is well degraded.
CDs on the other hand seem to go on for
ever! The dynamic range is better, there is
no degradation towards the end of the
record and no noise. For those who miss
the rather rich plummy sound obtained
by the aforesaid I.Ps playing through valve
amplifiers, Iwould suggest that it is all a
matter of what you get used to.
Pleasurable it certainly could be, but
accurate? Never! Just compare solo piano
played on I.P and then on CD. CI) is flutter
free. If CD hadn't have come along when
it did, Iand many others would have gone
over to cassettes. For anyone who has
read this far, the relevant equipment chez
Stewart is Sony CDP 103, Sansui All- D9
and KEF 105.2: not an outfit in the full
bloom of youth, but still giving much
pleasure. Incidentally has anyone noticed
that every time an LP is taken from its
sleeve another mark appears that
definitely was not there last time it was
played — another affliction that CDs do not
seem to suffer.
Michael SStewart, Welwyn, Herts

Furukawa fibre
Dear Sir, Reading again your issue of 1990
about cables comparison, Ican't agree
with your conclusions about the digital
cables. In fact, you give the first name to
the Masterlink Blue, before the Furukawa
fibre optic! This clarification is not
realistic, unless you listen to these cables
with amedium range system like Rogers,
etc. Here, we have compared these three

types with the following system: Cello
pre- amp; Wadia X64 ( transport and
decoder); Martin Logan electrostatics. To
us it was obvious that the best cable was
the Furukawa F1310, then the F1210, and
then the Masterlink. To us it appears clear
that the Masterlink has alack of depth,
with atrend to put all the instruments on
the same row. Also, it has atoo- bright
treble and akind of `pinchy' sound with
lack of atmosphere. The use of our system
obviously showed up the weak
components. The Furukawa is really a
marvellous cable and Iam trying to find a
decent importer in France for their British
distributor, Quantum.
M Massetti, Paris, France

Advocating XLRs
Dear Sir, Erno Borbely, writing in Audio
Amateur (USA), states that XI.R
connections are superior to the best
phono type. If this is true, the implications
are such that even this humble epistle
may be shredded, as athreat to national
audio security. After all, if the
manufacturers of popular audio
equipment switched over to this idea,
then the commodity market in rare metals
would collapse, due to the tons of singlecore cable that would have to be trashed.
Anyway. Mr Borbely contributes some
circuit outlines to substitute op amps for
the traditional transformers. Whilst
understanding the idea. Icouldn't
translate this to practical use, due to
electronic dyslexia. But, luckily, a
correspondent in the previous issue had
offered aknife- and-fork method, based
upon an ancient US system. This involves
leaving the screen open at the source
(phono) end and only connecting it to the
negative line at the power amp.
Fortuitously, the massive RS catalogue has
just introduced anew line in budget
(plastic bodied) XI.R fittings, plus anice
range of screened twisted twin cable.
On this basis Idecided to have ago at it.
The immediate effect was adeathly
silence from the drivers in my hi-amped
BBC lookalikes when the volume was
turned down, which wasn't the case
previously. Moreover, although Ialso
suffer from aural mediocrity, it was
obvious that sound output was no worse
and possibly even better.
Well Iam expecting that, with your
probity in these matters, you will
campaign for some changes in the
industry. Meanwhile perhaps you could at
least commission one of your experts to
do apiece or two on this, so that
primitives like myself can improve upon
my present efforts!
Hugh Haines, Sunderland
Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion, but we regret
that we are unable to answer questions on buying
specific items of hi-fi. We cannot answer queries
over the telephone.
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GARROTT BROTHERS'
SUICIDE
The hi-fi world has been
shocked and saddened to learn
that the two Garrott Brothers,
famous for their hand-made
pick-up cartridges, have died in
abizarre suicide incident in
their native Australia. The
men's bodies, together with
those of their Filipino wives
Teresita and Norminta, were
found in aremote house in New
South Wales. Apparently a
metal pipe connected to acar
exhaust had been put through a
hole cut in the wall of the main
bedroom where the bodies were
located. Police were alerted by
the local Postmaster in Candelo
who received aletter warning
of the tragedy. The
Postmaster's wife, Val
Gordon, said the couple had
written to her husband Bob,
stating the four had decided to
`go to sleep and not wake up'.
The brothers John, 54, and
Brian, 46, asked Mr Gordon Zr'
contact asolicitor in Sydney. It
is understood that the Garrott
family was worried about
John, who was known to be
seriously ill and suffering from
aheart condition which caused
the brothers to stop work afew
months ago.
It was in the 1970s that the
brothers developed the Garrott
diamond stylus. After gaining
European and American
recognition, they returned to
Australia to expand their
business which was regarded as
aworld leader in the
manufacture of diamond styli.
The two men were very
private people and said to have
lived for each other. Although
neither played any musical
instrument, the brothers were
perfectionists when it came to
hi-fi, making their own
speakers and listening primarily
to classical music.

VALVES AND VINYL
Recently- opened Vinyl

Tube

Audio is the only UK dealer to
specialize exclusively in turntables and valve amplification.

Its proprietors believe that LPs
played through tube electronics
come closest to the true sound of
music. They say that the emotion
and vitality of music, 'sadly lacking' on CD, can thus be conveyed.
The shop, in Fortess Road, north
west London, handles only carefully-selected brands, mostly British. On the shelves are products
from Mansfield's Art Audio, Concordant of Leicester, and Sound
Design Studios of Wolverhampton — 'cottage industry' companies
producing hand- made products
with loving care. The shop is open
Monday to Friday 12 noon to
8pm, and Saturdays 10-6pm. Tel:
071-485 4854.

HALES AND CAMBER SET FOR UK
Plateau Camber speakers from
Canada's largest transducer manufacturer are among the latest lines
to he distributed by Audiofreaks.
The range comprises three sealed
boxes, the £200 Laser 153, 1.57 at
£350, and the £500 159. The 3.0ti
is a two-way bass reflex at £459,
while the £900 5.0ti model is a
two-way with passive radiator.
Other news from Audiofreaks is
that Californian speaker manufacturer Hales is making its multithousand pound moving- coil
loudspeakers available in the UK:
Both the System Two and System
Two Signature models are
intended as ' true point-source
radiators', a feature more commonly associated with panel rather
than box designs. Empire Scientific, the renowned Swiss manufacturer, is launching new pick-up
cartridges: the new flagship here is
the Benz- Micro Reference, a

MORDAUNT SHORT PEAKS
Speaker specialist Mordatmt Short found the highest mountain in
North America for the launch of its latest products. At aheight of
6195 metres, Mount McKinley may seem a strange location to
unveil arange of hi-fi speakers. But it was all for aworthy cause, as
the trek helped to raise money for Save The Children. The new
Classic Series comprises the 20 at £395 and the £595 40. Both
models use a special 165mm driver — a single-piece injection
moulded polypropylene cone and surround — with a 25mm
Ferrofluid damped and cooled metal dome tweeter.

development of the MC2 generator housed in briar wood. Stylus
profile is micro-edge, and the retail
price around £850. Oakley Electronics has replaced the Image S
pre-amp with the Image Six. Complete with m-cphono stage, it sells
for £ 500. Redesigned Motif solidstate electronics are also in the
pipeline, including a new ' reference' two-box FET pre-amp and
two power amps. Audiofreaks, tel
081-948 4153.

DIGITAL ROOM EQUALIZATION
The B&W research team, based at
Steyning in Sussex, has made public
the results of its two year investigation into room correction using
digital equalisation. Early indications from the team's research confirmed the theory that preechos
are more audible, and objectionable, than post echoes. Minimumphase filters have been successfully
used to flatten room responses,
ignoring phase. The results, on
MLSSA waterfall plots, show minimum- phase equalization to be
effective in removing, or at least
substantially reducing, room hang.
on effects below 150Hz.
Special hardware based on
TMS320 signal-processing chips was
required for the work, with the
associated software written in Algol
68. The signal is decimated through
the use of a low-pass filter in order
to reduce the sampling rate.
Because the low frequencies ring
for longer than higher ones they
must be filtered over a longer time
window, so decimation is applied to
the whole spectrum. A two-stage
decimation produces three digital
paths: one LF with filtering over a
long time window, another passing
mid and LF filtered over a medium
time window to equalize mid frequencies, and the third which passes all frequencies but whose short
time window filter corrects only HF.
The three paths are combined, in
the digital domain, after filtering.
Equalizing the anechoic
measurements of a speaker per se
did not, however, significantly
improve the sound of a good
speaker. Rather, the team's success
was in equalizing the speaker's

phase response, with typically an LF
phase lead caused by the bass alignment and one or more all-pass
sections caused by the crossovers.
The combination of phase correction and application of minimumphase room equalization produced
a system which corrects LF room
responses and full-range speaker
responses to 20kHz.
This is just one area in which

og«..
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[A reader pays tribute: see Wietel
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B&W's R&D team has been working
recently. Others include laser techniques in speaker design and the
development of some 'revolutionary' digital components.
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NEWS
PHILIPS ANNOUNCES
FIRST-QUARTER PROFIT

CELESTION REVAMPS
RIBBON SPEAKERS
Market response has led Celestion
to make substantial alterations to
the design of its Thousand' range
of loudspeakers launched 18
months ago. To achieve compatibility with a wider range of
amplifiers, Celestion has rebalanced the impedance and sensitivity from 86dB at 4ohms to 84dB at
8ohms. Although the crossover
frequency is still 900Hz, the network has been revised to improve
the integration between ribbon
unit and bass driver. The speaker's
aesthetics have also been refined,
while the matching K stand has
been shortened by over 4in. Prices
remain unchanged. Celestion tel
(0473) 723131.

LINN LAUNCHES TOP PRE-AMP
The 'Cairn, Linn's new high quality pre-amp, develops the ideas
introduced with

MFCD PLAYER

its LK1

six years ago, including solid-state

switching in favour of mechanical controls. With its seven source

Poised for imminent release is

inputs, the £ 1295 Kairn is intended for modern AV applications,

Musical Fidelity's first CD player

its three outputs making it suitable for multi room. Intended

—a £399 bitstream model. CDI is

principally to be under remote control, it has its fascia buttons

intended to partner the budget BI

concealed by a door. The

amplifier and TI tuner to provide

forthcoming Kremlin tuner and European CD players with RC5

amatching set. Musical Fidelity,

standard commends. Linn Products, tel 041-644 5111.

IR handset will also control the

tel: 081-900 2866.

DUMPING ON IMPORTS

BRIEFING
AKG has introduced adedicated

JPW Loudspeakers of Plymouth

class A amplifier with frequency

will absorb the recent VAT increase

response tailored to power its K1000

in an effort to maintain price points.

headphones for £695. AKG

.7PW tel (0752)607000.

(04834) 25702

KM PRODUCTS, run by Jon

AUDIO SYNTHESIS, supplier of

Monks, has been born out of the

HFN/RR's PAS-02 and other Ben

defunct Keith Monks company. The

Duncan designs, has moved to 14

new number is (0252)837556.

Louis Ave, Beeston, Nottingham
NG9 ¡ DX. Tel (0602)224138.
C4 Television is the first TV

company to order the Cedar sound
restoration and production system
for use with its vintage footage.
GOODMANS is moving from

Havant to new premises at Mitchell

MAXELL's latest chrome cassette is

Way, Portsmouth P03 5PR. The

pitched at the cheaper, 'ferric' end

telephone number is (0705)673763.

of the market. The SXIIsells for

IMPULSE Loudspeakers has been

£5.99 for apack offive C90s.

acquired by M&S Enterprises,

YAMAHA has announced its first

which is in the process of appointing

professional DAT recorder, the

dealers. Contact the distributor,

DTR2, increasing speculation of a

Sound Room on 081-764 9295.

consumer model from this brand.

The European Community has
imposed permanent anti-dumping
duties on Japanese and South
Korean audio cassettes, despite
Japan's fierce lobbying against the
duties, and tacit threats, particularly in the General Agreement of
Tariffs and Trade ( GATT), to
reduce its investment in the EC.
The new duties replace temporary tariffs introduced last November and impose a general 25.5%
on cassettes from Japan, with the
following exception: Sony
(23.4%). Maxell ( 21.8%), Denon
Columbia ( 18.7%) and Fuji
(15.2% ). A tariff of 9.2% is
imposed on South Korean tapes,
with Sunkyong Magnetics attracting alower rate of 2.6%. Cassettes
from three Seoul manufacturers
(Sachan Media, Sungnam Electronics and Keum Sahn Electronics)
will not be penalized at all.
The EC said that while Japanese
imports harmed local producers
because they were sold in the EC
below cost, permanent duties
were being imposed on the Hong
Kong cassettes because imports
were small and they caused little
prejudice to Community manufacturers.
The original complaint against
the cut-price tape imports made in
1989 claimed that the imports had
cost them 8.5% of the EC market
share and forced them to slash
prices and drastically cut their
workforces.
A minority of EC countries and
consumer groups have accused
the Commission of protecting lessefficient European manufacturers,
with the result that European consumers are forced to pay more for
their audio cassettes.

Troubled Dutch electronics giant
Philips has reported ane« profit in
the year's first quarter, confounding stock market analysts who had
expected the group to report aloss.
Philips said its nett profit from
normal operations jumped to 135
million Guilder in the first quarter
from 6 millions in the same period
last year. But the group, Europe's
largest consumer electronics concern, avoided over-optimism. It
gave no prediction of profit level for
the current year, but stood by its
target of sales at around the 1990
level of 55.76 billion Guilder. It did
say, however, that its ambitious selfrescue plan, dubbed 'Centurion',
was well under way and that 275
million Guilder had been added to
the restructuring budget as of the
start of the year. In a statement,
Philips said that consumer electronics sales were down 1% due to the
general fall in the market with
strong competition forcing prices
down. With last year recording the
largest-ever loss by a Dutch company, Philips vowed it would return
to profitability.
• Philips curtailed its Centenary
celebrations as the lights went out
on avast 'son et lumiere' light and
sound show to have been staged by
Frenchman Jean-Michel Jarre. The
company's chief executive, Jan Timmer, who was appointed to rescue
the group from waste and mismanagement, decided that such highlights were inappropriate for afirm
in the process of reducing its worldwide workforce by 45 000.

REFERENCE HANDLES SHINON
The renowned Shinon Red pickup cartridge is to be distributed in
the UK by Reference Imports of
Sussex. Described as 'a transducer of superb articulation', the
Shi non retails at £900 and will be
reviewed exclusively in fil.N/RR
next month. Other news from this
high- end distributor is of the
arrival of the long awaited
Acoustsat Spectra 1100 offering
sonic and cosmetic upgrades to the
previous model including a redesigned bass driver and user
selectable HF contour setting plus
the addition of a bi-amplbi-wire
provision. Reference Imports, tel
(043.5) 864481.

PIONEERING WINNER
Huw Prosser of Tilehurst in Berkshire was picked from the
thousands of correct entries to our
April Pioneer competition. He correctly identified the answers as: 1.
Alain Prost and Jean Alesi, 2.
French, 3. Italy, and 4. A300 and
A400. Mr Prosser has received his
Pioneer PD-91 CD player.
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rules about AUDIO RESEARCH
being expensive and a pre-amplifier
which nhances sound purity over a
straight wire. It is better than a new
digital to analogue converter ... or
so we thought until the DAC-1!
Prices with Lamont-level VAT are
£1,657 and £2,993 respectively.

Yamaha is not just another company
who make electrical appliances.
Linking the apparently disparate products from automotive engines
through furniture, sports and musical
instruments via HiFi is aphilosophy
of accomplishing areputation based
on quality of lifestyle products, to
use an outworn phrase. My own
analagy would be to the European
equivalent of " Porsche Design". In
fact the Yamaha headphones YHL006 are Porsche Designs and the
YDH-1 and YHD-2 are by Mario
Bellini.
In the field of music, Yamaha are
noted for musical instruments —
from wind instruments to grand
pianos — which have achieved the
endorsement of many top musicians, both jazz and classical. From
electronic keyboards to expertise in
the acoustics of concert halls their
expertise creates a modern legend,
technology serving man through the
arts.
These things converge in Yamaha's
LSI specialisation: for the uninitiated, this means Large Scale Integrated Circuits which play an
increasing role in the modern world
from consumer goods, through commerce and industry to smart
weapons. Peaceful purposes
include acoustic and musical
applications. One happy convergence is digital sound processing: the
ill-fated quadrophonics was launched too early and still discredits the
modem field or surround sound in
which Yamaha have a comfortable
and maintained lead! In terms of
HiFi, the spin-off to the man in the
street is that for a few hundred
pounds he can buy for his living
room proper acoustic treatment
which is a far cry from the totally
ineffective and degrading spaceeffects equipment which is still to
this day sold to the unwary victims of
High Street salesmen.
Digital Sound Field Processor
sounds too far from the musical and
minimal objectives which Yamaha,
The Music Room and many of our
customers share. But digital electronics is the way ahead, and the
well-informed consumer should see,
and hear, Yamaha's greatest recent
accomplishments — the remarkable
DSP-A1000 (which offers a total
integrated amplifier approach) or the
DSP-E300 which adds the effects
and additional (field) amplification to
an existing system, either way, purist sound quality. Useful accessories
from Yamaha surround sound products include slim and inexpensive
4-channel power amplifier (£ 169.95)
and speakers ( NS- E2 costing
£79.95). Yamaha have gone much
further than anyone else in building
upon their experience to produce
affordable and elegant solutions to a
long-standing challenge. The DSP-

"Yamaha CDX-650£ — an affordable revolution in CD"
A1000 should be in the shops now
and compels your attention, especially at its remarkable price of under
£800.

In the specialist Hi Fi range,
Yamaha amplifiers start from under
£100, but the British- designed
audiophile component is the AX-350
costing £ 139.95. To gain streetcred, we patiently await the reviewer
who is willing to state in print that the
AX-350 sounds better than a pair of
bi-amplified Krells and also drives
Apogees. As soon as this happens,
delivery will extend to 8-12 weeks.
All we are prepared to say about the
AX-350 is that it sounds better than
any of its competitors costing at
least 11
/ times the price and many
2
more at much higher prices; it looks
extremely elegant, and Yamaha
reliability is a legend in our age.

Until recently, we would describe
Yamaha CD players as extremely
competitive, surely a fair enough
compliment. At last we have the
fruits of Yamaha's deep research
into the problems of digital decoding.
Unhelpfully named S-bit Plus, to
explain it in a single paragraph is
quite beyond the present writer, a
mere Hi Fi Dealer. A Dealer is said
to be one who knows the price of
everything and the value of nothing!
Well, the price of the new CDX-750E
(illustrated) is £249.95 and the value
reaches into the realms of high-end.
Oh dear, do Inow resort to the £200
amplifier which beats the stacked
Krells? Suffice to say if you are in the
market for a superior CD Player

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366

whose price does not limit its performance you must audition the
'750.
HIGH-END BARGAINS
Hardly inexpensive but a bargain
nevertheless is the GRYPHON XT
pre-amplifier from Denmark. Those
who have heard this beautiful creation may well be saving their pennies
awaiting the day the finest preamplifier will transform aprogramme
source into riving music. At The
Music Room we have come to
respect the consistency and predictability of this remarkable product: it
seems to be unfussy but under all
conditions touches any music system it forms a part of. It is the best
pre-amp we have ever encountered
but at £5,485 it is not quite the most
expensive.
Each and every MAGNEPLANAR is
a bargain but our demonstrator
model 1.4 is a gift; just run-in and
offers a substantial saving on the
new list of £ 1,190 for only £900 plus
cost of carriage. We have to prune
our stock for the summer. The MG2.6R and the MG-3.3R are models
of the new range, listing at £2,250
and £3,333. Every fiAagneplanar is a
bargain, but these are beautiful bargains. A new product from this company always aclieves its advanced
stage of perfection before reaching
the market place, but Iwas quite
unprepared for the shock of such
visual and sonic excellence. From
their starter product (the SMGa
which continues, and is priced at
£665 with wooden sides) we will
continue to enthuse about these
products ... And their friends down
the road have in their " LS-1" a line
stage pre-amplifier which breaks the

SECOND-HAND NEWS
Power to the people. Democratic
prices on monoblocks this month:
we have a very recent pair of
KRELL KRS-200 which have
proved too much for our customer's
delicate electrostatic loudspeakers!
He is prepared to consider offers
around half-price, that is £8,750 for
the pair. We should emphasise that
these amplifiers have the recent
refinements including the remarkably effective protection circuits.
They are 200 watt pure class A with
massive reserve which results in
effortless and open sound; tight
bass doesn't begin to describe the
bottom end! Another ption costs
much less for we have apair of EAR
509's in mint condition for only
£1,250 per pair, one of the lovliest
looking and sweetest sounding
valve designs. Don't delay as the
staff are all saving up for them. Even
less costly are the remarkable
GRANT valve monoblocks G60
AMS with stylish wooden cheeks;
we're giving them away for £495.
Still on amplifiers, we have a brand
new PINK TRIANGLE Pip ll for
half-price, ie £ 1,950 due to acancelled order; a bargain for the discerning. A chance in customers circumstances also releases for sale a
brand new KRELL KSA-250 for
£4,500. The " French KRELL" is
smaller and arguably slightly more
stylish, but packs a similar punch.
Come and hear the YBA 2 ( PreAmp, MM) with the mighty 1 Power
Amp: list prices are £ 1,350 and
£3,300, but we will turn around our
demonstrators on aserious bid. We
have a second-hand pair of mint
MERIDIAN 205 power amplifiers.
Also due for rotation are one pair of
SD ACOUSTICS SD- 1's currently
listing at £ 1,350; but do Ihear an
offer of £995 for these glorious
walnut speakers? And offers over
£1,000 are invited for our demo
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 15's.
We have asecond-hand MERIDIAN
203 DAC. And we have our demonstrator MICROMEGA CD Players,
the Goldmund of the silver disc: a
Solo for £995 and aDUO for £ 1,495
— first come first served. They are
am n mint condition and fully guaranteed. Two turntables: a ROKSAN in
black with Mk.I PSU and LINN LVX
and a LUX PD 300 for £500 each.
Please note that all the above items
are surplus to our over large stock in
Glasgow and so reduced in price
that we must add carriage. '

The Music Room, 98 Bath Street.
Glasgow G2. 041-332 5012

(L.

SANSUI 'GOING CONCERN'
Administrators

1\ sil \ adir's cid

lapsed Polly Peck group have
recommended that substantial
parts of the company should be
kept as a going concern. These
include Sansui electronics group
which incorporates Mission and
Cyrus hi- ti brands.
Officials from Accountancy
firms Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte
and Touche Ross were appointed
by the courts to clarify the financial position of the company. They
found that the best prospects for
the creditors lie in the retention
and rehabilitation of substantial
parts of the group'. A proposal to
creditors said a quick forced sale
of Polly Peck's assets would not be
in their, nor the shareholders', best
interest.
In areport to go heu ) re a credi-

(111"S'

meeting. hic

Adininistrah)r,

said they were looking for a new

equit
partner in Sansui, the
Japanese hi-fi operation acquired
by Polly Peck in 1990, to provide
financial and management
resources and to assist in restoring
the weak operation to profitability.
11111Japanese electronics company
Aiwa is now a money- making
operation after its change to an
audio/visual manufacturer from a
purely audio specialist, according
to its president Hajime Unoke. Ile
also said that the company will be
moving more of its research and
development work from Tokyo to
Singapore, while a production
plant is to be built in Malaysia.
Aiwa is reported to !lave cleaned
out its accumulated losses of 6.25b
Yen it suffered by March 1990.

TOP ARM COMES TO UK
Herbert Papier is the man behind Wheaton Music Incorporated
whose TriPlanar 3 tonearm is now available in the UK through
AudioFreaks. At £ 1995, it is a high-end contender and features
Cardas wiring throughout. A silicon damping facility is provided
along with VTA and azimuth adjustment. Call 081-948 4153.

CANON LAUNCHES USER-FRIENDLY LOUDSPEAKERS
.111U11

is entering the audio mar-

with a revolutionary loudspeaker design, said to overcome
the ' hot seat' problem of many hi-fi
ket

TECHNICS GOES FOR AV CENTRE

systems. In Canon's unique 5-50
loudspeaker, asingle Sin hill- range
drive unit ('parasitic' tweeter element) is arranged to fire downards onto an acoustic mirror,
which is very accurately contoured to provide aprecisely controlled, but very wide and smooth,
dispersion characteristic throughout the frequency range. This
means that the speaker's stereo
imaging capability is maintained

Among the new season range of Technics hi-fi separates is the
company's first AV controller. Intended to be used at the heart of
an integrated audio/visual system, the SA-GX505L is equipped
with Dolby Pro- logic ( giving 5speaker outputs), and can cope
with two video and four audio inputs. Supplied complete with
remote handset, the receiver is expected in November at around
£330. A learning remote, the SH R500, is available at £ 60.

ROLAND SOUND SPACE ON TV AND BBC CD

SNELL 'COUNTERFEIT' CLAIM
Snell Acoustics of Massachusetts has
alleged that counterfeit products
bearing its name are being offered
for sale in Britain. Snell's President
Dr William Osgood refers to what he
terms the ' unauthorized production' of his E, J and K type loudspeakers. These, it is claimed, are
copies purporting to be Snell originals. Dr Osgood says he will make
every effort to prevent what he calls
a ' threat to our product integrity
and marketing position'. Ile is
anxious to advise loyal customers of
the position, adding that UK distribution of genuine Snell products
is currently being arranged
through AudioNord of Denmark.
RR contacted former Snell
Distributor Audio by Design of
Brighton. Its managing director
Peter Qvortrup dismisses the allegations and is adamant that his company 'has not produced and does
not intend to produce Snell speakers'. Ile called Snell's remarks an
attempt 'to discredit myself and the
organisation Ilead', and dismissed
them as 'deplorable'.
Peter Qvortrup is a known supporter of the earlier Snell models,
whose UK distribution he has maintained in preference to later models. Now no longer able to obtain
the original designs, Qvortrop is
poised to launch a series of loudspeakers under the Audio Note
brand. These are said to be broadly
based on similar design principles
to the early Snells, although contain
what are described as 'considerable
innovation and thought over and
above the Snell range'. Audio by
Design continues to offer an
upgrade and maintenance service
to its existing Snell customers.
111-1 ,1NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

across awide listening area, and in
fact sound sources still appear to
be correctly located in the soundstage even from a listening position further out to the side of the
room than the nearest speaker.
The new speaker is of radical

The BBC has issued a compact

The Roland Sound Space Pro-

disc of computer sounds featuring

cessing System, in direct competi-

Roland Corporation's new RSS

tion

`surround sound' process. The CD,

music during mixdcrwn so as to

titled Essential Hi-Tech Sound

present a three-dimentional aural

Effects

a total of 59

image on playback using anormal

tracks. Among them is the mate-

machine. The Roland hardware

includes

to

Q-Sound,

encodes

the

rial used on the recent Tomor-

has 18-bit AID and 20-bit DIA

row's

of

converters alongside a processor

the programme

using four 24-bit microprocessors.

RSS

World
in

demonstration

which

linked up with Radio One. Pre-

RSS is claimed to be 'fully mono

senter Mark Goodier said of the

compatible'. It allows artists, pro-

experiment 'surround sound has

ducers and engineers to position

been tried before with Quadrapho-

sounds not only to the left and

nic but didn't take off. Perhaps it

right but also in front, behind,

was too expensive'. The young DJ

above or below the listener by

made no mention of the incom-

phase

patibility posed by four competing

using the system for its NICAM

quadraphonic formats.

viewers to the gameshow Bob's

shifting.

Central

TV

is

Your Uncle, while Commodore's
interactive

CDTV format

has

software called Megablast which
features RSS treated music and
effects.
Roland's Sound Space
processor una and
controller module
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construction and appearance too.
since there is no cabinet as such

and no wood materials are used:
the drive unit is contained in a
dome- like housing above the
reflecting cone, which is a strong
mai- casting, internally-damped.
Retail price will be around £ 350. A
larger model, the S- - (). will also be
launched.
Although the design of the contoured mirror was facilitated by
the Japanese parent company's
expertise in the optical engineering field, the new loudspeaker has
been entirely developed in the 1.IK
at Canon's research headquarters
in Guildford, Surrey.
Set for early autumn release, the
loudspeakers are intended to
spearhead a whole line of future
products from the UK- based
Canon Audio division, which will
be responsible for marketing them
internationally. Canon Audio
emphasises that it does not intend
to enter the audio market with a
'me- too' range of conventional hifi, but will produce well-designed
high-quality ' lifestyle' products in
keeping with its enviable reputation in the photographic and office
equipment market. Canon Audio
Ltd. tel ( 0 OM 502003

CD PLAYERS HELP MARKET
The growth in the sale of
pact
disc players and camcorders helped
an otherwise declining consumer
electronics market, according to
BREMA's Annual Report. The good
news is that the decline, which
began in 1989, has now slowed. CD
player sales grew by 8 per cent to
1.75 million machines, although
even this figure was less than originally forecast for the year. Speaking
at its Annual General Meeting, the
BREMA President Lord Chapple of
Hoxton, said 'we continue to live in
turbulent times .., but there are
hopeful signs of an economic
recovery'. He suggested that BREMA
members were helped by the fact
that *consumers sought the reassurance of well-known brands'. Turning to BREMA's sister organisation,
the Federation of British Audio,
Lord Chapple heartily applauded
the success of the feasibility study
of a possible research project, calling it 'a sound investment for the
future'. The work, by Oxford Consultants Ltd, was completed to the
satisfaction of the Department of
Trade and Industry, which confirmed its intention of contributing
half the cost.
I3

DYNAMIC
RESPONSE
15W-75
Whenever DYNAUDIO introduces a new type of speaker driver, it is
not just an upgrading, but a unique and entirely new construction
based on proven DYNAUDIO principles.

DYNAUDIO®

The 15 W-75 is awoofer for small 2- way bookshelf systems and satellite
enclosures as well as alow/mid in multiway designs.
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The curves show that input power peaks of even 1000 Watts
are reproduced with full dynamic, and no compression is
observed.
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The MLSSA waterfall shows the well controlled behaviour both for time
and frequency.
Die cast, PHA- cone, aluminium hexactcoil wire and former.
DYNAUDIO - manufacturer of the most dynamic speakers.

DYNAUDIO • PB 440 • DK 8660 Skanderborg • DENMARK • Phone: + 45 8 6 • 523 411- Telex: 63126 dynaud dk • Fax: + 45 8 6.523 116
DYNAU DIO PB 54 05 45 • D-2000 Hamburg 54 • GERMANY • Phone: + 49 40-858 066 • Fax: + 49 40-859 035
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BAD PRESS?
A leading

EVENTS

priklucer

of

in

mitor

24JULY:B&W DM600 and

speakers has hit out at what k

Matric 805 evening by Aston

ternis ' the sad state of the hi-fi
press'.

In

an

open

letter,

Audio. For tickets ring (0625)

ATC

nicleaker Technology .of Stroud

582704.

Iii'. attempted to highlight some of

28 AUGUST-2 SEPTEMBER:

thy current problems, pointing to
cases

of ' wrongly

Fera TV, radio& hi-fi show at

interpreted

Zupa, Zurich. Tel 010 41 1

measurements' and occasions of
'glar>ng

deficiencies

311 2550 for details.

often

unnoticed'. The company points

30 AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER:

specifically

Funkaustellung ' 91,

to

magazines

whose

contributors dismiss objective. sci-

international audioivideo show

entific. analysis out of hand, pciinting out that the ear can be easily

in Berlin. UK contact tel 071-

tOoled. ATC calls the introduction

486 1951.

of terms which suggest the replay
equipment is an addititmal musical
instrument ' inherently dishonest'.
IIn work of many re, ic‘r crs is
dis:iiissed out of hand by the paper's .: uthor,

Ashley James,

who

comments that the vast majority
are

often

virtually

meaningless'

and ' inconclusive'. He

Cites

inst-

ances where the reviewers do not
have the experience or knowledge
to

do more than guess', and yet

express 'opinions as if they were
fact'.
The

analogue

diehards , ilsa

come in for criticism, being dis•
missed as ' resistant to change'.
Those who still favour turntables
are dubbed

irrational, and their

arguments have flown in the face
of

overwhelming

scientific

evi-

dence'. Au: is confident that the
reduced
limited

dynamic
frequency

range

and

response

of

record players remove the aggressive
musk

edge

of

modern

which is

popular

ncit intended to

sound good on a hi- ti sr stem'.
A g.

is quick to point out that it

is not in a small minority, but
representing a significant number
of people who are ' confused and
frustrated'. In a final attack, the
paper says that those who are
unable to make technical measurements tend to ' lack the confidence'
to come out in favour ir against a
product.
only

in

Au:
the

N.I\

s

Ii

I
N interested

laudable

pou -suit

of

re-creating natural sounds con\ incingly and is worried that genuine
progress goes unnoticed.
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SIMPLY SILENT PORTABLES

SHOWBIZ SCHOOL ALL SET
Europe's first ptrf
g arts and
technology school is poised to
receive its intake of talented teenagers this summer. Applications
were received from 1200 hopefuls
across the country and, after individual interviews rather than audi300 of the final 720 places at
what's been dubbed ' Brit School'
have been filled. The school, at
Croydon in south London. got its
name after support from the British
record industry and is intended to
provide both education and specialised vocational tr • • g across a
wide curricul
of technological
and artistic subjects — in fact those
which make performances possible.
After their courses, it is hoped that
students will be well placed to
obtain good positions at many different levels in the pram.' ll i
ll g arts
and entertainment industries, from
sound engineering, broadcasting,
dance, drama, stage design and
theatre management to technical
aspects like set design or make-up.
Funds for the project have conic
from nume
• sponsors, including major record companies, direct
funding by the Department of
Education, and money raised at last
year's Knebworth concert. A number of school days will be set aside
as 'Gala Days' when normal activities give way to seminars by industry professionals, often celebrities.
Experts will be brought in on a
one- day- a- week basis to give
instruction on current popular
techniques. The school will not be
si
of facilities. The hub of the
new 8000sq metre building will be a
500 seat theatre sur
ded by
radio and TV studios equipped with
the latest gizmos. Music recording
studios, pl
graphic dark room,
dance studio, scenic construe •
area and wardrobe will all be
housed in the £ 7 m complex.

FRAMEWORKS STANDS

AudioFile (St Ives) htfi
Show. Call (0480)66123.

Panasonic has introduced its SSeries

CD

personals

with

an

19-22 SEPTEMBER: The Hi-

'Amenity Sound Control' feature

Fi Show, Perna Hotel,

to reduce external high frequency

Heathrow. Sponsored by

leakage from

HFN/RR. Tel 081-686 2599.

the

headphones.

When used in public places they

27-29 SEPTEMBER:

reduce

and

National Sound& Vision

provide truly personal listening.

Show, Bolton. Tel ( 0204)

Panasonic, tel (0344) 862444.

31423.

irritation

to

others

DENON ADDS TUNER
Having achieved notable success with

its £99 TU260L tuner,

Denon has announced the TU560I, based on the 660 model. This
new design, with 30 presets and an RF attenuator, uses four
varactor diodes and Mosfets in the front-end while selected audio
grade components are employed at critical stages. Full IR remote
is included in the £ 150 price. Contact tel (0753) 888447.

NAD'S NEW SPEAKER YSTEM

BLANK TAPE SALES RISE
Ilie combined total id blank audio
and video tapes reached £ 310m
according to recent research. The
British Tape Industry Asmiciation
said

that

compact

cassette

tape

Following last year's launch of
the 8225 ' mini-monitor', NAD has
added a two-way floor-standing
speaker. The £300 8100 is finished
in sleek jet black, and its inter-

sales experienced a slow first half
of the year. but the second half saw

nally-braced

a recovery with the final quarter

rear-port loading for the Cobex-

5", better

than

1989.

Chronic

sales were up from 16 to 18% of
the

total.

Super

Ferric

also

Rigidity is the key factor behind a

improved. from 14 to 16%, while

new series of hi-fi stands, with

standard ferric dropped from 69 to

cabinet

provides

coned woofer. Details from NAD,
tel 081-349 4034.

triangulation principles used to
enhance it to the full.
lengths

and

members

sections

are

Varying
of frame

combined

Frame Works' products

in

to mini-

mize coincident resonances inherent in any structure. The racks sit
on four

adjustable spikes

with

each shelf on a further three for
independent levelling. Intending
the stands for use with even ' modest' hi-fi systems, designer John
Choong used a Linn LP12, Ittok
and ATF-5 during his development work. Heights range from
500 to 900mm. (071-721 7544.)
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SONY'S RECORD BLE DISC
Sony plans to launch Muti Disc. its
recrirdable ru- ruer rdahle ( runin magneto "ph, al disc sr stem, in late 1992,
and says it IN V, Inking to gain
stipporl r t d'unestic and overseas hardware and sr tiTT arc T , impanies Ir Ir the
ne‘T format . Soin s announT ement
came in the same truck that Matsushita
stated its support tiff ( . also due ir r
launch next year sec t r/111111C111 . p5
Sony's ' shock-pro, ,t • gis cs
Mini Dv, the sho, krusistanT r r
4 analogue rassette, r, lulc to T. nines data
compression alluu s— I rrlrrrnnucs n'tr.rd
.

.

-

ing.

The

MD

inagncto-oplical

pi, Lop

can also read signals from optical discs.
so pre-recorded discs for the N\ .« -rn
can he produced eastl In existing (
manufacturing facilities sou) intends to
incur!), irate s( Ms Iserial ( . opy Managenwnt •.nstem 1Ir , rc(ipyright protection.
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ACCESSORIES

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.95 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £60.95 D
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber D steel CI, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.25 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous Ut ( specify type); black- ash case £81.95 D
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 12.25 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V-only £81.95
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 142.95 D
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £25.95
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £49.95 ID
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £30.00 10 singles unit ( 200) £37.95. D
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £50.95 D
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 19.95 D
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 12.25 El
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £7.25 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 El Large £8.95 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £49.95
Sicomin CD damper: £27.95 D Extra rings for old type, 20. £2.50 D
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 12.25 El
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 12.25 D
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 11.25 12
HFN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £7.95 C1 Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 15.95 O
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 14.25 O
Blacktak: £3.45 per pack of 2strips D
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £25.95
St« binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 17.25 0; Glenn Miller, £ 17.25 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 17.25 D; Supercharge, £ 17.25 0; Mozart
Edition Vol 1, £ 17.25 D; Guitar Crusher Live, £ 17.25 D
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.95
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard, Sin complete ID £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only 12 £5.00; slimline Sin 0 £6.50; 3inD £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) D £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5)0 75p. CD single adaptor, silvered (each) 0 60p.
Toppers: stick- on spikes: set of 6D £5.95; set of 8 D £8.25.
Mission Isoplat: 17in xI3in Medite isolation platform; £28.95 [
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25 D
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £3.99 per set of 4El
Dividers: pack of 10 LP 10, CD 0, 7in singles 0, £6.25
Dividers: pack of 25 LP D, CD 0, 7in singles 0, £ 11.25
Chesky Jazz Sampler Vol 1: £ 12.50 CI
Kontak two- bottle cleaning kit: £ 19.95
Soft Shoes ( set of three) £ 16.25 0
Audio Anthology, Vols 1,2,3 ( each) £ 17.25 0; Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook, £ 16.25 D; Killer Car Stereo, £ 16.25 D
Casino Royale CD £ 10.95 D; Stereo Miking CD £ 12.25 D
Finyl: Starter pack, treats 100 discs, £ 15.25 El; Finyl, treatment for
200 discs £25.95 D
Isopod: ceramic feet. Set of 3D £25.95
Insert Audio banana plugs (
per pair) £3.95 D
The Audio Glossary: 1Gordon Holt's paperback £9.95
Tweek £ 16.95 El
High Performance Loudspeakers Vol 4: Martin Colloms £28.50 10
Big Bill Broonzy LP £7.15 O CD £8.95 D
Usin' Man Blues LP £ 13.95 D CD £ 13.95 El
Cartridge demagnetizer £79.95 D

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

¡enclose POIChequelM0*
lwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

All prices include post & packing

D

Expiry date

111111111111111
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH
Cheques should he made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline It 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
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With analogue's future in serious doubt what better
than something to maintain your cartridge's health? At
last, we have de-magnetization . . .
ay back when, there was amagnificent tonearm called
the Zeta. The company which handled this joyous device
produced, for alimited period, anifty if crude cartridge
demagnetizer to perform aservice which few of us thought we
required. For those lucky enough to discover what it could do to
the performance of cartridges the Zeta demagnetizer is acherished
collector's item.
It's recently come to our attention that AudioQuest has arather
delightful demagnetizer in its catalogue. A quick word with the UK
distributor and hey presto!, we're able to offer it to those who have
been after such adevice since the Zeta's demise.
The DM- 1000 is beautifully made and built to last. It's roughly
the size of apack of cigarettes, requires four AAA cells and features
only an on-off switch with illumination and apair of phono sockets
into which you feed your tonearm leads. Plug 'em in, switch on for
five seconds and that's all there is to it.
The DM- 1000 employs an AC signal source and aminiature
amplifier to 'send enough high- frequency wattage through the
cartridge's coils to saturate and eliminate any existing local
magnetization of the core'. It then attenuates this signal to zero. In a
m-ccartridge, once the signal provided by the DM- I000 has died
away, the core will be oriented to the strongest local magnetic field
- that of the cartridge itself.
Why is this necessary? Because the act of using acartridge
involves the creation of an electrical output from the coils which in
turn sets up magnetic fields which gradually affect the magnetic
orientation of the core.
So what's the effect on the sound? Itried the DM- I000 on three
nearly- identical cartridges - all 1.yras - which differed primarily in
the amount of use since new. The gains were detectable in direct
proportion to the amount of play, with the fresher cartridges
showing only subtle improvements and the oldest of the trio
sounding like the stylus had been replaced.
The primary benefit seems to be areduction in high-frequency
smearing and improvements in dynamic contrasts. It's like a
refresher course for your cartridge, restoring the sparkle which
you thought had disappeared because of familiarity or ageing.

Signature

Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

AWEGANLETIC

• Please delete as necessary.

Note: AudioQuest recommends the DM- 100 for all m- ccartridges
and for m-m types witb removable stylus assemblies (which
covers most of them ). The device is NOT recommended for use
with variable reluctance, moving- iron, moving- flux, induced
magnet or m- m cartridges with non- removable styli.
Ken Kessler
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TECHNOLOGY
T

transmitter with an estimated power of I-t
he tweak issue certainly polarizes
people, if you will pardon the
million watts which put out ten pulses a
metaphor. I have received persosecond over a wide range of short-wave
nally abusive letters, on top of those
frequencies. All these signals are received
published in HEN/RR. The odd thing is
by metalwork and power lines, and
that those who abuse do not seem to have
permeate the national grid. Man may have
read what Iactually wrote.
developed an electromagnetic environIn a nutshell, this was simply . that if
ment, but nothing in nature can hold a
people think that green ink improves the
candle to Woodpecker or the military's
sound of their hi-fi, then good luck to
submarine radio system.
them. And if they want to concoct mumbo
The other book is Levitating Trains
jumbo explanations, that's their business.
and Kamikaze Genes, Technological
But once those people start trying to
Literacy for the 1990s, by Richard P
make money out of their unproven fantaBrennan, and published by John Wiley
sies, Ifor one am going to ask for proof of
and Sons at £ 12.95
reproducible effects, cg by controlled
Brennan set out to write a ' how modern
blind testing and accurately logging of
things work' reference book, in readable
claimed phenomena by date and time
language. It's pretty good. Ile begins with
over a statistically significant period.
a beautifully argued attack on the cult
When, and only when, there is proof of
beliefs, unproven theories, ignorant
a reproducible effect it becomes imporsuperstitions and mumbo- jumbo
tant to try and find out what causes that
pseudoscience that so many people now
effect. Otherwise the time is better spent
prefer to the hard work involved in
on something more useful, like raising
becoming technologically literate.
money for a Third World charity.
Brennan makes it clear from the outset
Let me recommend two books with
that he had no interest in trying to
completely opposing points of view.
convince bar stool pscudoscientists that
These will keep the tweaks and anti - they are wrong in believing that earlstweaks happy for many a train journey.
cave dwellers battled marauding dinoElectromagnetic Man: Health and
saurs, that Big Foot lives in the lost city of
Hazard in the Electrical Environment, by
Atlantis and that astrology tells all.
Cyril W Smith and Simon Best, is pubIle brings the had news for technololished by JM Dent and Son at £ 17.95. In it
gical illiterates that the world is not as
the authors document a string of cases
they think it is, and if they are intrcsted in
where people have been driven to distracthe truth his book will till some gaps.
tion, and possibly suicide, by disturbing
Those who want equal time for Creation
sensory phenomena which they cannot
Science in biology classes might as well
explain and may only be able to escape by
make similar demands for Flat Earth
moving house.
Theory in astronomy classes or Stork
The main premise of the book is that
Theory in sex education.
human bodies rely on internal electroAnd by a neat coincidence, Irecently
magnetic systems. If this is true, it would
saw a letter in a Sussex local paper. It
be surprising if we were not affected by
complained that Darwin's evolution
external electromagnetic fields.
theory is still taught in schools and
l'he authors deal in detail with the fight
colleges, despite ' scientific evidence limitto get the Central Electricity Generating
ing the age of the earth and universe to a
Board to take seriously complaints about
few thousand years'.
the effect of high voltage cables over the
Because there can never be irrefutable
tiny village of Fishpond in Dorset.
proof that something is not so, for instLong ago Antoine Mesmer tried putting
ance that the universe is not just a few
magnets on apatient's stomach and legs.
thousand years old, or that green ink does
Nikola Tesla found allergic responses trignot improve the sound of a hi-fi system,
gered by electromagnetic fields. Like
there will always be avacuum which the
waves in apond, claim the authors, every
pseudoscientists can fill.
biological cell has its own resonances and
Beware the tweak who calls for negawill thus respond to different frequencies.
tive proof Those who fall back on prove
Electrocardiography is a well-established
me wrong' usually only do so because
medical technique; many people would
they are unable to prove themselves right.
be dead if they were not fitted with
If you object to this simple truth,
electrical pace-makers.
continue to be as rude as you like. It will
But humans have evolved in an environnot change the sound of music.
ment flooded with awide band of electroRoland Sound Space
magnetic frequencies. Why then are we
not immune? The authors argue that body
I have reported on Q-Sound. Now we
responses are likely to be non-linear, with
have the Roland Sound Space, which has
effects observed only when thresholds of
impressed some listeners. Archer Comsensitivity have been passed.
munications had refused to give any
The military communicates with subtechnical details of Q-Sound, but we got
marines using very powerful, very low- them from a patent.
frequency radio signals radiated from
Roland has been more co-operative, but
buried aerials which run for literally
the company's technical descriptions are
hundreds of miles. For years, the Russians
much like computer instruction manuals
blitzed the airwaves with Woodpecker, a — they only make sense if you can already
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understand what they are trying to say.
So far there is no readily obvious patent
on RSS, but one is sure to come to light
sooner or later. Iwill report if it differs
significantly from the current engineering
consensus on how RSS works.
As previously explained. QSound system spreads the sound from astereo pair
of speakers wide, by adding artificial
delays and amplitude or volume variations
to the left and right channel signals.
QSound processing is based on empirical tests. Subjects were asked where they
heard sounds coming from as the signal
delays and levels were tweaked. The
tweak values were then logged against the
directions perceived, and variable control
circuits built to relate one to the other.
Studios can now use these controls to
steer sounds during the mix down of a
multi- track recording.
Roland goes further. RSS adds coloration. When sound reaches the inner ear
after reflection from the head, shoulders
and car pinnae, it is colored by notches,
dips and slopes in the frequency response.
The reflections, and thus the colorations,
depend on the direction from which the
sound is coming. The brain analyses the
slopes and dips and uses them as an extra
clue to the direction of the sound.
Additionally RSS builds on an old idea
used by ' transaural' systems, like JVC's
Biphonics, which reproduce 'binaural' or
dummy head recordings through loudspeakers. When left and right signals are
reproduced by headphones they remain
separate. When reproduced by speakers
they mix in the room. A transaural circuit
applies exactly the inverse processing to
mixing, before reproduction. This
involves blending some of each channel
with the other, with phase shifts so that
mixed signals cancel each other out.
Early attempts at adding all these clues
to stereo signals failed because analogue
circuits are not sufficiently accurate. RSS
relies on digital processing circuitry. But
there remains the same problem that
Q-Sound encountered. When signals are
out of phase, they cancel if mixed into
mono, as happens in any mono TV, radio
or cassette recorder. +
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VVelve been awarded, QUAD ESL 63
ten out of ten 1i
SUBWOOFER
rl for service
from Gradient ( Finland)
CHECK OUT OUR
CUSTOMER CARE
PACKAGE BEFORE
YOU GO ANYWHERE
ELSE!
MASSIVE DICKE

In our expenence owners of Quad ESL 63's are adevoted bunch
and not easily parted from their speakers when looking for an
upgrade path. If you like the sound they give where can you go
for improvement? Up to now, apart from tinkering with your
amplification, there hasn't been much on offer, but Gradient the
Finnish distributors for Quad) have come up with asubwoofer
system to give the extra bass extension that many ESL 63 owners
would regard as the only real shortcoming of the speaker. You
don't have to take our word for it — come and listen for yourself
We are organising one or two musical evenings or you can have a
personal dem' by appointment. For further information contact
John Smith,
JWEST ONE are sole UK distributors for the Gradient SW 63
Subwoofer system which is authorised by QUAD as an
acceptable add-on to the ESL 63 system.)

TOP
MARKS

top brand tram" lien

tne panel
TORO
YEAR5.10.
IMAMATE(
1
mournum on no
equIpment Longer On Sonia brands
LIEBORITRI110111 MY APPOINTMENT It
Suit your conrentenCe 2
SludrOs ayarlark
MIST MUSH/ PART MISUSE
ALLOWAIICS On equipment . n
mOriung
order
FULLY TRAINED SALES 000F Inernserres
entnusraStr 00matIng or an informal
InenOly almOsonere and min ne
knowledge lo Mil you what you need to kr cr.

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT
THIS MONTH

Revitalise and Preserve
Your valuable record collection like
the Professionals do with aNitty
Gritty Record Cleaning Machine.

INSTALLATION II DELIVERY by
arrangement and accordeg 10 your
ragurrernen1S

STOCKISTS FOR:

Access Ursa or Instalment credit

ACOUSTIC ENERGY • Lineen • APOGEE • ARCASI•AuLIMILAS
AUOIOPIAll • AUDIO RISFARCA • 'M USA AUOIOPPILF PRODUCFS
CELESTION • CLASSE • COurtrERPOIN1 • CADET • EurniQuIS1

LITIO SALES SELIVICE by on site

DEL1EC
L
MOM • •1110S
LINN•(Seoul
• KEE
LIAR• •sr MAGNEMANAR
iv. LARS. AOETSu ••
ILIUM
• MARTIN
•
LORAN

YOU CROSSE NOW TO PAT CM

Crewe

engineers Mal rs second 10 none
MA ORDER ¡variable 10 customers miro
find Pus
conrement Our despatch
Éleparlmant usually snip vol. 24 hours

NIT4 (ITItty offer arecoffl Lleaulny system that.
after treatment, leaves apurified vinyl disc that
will reproduce all the music stored on its surface.
The improvement is so dramatic that the benefit
of upgrading other components in your system is
often less significant by comparison. Models start
from £ 169.90 and we will be delighted to send a
full explanatory literature pack on request. If you
are abie to visit out showroom then bring in one
of your discs for afree clean, we know you'll be
impressed.

MERIEM • MICHELL • MICROMEGA • MIL Mil • MISSION CYRUS
MOD SQUAD • MORCA • morn • MUSICAL 0101100 • NAKAIRICRI
PS AuLliO• PRO AC • PINS TRIANGLE • 0E0 • 01100 • ROGERS
ROSSAS • ROM. • SAAR • SD ACOUSEICS • WE. SP AUDIO
SONOS FABER • SP( MOOR • SYS ,Fal0Ek • TANNo•

'TAX MEE EXPORT or customers Irom
EmersaeL 4,1
NA, by personal end or ley mall

KJ WEST ONE — A Sound approach to Hi - Fi
26, New Cavendish Street, London W11.4 71.11
(close to the intersection with Marylebone Hi ghSt)
TEL: 071486 8262/8263 FAX 071-487 3452
Open, Mon - Sat 10am-6pm Th urs until 7p m

MICRO BASS
The latest sub bass kit from Wilmslow Audio. Micro Bass
measures only 305 x284 x382 mm and can be positioned
almost anywhere in the confines of the listening room without
affecting the stereo image. It can be connected directly into
existing systems and requires no extra amplifier. Designed as
the perfect partner for most small loudspeakers with a
sensitivity of 86 to 89 db.

At Pinewood we often receive
inquiries from CD users who are
looking for agood quality line stage.
The best, of course, is the lovely
JADIS JPL, especially when driving
JADIS power amplifiers, but for those
who aren't quite ready to live with a
legend, we can recommend the PS
AUDIO 6.0. Less than £ 800,
beautifully built, with touch- sensitive
controls and switchable active and
passive options, this multi- input
device has avery clear and open
sound and represents excellent value.
Demonstrations by appointment only,
please.

Sir

The Wilmslow Audio
Micro Bass kit
contains 2x8" Bass
units, flat pack
cabinet kit machined
from smooth M.D.F
for easy assembly,
xover kits and reflex
port etc.
Other subwoofers available
to match most types of speakers

Impedance:
8ohms
AMP Suitability:

(
iieffeeeeibicenefreny

I
Iminster
Somerset

0460 54322

£110.00 inc VAT
carriage/Ins. £ 10.00

20-100w

r

Wilmslow
Audio
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50
post tree ( export £350)

[Re

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080
Telephone credit card
orders welcome

Open Tuesday to Saturday. 4 demonstration rooms available.
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RADIO
T

he radio industry's equivalent of
the Oscars, the annual Sony awards
are by their very nature subjective,
and this year brought controversy as in
two of the most important categories ne
programme submitted was considered
worth an award by the judging panels,
whose remit does not permit them to go
outside the nominations ( see ' Radio'
June). Without a News Reporter of the
Year or award fir Best Classical Music
Programme the Sonys have undoubtedly
lost some credibility within the industry.
But those who walked away with an
award this year went home knowing that
they had still achieved the highest accolade of broadcast excellence.
Matthew Sinclair, or Cousin Many as
he's known to thousands of 12- 19-yearolds on Liverpool's City FM, heat off all
the big guns of Radio One to scoop the
Best Rock and Pop award. The station is
not unknown to the Award organizers, for
it was once run by radio critic Gillian
Reynolds, who has completed her term as
chairman of the awards committee. And
she had sonic poignant remarks about the
changing face of radio. ' We tend to think
the revolution in radio happened 17 1
/
2
years ago when 1.1W opened. It didn't. The
revolution is happening now,' she told the
industry celebrities gathered at London's
Grosvenor House for this year's ceremony. '... And by the way, would someone just run out and check if IBC is still
open,' she added.
The future funding of the BBC also
came under Gillian's spotlight. ' Will the
BIR: keep the licence fee?' she asked. ' And
will radio get its proper share of that fee?
We may be spoiled for choice now, hut
how long will that go on if only market
forces rule?' She went on to urge those
who ' like listening to lots of different
types of radio' to say so now, and preferably through the ballot box at the next
election.
There were three strong candidates on
the short-list for best general
documentary feature, all from Radio Four.
The Lady Chatterley Trial and Ask Questions Later — the programme which interviewed film editor Stephen Waldorf about
the time police shot him by mistake and
its effects on his lite — were pipped to the
post by The Teachers. '
Ibis very moving
Pebble Mill production by Brian King and
Sarah Rowlands was adocumentary series
recorded in a large Birmingham comprehensive school, and showed that radio can
accomplish ' fly on the wall' techniques in
a less intrusive way than 'IV could ever
achieve. ( Brian King Wets that the concept is something of a misnomer since
one cannot tbrget the presence of television cameras.) ' Ibis series removed the
reporter by equipping each teacher with a
tape recorder. The penalty to this
approach was the culmination of over 400
hours of material to sift through. Although
as Sarah Rowlands explained, ' when anything really exciting happens it just leaps
out at you and has to go in.'
111E1 NEWS & RIiCORI
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The year was astrong one for news and,
despite individual reporters failing to
make their mark, the serious current
affairs programmes were able to turn their
attention to something they are used to:
responding to anews event. Radio Four's
Six O'clock News was nominated tiff
coverage of the Strangeways siege, and
the PM programme for Britain's entrance
to ERM. The winner, BBC World Service
for Africa's special edition of Focus on
Africa presented by Julian Marshall,
included Mike Wooldridge's on- the- spot
account of Nelson Mandela's walk to
freedom. The network also scooped the
prize for Best Breakfast Programme with
Network Africa, produced by Fergus
Nicoll. This was the year the BBC launched Radio Five, and John lnverdale was
awarded for its sports coverage.
It wasn't aclean sweep of news- related
awards for the BBC though. Winner of the
best daily news programme category was
The Fox Report for its edition on Mrs
Thatcher's resignation. Fox FNI. the commercial station serving Oxford. has yet to
celebrate its second birthday yet this is
the second time it's been short-listed for a
Sony. Head of News Jane Markham,
formerly at Manchester's fast-moving Piccadilly Radio and Radio One's Nea sbeat.
finds local angles to national stories for
her regular evening slot. Jane was quick to
point out that, at a time when many
commercial stations are decimating their
newsrooms. Fox is strengthening its commitment to local news.
While Radio Borders walked away with
the title for local station of the year, IIIW
Local Radio also had a strong showing.
The judges bent the definition slightly
when it came to local radio personality, in
choosing George Jones of BBC Radio
Ulster — not a local service, rather a
national region. Not content with local
news coverage, its Sunday Neu ,
shreak
programme attempts to emulate the remit
of Radio Four by examining international
issues, albeit with an Irish accent. Such
was its standard, the judges selected it for
best current affairs programme. ahead of
The World This Weekend and 1.13C's Midday News. Proper BBC local stations did
triumph. Radio Nottingham's Jeff Owen
Show was voted best sequence programme. BBC Radio Stoke reporter Dominic Green spent aweek roaming the city
streets hearing face to face the plight of
the homeless. The judges thought On The
Street '
good radio and compulsive listening', and awarded it for outstanding service to the community. It certainly
emphasized the strong speech- based content of BBC local radio.
The category of best educational programme was fiercely contested, with
Radio Four's The Waiting Game and Ro)' 's
Recipes, broadcast on Radio Two, beaten
by another locally made programme. BBC
Radio Sussex ran afour-part series entitled
Women and AIDS, asubject of concern in
the south coast town of Brighton where
the station is based. The result was, in the
4
,

TREVOR

BUTLER

words of the judges, ' an outstandingly
honest, informative and moving programme ... in an original, persuasive and
absorbing format'. Philippa Dolley produced the programme to mark World Aids
Day 1990 and its outstanding quality
makes nonsense of any suggestion that
local radio's budgets should he further cut
or even axed. Female matters were also
rewarded as the long- running Woman's
Hour became best magazine programme.
The timing was impeccable, according to
deputy editor Sally Feldman — whose
empire was under threat until droves of
fans wrote to the Radio Four controller
and the programme's future was assured.
London's Capital FM collected two
awards. with its Capital Rap Show hest
specialist ( should that be minority?)
music programme, and presenter Neil
Vox voted best local DI by readers of
Smash Hits. Radio One also fared well,
with Simon Mayo taking best national DJ
and the cult comedy series Mary White house's Best Experiences So Far named for
best use of comedy. ' hie World Service
drama department achieved hest actor
and hest actress awards for Ian Holm and
Mary Wimbush respectively, while best
drama production went to Different
States, broadcast on Radio Four, which
was also best original script. Still the only
national arts channel, Radio Three was
successful in just one category this year
with All The World's A Globe selected as
best dramatisation.
BBC radio light entertainment, the
department behind past successes such as
ITMA. Just a Minute, Week Ending, and
Round the flopne, was honoured for its
exceptional creativity, while what is considered the most prestigious accolade, the
gold award, was presented to Charlie
Gillet. Given his career break by ( then)
BBC Radio London's Robbie Vincent,
Charlie went on to cowrite the 26- part
Story of Pop on Radio One in 1973 before
joining Capital Radio in 1980.
Television may go on raiding radio's
talent banks by offering lucrative pay
cheques, but the Sonys more than anything else serve as a reminder that radio
goes on producing all the best ideas.
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The surprising new el-IL-P3
Smooth, sophisticated... and so small

The new Harbeth HLP3 Hi-Fi/AV Broadcast monitor is the small speaker redefined arevelation even to admirers of the Harbeth LS3/5A.
la

Smooth, tonally accurate and easy to drive. Biwired and designed to
fulfil today's demanding Broadcast Standards.

•

Features the latest Screened Magnet Technology. Can be placed
right next to colour TV monitors without causing picture distortion.

•

Suitable for all domestic environments, recording studios, video
control rooms and ideal for NICAM digital stereo and satellite TV.

•

Overcomes the limitations of even the most respected mini monitors.
Altogether atriumph of design and technological innovation.

II

Assurance of Harbeth quality through advanced testing techniques
and meticulous attention to detail.

•

Available in: Teak, Walnut, Black Ash, Mahogany, Oak. Natural Ash.
Ebony, Rosewood and Yew veneers.
Please write, fax or phone for details to

HARBETH

TM

1:
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ACOUSTICS
Harbeth Acoustics, Unit 1, Bridge Road. Hayward Ilea h, West Sussex RI-116 lUA. Telephone: 0444 4It )955 Fax: 0444 440688

Simian, the new sub-woofer Iron. WA Acoustics.
Simple lo sel up.
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sophislicaled in action.
Reflex tube

Slot for
electronics
panel

19.5"

Brace

„

•-•

Baf fle

f. erything is included to install in your system. Stygian
vt ill match to any normal stereo power amplifier. except
ones with bridged outputs. Please check if you are in
any doubt. Rumember there are no power hungn and
detail masking crossiner components to spoil the sound
from your main s \ stem. Stm.2,Lin is unique. It incorporates the RH, \ ilk(' Bass Controller ( ABC) plus a 100
Watt power amplifier, both built- it. There are three
unique advantages to Stygian:
(I). Absolutel tno affect on your carefully.' chosen main
system sound quality.
(2). Stereo information is preserved dowm to the limits
of your exist ing st stem.
(3). By .bringing tile sub-woofer up beneath you r main
sstem with 11w ABC. there is aseamless match
between the two systems. \it boom. just deep. deep

The COST? £ 3:ei5, Including delivery.
St>gian comes in smooth IV1Dl.' ( medium density fibreboard) to he finished to purchasers choice.
& uttri welcome, just pick up the phone and give me acall. Or if you would like acopy of
the RH, Facipack, phone or drop me aline, please to:

REL Acoustics, 66 Fairfield Road, Bridgend,
Mid Glamorgan, ( 1
113131ill. Tel: 0656 766093
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L

inking the latest addition to the
Kessler household, young Sam'n

are loath to spend money on a car they

Dave, to in- car hi-fi isn't all

want to rip out perfectly usable gear for
an upgrade ... knowing that the factory-

that

far-fetched. It happened as follows, which
will also explain why I'm writing about

don't actually own, while the rest don't

installed stuff has zero resale value.

in-car in HENRR. Il hope so! — Edl
When Sam'n'Dave came along, Mrs K

So, the primary concern was price. I
liad to conic up with a figure that would

decided that she needed a car. As she
fancied the family's Fiat. I added an old
Audi to the stable. Not wishing to savage
the Fiat. I left the rather fine all- in- one

cover everything ( bar the cost of installation, because saving money means DIV),

Philips head unit and the magnificent
Altec Lansing speakers in place. But some-

Nakamichi was ruled out because of
price and because I find the stuff too

thing had to be done about the iffy gear in

much of an ergonomic nightmare. One
thing which I have imposed upon the

the Audi.
Keep in mind that Iam not an in- car
hi-fi fanatic, and for three reasons. The first

at the same time ensuring that the performance would please an audiophile.

system is ease of use, because — along with
morons driving under the influence of

is that Ionly cover about 10,000 miles per
year, so Idon't have the same needs as

down the A28 while studying the tiny

one who spends many hours aday behind

buttons on their car decks.

the

wheel

Secondly,

the

thought

of

120dB — Ilive in fear of those who whizz

KESSLER

would tit into the existing 6.5in

Other criteria included:

expensive kit tempting some villain,
resulting in a broken window and a

I)Easy installation. If not, including the
cost of having the gear fitted was neces-

butchered dashboard, leaves me cold. And
— last but not least — Ifear and abhor the

sary to ensure keeping within the budget,
the products had to he fairly straightfOrward to install.

notion of some prat in an XR3i whizzing
along with I20dIfs worth of Vanilla Ice in

KEN

2) Upgradeabilitr. This is a follow-on

hole.

Enter Infinity with the RS63k, a three-way
system complete with an EMIT tweeter,
like in the big domestic systems. Not only
did it offer ' e
red', it also fitted the hole
perfectly and was efficient enough to run
off a cost-effective amplifier.

each earhole, with me as his target. But

from

putting automatic level limiters on in-car

ensure that the owner never felt ' stuck'
with the purchase. ' Ibis mainly involved

simply did not want to select the obvious
stuff because I wanted a 'spiritual' link

the amplifier configuration and separate
main- out facility on the head unit.

with all the loony tunes esoterica which

against obscene noise levels.
Concurrent with the purchase of a car
and the quest for a replacement hi- ti was

Which leaves us with price. For a
system featuring radio and cassette, with

to the West, which is only 20 years ahead
of us in in- car experience. Iheard good

the revelation that this magazine has been
somewhat remiss in its coverage of in- car

separate power amplifiers, four speakers
and audiophile cable. Isettled on £ 1000

things about Soundstream. " Ibis in itself
inspired me to follow through. but what

products. And so the Audi became the
listening room for some hardware cover-

sealed the deal were the fabulous ergonomics, the incredible flexibility and the

age, which nude my task easier.

as a reasonable sum. Iknow that this is
almost eight times the normal outlay but
I'm writing for music lovers. not Lida

Why? Because Ihad a natural theme. It
follows on from last year's high-end- forlow- money project system, or: how little
can you spend for high-end performance
and kharma. So, applying this to a car. I

owners. But, so as not to appear too élitist,
the basic ingredients ( a single pair of
speakers and the front-end combo unit)
come to less than £ 450.
Even though the Audi is eight years old.

came up with the following.
In- car hi-li is less important here than in
other countries because most cars are
company c.iirs and most airs come fitted

I didn't feel like tearing it apart or
attacking it with some Black & Decker
implement of destruction. As it turned
out, I didn't even have to lift a screw-

with some form of hi-fi. So, the majority

driver, because one of the suppliers —

systems is something I'll leave far those
wise bods in the USA who have legislated

the

in-house system

concept,

to

concerned about my total lack of manual
skills — coerced an employee into fitting
the whole lot. But that's beside the point. I
wanted, as far as possible, to have asystem
in which most of the components dropped into existing slots.
The first and simplest replacement
involved the dash- mounted speakers. As
the Audi's factory- fitted units resided
there, I saw no reason to carve up the
doors. Enter Deco with a pair of drop- in
replacements requiring only minor
surgery. The company's CAD WO was
chosen because it was a known solution.
Julian from Monster Cable l'K having
performed similar miracles with another
Audi. 'Mat it turned out to be such a fine
little speaker was a bonus.
Next came the rear speakers, where I
was prepared to 'go to town' because

.
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fills my listening room. So. cocking an ear

surprisingly low pricing.
I chose the all- in- one

cassette radio

front-end, the TC303E. Because it can act
as a stand-alone unit by virtue of its
built-in amplifier, it could serve as the
basis of a system ' to he upgraded'. Better
still, it featured four amplifiers switchable
to two, so it could even serve as the
power source when a second pair of
speakers was added. And it offered phono
sockets for external amplifiers and a CD
player. So, with just the Soundstream
front-end switched to stereo mode and a
pair of Ilecos, the customer would have

decent music and audiophile ' attitude' for
under £450.
Although Icould have settled with the
Soundstream in four- amp mode and
driven all the speakers. Idecided to add a
separate power amp for the Infinities. And
Soundstream had the perfect solution: the
2x3OW D60 II.
hv did I choose it?
Because it, too, could serve in an upgradable system as it can he mono-ed. with a
second D6011 added tin-the extra oomph.
Connecting it all, from the battery
onward, is wire from Monster Cable, a
company which seems to have thought of
everything.

Including a sticker for the

dash.
I've hammered and abused this for the

there's so much more leeway when you
can carve up a rear deck panel. But I

past six months. Next month, you'll learn

didn't want to carve up the rear deck

Next month: Audi audio. KK whizzes
down the .428 with 120d11's north

panel, so Isearched for something which
III El NEWS& KR •.(' RI) la% !
FM

Then came the choice of electronics. I

whether or not I chose wisely ...
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OUR AUDIO PRO SUB- WOOFER
'REFRESHES THE PARTS
NORMAL SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
Unlike the famous slogan we have paraphrased, we mean every word of it
when applied to our unique 3-way system, based on the BBC-designed
LS3/5A compact monitor, and the Audio Pro B1-45 sub-woofer which we
import from Sweden. The little LS3/5A units (only 12 x71
2 x61
/
2 in) give a
/
middle and upper response of singular purity, while the B1-45 adds to this
an extended bass response normally found only in huge and very costly
speakers (which often lack the sheer naturalness of the LS3/5A's upper
response!). Moreover the B1-45, which is by no means bulky ( 14 3/
4in square
x 21in high), can be placed anywhere in your room, 'out of sight, out of
mind', or even used as an occasional table; all that confronts the listener is
a pair of small boxes, easily absorbed into any furnishing scheme.

Our 3-way system, elegantly finished in Black Ash (though the LS3/5As are
also available in Walnut veneer), costs £820; but we also demonstrate the
sub-woofer in partnership with the Acoustic Energy AE 1speakers which
can handle much more power, as well as with the incomparable QUAD ESL
63s. Ancillary equipment need not be particularly expensive, and we
commend especially the new Denon ' LIFESTYLE' separates ( receiver, CD
player and cassette deck), which offer superb results and outstandingly
stylish design at a combined cost of £799.95. We also demonstrate the
QUAD separates, including the recently introduced CD player and 66
pre-amplifier, as well as modestly- priced components from the JVC and
Yamaha ranges.
Our extensive stock of classical Compact Discs is available to all who
have purchased equipment from us at apermanent 20% discount; we also
demonstrate and supply CD Video players and carry afine selection of CD
Video recordings of Opera and Ballet. In addition, we also supply TV and
VHS video equipment, and we cordially invite those who call at our studio
for ademonstration to sample the remarkable video recordings by Arturo
Toscanini, dating from 1948 to 1952 but only just made available to the
public. We can promise you a truly unique and moving experience!

PHONE
0474 560521
FAX
0474=762

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SUMMON HOUSE. SPONIKINE40 ENTERNIISE PAKK
SIVIINGNEAD 110. GRAVESEND. KENT 0*11 MO

HDFI Valves

General Electric
USA Range

Mullard Special Quality
Golden Dragon Special
Quality Hi Fi Pre Amp
Valves
12AT7A/E81CC
12AU7A/E82CC
12AX7A/E83CC
6DJEVE88CC
EF86/6267

4.95
4.95
4.95
7.95
7.95

Shuguang Golden
Dragon Matched
Special Quality Power
Tubes
68Q5/EL84
6CA7/EL34
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT88
211NT4C
845
2A3

6.95 per pair
15.00 per pair
15.00 per pair
32.00 per pair
20.00 per pair
39.50 per pair
39.50 per pair
49.50 per pair
39.50 per pair

Siemens Valves
ECC81
E81CC
PCC88
6201/E81CC
EF86

3.50
5.50
2.50
6.45
5.50

E8OCC
E81CC/6201
E188CC/E88CC
E182CC
E288CC
EL84
EL86
M8136/ECC82
M8137/ECC83
M8162/ECC81

1ELEX
Man

25.00
6.45
8.50
7.50
17.50
4.50
2.75
7.00
7.95
5.50

British RAF'
Military Spec.
CV2492/E88CC
CV378/GZ37
CV2975/EL84
CV4085/EF86
CV4003/E82CC
CV4004/E83CC
CV4024/E81CC

6.50
4.50
4.50
7.50
6.50
6.50
4.50

6CA7/E L34
6CG7/6FQ7
6DJ8/ECC88
6L6GC
6LF6
12AT7WA/6201
12AU7A1ECC82
12AX7A
12BH7A
211/VT4C
6080
6146B/8298A
6550A
7027A
7308/E88CC
758/A/KT66
7868
8417

11.50
4.95
3.95
10.50
14.50
6.50
3.95
6.50
6.50
25.00
9.50
15.00
16.95
13.95
8.95
11.95
11.95
11.95

Teonex Valves
6DJ8/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7/ECC83
EF86
KT66
EL34
61466
PL519
GZ34

1.50
3.15
1.95
1.50
1.85
3.50
5.00
4.50
8.50
4.85
5.95

Summer Sale: Audio and CD Bargains Galore during
July and August.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Please ask for any tube not listed Trade enquiries welcome

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474 560521
124 hour answering service) and order by credit card or
send your order with cheque/postal order and we will
despatch all ex stock items the same day.

Opening hours: 9.311 tie 5.30 Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 to 7).
•emo.

UK orders p&p £ 2.50 per order.
Please add 15°. VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

111.1 .1NI »i• K. RIX ORD RE\ 11.V.

Il IT
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READER SERVICE

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS
Can't find the disc you want?
Try the HFN/RR CD Service.
This offer applies to records
reviewed in this issue and
listed below. Simply tick the
boxes for the compact discs
you want and fill in the order
form. There is a small charge
for post and packing. (Please
note that the HFN/RR CD Service can supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders
are VAT-free but additi,onal
shipping charges may be
added.) For LP and MC availability, call (0234) 741152.

O Samson & Dalila ( Davis) £22.50
SCHUBERT
O Rosamunde ( Abbado)

Songs - Vol 10 (Hill/ohnson ) s
Die Schiele Müllerin ( Schreier/Schiff )
SCHUMANN

D Symphonies I & 4 ( Masur)#
O Symphonies 2 & 3 ( Zinman )
O Kreisleriana etc ( Barto)
STENHAMMA11
D Piano Concerto 2etc ( OrtiztJarvi)
RST'RAUSS
0 Oboe Concerto ( Schellenberger/Levine) #
0 Nine Lieder etc (Janowitz/Stamp)
ST'RAVINSKY
O Rite of Spring ( Lawson/Zander ) £7.25

CLASSICAL
JS BACH
0 Organ Concertos ( Hurforellickox )

SZYMANOWSKI
0 Myths etc ( Mordkovitch/Gusak-Grin)
Myths etc ( Danczowska/Zimerman )£'. 25
0 Four Studies etc ( Lee)

BARTOK
0 Piano Concerto 2etc ( Foldeshigot)

BERLIOZ
O Les Nuits d'Été etc ( Balcer/Hickox )

TCHMKOVSKY
Piano Concerto 1 ( Sultanovi
Shostakovich)
0 Eugene Onegin ( Tchakarov ) £22.50

CRUSELL
0 Introduction & Air etc ( HurstiNanska)

£7.25
GERSHWIN
HAHN
O Premières Valses etc (Joly) #

COLLECTIONS
KORNOS QT
0 state title(s) £7.25 each
INGRAM MARSHALL #

IVES
0 Symphonies 1 & 4etc ( Thomas) #
▪ Symphonies 2 & 3 ( Thomas).
KUHIAU
0 Piano Concerto in Cetc ( Ponti/Maga) #
LISZT
0 Sonata in B-minor etc ( Cortot )
0 Prelude & Fugue on BACH etc ( Trotter)
MARTIN
0 Piano Quintet etc ( Schmid-Wyss et al)
Petite Symphonic concertante etc
(Martin)

REFLECTIONS
MOZART
O La Clemenza di Tito ( Kertész )£ 14.50
GAY
0 The Beggars' Opera ( Bonynge )£ 14.50
VIVALDI
0 Complete Sonatas & Concertos
state title( s ) £7.25, 2CDs £ 14.5o

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
ACTIVE INGREDIENT

MOZART
0 Symphonies 25/26/29 ( Pinnock)

80 Extra Strength £ 14.95

Lodron Serenades ( Camerata Bern) #

ALIAS

0 Oboe Concerto ( Schellenbergert£vine)

80 Alias £6.95
THE ANIMALS

13 Oboe Quintet/Quartet etc ( Watkins'
Amadeus Ens) #

81 Inside Looking Out £8.45

Masses K49/65/140/220 ( Neumann) #

81 Roadrunners £ 11.45
ATTILA THE STOCKBROKER

PICKER
0 Old 8£ Lost Rivers etc ( Eschenbach)

80 Donkeys' Years

BALL, STREHLI, BARTON

RACHNIANINOV
12 Piano Concerto 2 ( Sultanovi

80 Dreams Come True
BANDERAS

Shostakovich)
RESPIGHI
REUBKE
ROSSINI

'5 High Civilization •
PAT BENATAR
75 Truc Love

•

81 The 31) blues boys •

ALL DISCS MARKED e £ 11.25, • £ 10.25, OTHERS AS INDICATED.
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OF 50p TO YOUR ORDER, OR .111 PER ORDER
FOR TWO OR MORE DISCS. ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.
Ienclose acheque/postal order payable to IIFN/RR (» SERVICE. Iwish to pay by credit card*.
Please debit my Access, Visa, Amex or Diners account as below.

•Please delete where not applicable

D VISA D AMEX D DINERS D

My account number is:

81 The EP Collection £8.95
MARC COHN

MIRANDA SEX GARDEN
80 Madra £9.95
CHRISTY MOORE

76 Marc Cohn

80 Smoke & Strong Whiskey

JULIAN COPE

THE MOVE

"6 Peggy Suicide

81 The Best of £5.99

DEAF SCHOOL

ALISON MOTET

81 Second Coming é
JORGE DEGAS/MARCELO SALAZAR
76 Muxima •
BO DOLLIS & THE WILD MAGNOLIAS

"7 Hoodoo
PANDIT RAM NARAYAN
78 Volume 1 £ 10.95
GRAM PARSONS

"6 I'm Back At Carnival Time

81 Safe at home •

DONOVAN

PERE UBU

DREAD ZEPPELIN

"8 Worlds In Collision
PILOT

'5 5.000.0005
EDUARDO DURAO & ORQUESTRA

81 The Best of £6.95
THE RASCALS

DURAO

81 In Retrospect £ 11.45

77 Timbila •

REDD KROSS
80 Third Eye

80 Braggin' in Brass fb

DIANNE REEVES
80 IRemember

Shift.Work •

•

THE SAINTS

JOHN FARNHAM

81 Scarce Saints £ 11.45

ri 1Uncovered £6.95

PHAROAH SANDERS

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS
From another time •

78 Africa

III

ROBERT FRIPP & THE LEAGUE OF

JOHN SCOFIELD QUARTET

CRAFTY GUITARISTS

Meant To Be •
DEL SHANNON

75 Robert Fripp & The League Of Crafty

"9 Rock On!

Guitarists S

SANDIE SHAW

EMILE FORD 8c THE CHECKMATES
81 The Very Best o15,8.95

81 Girl don't come £ 11.45

STEVE GOODMAN
81 Steve Goodman £6.95
THE GREAT SOCIETY

FEARGAL SHARKEY
"9 Songs From The Mardi Gras
SIMPLE MINDS
79 Real Life £6.95

81 Live at the Matrix
ALEXANDER SPENCE

SPRINGHOUSE
"9 Land Falls

81 Oar,

STEELY DAN

JIMI HENDRIX

81 Gaucho £25.00

81 Free Spirit 111
JESSE HILL

GEORGE STRAIT

81 VAR ready now?

80 Chill Of An Early Fall •
TEMPER TEMPER

HILL AND WILTCHINSKY
80 Romantic Guitars £ 10.95

80 Temper Temper
PIERCE TURNER

HUE & CRY

Now Is Heaven £9.99

80 Stars Crash Down £ 10.95

THIN LIZZY

JOE JACKSON

81 Dedication

77 Laughter and Lust
80 Rockit Fuel Only! £9.45

•

ITICETTO

EVANJOHNS & HIS H-BOMBS

"6 It Don't Come Easy
WHITE LION

HOLLYJOHNSON
76

Mane Attraction •
VARIOUS

80 Guitar's Practicing Mu,

▪ Mama Said

80 The Soul Men Of Detriii !

MARIO LANZA
81 Be My Love £6.95

HIE WATCHMAN

MAMA'S BOYS

80 The Watchman £ 10.95

•

THE ZOMBIES

"" Live Tonite £9.99
MEAN RED SPIDERS

80 New World £8.95

SEND YOUR COMPLETED ORDER TO: HEN/1111 CD SERVICE, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 11(H. (TEL: 0234 741152). Photocopies of this form will be
accepted.

Total disc price
Postage price
TOTAL ORDER PRICE

PLEASE SIGN IIERE IF
PAYING BY cREDrr ( Am
All prices include VAT
ACCESS

MIKE AND THE MECHANICS
77 Word Of Mouth £6.45

EDDIE COCHRAN

CAB CALLOWAY

SAINT-SAËNS

81 Good old Funky Music.

GENE CLARK
81 Roadmaster

BOBBY 'BLUE BLAND

Overtures ( Norrington ) #
El 19 Songs etc ( Bartoli/Spencer )

81 Funky Miracle £ 14.95

LENNY KRAVITZ

BEE GEES

Organ Sonata ( Trotter )

THE METERS

JAMES CARE
80 Take Me To The Limit £9.45

• Dreams That Money Can't Buy

75 Ripe •

0 La Sensitiva ( Baker/Ilickox )

MELANIE
81 The Best of •

THE FALL

VERDI
El Aida ( Levine) £33.75

O American in Paris etc ( Mehta) #

80 Escape From Oil City I

EMPIRE BRASS & FRIENDS

TIPPETF
CI Choral works ( Darlington) f

FRANCK
O Violin Sonata ( Danczowska/Zimerman)

CANVEY ISLAND ALLSTARS

81 The Trip £ 10.95

TALUS
Spem in alium etc ( Cleobury)

BELLINI
El Oboe Concerto ( Schellenbergertevine)

80 Dark Hours •

SI Hi-de-ho

Naine:
Address:

EXPIRY [ XVII
POST CODE
Block letters please. E&OE. Delivery subject to availability

Dow
LINE...
There are few commerciallyavailable speakers using the
transmission-line loading
principle: why not build apair?
by Richard McDonald

I

've always admired the uncoloured
nature of transmission line speakers,
along with the clean, extended and
unforced bass which makes them, for nie,
the best all round transducer. But I've
been put off acquiring apair for anumber
of reasons. First of these is cost; because of
the extra cabinetry involved production
costs are understandably higher, although

what's involved is usually no more than
three or four pieces of timber. In the past
I've considered DIY, but have been put off
by the overkill of the published designs.
One of the best bass units on the market
is the KF.F-B139. This excellent unit is
used in most DIY designs but has the
drawback of only being a bass unit, so
requiring a mid range unit and a three-

its units must be large, which means that
panel areas are greater, thereby making
them more easily excited by resonances.
These must be damped and braced to
prevent `one note bass'. Care must also be
taken to prevent reflected waves passing
back through the cone. Distortion is
greater because the compression and
rarefaction of the air in the cabinet

way crossover. I'm sure there's no
necessity for me to go into the difficulty
encountered in designing a three-way
crossover that sounds good. The other
thing that puts me off is the usual requirement for adegree in bricklaying, tiling and
in the preparation of ready-mixed concrete. Imust say that some of the theory
expounded is highly suspect as well. One
designer has got all the maths and theory
right apart from one vital point. Ile had
used fundamental speed of sound, that is
the speed of sound at sea level and at 0°
centigrade — his units must be thrilling
Eskimos all across Alaska!
This time DIY started at the drawing
board. Without giving lengthy explanation of transmission line theory. I've
evolved the design of these speakers using

distorts the cone, causing compression
and slowing of transients.
Having lived with some excellent reflex
speakers for several years, Ican say that a
reasonable compromise can be achieved.
But Ifeel that the bass output of a reflex

sound acoustic theory and practical but
minimal compromise.
Other loudspeakers can't provide lower
and lower- mid freqencies as well as transmission lines can, for several reasons.
Firstly, infinite baffle: to produce low bass

speaker is afake, and that the tube or port
cannot accurately produce tight, controlled bass. Rather it produces ' reinforced'
fundamental frequencies from the bass
unit, which cannot produce bass lower
than the system resonance.
The transmission line neither reflects
nor confines the low frequencies that the
cone generates; in its purest form the rear
wave is lost completely. This allows the
speaker to move in a linear manner
constrained only by the mass of the cone
and its stiffness. Design is more complex
as consideration has to be given to the
odd harmonics of the line. These must be
effectively damped. Careful consideration
of line length and where the bends occur
and the degree of taper all have abearing
on the behaviour of the line and can be
used in our favour. The harmonics to be
damped are the first, third and fifth of the
line. The first is roughly at the first bend,
and the extra line area in the first part of
the line along with alittle extra wadding
at the bend takes care of this. The third
harmonic Ifound gave rise to no increase
in output and so was deemed insignificant. The fifth harmonic, because of the
nature of sound propagation, occurs
about 15cm outside the port and is thus
damped by the air in the room. These
observations were made using a test CD
sweep tone in my domestic environment;
any adjustments were made via the
(removable) base of the cabinet. Experiments with BAF wadding and Dr Bailey's
long fibre wool can be made; the diagram
shows the wadding used in the prototype.

The drive units
When doing it oneself, some of the cost
savings can be ploughed back into using
top quality drive units and crossovers.
Firstly, the tweeters: until recently I've
preferred soft dome tweeters. Being used
to the Audax units, 1have found them less
aggressive and tiring, although alittle soh
and lacking in dynamic speed. But
recently I've listened to several speakers
using the Elac metal dome unit; this has
the clarity and speed of ametal dome but
none of the hardness. It's not cheap, but
it's very good.
The bass-mid unit was not so easy to
find. I wanted as low a resonance as
possible with alow, smooth and controlled response. With Wilmslow Audio I
decided to look at various Volt units. Volt
is a British manufacturer whose philosophy is to produce drive units of aquality
26
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
0
BAFFLE CUT-OUT DEnt,ILS
29

1
135

340

1=.

29
115

HF CABLE
302

o

CROSSOVER

LF CABLE
STITCH

PLACEMENT OF BA FWADDING

o

0

The folded transmission created by the
cabinet partitions is filled with absorbent

1025

BAF wadding

0
43
75

65

105

110

7
0

855

339
375

-11

Side view with dimensions of panels

All dimension are in mm

Front, showing dimensions and positions
for drive-unit cut-outs and ports. The
Volt units require a6mm rebate to give
flush mounting of the chassis on the front
panel. Note that grille mounting points
are not shown here

Construction

75x60x 5mm
AWMINIUM

Two pairs ofgood-quality 4mm/bindingpost terminals are used on each for
bi-wiring

WACOUSTIC PANEL

The illustrations give 90% of the stoiy, but a
few points to note are:
I. 18mm MDF (medite) is used for all the
cabinet panels.
2. Glue and screw the ramin strip to the sides,
remembering the 18mm spacing from the
top where it will be fixed along the edge.
3. Mark out the positions of the internal
baffles on the inside of the sides and drill
holes to secure at Sin intervals, then
countersink from the outside.
4. It's well worth hiring arouter for aday to
make the rebates — the Volt units have a
chassis that's 6mm thick.
S. The 1
/in foam is the type used in furniture
4
and is glued to the front of the two internal
partitions, the under-side of the shelf, the
sides up to the shelf, and the back up to the
brace at the bottom (use Evostick Impact
2).
6. To seal the front and back panels make a
bead of Unibond flexible decorator's filler
then screw front and back on.
7. The spikes are essential even on aconcrete
floor as they stop the speaker from rocking.
8. Ifinished my speakers with oak iron-on
veneer. Use a really hot iron and, when
done, leave the cabinets aday or two then
check for blisters in the veneer. Finish by
sanding down the veneer and brushing on
three coats of satin polyester. Sand again,
then add three or four more coats applied
with a pad; lightly sand between coats.

Showing position of ramin and
area offoam panels
CUTTING LIST
TOP
2375
SIDE
4375
FRONT/BACK
4239
BRACE
2239
FRONT DIVIDER 2239
REAR DIVIDER 2239
BASE
2239

x 275
x 1007
x 1007
x 80
x 550
x 531
x 339

POLYURETHANE FOAM ( 1
4 1n)
/
9mm SQUARE RAMIN

HMI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JULY 1901

General construction and
arrangement, showing internal
partitions, foam lining and damping
panels applied to internal surfaces
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
not compromised by materials or construction. Isettled on the BM 220.2, a
200mm unit with aresonance of 2811z. It
has adoped cobex cone ( very stiff), a 125
watt handling and a 25mm throw with a
kapton coil former. A 3kg magnet controls
the speaker in away that I've experienced
only with the Deltec power amp, with its
massive damping factor.
In the midrange, the detail these units
can extract is phenomenal, detail that is
normally only heard using agood pair of
headphones, and usually lost when using
speakers, is back. You don't listen to these
speakers, you hear straight through them.
The crossover ( see diagrams) is as
simple as possible and uses top quality
components, air cored inductors and
polyester capacitors; the crossover frequency is 3kIlz. The bass section is 2nd
order ( 12dB/octave) and the treble 3rd
order ( 18dB/octave) with a 1.5 ohm
resistor to match sensitivities; where
possible components are mounted at right
angles to each other to reduce coloration.
Internal wiring on the prototype is Mission/Cyrus.

4 LF V-

-* HF +

«VHF t-

-t

LF

t+

Crossover physical layout showing components
arranged on board

4

HF

V-

HF $*

Underside of crossover board, showing connections. It
should be fitted to compliant mountings, not fixed
rigidly to the cabinet
(158)

LF

Crossover circuit is as simple as possible, and has been split in a
separate bass/mid and treble sections for bi-wiring

Grille construction
The ideal loudspeaker grille doesn't exist.
But as we live in the real world of sticky
inquisitive fingers some form of protection from the environment is required —
after all, they can be discarded fir serious
listening. The ' mark four' grille seems to
be the best compromise I've found. On
paper, it gives a 1.2 dB lift at about 9kHz;
it's there hut only faintly audible. The
contour of the frame is built like apicture
frame, that is with abevel edge to prevent
hard-edge effects ( Mkt was made with
square section and sounded quite
unpleasant). The main features of the
grilles are the flush- mounted female sockets to eliminate reflections with the speakers used without the grille. Fabric is alight
jersey as near as can he acoustically
transparent and long lasting. +
PARTS LIST
2x

Volt BM220.2

2x

Elac 25 DT 30

4-- 275

100

4

-- CABINET

390

Grille frame with dimensions.
Although any grille frame
mounted on the front panel
must produce some undesirable
acoustic effects, these are
minimized by the bevelled
contour

BAF
Wacoustic panels

8x

grille studs

16 x

T- nuts and bolts

1

2x

No 158 inductors ( )

1

2x

No 161 inductors ( 0.17m1-1)

6x

4.7 ea poly capacitors

4x

1.012F poly capacitors
1.5 ohm 10 watt resistors
lin No 6CSK chipboard screws

1x

GRILL

Detail of grille frame,
showing how bevel
section is mitred and
pinned at corners

8x

300 approx

160

To mount the ( removable )grille, female
sockets are mounted flush with the baffle front

3yards

2x

12 0

set Target Audio wooden cabinet
conversion spikes

5yards

114in polyeurothane foam

Ix

large Evostick Impact 2

Ix

PVA wood glue

4x

2.4m Length 9mm sq ramin

MDF board to cutting list ( approx I.4 sheets ),
grille materials; 4mm binding posts

( 4x Maplin

JK 24B gold-plated twin); 2x 75mm x60mm x
5mm aluminium; internal wiring ( Mission/Cyrus
used on prototype); iron-on veneer, varnish etc.
Drive units and other parts can be obtained from

Combined presentation showing (left), output from
transmission-line vent, and (right) output from tweeter
alone

Wilmslow Audio Ltd, Wellington Close, Parkgate
Trading Estate, Knutsford, Cheshire WA 16 8DX.
Tel: ( 0565) 50605.

My thanks to go to Mike and Steve at Wilmslow Audio, Mike for his patience with my many
queries and Steve for the crossover design, and to David Lyth of Volt — RMcD.

DIGITAL AUDIO

A BITSTREAM
UPDATE

T

he battle lines between delta- sigma
modulation ( DSM) and multi- hit
converter systems are now reg-

ularly

redrawn

with

advances

controversy

in

this

field

as

enuous to either technology to suggest

la

DSM which reveals the simpler ... 0 10 1
0 I ... bit pattern. To complement these
results a further system simulation was

Delta-sigma modulation
update: stardate 1991.6

amplitude 10 -5 with frequencies as in ( i);
where the DSM output pulse range is +/I.

Again

simulations

were

performed

without and with high- frequency digital

by Malcolm Hawksford*

both

sion is scrutinised it would not be dising-

176 kHz; finally for comparison Fig.

shows the idling pattern of a 1st-order

performed using two sets of input data ic:

being

technologies appear so radically opposed,
although if the function of data conver-

le

(i) 3 tones of equal amplitude 0 I and
respective frequencies 689 11z, 9.65 kllz
and 11.025 kHz; ( ii) 3 tones of equal

claimed by both sides. There is hound to
be

and with 352 kHz dither, while Fig.

shows the idling pattern using dither of

dither and are presented in both time and

0 0 1 1 ..., but occasionally bursting into

frequency domains in Figs Ig, 1h, where

patterns such as ... 0 0 I I 10011001
I ... or ... 001 1000 I 100 I I .... If

expanded to reveal the spectral detail at

the frequency domain curves have been

comparable perfinmances in the limit of
development; remember, it is mainly the

the III and 000 patterns are relatively
infrequent and take on a near- periodic

the noise
dynamic

pattern they produce audible, low-level

second- order

engineering

howls or whistles which are most objec-

(although this depends upon one's definition of maximum signal level') which is

compromises and errors from non- ideal
electronic systems and components that
account for subjective ditkrences. As in

tionable if appropriately amplified. The
inclusion of the 352 kliz dither ( 8 times
the sampling frequency) helps break up

all things audio, the final arbiter is subjective quality where, having recently

these patterns, although within the Philips
system this strategy is apparently not

experienced the engineering expertise of
both Linn Products and Meridian, Ican
confirm there remains a rewarding and

quite sufficient. The first attempt to rectify
this idle pattern distortion was introduced
into the SAA7321GP where the dither was

healthy future fie both multi- hit conver-

changed to a level of -23 dB at 176 kl Is

ters and DSM ( or using Philips' jargon,

as shown in Fig. It This is reported to
have removed the idle pattern compon-

SAA732IGP have been replaced by the

cle I want to stay with bitstream and
report upon some recent developments
by Philips, who as Idiscussed in Digital

ents ( - 90 dB out of achannel noise floor
of - 96 dB) yet increased the noise floor

former has a more relaxed specification
and I6-bit resolution is not demanded

from - 96 dB to - 95 dB, in truth an

(cg. NICAM '11' sound encodes low-level

Discourse .
1 ( 1 ) commenced its research
into deltamodulation ( from which DSM is

insignificant difference ( all performance
figures are taken from Philips' data).

signals only to

a derivative) nearly forty years ago with
the pioneering work of de Jager ( 2). Some
readers may wonder why it has taken so

As an experiment. Ihave simulated the
output- hit sequence of a 2nd-order DSM
and introduced the requisite high-

the SAA7320GP by having - 96 d13 digital
silence and dither at - 23 dB, 352 kHz;

long to develop the first commercial DSM

frequency

DAC, but as we showed earlier ( I ) the
amount of signal processing, including
interpolation, is substantial and it is only
recently that VLSI has allowed the
requisite circuit density. Indeed, the first
working prototype of a DSM converter

where in Fig. lb,c computed idle patterns
over 64 samples are shown both without

designed out, possibly by going to a
smaller chip geometry, suggesting the

effects,

the

bitstreant )systems. However, in this arti-

dither signal ( see

Fig.

Id),

floor. 'the coding shows a
range exceeding 100dB

even more impressive if apsychoacoustic
weighting curve is included. Note that
these results represent ideal conversion
circuitry. There is no distortion from
oversampling filters. input word truncation and output DAC nonlinearity, so they
represent a target performance for the
2nd- order by 256 oversampling system.
Recently the SAA7320GP and
SAA7322GP and SAA732361 3 where the

1-i

bit). Curiously

the

SAA7323GP has the same specification as

buz with the idle channel problem being

problem

is

not

just

dither- related,

Fig 1. DSM digital idling patterns and dither

,(a)

that Iwitnessed for digital audio application was produced by Dr S Wilcox ( 3)in

Digital silence idling pattern, 1
storder DSM

1982. a then PhD student at Keele University.
The principles of the DSM converter
were described in Digital Discourse - i( 1 )
so Ishall not repeat the theory, but rather
attempt

to

describe

the

more

(b

Digital silence idling pattern, 2nd-order DSM

(C

2nd-order DSM idling pattern with dither (d)

recent

developments as disclosed by Philips in
.
1une 1990 with further disclosures in
February 1991. As is well known, the first

I

commercial bitstream converter offered
Philips was the SAA7320GP. Although

g
.by

aimed at the low- end of the market it
g- proved an excellent device and rapidly
t: engendered
However,

I
artefacts

the

debate
device

and

(d) Dither waveform in (c), 352 kHz, — 20dB

excitement.

exhibited

minor

of idle- channel noise even
'-though adigital dither signal at 352 kl lz at
>
Ea level - 20 dB was included. To be fair,
phe problem is not great but it does set a
limit to low-level resolution that is more
evident in periods of digital silence.
-.%
w In the idle state when the input signal
,...
¡approaches zero a 2nd-order DSM will

e

2nd-order DSM idling pattern with dither (j)

g

• • ((' Dither toaveform in (
e), 176 kHz, — 23dB

9 generate abit pattern of ... 0 0 1 10011
III
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engineer. In particular the 20- bit input

—100 dB and not — 120 dB as anticipated

capability at adata rate up to 8f, ( where f„
is the Nyquist sampling rate) is a radical
departure which should go towards solv-

fur a 20- bit

ing the problem of digital word truncation
error and the expanded dynamic range

digital

Finally, the jewel in the crown is the

associated with digital filters used for
loudspeaker frequency response correc-

However, when the SAA"350 and
TDA1547 are used together, then Philips

new device type SAA7350 which can he
used in concert with the 1bit DAC ( DA(:

tion processes ( 4 ), although it is primarily
designed for use with oversampling filters

data indicates performance gains resulting
from circuit refinements at the digitalanalogue interface, in other words. DAC"

although exact details are sparse. It is
important to note that the new devices
are pin- compatible with the SAA"3206P.
SAA'32I(iP so system upgrades are feasible although Imake no claims that this is
either a necessary or accepted practice
for a given circuit realization.

system.

Nevertheless,

the

20- bit input capability is most welcome as
it removes the complication of adding
dither

processor

in

data

truncating
outputs

to

digital16- bit.

)type TDA15-17. The former comes in a

with output word lengths of 20- bit, but

44 pin QFP package and is headlined as a
20 hit input bitstream conversion DAC.
The SAA'350 has many innovative features that broaden the design sphere for

more of this in a moment.
Examination of the Philips specification

enables the resolution of the oversam-

suggests that this design is still primarily

SAA7350 to be realized.

the self- motivated, bitstream-applications

aimed at 16- bit applications as the digital
(silence) noise floor is quoted at typically

pling

and

DSM

digital

processes

of

The SAA7350 has a number of system
innovations that are of interest to both
designers and enthusiasts so Iwill attempt
a brief description of these features.

usrico 1, o 1, o 1, dither off)

EISMOE -5, 1E-5, 1E - e "''

roft

Interface formats
The SAA"350 is designed to interface with
a range of serial digital formats to eliminate wasteful and jitter- inducing interlace
circuitry where these are selected by a
defined set of logical assertions 11)11,
1D1'2, IDF3. Data is accepted at a number
of word rates namely f,, 2f,, -if, and 8f,
where the Nyquist sampling frequency
can range from IS kllz to 53 kllz,

D5,1‘1(0 I, 0 1, 0 1, dither on)

[ISM( 1E -5, 1E-5, 1E-5, dither on)

although 44.1 kllz is the most common.
Also, the SAA7350 is tolerant of the input
sampling rate and automatically selects
the oversampling ratio to achieve the
required overall ratio of 128 or 192. thus
simplifying the interface to the first stage
of interpolation. It should be noted that in
an twersampled, noise shaped converter
the theoretical performance increases significantly with the DSM ( or hitstream I
sampling rate, so in general the higher the
rate the better, provided of course the
associated analogue and digital processing

Fig lg. 2nd-order DSM time domain
simulation, 3-tone test

can keep pace. To understand the effective oversampling ratio achieved by the
SAA73S0 a number of factors should be
noted:
(i) The output bit rate of the noise shaper

Dtrit-1(0 1, 0 1, O , dither off)
<'

D5ME IE- 5, 1E-5, 1E -5, dit her of

is one half the system clock frequency, ie,
for L11 = 11.2896 M Ilz the bit rate is
5.6448 MHz representing an overall oversampling ratio of 128. while the higher
clock rate of 16.93,11 MI lz corresponds to
an oversampling ratio of 192, yielding a
bit rate of 8.46 7 2 MI lz.
(ii) The oversampling process within the
SAA7350 performs a hold function of the
input data that can accommodate a range
of system clock frequencies: hence the

I

actual overall oversampling
0.5,4„., w „,/( input sample rate )-

f.‘

DSM( E-5, 1E-5, 1E -5, dither on)

0"--)Is1(0 1, 0 I, u I, dither on)
e

ratio =

(iii) Consequently, if an external

Ibur-

times oversampling digital interpolator is
used then for an overall sampling ratio of
192 the SAA7350 oversamples by -# 8. If an
eight- times filter is used this is effect 0clv
reduced to 24, although in practice this is
achieved using the internal hold fiinction
and therefore requires no external operational changes.
enable the serial transfer of data
either three or four logic inputs are used:
the hit-clock input SCKI has a frequency

Fig ¡ h. 2nd-order DSM frequency domain
simulation, 3-tone test

equal to the input serial data transfer rate;
VCSI, the word select input which signals
both the commencement and left right
\‘'S et RE( . 0RD RE%
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identity of a data word; and SDI I, the

tively representing greater linearity of the

serial data input carrying multiplexed
left, right data or 51)11. SD12 carrying

ISB; it will he interesting to see what
results are achieved in practice. In the

simultaneous serial- mode input data.
Eight data formats are possible where

systems will be to sec how they cope with

future, astringent subjective test for DAC

the definitions are derived directly from

signals coded with the ' Mishits./
Vanderkmy/Wannamaker in- band noise-

Philips' preliminary specification.
The available formats are characterised
in the ftillowing table and should be read

shaping characteristic ( 8 ) to see whether
the claimed 10 dl) in subjective noise

in association with Figs. 2 to 6.

performance is realized in practice — this

IDFI

IDF2 IDF3 FORMAT DIAGRAM
0
0
1
2S* up to 20 bit, ( 8f,
unavailable )
0

0

I

0

0

0

Fig. 2
1!!p

Sony tbrmat 16 bit,

11ifi

exemplary low-level linearity and noise
performance of the DAC and is therefore a
very sensitive test.

0

(8I unavailable ) Fig. 3
Sony format 18 bit,
(8f, unavailable ) Fig. 3
Sony format 20 bit,
(8f unavailable ) Fig. 3
Simultaneous, idling

SAA7350 also includes a small dc offset

I

on LSII up to 20
I

point of the DSM DAC away from its
symmetrical,, quiescent state; this again

on MSB, 18 hit
Fig. 5
Simultaneous, idling

of the re- quantization noise and to frequency-shift idle- patterns away from the

on NISH, 20 bit

audio band. Consequently, acombination
of 3rd- order noise shaping. digital dither

0

bit
Fig.
Simultaneous, idling
0

test should certainly be included as part of
the next 111:N/RR test disc as it requires

Fig 2. I
S, 4f, input formats ( Philips data)

I

1

1

I

Digital dither and offset
Details of the process of digital dither

Fig 3. Sony serial input lOrmal ¡'Juleps Lita

have already been described, hou‘ ever the
component which moves the operating

helps to break-up the near- line spectrum

Fig. 5

Simultaneous, burst
clock, up to 20

and dc offset should ensure only noise-

bit
Fig. 6
*IS is the Philips 3 logic- line interface
standard ( S)

Fig 4. Simultaneous mode input )
ffirmat - continuous
clock idling on LSB Philips data

with more conventional multi- hit DM S,
though here the form of distortion being
reduced is different and results from

The 8f, oversampling ratio is only available for the simultaneous (le. two serial

linearity errors when the MSB changes at
the centre of the DAG transfer characteristic.

input ports 51)11 and SDI2 ) data modes:
also it should be noted that where the
word clock idles on the MSB, the system
must know the number of data hits to
accept. This becomes clearer when the
appropriate timing diagrams are observed.
The advantage of accepting anumber of
input data rates and data formats is the
opportunity to interfitce simply the bit-

like digital silence artefacts. A similar
practice of using dc offset is also found

!

I

Fig 5. Simultaneous mode input format - cillainUOUS
clock idling on MSB ( Philips data )

Differential mode, switched
capacitor filters
A number of designers soon realised that,
by using aSAA7321GP device per channel
in a differential mode, performance gains
us ( re possible. In this configuration, the

stream DAC with a variety of oversam-

hi? and right channels are re- assigned to

pling filters and therefore giving the designer greater flexibility in tine tuning the
performance to a personal preference.

handle either L, — I. or R, — R ( on each
chip ) and a differencing amplifier following passive 3rd-order Butterworth filtering is then used to derive the output

There is also scope to interface directly to
one of the serial data transfer ports on a
DSP device so it is feasible to design one's
own oversampling filters to either 2f,, 4f,
or 81 .
,. Consequently, in the future we may
observe a curve- fitting or cubic- spline
algorithms combined

with

a bitstream

I I
Fig 6. Simultaneous burst-clock input »mat ( Philips
data)
the order 2) running at 256 oversampling,
though the SAA7350 claims to extend this
to order 3but with oversampling reduced
to the range

128 to

192. Howe% er, to

well as more conventional handcrafted FIR or even minimum- phase IIR

achieve closed- loop stability there are
generally constraints on the signal level

filters.

applied to the DSNI and careful formulation of the noise shaping response is also
required, possibly together with adegree

;IN

It

combine

may

even

prove

simultaneously

feasible

the

to

oversam-

pling filter with a loudspeaker frequencyresponse compensation filter.

Third-order noise shaping

dramatic as increasing the order from 1to

As described in Digital Discourse ( I), a
hitstream converter includes a 2- level
quantizer preceded by a noise shaping
filter that are both enclosed in an ti‘ erall
recursive structure ( le. a feedback loop ),
where the aim is to spectrally shape the
gross, 2- level re- quantization noise to
reside

in

the

oversampled

of non-linear processing ( ), so the perftirmance gains are not necessarily as

frequency

2. Also other contributory noise sources
from operational amplifiers. switched
capacitor filters and clock jitter, and the
reduced oversampling ratio, mean that
there

is

only

an

apparent

marginal

improvement in the silent, digital noise
floor from — 96 dB to — 100 dB. Neverthe-

signal.

Ibis strategy helps improve the

noise pertbrmance by offering reduced
sensitivity to internal common- mode
noise sources and non- ideal grounds, as
well as enabling a degree of noiseaveraging over two Iiitstream converters.
Again this technique was described

in

Digital Discourse ( I)where the reasoning behind using switched capacitor filters
to lower sensitivity to clock jitter was also
presented. Recognising the advantage of
differential mode operation. Philips has
now included on the SAA 7 350 appropriately designed differential, switched
capacitor filters together with differential,
operational amplifiers ( 4 per chip ) enabling differential mode to be implemented
more economically; a simplified circuit
arrangement

is shown

in

Fig.

-Y.

This

system should help reject both ground
rail and power supply related noise and is
a most welcome inclusion.

space, thus leaving the audio band almost
free of noise. The previous generations of

less, this rather marginal noise improvement probably disguises enhanced coding
of low-level signals components and I

DSM converter employed a twointegrator noise shaping filter ( 6) ( hence

would envisage better results on signals

DSM converters. In one sense there is an

sinking into the noise- type tests, diet:-

improvement as the differential switched

III IIN.IMNek RE( t / RD RINIVA%
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However,

the

technique

does

differ

from the use of two differentially driven

3I

and oversampling ratio will achieve simiDifference amplifier and Ist -order filter

lar or even better information throughput
by offering reduced modulation noise and

2nd- order filter section

I

acorresponding reduction in the masking
of fine signal detail in the presence of
large signal components. however. future

ISCA
929

generations of converter should maintain
3rd-order noise shaping and operate with
oversampling ratios say from 256 to 392
(or higher) and take advantage of the full
potential of the TDA1547

*I.
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TDA1547 1-bit DAC (DAC7)

SAA7350

01,rt

loot

Fig 7. Basic bitstream system showing left/right differential output stages (
component values taken 'corn
Philips data project BSDAC SOL 1, February 1990)
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outputs are tabulated as follows:

Fig 8. Basic system of double-differential bitstream DAG
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SAA7350. The TDA1547 replaces some of
the output circuitry of the SAA7350 and
claims higher performance that is more
closely matched to the resolution potential of the inherent digital-bitstream process. Although the 1- bit converter is an
interesting refinement it has also acted as
a catalyst by releasing otherwise secret
information about the existence of atrue
1- bit output port on the SAA7350: this
capability had previously been disguised
on the data sheet as unused pins/test pins.
For your information the relevant digital

1.111eirni.a

capacitor tillers now operate on identical
bitstream signals so improving reduction
of distortion due to symmetry ( important
for power supply rejection ), whereas the
two bitstreams in the former case would
actually be different. On the negative side,
there is alost opportunity for aDSM noise
advantage by averaging the almost
uncorrelated noise components of two
free- running bitstream converters, even
though this is . offset by the adoption of
3rd-order noise shaping. As a design
exercise, Iwould be tempted to experiment with adouble differential mode of
operation by again assigning one audio
channel to achip; this retains the inherent
advantage of differential operation at the
switched capacitor network level yet
enables averaging across two, differentially driven bitstream processors
powered from a common supply. The
basic configuration is shown in Fig. 8 and
can be loosely compared to asymmetrical
form of Class AB biasing where it is seen
to cancel the two additive dc offsets while
retaining its advantage in reducing idlepattern distortion. Ihave included passive
components in the analogue reconstruction filter which enable simple matrixing
without the inclusion of extra analogue

It appears on paper that the performance
of the digital processing in the SAA7350
can equal or exceed the requirements of
16-bit digital audio with further performance being hinted by the 20-hit input
capability. However, to realize this potential the design of the analogue circuitry
and the means by which the jitter performance is desensitized is of paramount
concern. Towards this goal, Philips has
recently introduced the TDA1547. This
device is a 1bit converter ( ie, it accepts a
clocked, digital serial input of 1-hit data
and outputs an analogue signal) that can
he interfaced directly with the two ( left/
right) 1-bit output ports provided by the

active circuitry. The technique obviousll
reduces inter-channel crosstalk although
as in earlier systems such as those used by
Bob Stuart and Ben Duncan ( 1,9), it
requires additional, digital interfacing circuitry to generate the L, — L and R. — R
serial signals. Iwould suggest that this
technique is particularly applicable where
a remote processor is included with an
amplifier/loudspeaker as both channels
can be used simultaneously in the converter chip.

bitclock
data left
data right

pin 43
pin 42
pin 44

The availability of 1- bit outputs means
that designers can now consider their
own circuit variants so, as with the
oversampling filter, there is an even greater opportunity for individual circuit and
process refinements of abitstream system.
The basic system structure of the
TDA1547 is shown in Fig. 9a while Fig.9b

Oversampling ratio
The previous generation of DSM converters used 256- times oversampling, that is
for a 44.1 kHz sampling rate, the output
bitstream is 11.2896 MI lz. However, the
SAA7350 offers oversampling options
ranging from 128 and 192 depending
upon crystal choice. Consequently the
SAA7350 actually operates with a lower
oversampling ratio than earlier bitstream
converters ( note the bit rate is one half
the system clock frequency) and attempts
to make up the performance gap by
moving from 2nd- order to 3rd-order
noise shaping. It will be interesting to
observe in practical systems whether the
interchange between noise shaper order
Ill- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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outlines the digital- to-analogue signal processing of one channel indicating how the
bitclock and serial binary data ( DSM
format) control the function of the
switched capacitor filter. Effectively,
when the clock simultaneously closes the
switches SW lain ,the capacitor Cim charges
to the reference voltage Vref after which
the switches open to isolate the capacitor.
In the next phase, either the switch SW »„ .h
or SW 3,
0,
closes, depending upon whether
the digital input data is a ' 1' or a 0'. This
process enables the capacitor to discharge
afixed measure of charge into the input of
an operational transimpedance amplifier
which subsequently flows in the feedback
impedance 7,1 (usually a parallel RC network to average the current pulses) thus
determining the output voltage V. The
advantage of this process is that the
average current flowing in 7.1 is far less
dependent upon clock jitter and data
timing errors, allowing a higher signal/
noise ratio to be returned by the converter.

Fig 9b. DAC7 switched capacitor filter

Gnd

Zta

24 times upsampling
zero- order hold

left

3rd order noise shaping

8 times
oversampling

16 - 20 bit
data, 44.1kHz

Fig 10a. Three-chip bitstream
DAC with l92 oversampling

6.9 rtHz

clock

2C bit data
352.8 MHz

1bit serial

right

data 8.47 MHz

output

192 times overall oversampling

-4111.1111,-=-

The operation of this switched capacitor filter suggests afascinating method of

Analogue

controlling the gain of each digital channel. As the reference voltage is available
externally, it can in principle be varied
and therefore set directly the amount of
charge transferred on each data pulse ... a
process which directly determines the
gain factor of the DAC. Consequently, in a
digital and active loudspeaker system
where it is required to adjust simultaneously the gain of two or more digital
channels, the gain of each DAC can be
controlled by an analogue signal ( dc
control signal). There is now no need to
use a digital multiplier as a gain control
with the associated loss of low-level
resolution, which even Sony ( 10) has
acknowledged as aproblem affecting subjective performance ( although this conclusion is open to debate as the dither
used by Lagadec was rectangular and not
of optimal triangular distribution).
The general flexibility of DAC7, with
dual supply rail requirements for both
analogue and digital circuitry together
with the option of referencing each operational amplifier to signal ground rather
than an internal reference voltage suggest
ahigher performance potential and greater flexibility for the designer. A typical
system configuration therefore requires
three IC's as shown in Fig. 10a. However,
as well as awide choice of oversampling
filter, there is also the option of using a
double-differential topology and asecond.

output

1bit output Quantization

5AA735c

104 ,547

low-pass
filter

H

loft algal
trAliplaxed dala

,

left/- lift
multlolezed data

4 or 3

16-20 bit

1.ra'
r.ert

t.r• es

Gala, 44 tknz

Mccc

overSor-P., c9

1>
rtghti-rnont
mn ,dleatea data

Fig ¡Ob. Double-differential
bitstream converter
using SAA7350/ITDA 1.547

16

-20

Analogue
•ow - 0a55
• ter

HH

left 05M

left

serlal data

Du

tpu t

bit

data. 44 lk-z

Fig l
la. Biutream DAC using direct
filtering of serial data stream
right 0511
serlal data

CUtput

Fol Fomloom
oF MN,

order passive analogue filter as suggested
in Fig.8, where a possible scheme is
shown in Fig. I013 employing a SAA7350

left DSM

serial data

and TDA1547 per channel.

Alternative technology

t
6-20 Olt
data, 4416e

Now that the serial data output ports of
the SAA7350 are identified there is the
opportunity to 'decode' the bitstream data
using asimple logic gate and an analogue,
passive filter ( just as Iused to do back in
'68 when Iwas alad ...). The advantage of
this approach is that the amount of
analogue circuitry is reduced to a few
111.11 NEWS & RECottla REVIEW
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right 05,1
serial data

Fig lib. Direct DSM conversion
with digital-analogue post filtering

DmIto,meolo.
Fm nne

ÍÍÍ
right
output
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passive elements and possibly a discrete
unity-gain buffer stage. However, the disadvantage of this direct technique ( see
11, although argument is for multi- bit it is
also applicable to 1bit) is the sensitivity
to clock jitter, where if pulses arc of 100%
duration then an error in the clock
transition modifies the `area under the
pulse'. For example, if the hit rate is 10
MHz and the jitter is ( say) Ins, then the
error area is 1ns/100 ns = 1%, and there
is aconsiderable reduction in signal/noise.
To reduce the sensitivity to clock jitter
(other than by using the switched capacitor system of both SAA7350 and DAC7) a
part digital/part analogue FIR filter ( 12)
can be used as shown in Fig.11. 'hie filter
consists of aserial shift register of maybe
50 taps where analogue weights arc taken
using a resistor ladder network. The
register should be fast and the clock
source retimed for low jitter. The effect of
smoothing the audio data bitstream is to
reduce substantially the inter-sample differences ( that are now much less than
+/— 1of the serial bitstream code) which
in turn reduces the sensitivity to clock
timing error, although the basic simplicity
of the single gate/analogue filter network
is retained. The purpose of this example is
to demonstrate that there exist alternative
methods of achieving digital- to-analogue
conversion which can simplify the analogue processing.

Conclusion
Ihope my overview

devices may well represent the fuzzy end
of a tapering wedge in the subjective
performance regime. 'I'he simulations of a
2nd-order DSM show that excellent lowlevel coding can be achieved providing
high-frequency dither is used, from which
we can conclude that most of the
observed problems with DSM have more
to do with system non-idealities and the
coding of 16 bit source data (fe nonperfect dither) used to test the DAC
rather than fundamentals. Also the opportunity to design almost endless examples
of oversampling filters or interpolation
algorithms together with various circuitry
for digital- to- analogue conversion will
keep the audio critics happy for some
time to come. Although the finale of the
DAC evolutionary cycle may now be
commencing, there remain many exciting
opportunities for digital technology to
extend the performance boundary of
sound reproduction systems. Some of
these options will be considered in a
further series. Finally, l would like to
emphasise that all performance figures
quoted ( other than the results of my own
simulations) are taken from Philips'
literature and these may well be both
conservative and subject to change.
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ecause this column is written about six weeks ahead
of publication, Idon't see
the intervening issue before tackling my next piece. Thus some
'Views' printed in May might
otherwise have modified the
remarks on amplifier assessment
offered in June's 'Sidelines'. David
Hailer commended the input/
output bypass technique which I
declared to be the ultimate test of
any amplifier's performance, while
Brian Moore poured pre-emptive
cold water on my suggestion that
some small distortions might he
perceptible despite the masking
mechanism. A particular personal
amalgam of temperament and
ideology allows me to see both
sides in the amplifier debate, and
the tendency of those two letters
to move my argument in an 'objectivist' direction was nicely offset
when an engineer friend read my
June piece and accused me of
throwing in the sponge on the
matter of measurements.
Let me explain my position. In
saying that Idon't subscribe to the
measurements- reveal- all philosphy, and that Iaccept in principle
that an amplifier which appears to
measure impeccably by normal
standards may nevertheless
change the sound for some listen-

ers, it was not my intention to
suggest that such putative audible

jects, not absolute statements of
what any one person will hear. Be
it hearing thresholds, plots of loudness against intensity or frequency,
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shifts couldn't he explained in
measurement terms. Even archsubjectivist Martin Colloms has
said that in the last resort any sonic
differences between amplifiers
must have corresponding physical
correlates. It's just that we don't
know at this stage which further
parameters to measure. Perhaps I
should have written '
present
measurements don't necessarily
reveal all'; but there's the crunch,
because they may indeed he
adequate, with all the supposed
changes in sound quality between
good amplifiers being due to what
Ihave called 'peripheral artefacts
of perception'.
I've been over these before, and
happen to believe that they do
indeed explain most of what people get so worked up about. But
there's another aspect of hearing,
with a bearing on this business,
which seems not to have been
pursued in any detail: degrees of
acuity or perceptiveness. All the
standard data on hearing parameters are statistical plots derived
from many measurements and sub-

loudness-dependent pitch effects,
the linearity of masking, accuracy
of the localizing faculty — all are
abstractions from which individuals may deviate, perhaps
widely.
Most audio-conscious people
are aware that hearing acuity
declines with age, especially at
high frequencies, and that a tiny
minority enjoys perfect-pitch; but
how many have pondered the
possible differences in aural sensitivity between supposedly 'normal' listeners?
Some reviewers seem to he perpetually worried by the artificiality
of programme material which has
gone through Dolby- B encoding/
decoding. This despite the fact
that, when everything is balanced
correctly to avoid response errors,
on a machine with high-grade
mechanics, most of us have difficulty in hearing any changes apart
from the tape-hiss. But the Dolby
system is posited on certain
assumptions about masking and
aural time-constants, derived from
data representing average listeners, and it could be that those who
complain of artificiality and would
rather put up with the hiss ( an
incomprehensible stance to me),
are doing no more than announce
that their hearing deviates from

the norm in the matter of masking.
Likewise with amplifiers or CI)
players, where it could be the case
that some listeners are very much
more sensitive than the common
herd to low-level ambience,
minute traces of distortion, and/or
extreme HE artefacts. Those of us
in our sixties have for the most
part lost that top octave, but I
remember from the days when I
could hear up to 181cHz that it
didn't really matter much in
musical terms. And I was heartened recently to hear of a test
involving LIE filters and some selfappointed Golden Ears. They were
unaware of a cut applied at 7kHz,
yet Istill come across recordings
needing just that.
However, should people who
really are exceptionally sensitive
in various ways he offering review
judgements via performance scales
which suggest that amps A and B
deserve ratings, say, of 60% and
90%, when for most hi-fi listeners
they would be indistinguishable —
or at worst not more than 5%
down from 'straight wire' perfection? It sometimes worries me that
uninformed readers must get the
erroneous impression that most
electronic components are no better than loudspeakers. +
John Crabbe
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products are generally
reviewed as individual compoents, although areviewer should
also make aconcerted effort to place the
object under test in a valid system context. however, another approach,
adopted here, is to examine the component's behaviour in real audio systems.
Although less informative about the product itself, this does reveal vital aspects of
the performance in actual use conditions,
and hence may be even more relevant to
the hi-fi buyer.
While the industry strives for accuracy
and neutrality in an absolute sense, the
individual interpretations of audio designers result in a range of specific audio
characters and performances. These have
the potential for mutual interaction in a
system, sometimes beneficially and sometimes less so. This is one of the justifications for this series on CD systems where
such interactions are explored for arange
of popular, generally well reviewed equipment. This ' Starting point' series concentrates on CD as the primary 9ound source,
although an eye has been kept on the
compatibility of the systems with 1.1'.
In the first feature (HFNIRR June),
systems comprising CD player, speakers
and amplifier, together with suitable
stands and cables, were reviewed over a
loose price range up to £ 500 or so,
stretching to £750. The investigation
showed that -asatisfying system could he
put together for as little as £ 450.
Remembering that it is (: 1) only. it will
wipe out any packaged rack or midi
arrangement up to £ 1000. ( The system
comprised a Marantz CD40, Philips 620,
Celestion Threes and Rotel 820 AX).
One of the preferred higher- priced

Second stage: choosing and
matching components for the
best CD sound with asystem
budget of £1000
by Martin Calkins
systems was the Celestion Three loudspeaker, the Rotel RCD 855, Rote! 840
11X4 amplifier and suitable wall brackets
with Cyrus or Naim speaker cables. This
pushed the system over budget to £650.
This line-up reflected the preference for
the relatively inexpensive Celestion
speakers hut larger speakers will push the
system further over the £ 500 budget.
For this second system project, the
overall budget has been advanced to
£I
0(X), with the lower limit set at £ 700 to
separate first and second issues. I.ast
month the individual component price
was set at £ 100 to £ 250 hut for the
second this has been shifted to £ 180 to
£330 to take account of the wide choice
avail-able in .this sector, one of the best
selling for the market as whole.

The CD players
While there are many potential options
for speakers and amplifiers, the number of
relevant Cl) pla)ers is quite limited. The
Rotel RCD 855 at £ 260 is so strong a
performer that it was carried over ( dont
forget the Dual 5150 equivalent at
£275).
It stood up very well to extended
listening in many mix- and- match combinations and it still has agood commercial life ahead of it. Key qualities included

a generally neutral presentation, with a
fine balance drawn between the various
aspects of stereo depth and good dynamics, between clarity and sweetness and a
plausible sense of rhythm, and between
firm articulate bass and clean treble. Some
mild roughness is present in the treble
range of many CI) players in this price
range, which can often be tamed by
suitable combinations of amplifier and
speaker. While the Rotel is a multi- hit
player, selection of a low- bit type can
provide sweeter mid and treble; the often
noticed loss in dynamics and bass drive
may also be compensated for, to some
degree, by a different choice of other
components. The next Cl) player shortlisted is the redoubtable Marantz
CD5OSE (HFNIRR March 90 ) at £ 300 — if
you can get it. However, with final stocks
depleted, Marantz has elected to release
the last couple of thousand of its comparable CD6OSE at the reduced price of £ 300,
neatly filling the gap.
A new contender is the Philips CD634
at £ 230, the next model up from the
CD624 reviewed in Jan 91. The price is
right and asample of this versatile model
was obtained and installed for an
extended warm-up period.
At £ 300 there is also Rind's own first
low-bit design, the RCD865, favoured by
many critics for its spacious sweet sound,
reminiscent of certain high end decoders.

The amplifiers
In this price range all are integrated
one- box designs. The Rotel RA820 BX4,
at £ 2(X), performed so well in last month's
CD system that it was retained as abasic
reference this month and, in fact, it
continued to hold its own against several

S
TARTING POINT

CD SYSTEMS UP TO f1000

Above, Rotel RCD85.5)Pioneer A400/ ission 78!;
opposite page, Aura VASO, Rogers LS4a and Cyrus cable
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higher priced combinations. The RA820
BX4 has superb musical balance — a
refined performance well beyond its class,
one which nonetheless encompassed
high-quality dynamics, fine bass articulation and speed, good transparency and
truly neutral treble. Again and again it
pointed to uneven performances in other
products. Its clean treble helped to calm
down the top end of Cl) sourced systems.
It was logical to call in Rotel's bigger
brother, the RA840 AX4, offering double
the power, at £ 250. Another contender
was the Pioneer A400 (£ 230), recently
rivalled

by

the

latest

version

of

the

Marantz PM4OSE (£ 240). A UK- built
offering is the Aura VA50 (£ 250).

Getting started
It was logical to start where the last
system left off, with the Celestion Three,
Rotel

820

BX4

and

Rotel

855.

After

All these offer greater power than the
smaller models assessed last month, the
increase measured at some 3dB. and

settling in, confident in the knowledge

considered to represent a significant
increase in system loudness.

tion began with the speakers. The IIcybrook IIBI Ills, having been run in several

The loudspeakers

hours before listening, made a strong
attempt to sound like bigger versions of

Last month's preferred Celestion Three
speakers had to he replaced, as this more
expensive system required larger and
more substantial models. but they
remained a hard act to follow. Such was
their high standard that the investigation
was forced to delve deep into the speaker
market. One new contender was the latest
version of the Heyhrook HB1, the Mark
III at £ 250.
Earlier IIB Imodels were optimized for
vinyl disc while the latest version is said
to be CD compatible. A large wallmounted design. it promises greater dynamic range and more powerful bass than
the Celestion. Suffering from some neglect in these pages, the established KEF
C45 was also selected (£ 240). This is a
comparable size to the Ileybrook, also
likes a wall or near wall position. and is
likely . to offer the fumed KEF standard for
neutrality of total character. Wallmounted speakers do have their advantages in terms of overall efficiency. convenience and neatness.
Three more speakers were obtained, all
established front rank performers and all
suitable for free space location away from
the hack and side walls. Optimally positioned, such designs can offer smoother
in- room

bass,

focused

stereo

more

spacious,

images,

and

better

a greater

feeling of intimacy with the recording. At
£250 we have the Rogers LS4a (HFN/RR
Aug 89 ), asealed box two-way, partnered
by the Cyrus 781 (HFAURR March 89).
Finally we have arguably the star contender at the top price of £ 330: the Epos
ES11 (
HFAI/RI? May 91 ).

Ancillaries
Icybrook and Epos speaker stands were
available and are good choices in this
price sector. More can he spent hut there
is adanger of disproportionate budgeting
as better stands quickly get more expensive. For speaker cable Naim NAC5 and
Cyrus cable proved suitable, while Ileyhrook also provided samples of its humorously named Heywire, a hi- wire cable
similar to the DNM alternative.
111.11 NEWS & ItE( :
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that both amplifier and player were highly
consistent and respectable. the investiga-

the Celestion. The rhythmic aspects were
almost as good while the dynamic range
was much wider, with the Ileybrook
sounding a good 6dh more sensitive.
equivalent to increasing the 25 watts of
the Rotel 820 to 100W per channel.
Interestingly, the bass was respectably dry
and articulate but did not extend quite as

did not sound familiar. Ifelt that it had

low. This 11131 was liked with CD sources

become more direct and a little brighter.

for its dynamic quality, good integration
and all-round competence. Over prolonged listening, a little more box coloration and roughness was noticed than with
the Celestion, which ultimately relegated

Careful handling was necessary with the

it to the second rank. It is more suited to

After some experiment, astraight- ahead
position was kit to be hest, with the rear
panel some 0.6m from the hack wall. The

higher sound level rock applications. The
overall system rating was reduced from
14 to 13, despite taking into account the
noticeably sweeter, clearer pertOrmance
delivered

by

the

11131

III

when

used

hi-wired with lies-wire. A trial with the
Pioneer A400 amplifier proved unpromising, with a less favourable balance heard
in the treble range.
The next contender was the KEF C45,
which is quite a substantial box for wall
mounting. Like the IIB 1 and the Rogers
the KEF Uses the larger size of bass
mid driver, the traditional 200mm frame

matching components. and here the
balance of opinion shifted towards the
Rotel hitstream player and a sweeter
amplifier such as the Aura.

LS4a midrange is particularly good, of
recognisably BBC pedigree in terms of
neutrality, and also possessed of good
clarity and dynamics. The bass was clean
and tuneful and its rhythmic properties
exceeded those of the KEF and
approached the Ileybrook. On the minus
side, the treble was unexceptional, not
sufficiently clear or rich to make the hest
of these electronics: the system score
remained at 13. Even so, the IS ta is a
good loudspeaker and remains on the

type. At this size, wall brackets are not
recommended and these speakers should

recommended list.

he placed close to the wall but supported
on a suitable floor stand. While clearly of

came in next and proceeded to deliver
v'hat the others had only promised. This

considerable competence, this KEF did
not pertOrm particularly well in this system. While showing good extension and

free- space model sailed away, delivering a

power handling at low frequencies, the

frequency range and with a powerful
e \ tended bass, the weight and solidity of

bass was judged to be rather soft with just
average tune playing. Some mid glare was

Mission's 781, with real wood veneer,

big broad, generous sound. Open,
expressive and articulate throughout the

the system performance had clearly adv-

evident while the bass, mid and treble
sections did not seem to he very well
integrated, either in rhythmic or fre-

anced. A relative score of 15 was established. The 781 seemed entirely suited to

quency response terms.
Stereo depth and dynamics were both

treble, its neutral hut unexaggerated tonal
quality and its overall smoothness. To cap

poorer than with the Ileybrook, reducing
the system performance to around 11.5,
which left a renewed desire to return to

it all, this efficient and dynamic loudspeaker could boogie as well. Rhythm and
timing were convincing, maintaining the
listeners' interest. Both rock and classical

the little Celestion Three with its honest,
direct approach.
Would the Rogers 1,Sqa get us hack on
target? Eighteen months on and the 1.S4a

the (, I) source with its detailed hut subtle

programme were equally well handled,
and its mild sweetness was also found to
be agood foil for the Cyrus One amplifier
39

This page, clockwise, Philips CD634, Heybrook JIB !
MkI I
I , Rotel RCD865, Pioneer A300. Opposite page,
Marantz CD6OSEIRowl RA82013X41Epos ES II

STARTING POINT 2: THE
OPTIONS
Models listed here are assessed in the text.
Please note that prices are approximate
and mur be subject to change and that
amilability of some models 111q)' be
limited
Marantz CD5OSE CD player £ 299
Marantz CD6OSE Cl) player £ 299
Philips CD634 (i) player £ 230
Aura VA50 amplifier

£250

Pioneer A400 amplifier
Rotel RA820BX4 amplifier

£230
£ 200

Rotel RA840BX4 amplifier £ 250
Epos ES11 loudspeaker £ 330
Epos ES11 loudspeaker stand £85
Heybrook HB1 Mk Ill loudspeaker £ 250
KEF C45 loudspeaker £ 240
Mission 781 loudspeaker
Rogers LS4a loudspeaker

£ 250
£ 255

van den Hul D300 Il cable ( pack ) £ 4
Cyrus loudspeaker cable ( I ( 1metres )£ 25

tried last month, the two proving highly
compatible. Bi wiring is recommended
for best quality.
The Cyrus 781 worked well with the
Rotel 820 BX4, hut was tried with other
Cl) players. First impressions indicated a

satin and gloss black, is built by asubsidi-

smoother and more relaxed sound than
that experienced with the lower cost

are rare at this price level. Some aspects of

an of B&W and uses Fet outputs, which
its sound were readily appreciated — the
easy transparency, the open, clear defini-

CD624.
While sounding different, on overall
merit it compared with its predecessor,
the older Philips CD630. The mid- range
was

particularly

good,

with

pleasantly

natural vocal lines and excellent rendition
of mid- range depth and detail. The mid
also possessed quite good dynamics and
focus. On the debit side it was weaker at
the frequency extremes, with asofter bass
and some edge and ' grit' evident in the
high treble. This characteristic makes it
less suitable for some amplifiers, particularly the Pioneer A400 which has some
related, if more mildly expressed effects.
Finally, the 634 was found to lack much of
the pace and rhythmic drive of the Rote'
855, which for many listeners is too high a
price to pay for a classy mid range.
Direct comparisons between the two
Rotel CD players proved instructive. The
RCD865 showed gains in clarity and
sweetness, particularly in the mid- range
and treble, together with an ability to
produce stereo images on a larger scale
40

with more stage ambience. The 855 still

tion and the musically sympathetic
smoothness of the mid and treble — but in

won the day. on grounds of superior
dynamics, plus amore lively and stronger
driving bass and pace. Both 820 OX4 and

the context of the established achievement of the evolving CD system, the Aura
was found to detract substantially from

Cyrus 781 thrived on this.

the available dynamics. Simple mediumlevel passages were handled with

Completing the CD group, the Marantz
CD6OSE was brought into service. It
provided a genuine upgrade in all-round

delicacy, hut raunchier and more complex tracks fell apart, sounding unrhyth-

16.5. Sounding more like the Rotel 855
than the low- bit alternatives, the 60SE was

mic, inconsistent and relatively compressed. Bass was rather soft and failed to
match the grip provided by the Rotel. The

a shade less dynamic, hut it offered more

system rating fell back to 12.

performance, lifting the system rating to

than a fair trade in terms of subtlety,
smoothness and increased clarity. This
was more rewarding heard via the 781,
while a helpful gain was noted with
Heybrook and Rogers speakers.

What about the amplifiers?
With the second system well on its way, it
was time to evaluate the amplifers. l'he
slimline Aura VA 50, discreetly finished in

Perhaps

the

larger

Rotel

would

do

better? historically, the RA840BX has not
been as well received as the 820, and it
was something of challenge for it to try
and maki: the grade in the second stage
system. Certainly, the benefits of its
higher power and more massive power
supply were heard in a more effortless
dynamic range as well as amore powerful
bass. Certainly one of the industry's better
111-11 NM'S & RECORD REVIEw
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amps, it still could not displace its small
brother. Once the impressive bass had
been accounted for in the listening, the
'840 bass was found to he less agile and
articulate than the '820. Tonally, the mid
was thinner, not the desired effect for Cl)
sources, while the treble was brighter and
coarser — again a disadvantage.
Perhaps the additional line amplifier in
the 840 circuit was to blame, but this was
not all. 'Ile near magical coherence of the
820BX and its secure rhythmic quality
were not matched by the 840. Using the
8-O), the 605 11-781 combination fell hack
to 13.
Would the latest Marantz PM4OSE
improve matters? An earlier pre-Cerafine
capacitor model sounded pleasantly well
balanced, hut it was also rather soft, veiled
and muddled. In its latest form it sounds
as if its engine now had aturbo installed!
More drive, focus, clarity and transparency were evident, while the bass was
firmer — quite good in fact — and both the
mid and treble were of superior quality. In
the mid a high degree of detail and low
level ambience was recovered and, taken
overall, it was considered superior to the
big Rotel. If rhythm and timing were not
your top priorities then you could he
forgiven for thinking that the Marantz
would beat the 820 BX4, yet the expressiveness of both the Marantz CD player and
the Cyrus speaker were such that the
Rotel 820 won, despite aloss of absolute
clarity and mid- range neutrality. On
balance the system achieved acreditable
score of 14.3 with the Marantz PM4OSE.
The Pioneer A400 did stand up directly
to the 820BX4. Moreover, it could play
more loudly and with a greater sense of
scale and ease. Wonderful is the only
word to describe the mid- range. Articulate, open, highly detailed and transparent, it conveyed rather more of the
character and expression of mid vocals
and other sounds. In this respect it equalled the performance of some of the
industry's top audiophile separates.
One can see why a critic might be
overwhelmed by the exceptional mid
performance, and rate the A400 way out
of its price class. Likewise, if ahigh quality
mid- range dominates your aural existence, then feel free to do the same.
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lowever, althotigh the treble was pretty
good — detailed, informative, low in grain
— it also had -an odd emphasis, one which I
can only term ' insistent'. In the bass it had
many of the attributes of the mid- range — a
fine clarity and good transparency — while
it also possessed asatisfying extension to
low bass frequencies.
On the debit side bass was not quite as
crisp as with the 820BX-i, and the latter
also had the measure of the A.400 in
rhythm and timing. The Pioneer did well
in this department, but the smaller Rotel
was better still. Taken overall, the system
score remains at 15. The 781 was certainly smooth enough to accommodate
the small treble eccentricity in the
Pioneer, while the resulting stage depth
and clarity was most beguiling. According
to our listeners the Pioneer amp plus
I
leybrmk or Rogers speakers were felt to
be less acceptable.

The ace in the hole
There was one ace left to play — the top
line speaker. With the A400 / ( MOOSE in
action, the Epos ES IIwas substituted for

range of the Epos made the best of the
Rotas output. However, what we had not
anticipated was the marvellous match of
dynamics and crisp, well-timed transients
that this combination afforded, and the
superb, perfectionist engineering of the
Epos was felt in full measure in the fine
sound quality. Given a modest reduction
in maximum loudness, this combination
took the honours, with 16 marks.

Incidentals
It goes without saying that the top score
was achieved with hi-wired connection to
the speaker, with Cyrus cable at £ 2.50 per
single wire metre proving good value.
Another contender with good bass was
van den Hul Clearwater. Good results
were also obtained with Naim NAC5 for
the bass/mid, and Cyrus or I
leywire for
the treble. On the interconnect side, I
have previously recommended £ 15-25
cables such as the Chord and Soniclink
White, or the DNM. Better cables cost
rather more and, if you are tempted, then
try van den Hul D300 II (£44 for 06m) or
Vecteur 8045.
For the Epos ES! Ithe Epos stand (£85)
is appropriate, while the rest worked well
on the Ileybrook 11135 or close equivalent.

the Cyrus 781, at an extra cost of £80, still
just within the maximum target of £ 1000.
Some fascinating results ensued. Firstly,
the advantage we expected from the Epos
compared with the Cyrus speaker did not
at first materialize. The Epos sounded
softer and less even in the bass, while the
upper mid was a touch thin and unbalanced. The result with the Cyrus was
both more cogent and coherent. Where
was that dynamic expression and purity of
transient line made so much of in recent
reviews? It was apparent that the Epos

For this second system the optimum
combination came in two forms, both
sourced by the Marantz CD6OSE. The
overall favourite was the Rotel 820BX4
driving the Epos ES II. At a very similar
price, the Pioneer A400 seemed very well
matched to the fine Cyrus 781 loudspeakers. Given stands and good cabling, these

needed to he fed a diet with a warmer,
balanced treble, a tauter, dryer bass and
more expressive and dynamic transients.
There • was only one possibility — to go
back to the old Rotel 820BX4.
Now, when compared with the
Pioneer- Cyrus pairing, the maximum
loudness was less, while bass wasn't as
deep nor tonal quality quite so natural
but, on the other hand, the Rotel amp
appeared to suit the Epos. The exceptional clarity of the Epos mid and treble
helped to bridge the gap between Pioneer
and Rotel, while the latter took the Epos
bass in hand. Likewise, the pure treble

free space systems just fell inside the
£10(X) budget. It proved hard to save a
little money and find a middle- priced
alternative. Looking at the results, the hest
shot would seem to he aCyrus 781 with
the Rotel 820BX4 amplifier and the Rotel
RCD855 player. Taking care over cable
and stands, this fine arrangement could be
put together for as little as £800.
Next month's project advances into
high price territory, with the relative
paucity of good designs above £ 300
allowing the price range to he widened
from £275 to £ 500 per unit, with atarget
of £ 1400 or so for the entire system. +

Conclusion

MAJOR TO MINOR:
THE APOGEE
CI',NTAURUS

eeling a bit like the boy who cried
'Worn', Istill can't help but regard
this new range from Apogee as
'ribbons for the masses'. But unlike the
last models which inspired this sort of
reaction — Stages and Calipers — the new
Centaurs really do make Apogees accessible to awide range of consumers. And not
only by virtue of cost.
The name, credited to Brian Rivas of
Pinewood Audio, is the neatest yet to
denote 'hybrid' — I'm surprised it hasn't
been used before. And as the Centaurs are
hybrids, with traditional Apogee ribbons
mated to dynamic woofers, the company
has chosen to regard them as a truly
separate model range. Some of the practical concerns and the behavioural characteristics of the Centaurs differ drastically
from the full- range Apogees, so there's no
real problem with the two series ( fullrange and hybrid) overlapping in price;
the dearest Centaur is quite unlike the
least expensive full- range model. The
Centaurs will invite into the fold a number of hi-fi enthusiasts who were tempted
by the full- range models but wouldn't give
up their existing amplifiers or make room
for speakers craving whole square metres
of lebensraum. The Centaurs, unlike their
all- ribbon siblings, rewrite the rules of
Apogee ownership as follows:
(I) High sensitivity and a6ohm impedance make them suitable for ' real world'
amplifiers. I've heard them work beautifully with a 50W/channel NAD.
(2) The Centaurs give up little ' air' even
when placed within 12 inches of the hack
wall. Hell, they sound pretty swell when
shoved right up against the wall, because
the depth of woofer enclosure keeps the
ribbon at least eight inches away from it.
(3) They work with valve amplifiers,
including tiny ones.
(4) They offer the decades-old familiarity of cone-sourced bass.
Icould rattle off a list of little budget
amplifiers which made the Centaurs, especially the Minor, sing beautifully, but I
don't want to suggest that they can't
justify the good stuff. Believe me, you'll
know the difference between a Centaur
powered by some monster amp and a
Centaur running off a wee Rotel or
Pioneer integrated. It's just that it's so nice
to be able to talk about ribbons without
having to qualify every remark with 200watts' worth of class-A amplification.
The range consists of three models: this
review deals with the Centaurus Minor
(£1,149), at the bottom of the range, and
the Centaurus Major (£4,200) at the top.
(In between is the Centaur at £ 1,645.)
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the more ornery Celestion SI.700s to
bellow with finesse, so don't be misled by
the comfy impedance.
The 26in dipole ribbon in the Centaurus Minor works from 80011z up, with
a6.5in woofer crossing over at that point
in 12dB/octave steps. In the Major the
crossover point for the 40in dipole ribbon
is 45011z, with the bottom octaves handled by a 10in woofer. The ribbons are the

Making its ribbon technology
even more accessible, Apogee
follows the Stage with two new
models, Centaur Major and
Minor.
by Ken Kessler
From the front, these speakers look like
traditional Apogees which have been
squared off, and have their bass ribbons
covered by black grilles instead of the
familiar see-through mesh. But now the
grilles cover large baffles containing dynamic woofers rather than planar-shaped
bass drivers.
At the back, you see the enclosures
dedicated to the woofers, which conveniently provide each Centaur with crosssections that preclude the need for the
'legs' which support the ' all-panel' models.
Apogee provides screw- in spikes, which
allow you to dial in some tilt, as important
here as it is with the Stages if you wish to
recreate 3-D with any accuracy.
In case you were hoping that these
populist models did away with finicky
installation, think again. They're revealing
enough to keep you awake at night
contemplating new speaker leads, while
the toe- in and tilt requirements make up
for the relatively uncritical spacing vis-àvis the back wall. And easy though they
are to drive, they'll show up weaknesses
which amplifiers have in areas other than
power delivery. One amp Itried which
bordered on the magical at medium levels
fell apart when asked to drive them with
brio. Although it could produce the SPLs,
the sound turned coarse and lumpy. And
yet the very same amplifier would allow

familiar Kapton-backed Apogee types,
using high-energy strontium ferrite ceramic magnets.
The Major can be bi-wired or hiamplified, while the Minor cannot. Given
that the Major revealed the worth of
hi-wiring in a most emphatic manner, I
can only dream of what this enhancement
would do for the Minor. But I was
informed by Apogee that dealers in the
home market were emphatic about simplified connections for the Minor, while
State-side pricing is so critical at this point
that the extra few bucks for splitting the
crossover and fitting more five- way binding posts would push it into the next
bracket. Perhaps the company can he
persuaded to offer a bi-wireable export
version for the more sophisticated European market?
Both speakers offer coarse adjustments
via toggle switches next to the speaker
terminals, a feature common to other
Apogee models. The Minor's toggle
selects between ' normal', 'high' and low',
for I.5dB cut or boost of the woofer
levels. This may sound like a trivial
amount, but its usefulness in compensating for either live or slightly absorbent
rooms cannot be undervalued.
The Major offers the same contour
options, as well as athree-position switch
for the mid/tweeter ribbon. 'Ibe bass
control boosts the woofer level by 2d13,
for awarmer sound, or creates a2dB cut
for atighter sound. As with the Minor, the
dynamic properties change slightly, showing increases or decreases in the system's
Q. The Major's treble control can be used
to reduce the mid/treble output by 1dB or
boost it by 1.5dB. With both speakers I
listened with the controls at ' normal'.

Description
The Minor measures 100cm tall, 35cm
wide and 225mm deep. We are talking
small, so even if you do use them away
from the wall — 18in is a sensible minimum — you're not looking at an overwhelming intrusion. Should you have to
place them close to the back wall you may
find yourself using the bass cut.
The enclosure for the woofer is asealed
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cabinet measuring 710x 200x 180mm
(hwd), and it's not seen when you view
the speaker from the front. The grilles are

Sound quality
My main concern with these speakers
involved amplifier selection. Using the
familiar battery of sources — Lyra Clavis

permanently fixed so all I can tell you
about the 65mm woofer is that it features

cartridge, SME V/Oracle front end, and

a25mm voice coil and its cone is made of

CAL and Marantz CD- 12 CI) players —

mineral- filled polypropylene, with a
synthetic rubber surround. ' I'he Minor is
finished in adark grey paint which is not

spent most of my time swapping amplifiers, trying hard to find one which

unlike ' Ilammerite'.
While Apogee doesn't state the sensitivity, the Minor is a 6ohm ( nominal) load,
with a 4ohm minimum. A SOW/channel
amplifier is recommended as the minimum, with 100 W/channel maximum.

wouldn't drive the Centaurs. Let me tell
you something else: nobody, and Imean
nobody, has heard what an Apogee can do
unless they've used valves. And, as we all
know, this has been denied us because of'
the hideously low impedances of the
full- range models.

And Apogee says that the Minor ‘\ ill
deliver 107dB peaks at 4m using a 50W
amplifier. In hands-on terms. Idrove this

A £499 Croft Series 5, a Radford STA25, a 35\V/channel from Woodside costing roughly the same as a pair of Minors

to what Iconsider uncomfortable levels —

and some 100W monoblocks from Ray
Lumley, drove the Minor to adequate

913dli at 15m — with a35\V/channel valve
amp without detecting a trace of clipping
from the amp or any rasp from the

levels . . . and the Major.
I'm not touting the Centaurs as having

speakers. And that's in a room with low
ambient noise levels, so I'm talking bond.

sensitivity in the Lowther/Klipsch region.
A wonderful little ensemble tube/MOSFET

Frequency response, by the way, is stated
as 40-20kIlz.
lbe Major is another story entirely. In

hybrid ( 11200 or so) had to work hard
with the Minors, hut — within reason —
they sounded divine. Ilw Croft st niggled

addition to an extra 9 cycles down below,

with the Majors, hut handled the Minors

the Major seems more sensitive despite a

with embarrassing ease. As for the rest of
the amplifiers: no sweat. And while I
would expect 200W/channel's worth of

minimum

recommendation

of

80W/

channel ( 200W max ). But it's achange in
the sonic character — greater weight at all

D'Agostino

levels — rather than easier ' driveability

things to the lower registers, the dyna-

which creates this impression.
'Me Major is not for the space shy.

mics,

Standing 163cm tall, with a 46cm wide
frontal aspect and total depth of 30cm, the
speaker is only slightly less imposing than
a Melia or a Diva. The standard finish is
the same anthracite colour as that of the
Minor, but the review pair arrived with
the opt i(
rosewood veneer and looked
positively gorgeous. Also available are
walnut, blonde oak and

mahogany, so

Delights

the headroom

to

do

and

marvellous

the attack,

1

refuse to lose sight of the cost clement.
So how do the Centaurs differ from the
full- range specimens? In a word: punch.
Played side by side with Divas or Stages,
the Centaurs show you the difference
between planar woofers and acoustic

quencies, was to find awoofer as controlled, well- damped and fast as the ribbon
element. Try though Imay, Icouldn't find

suspension cone woofers. The former are

anything which betrayed this miscegenation. Tough acoustic tracks, lots of solo
recordings, all- brass ensembles — the

smooth, visceral, tangible. Despite the
weight and extension, ribbon- derived
bass is understated, almost incidental.

aesthetes who despise the invasion of
'yuppie grey' do have alternatives for a

Graft a cone onto a ribbon and you add
greater slam, attack, presence. The kick,

more harmonious blending of speaker and
room decor.

especially from percussion and electric

As with the Minor, the woofer enclosure is not visible from the front. It
measures 107cm tall, hut — instead of a

bass, will disarm any who have criticized
full- range Apogees because they didn't
like or comprehend the nature of ribbon
bass. The benefits of a sane impedance,

sound was 'of a piece'. tsing my current
fave track, the peerless Ruth Brown performance of ' If I Can't Sell It, I'll Keep
Sittin' On It', Itried to listen through the
music for Minor or Major flaws ( and to
think Iresisted the puns almost to the end
), hut both models said, ` No way, jack,
you're gonna listen to the music'. Which 1
most certainly did.
Iley, these are like old friends, tight
bottoms notwithstanding. The familiar

square cross section as in the Minor — it's
28cm deep, with a frontal width of 27cm

greater sensitivity and easier roommatching are mere bonuses. In the sound

and a back panel width of 20cm. In both
cases, the woofer enclosures are rock

stakes, it's ahappy marriage for those who
qualify for Category No. 4 I
see intro!:

solid

the

listeners who can't make the leap from

Apogee sweetness ( here's where the transistors lose out to the tubes), palpable

shape of the Major's cabinet is intended to
further reduce the effect of internal stand-

dynamic woofer sound to planar bass.
In a way, this undermines one consis-

three-dimensionality, air, a sense of real
space, image precision, midband warmth

ing waves.
'hie Major, too, works best with a
minimum of 18in clearance from the back

tent Apogee trait. that of refinement. It's
like replacing the tyres on your Mercedes
for low-profile road huggers. Sure, the

... Ruth Brown was in the room, gassy as
all get out and swinging to heat the band.

wall, but you can just about get away with

grip improves, but you can definitely kiss
the ride good-bye.

and

internally

braced, while

flush placement. With both speakers, finetuning involves the usual Apogee fourstep, juggling tilt ( using the screw- in
spikes), toc in, fore-and-aft placement and
left right positioning. The manual is full of
useful tips; follow it closely and you will
be up and running in under an hour.

l'he real magic, though, is in the blending — which makes me sound like acoffee
expert, I know, but it's the truth. My
favourite hybrids — the Celestion 1000s,
the Martin-Ingans and so on — work well
because the designers knew how to segue

Conclusion
The Major is serious stuff atrue, high- end
Apogee but with the kind of bass you'd
expect of an ATC monitor or other
dynamic masterpiece. It will do justice to
amps which come in crates. It paints a
picture from wall-to-wall and floor- toceiling. But the Minor is even more

What's important for those who might
consider the Minor because of its suitability in small rooms is the optional stand.

two different technologies. Apogee took
10 years from its inception before it felt
that a ribbon/cone hybrid met its stan-

satisfying because it costs less than athird
of the price and will work in tiny rooms.

which adds afew inches to the height but
— more importantly — adjusts che tilt for

dards. And Ille wait was worth it.
l'he trick, as Celestion Ibund when
crossing over at higher- than- expected fre-

when you factor in budget and space. And
that makes it even more of an
achievement.14-

near- field listening.
Ill 1
,
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LOWER DECK
Still the leading naine in quality

cassette decks, Nakamichi

A

key model in Nakamichi's recently launched Musicbank range,
Cassette Deck 2 effectively
replaces both the CR Iand CR2 decks. But
it looks entirely new, both inside and out:
the external styling is rather more distinctive than its forerunners'. Finished in
black with mainly white decals ( and the
Nakamichi logo alone in red ), it does
however looks rather dark and sombre —
even when the predominantly green display is lit. The case is solidly fabricated
from metal panels; even the front panel is
all- metal, which enhances rigidity. The
layout is familiar, with the power and
eject buttons to the left of the cassette
loading drawer. These are located in line
with the display window, lying in a
sculptured central section, the latter
employing curved buttons and rounded
styling to help avoid the sharp- edged,
right-angled fashion which generally pervades throughout the competition.
'Ibe main vertically aligned rocker buttons which control play, stop, fastforward, rewind, record and pause are
46

offers its traditional virtues,
even iii this entry-level design
by Chris Bryant
located at the right-hand end. Along the
lower section of the front panel to the
right of the loading drawer arc the repeat/
tinier function switch which controls
auto- repeat, and the machine's switch- on
facility which allows timers to bring the
deck into either record or play mode.
Tape selection is manual. It covers the
expected types I. II and IV, and there is a
rotary fine- bias tuner. Next comes DolbyB, C and MPX filter switching. The rotary
master record and balance controls have
small but easy- to- use knobs.
The fluorescent display has metering
with adequate resolution and dynamic
range ( — 40dB to + IOdli ). although other
£300 decks often have more elaborate
functions. The counter is rather
rudimentary too: a simple 4- digit device
with an adjacent reset button. The only

transport function extra to these found on
the most mundane of decks is the bidirectional auto- search facility, which
returns the tape to the zero set on the
counter. This feature may be triggered in
the stop, play or pause modes, with the
deck automatically returning to any of
these after the search. Other display
enhancements are flags for tape and Dolby
option selected, MPX filter engaged,
pause, rewind, fast-fin-ward, play and
record. Finally, there is a fixed- output
headphone socket.
After noting that this is very basic deck,
those unfamiliar with the Nakamichi
brand will wonder what all the fuss is
about. It looks as if it has less facilities than
the cassette deck in acheap music-centre.
However, those in the know will realize
that with this brand it's under the skin
where all the goodies are to be found.
Internally, the large main board is
neatly set out, with all the various circuit
functions given separate areas, and dualmono construction the general rule.
There is an abundance of presets, which
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CASSETTE DECK
Nakamichi claims ensures consistent quality — but they must make production
more difficult. Incidentally. Nakamichi UK
will align any new cassette deck for any
tape type you like, at no extra cost beyond
a 24- hour delivery delay, and there are
also comprehensive service arrangements. The Dolby chips come from Sony
and most of the parts are of typically good
commercial quality. The multi- regulated
power- supply is on a separate board
(which also houses the microprocessor)
and is supplied from a generous-sized
transformer. The wiring harness is neatly
routed and well located.
'hie three- motor tape- transport uses
Nakamich's 'silent mechanism' which has
motor-driven cam- operated head positioning. A new microprocessor with a
higher clock speed is used to control
even -thing, including the display. meters
and tape-counter. The capstan is driven by
a DC servo- motor, with the permanently
rotating capstan shaft running in an oilbath to reduce hearing wcar. The optimized record/replay head uses a laminated sendust core, made using alow- stress
process which Nakamichi claims eliminates most of the compromises found in
conventional heads. Even the erase head
features adual- gap low- loss ferrite core to
provide more compete erasure.
'hie main reason for manual selection of
tape type is the need to set left and right
bias adjusters independently for all three
types — also the sensitivity controls. Autoswitching of these functions is apparently
not economically viable: the Nakamichi
preference is, traditionally, for performance against features. A manual approach
is also compatible with the maker's System Remote Control.

Lab test
'Me spectrogram of 315011z tone shows
excellent tape stability for this price of
deck ( Fig 1); wow and flutter ( average
DIN peak-weighted) were well within
specification at 0.08%, and the speed
error was small at 0.1%. Azimuth showed
little error. The meters over- read a Od
signal by 3d13, which is comparatively
insignificant unless you want to push tape
right to its limit. Line output was healthy
at 0.71V, with plenty of headroom available before clip. Channel separation was
very good at 1k1 lz and reasonable at
10kIlz. There are no microphone inputs.
Full- level IM distortion was exceptionally good on metal tapes but fell a
little on other formulations, although not
enough to cause concern, while total
harmonic distortion figures were close to
I% ( — 40dB). At — 20(115 the frequency
response on all tape formulation ( Fig 2)
was well extended and reasonably flat at
11E, with bass woodles well subdued
above 3011z, showing good tape- to- head
contact and a good tape- head profile. At
OdB level the story was much the same,
and channel matching was commendable.
Noise performance is good, as expected,
on all tape types; hut the Dolby- B and C
—20dB responses show a broad 2dli
hump in the mid- range ( bottom curves
II- 11 NEWS & KR OBI) REVIEW
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Fig 2) and should have been flatter.

Sound quality
With all the careful circuitry and layout
and the generally first-class set of
measurements, one wonders if asuperior
sound will actually produce result. The
answer is affirmative: the CD2 is up to the
expected standard and makes a fine
replacement for the already excellent
CR 1 and CR2. To put the performance
into apertinent context. Ialso listened to
afew of the latest breed of DAT recorders,
and although the CD2 is only half the
price it has no trouble at all, to my ears, in
out- performing the new technology in
many important areas.
These areas are the ones which 1 ( and
many others. Iam sure ) find of paramount
importance.
The Nakamichi may not be quite as
clean in the treble, it doesn't focus as well,
the noise-floor is higher, and to some it
has less depth ( in DATs regimented way );
but when it comes to making music, for
me it wins hands down. It is free where
DAT remains restrained. Dynamics appear
far more natural, and dynamic wide- band
signals especially are more faithfully
reproduced. Where DAT is boring and
lethargic, the CD2 is interesting and more
likely to keep you listening. It does not
have the measured dynamic range of
digital. but within its range it seems more
vital. On metal tapes the performance is
nothing short of excellent. The sound is
transparent — more transparent than one
expects from the cassette medium — more
interesting, more alive, more dynamic,
and far better than tile background music
status into which the medium so often fits.
To criticise may' seem churlish when I
obviously liked it so much. But criticise I
must, because it lacks some bottom- end
power when compared with the source.
lowever, possibly because the sound is

lightweight it does sound fast and coherent. It also has some treble grain and can
sound a little electronic and processed
when compared with other good sources,
but it is undoubtedly a balanced performer. No, this does not take over as the
primary' domestic analogue source. That
must still remain the province of the fast
declining black vinyl disc, but record
some good material and you will want to
listen to this cassette deck. If you have the
good fortune to be able to record live
relayed music, the CD2 will be at its most
rewarding; for other uses, it is merely the
best that Ihave encountered thus far for
this sort of money.
That is with metal tape, and with tape
types I and II it is less good. But one
expects that, as it's the compromise
brought about by the tape itself. 11ie deck
does nevertheless seem to get very good
results with these other formulae, hut it
most naturally partners metal — which is
not a surprise.
Dolby- B worked well, with little loss in
the qualities Ihave described, plus the
desired reduction in tape- hiss. Dolby-C
did not work as well; it sounded processed and I didn't like the restrained,
emasculated sound. Stick with ' B', as the
results are more rewarding. Pre-recorded
tapes were also reproduced well when
the programme material allowed.

Conclusion
It's not perfect. It lacks several of the
features which other similarly priced
decks boast — like three heads, automatic
tape alignment, and a more comprehensive display. But it delivered a basically
good set of lab results, and when asked to
do what it should do, record music, it
performs better than its contemporaries.
It kept me listening, which is unusual on
any cassette deck, let alone one which
costs only £ 300. Need Isay more? +
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CD2

Test results

Naltaruie CD2

Replay noise CCIR/weighted, ref Odil
Tape Type I ( N12 off/l)odby B/Dolby C) — 47/ — 57/ —66tIB
Tape 'tepe It
— 501-60/-69dB
Tape Type IV
— 49/ — 591-68dB
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Fig I. Nakamicbi CD2: flutter spectrogram at
3150Hz (
span

4(xtilz)

Wow and flutter ( av pk-weighted DIN)
Speed error
Azimuth error ( phase shift at IOkliz )
Line output ( OdB/max)
VU indication ( at 1EL: OdB)
Channel separation ( )
Line input sensitivity ( OVU/overload)
IM distortion from II/12kHz tones
Tape T)pc I
Tape Type It
Tape Type IV

eseeeteeeek a
PM per earlobe

0.08%
0.1% fast
20 degrees
0.71 8V/5.5V
3dB
5IdB/35dB
76mV/>V

—20dB
—37dB
—49dB

Total harmonic distortion ref 315 HZ at OdB
—40dB
Tape Iype I
—33dB
Tape ' type It
—313dB
Tape Type IV
431x113x 335
Dimensions ( whd mm)
£315
Typical price ( inc VAT )

101.1z

1008Z

IkHz

10kPlz

FreqfflOw,
Fig 2. Nakamicbi CD2: record

replay responses at

—20dB leiel ( 5dB/division) Top to bottom:

tape types 1, 11,

IV. Dolby-B, Dolby- C

Supplier:
B&W Loudspeakers, Marlborough Road,
Lancing, West Sussex BN 15 8TR. Tel: (0903)
750750
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1 tit . tying the valve electronics
see tie. I'm baffled by two conflicting

Valves for all: arange of models

conditions. The first is that valves

from specialists Croft, Woodside

are very much ' re-established' in specialist
circles, requiring neither explanations nor
apologies for their existence. Instead of
being regarded as
valve products arc

and Solen ( Ensemble) . . .

off- the- wall- exotica,
thought of as

by Ken Kessler

110W

seven

products,

includes

rock- bottom-

ers have of valve products, with few of the
for mer even having the nerve to stock the

priced, all- valve pre-amps and adirt-cheap
power amp, a valve/solid-state hybrid
integrated amp, and an all- valve pre/

stuff In both these eases, there are misttmeeptions about the viability of valves

power combination which sells for just

in the 1990s, harnessed to sonic sort of
misguided belief that only audio masochists would own them.
Ihe teality is 4101,C different. In iny
experienee, ( i) valve gear has proven to
be eitner as reliable as, or more reliable
tnan most solid-state equipment, ( ii) the
valves themselves are easy to acquire
should replacements be needed ( try finding apart for aJapanese product over ten
years old ...), ( iii ) usage requirements
above and beyond those of solid-state
only involve ventilation, and ( iv) nothing
needs to be sacrificed in the way of
styling, ergonomics or facilities.
Ihis ' round- up', for lack of a better
tel Ill, is eoneeived not so much as a
eitister of reviews but as an illusitation of
tile painless possibilities open to wouldbe valve owners shopping in the budget
to upper- mid price sectors. The mix,
while dealing with only three brands and

with common ECCB s used in the input
stage. The 35W/channel output comes via
hi- polar transistors with MUS drivers. And
because the ( lassie features arectangular
chassis rather than the truncated triangle
of its sister, the Solen Tiger, nothing tells
you that there's anything unusual about

merely alternatives to solid-state — which
is as it should be. But countering this is
the fear that many retailers and consum-

shunt- regulated push-pull configuration,

this device. Unless you take off the lid.
The fascia is clean, ano-nonsense workspace containing only an on- off switch, a
rotary input selector choosing between
CD, tuner, video, tape and auxiliary ( the
latter metamorphosing into ' phono' if fed

under the 'entry level' pricing of those
glorious glowing imports.

the PA- 2 phono section), a tape monitor
toggle and a volume control which is

Solen Classic B35

illuminated circumferentially when the
power is on. At the back are the necessary

hie lea.st fearful way of entering the world
of valves is to consider ahybrid. With few

phono sockets, five- way speaker binding
posts, an earth tag and adedicated socket
for powering the outboard phono section.

exceptions, the valves used in hybrid
configurations serve in low stress' posi-

Built solidly, as you'd expect of a
product represented around the world by

tions. When you examine the role of a
valve in a pre-amp or driver stage versus
that of output valves, you can understand
why most tube replacements involve the

a Swiss distributor, the Solen employs
finned side panels which double as heatsinks. The fit and finish are superb, with

latter. With the bottles employed finpre- amp or driver functions, customers of
such items as valve Cl) players and Lux
'If rid' components probably enjoy a fiveor even ten-year MTBE, or ' Mean Time
Between Failures' as I've learned from the
computer iiiags.
With the Solen Classic 835 ( marketed
as the Ensemble ( lassie 835 outside
Europe), the hybrid design employs a

every operational control having a nice
'feel'. Inside, there's a hefty 160VA
toroidal transformer and high- quality
components throughout, including Keykm/Sicomin

valve

dampers.

Only

the

diminutive solid- aluminium case, measuring 236 x 304 x80mm ( wdh ), suggests a
price point of under agrand — £850, with
an extra £285 for the fag-pack-sized PA- 2
phono stage.
That's because the sound suggests an
III Fl 51...1%,S& 110.11111/111.:1'11AL .
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outlay of far more money. The hybrid
nature of the Solen is revealed ( primarily
when the unit is auditioned side- by-side
with all- valve units) in the uppermost
registers, where aslight edge is apparent.
It's here that the Solen is at its most
unvalvelike, with sharpness or sizzle
affecting brass, sibilants and piercing
guitar parts. But you never feel cheated
because the midband stays sweet and
lush. And it's here that the valve aspects of
the hybridization show you why you
bought the Solen in the first place.
Given that the frequency extremes
represent both the best ( the tight bass)
and the worst ( the slightly fatiguing top
end) of solid-state, the Classic B35 is an
ideal half-way house between the two
technologies. If it's purchased as a transitional piece by those weaned on transistors, the Classic's owners won't mind the
treble troubles as they fall under the spell
of the seductive midband. It possesses the
virtues of aprecise and open soundstage —
deep if slightly narrow — and a warmth
which eludes most transistor designs.
But there is a caveat. This amplifier
should only be used with sensitive speakers; while it would just about work with
Celestion SI.700s and Apogee Centaurus
Minors, there was always afeeling that the
'35 would run out of steam at any
moment. Clipping, easily reached with the
above speakers, was harsh and confidence-shaking. With the delicious TDI.
Studio 0.5, on the other hand, the Solen
could be exploited, the well- damped bass
enhancing the performance of this budget
transmission- line speaker.

Croft's 1991 fashions
Easily the most frustrating company in all
of hi-fi, Croft continually disarms this
critic by producing with regularity aflood
of cheap'n'cheerful products which defy
— especially valve — conventions.
Adhering to a policy of no PCBs, a
profusion of cheap parts and separate
left/right volume controls and source
switches, Glenn Croft has spent the past
decade giving more for the money than
any other maker Ican name.
His range of pre- amps shows how this is
accomplished. At the bottom end are
three models which use what is basically
the same circuit, with changes to the
power supplies accounting for the price
differentials. All three models in the lower
half of the Croft catalogue use the same
chassis and fascia; only the size of the
knobs, which increase with price, indicate
Micro A (£ 260), Super Micro (£ 379) or
Super Micro A (£650). By not having to
produce three different face-plates or
boxes, an immediate economy is effected.
And this saving is passed on to the
consumer. And if you think that £260 for
an all-valve, hard-wired pre-amp is expensive, then you're in the wrong decade.
The ' Croft Universal Pre-amp Chassis' is
ablack anodized aluminium case measuring 390 x280 x80mm ( wdh ), with ablack
fascia containing the left and right volume
controls, toggles to choose between line
111•11 NEWS & RECORD MIMI('
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and phono, and between three sources
when the phono/line switch is in the
former position. The only switches common to both channels are the centrallypositioned mute control ( absolutely
essential with dual volume controls if you

this
baby
measures
a mere
330x 190 X 155mm ( wdh) and is the most
unassuming amp you've ever seen. It's a
black lump with a cage on top, phono
sockets and binding posts at the back and
an on/off toggle switch at the front. Take

don't want to keep re-adjusting every time
you switch sources or material) and the
on/off switch. A tell- tale lamp indicates
'on' status. The back contains the phono
sockets ( with gold appearing on the
phono inputs and main outputs of the
Super Micro A), an earthing post and
access to the mains fuse.
All three pre- amps feature valveregulated IIT supplies, regulated heater
voltages, hard- wiring throughout with

off the cage, and there's enough glass to
supply a Coca-Cola plant in Lilliput. The
battery of tubes includes four cheap and
plentiful EL84s per channel for output
duties, ECC83s as drivers and full valve
regulation. A hefty mains transformer
occupies one end, with a pair of output

solid-core, I!oleo and Wirewound 1%
metal film resistors, polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors and ultra- short signal paths. The Micro A's valve complement consists of two ECC83s in the
phono section and an ECC82 in the line
stage, while the Super Micro adds an
ECL85 for regulation. The latter also
employs a larger mains transformer and
bigger reservoir capacitors, so the extra
£119 isn't spent on fairy dust.
Moving up to the Super Micro A means
a change of valves to octal triodes, two
68N7s and two 681.7s acting as cathode
followers, better potentiometers, the
aforementioned gold-plated sockets,
improved valve regulation, the elimination of cathode-decoupling capacitors, an
output section similar to that of the
£1500 Mega Micro and amains RE filter.
The natural mate for any of the above is
the quite remarkable Series 5S power
amp. Selling for £ 599 with deluxe trim,
The Woodside SC26 pre-amp,
heavily populated
with valves

transformers at the other. Rated at 25W/
channel, it thinks it's much bigger, and it
even yielded listenable levels from the
Apogee Centaurus Majors.
But first the pre-amps. All are capable of
re-creating a wide and deep soundstage,
lots of low level detail and a gorgeous,
rich midband and treble without turning
sickly-sweet. Dynamics are simply terrific
even on the most basic model, but these
improve with each step up the ladder. The
better power supply circuitry is the
obvious cause, but it's not just smoother,
more coherent swings from soft to loud
which justify the expense. l'he dearer the
model, the more quiet the background
and the smoother the silences.
The phono sections are mainly suitable
for m- m cartridges or m- es with inordinately high output, and it's here that you
do reap rewards with the dearer models.
The phono stage is the limiting factor with
thc Micro A, although apair of Ortofon T5
transformers — if you can find ' em — will
turn it into an adequate m-c stage.
Not that the Micro A is noisy. Compared with budget Crofts of yore, it's

almost solid-state in its silence. It's only
when you move to the Super Micro and
then the Super Micro A that you're made
aware of a slight background hash. But
paying for better silences may not be
justification enough to move upward,
either. The main gain is an overall
improvement in clarity, image specificity
and detail. By the time you hit the Super
Micro A, you're enjoying the sort of
performance best associated with £ 1000plus units of the American persuasion.
But there is a trade-off which, in some
ways, makes the middle model of the
three the most satisfactory. The Super
Micro A has aslight sharpness — aresult of
the hyper detail? — which you notice
alongside a reduction in warmth when
judged alongside the less-expensive siblings. But the degree of discomfort it will
cause depends on the rest of the system,
especially the amplifier. Just don't use it
with slightly bright partnering equipment
and you'll be OK. Which brings me to the
Series 5S.
Quite frankly, Ididn't expect quite so
outstanding a product, prejudging it
merely as tubes-on-the-cheap. One of the
least expensive all- valve power-amps
available, the series 5S is 'cheap' only in
that it's so damned homely. It could have
been styled by the guy who does camp
stoves and industrial toasters. But burn it
in for agood week-end, wire it up to any
speaker you can think of with a4ohms-orbetter impedance and 85dB/1W/1m sensitivity and you'll challenge any retailer to
justify a dearer purchase.
It's sweet. It's dynamic, despite its
power rating. It has excellent bass extension and a shimmering top-end. And the
mid-band is so life-like that you'll do
double-takes when you feed it some
well-recorded, uncluttered female vocals.
The trick is balance. It doesn't excel in
any one area; it simply works equally well
in all areas. Icouldn't find a weak spot,
any spot where the 5S fell flat. Sure, you'll
want more '
easy' SPLs if headbang,ing is a
proclivity, and a few more Hertz at the
bottom would make it more suitable for
large speaker systems, but — when
matched to afine monitor of the Celestion
SL700/Sonus Faber Electa variety — it's
nothing short of perfect. Ican only dream
about how this would work with apair of
the old Quads.
Exceptional as the pre-amps are, and I
do mean exceptional, the tastiest bargain
in the current Croft line-up is the Series 5S
power amp. At £599 for the amp and
£379 for the middle of the three preamps, Ican think of no better sub-£ 1000
amp purchase. The Croft Super Microplus-Series 5S is now my budget- to-lowermid-price reference.

Woodside SC26 pre-amp/STA35
power amp
Until recently, Woodside badged its products ' Radford', but the license on the use
of that revered name has run out. Woodside now uses its own logo, but traditionalists can still trace the lineage, espe-

cially that of the power amp. The STA35
is, for all intents and purposes, the 1991
descendant of the milestone STA15 and
STA25 power amps of the early 1960s.

end. Or what the high end should be.
The sound reflects the physical presence of the products: solid, palpable, ' no
nonsense'. I've heard neutrality and preci-

The STA35 (£ 1323) looks like a Radford of Sixties vintage, with only the
full-width valve cage and black paint

sion of this calibre from other valve
products, but never at this price. Iknow:
£3200 is an awful lot of money to spend

breaking from tradition. Evocative though
the exposed valves may have been, they
were standing there naked, waiting for
accidents to happen. Iprefer the safety
factor intrinsic in afull-width cover, even
at the loss of some romance. This chunky
device measures 420 x270 x220mm
(wdh) and look decidedly valve-like even
with the lid in place.
Rated at approximately 50W/channel,
the STA35 uses a pair of EL34s per
channel ( one of my all-time favourite
tubes and easier to replace than KT77s)
operating in fixed bias mode with the
operating point set for Class A/B. Woodside points out that in practice the STA35
operates in Class A mode for the first 50%
of the power output. Yanking the design
into the late 20th-century involved uprating the power supply, blessing the circuit
with liberal use of designer components
and employing the myriad tweaks which
have become standard practice over the
past decade.
The SC26 pre-amp (£ 1420 line-only, or
£1931 with phono stage) is all- new, with
no real antecedents in the Radford range.
It's minimalist in that it features only
volume, balance, source select ( phono,
CD, tuner, video and two tape decks) and
record out facility, but Woodside drew
the line at sadism and added mute and
mono/stereo toggle switches. The case
measures 430 x340 x80mm ( wdh ) plus
30mm for the knobs and looks positively
sensational. The finish and feel are worldclass, reflecting the price.
Inside, it's all-valve. The line section
uses one ECC83 and four ECC8 1s, while
the phono board ( which can be added
later to a line-only SC26) contains four
ECC83s and one ECC81. Despite bearing
10 valves, the phonoequipped SC26
doesn't emulate abar fire; neither does it
(nor any of the other units in the survey)
require more than a half hour or so to
reach optimum performance. As with the
STA35, the pre-amp is the product of
modern fetishes, with polypropylene and
polystyrene caps in the signal path, closetolerance metal film or wire-wound resistors, careful PCB layout, short signal paths
and hard-wiring using solid-core cable
with silver-plated conductors sleeved
with PTFE.
Where to begin ... So taken am Iwith
this admittedly dear combination that I
might stand accused of favouritism due to
my anachrophilic tendencies. But the
products aren't the work of dear Arthur
Radford, and there's just enough distance
between them and the seagull grey amps
of the Classic Era to render such accusations specious.
The Woodside combination, first and
foremost, gives an initial 'good vibe'
because the build quality and ( Iknow this
is subjective) styling smack of the high

on apre/power combo. But this package
suggests a lifetime of pleasure.
For one thing, I couldn't find any
speakers over 4 ohms which the STA35
wouldn't drive, and it even held its own
with the Apogee Stages. Bass, though
softer than that of, say, asimilarly priced
Aragon or Musical Fidelity solid-stater, is
in no way soft enough to elicit cries of
'tube tushie'. And the treble, ever silky,
never showed signs of tube tail-off. Ikept
thinking that the ST35 sounds as the Croft
would if the Series 5S wasn't designed
down to a price.
The SC26 pre-amp, though, is the real
surprise. I expected the power amp to
perform well, judging by earlier experience of the MA50 and the STA25 Mk IV.
And I wasn't shocked to find that the
STA35 seemed nicer to live with than its
mono-block sibling. But the pre-amp dazzled me because of its composure.
The fact that it's an 'open window' is
enough to make it stand out among
all- valve pre- amps. No tubey haze, no
whooshy noise rearing its head during the
silences, no spits, no sizzles — Woodside
has produced aperfect valve pre-amp for
the digital era and its pitch black silences.
But the real joy is the retention of the
valve magic. The entire spectrum, from
the deepest bass on up, is so naturalsounding, so warm and friendly that I
almost suspected atouch of recidivism to
the ' rose-coloured glasses era'. There's no
loss of detail, no forgiveness for edgy
source material, no rolled-off edges to
suggest the euphonic but inaccurate
romance of a vintage control unit.
This polished pairing excels when it's
abused. Polite and refined it may be, but
ask the Woodside combination to drive
the Apogee Centaurus Major or the
SL700s to 'healthy' levels and it does so
without complaint. Maybe a trace of
Jeevesian sniffing appears, suggesting that
Bertie's acting atouch ungentlemanly for
even wanting to hear music at such
unsociable levels, but it does let its master
get on with the silliness.

Conclusion
The above ' alternatives' show that we're
in abetter position for choice than at any
time since the early 1960s if valve ownership is in the game-plan. With hundreds
of companies producing valve products in
this century's last decade, it's nice to
know that Croft looks after your pennies,
Solen takes care of your techno-fear and
Woodside addresses your aspirations. And
while this round- up didn't even touch on
the OTI-s and four-chassis mono- blocks
and Western Electric 300-equipped monsters and wooden-chassis Eurowonders
and other choices, maybe it showed that
sane options do exist for those who would
embrace the old technology. yt-
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BLACK BOX 3

DELTA ElyX.3.,, BOY 3

INTSTRIANI D,GITAL 10 ANALOGUE CONVERTER

hree generations on and Arcam's
ever popular Black Box DAC has
successfully metamorphosed from
16 hit to a fully-fledged Bitstrcamer. Yet
there is little external evidence of this
major overhaul as Arcam has decided to
stick with the dour matt black casing of
old. Once aBlack Box always aBlack Box,
Isuppose.
A number of LEDs punctuate the
gloomy fascia, indicating which of the
optical or coaxial digital inputs is selected
or whether the phase- invert facility has
been engaged. Other than this and the
optional I2V analogue outputs, the BB3 is
broadly featureless. Inside, you'll find the
plug-in digital board that Arcam also uses
in its Delta 110 pre- amp, suggesting that
superior Bitstrcam modules are likely to
be available for future upgrades.
As it stands, however, data acquisition is
still the sole preserve of Arcam's custom
ASIC, which follows a series of input
selection ICs. The phase- invert facility is
also handled by the AS1C, before it outputs the 1.+/1.— and R+/R — datastrcams
to apair of SAA7321 PDM DACs.
Arcam has included plenty of
local regulators here,
including no less than
four supplies

Arcam's established outboard
DAC becomes aBitstreamer
by Paul Miller

that serve the 7321s in isolation. A pair of
mains transformers also help to reduce
interference between the digital and analogue domains of the circuit. All in all. the
BB3 seems a well thought out and costeffective design.

Lab report
Technically, the BB3 is not ' 100% Bitstream' in appearance. For instance, the
rippling of its frequency response is
typical enough of the initial 4- times oversampling filter found at the head of
Philips' SAA7321 DAC. The 3rd- and
5th-order distortions visible on the 31)
plot are also characteristic of the PDM
DACs, as are the 2nd-order stopband products ( the Vshaped patterns) which
are knocked down to
about — 56d13.
Nevertheless

the 3D plot also hints at avariety of other,
higher-order IM products which correlate
with the increase in sinewave distortion
from 0.002% at — I ( k113 to 0.006% at ()dB.
Distortion at lower levels is par for the
course ( as is its linearity) though the
A-wtd S/N ratio is some 6-10dB behind
other designs using the same chip set.
Oddest of all are the sampling intermodulation products centred around 22kliz
and 44k1 1z on the — 70dB/ kl lz plot.
Neither does the residual quantization
noise floor show the ' hump' that's typical
of all bitstream players above 30kIlz or so.
Now Arcam has introduced a primary
filter across the positive and negative
arms of the differential amp that tbllows
the DACs. This combines with a supplementary 3rd-order Bessel filter to provide acurve that's the exact inverse of the
'shaped' out-of- hand noise: hence the flatish ultrasonic noise floor.

Sound quality
Like the company behind it. Arcam's 13113
is no fly-by-night box of fireworks. Instead
it is both reserved and thoroughly unpretentious. I can well understand some
listeners finding the sound lacking in
drama or pizzaz, but then the 13113 promises long-term listening comfort, not a
brief and exciting honeymoon followed
by months of earache...
A track like ' roo Close For Comfort'
from Marty Paich's Mounin CI) might not
sound quite as forward or vivid as possible
hut the subtle interplay between trumpet
and vibes is certainly not hidden from
view by its refined outlook. Nevertheless
the DAC does seem better suited to the
meandering pace of ' 1Love Paris' with its
loping bass line, lazy percussion and
silky-smooth sax.
The 13133 is in its element here, relaxed
and yet still sufficiently detailed to permit
the music's steady heartbeat to ease into
the room. '111e sound of this DAC beckons
rather than demands your attention, its
easy-going demeanour making for hours
of relaxed listening.
Once again, however, if the 13133 is faced
with punchy material like Chris Rea's
Auberge then its best efforts to sound
up-beat and dynamic can fall a little flat.
l'he strongest of bass notes simply fail to
free themselves from the speakers, leaving
a muted or overly-cautious feel to the
lowest octaves. If only its bass were as free
5I
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and atmospheric as the mid and treble
then the overall performance of the BB3
might be more consistent.
Of course, the final piece of this jigsaw
concerns your choice of Cl) transport, for
the BB3 is no less dependent on the
quality of the digital output than any other
DAC. Iused aTEAC P- 10 for this test but
have found the BB3 to sound thinner and
weaker with other transports like the
TEAC P-500 or Kenwood DP- X90 10.
Meridian's 200 transport is a fine choice
and preferable even to Arcam's Delta 170,
but this then pushes the price of the
combination into another league. Consequently the BB3's strongest position
remains in the upgrade market, particularly when teamed with conventional
Philips-based CD players like the CD473/
782, CD624 or Marantz CD- 50.
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Conclusion
Each generation of Black Box has shown
progressive and worthwhile sonic
improvements. Nevertheless the market
has evolved rapidly since Arcam introduced its original revolutionary Black
Box, so much so that the Black Box 3
cannot be expected to achieve a similar
impact. Not only are better sounding
DACs available at marginally higher cost,
but immediate competition in the form of
Deltec's `optical' Little Bit must surely
dilute the potency of Arcam's BB3. It's a
damned fine DAC, make no mistake, hut if
the pace of development in the digital
scene keeps up then Arcam could be left
dragging its heels.
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Fig 2. Arcam Black Box 3: spurious output associated
with the IkHz tone at - 70dB

Supplier:
A&R Cambridge Limited, Pembroke Avenue,
Denny Industrial Estate, Waterbeach,
Cambridge CBS 9PB. Tel: (0223) 861550
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Test results

Arcam Black Box 3

20Hz
Halz
20kHz
Channel balance
0.09dB
0.0lidB
0.04dB
Channel separation
94.0d11
93.7dB
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AGNEPLANAR 2.6
Magnepan offers arefined
combination of ribbon tweeter
and ` Magneplanar' panel driver in
this large but domesticated
system
by Sieve Harris
that of an electrostatic or a true ribbon
unit. Also, the physical presence of the
magnets inevitably interferes with the
smooth wave- front produced by the

N

o longer the most exotic or
fashionable, Magnepan loudspeakers probably still outsell all other

imported panels in the UK. Conservative
in image, rather like a Quad of the
mid-West, Magnepan has built carefully
on its own innovations and takes aserious
view of such matters as domestic acceptability, longevity and serviceability. Magne pan products are easy to install, undemanding when it comes to amplifiers, and
reliable. But despite all this sensibleness,
they have some audiophile virtues too.
In the middle of the current range, the
MG- 2.6/R is large and expensive by UK
standards, since the journey across the
Atlantic and into a UK dealer takes its
retail price to £ 2250. ( Conversely, in the
USA, the 2.6/R makes the imported Quad
look expensive.) It is a tall, fairly narrow
panel design, 1805mm high by 560mm
wide, and although the speaker itself is
only 30mm deep, the feet which keep it
upright project about 150mm ahead and
behind. l'he panels are covered in white,
black or grey fabric, with oak trim.
The proprietary name ' Magneplanar'
refers primarily to a type of planarmagnetic panel drive unit which is neither
an electrostatic nor ribbon, hut does have
a large, fiat and relatively low- mass
diaphragm. It is intended to provide some
of the superior linearity associated with
electrostatics, but without the limitations
and problems: in this design, the equivalent of the conventional driver's voice coil
is a voice grid', a pattern of metal
conductors bonded to the diaphragm and
covering its entire area. A large number of
small magnets are arranged close to the
panel surface, so that when the signal
current passes through the voice grid, the
surface moves in a substantially linear
fashion.
But the ' voice grid' planar- magnetic
moving- element can never be as light as
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diaphragm movement and may cause coloration. So in its higher- priced models,
Magnepan offers true ribbon drive- units
for mid/treble frequencies.
In the case of the MG- 2.6/R, the ribbon
treble unit takes over from the bass unit at
a nominal crossover frequency of 1klIz.
The ribbon itself is a pleated metal foil
only 2.5µm thick, around 1140mm long
and 6.5mm wide, suspended between
rows of magnets on either side. Since the
magnets are to the side, not in front of or
behind the ribbon, they do not affect the
air- flow generated by the signal.
Fragility is, as Magnepan puts it, ' the
price we pay for ultra high performance'.
The ribbons should survive shipping provided the special packing strips are used,
and they should survive long periods of
normal use. When the speakers are driven
hard, the ribbons will deteriorate due to
thermal fatigue as the ribbon heats up and
then cools down. To prevent premature
failure through abuse, the 2.6/R comes
fitted with a 2.5A normal- blow tweeter
fuse ( a maximum safe rating of 3A is
specified). Nominal impedance is
50ohms, and the recommended ni ini mum
amplifer power is 50W RMS channel
(8ohms), while amplifiers of 200W RMS/
channel ( 8ohms) can be used safely.
Sensitivity is given as 87dB/W at 1m.
Bass extension is quoted as — 3dli at
3711z, this an assessed ' in- room' figure. As
usual with Magneplanars, the bass unit
needs a long period of running in to
develop its final maximum bass extension.
To speed the procees up. Igave the 2.6Rs
agood few hours of Eddie Louiss on 'A- B
repeat'! Then I listened to them, using
various CI) players and acomplete Roksan
analogue front-end, mainly using some of
the largest and latest Musical Fidelity
amplifiers. Remembering previous experience, I started by placing the speakers
well away from side and back walls, about
seven feet apart and with the tweeters
facing inwards.
Immediately obvious was the purity
and sweetness of the treble. which combined quite happily with the big and
spacious qualities provided by the panel's

dipole radiation, listening to Uchida playing the Debussy Etudes (Philips CD ), Ifelt
that on this recording the MG- 2.6/R could
present the strong ambience of Snape
Makings in acoherent way, that is, in an
apparently correct relationship to the
piano sound: not ( as sometimes happens)
either suppressing the liveliness of the
recorded acoustic, or failing to resolve it
recognisably. Generally, it was quite easy
to get the MG- 2.6/R to produce astage of
great apparent width and some depth,
harder to get images focused with precision: this really took very careful speaker
positioning.
On several chamber music recordings,
the speaker offered a ' big sound, perhaps
too big for the purist, but convincing and
likeable nonetheless.
Notable also was a clear and uncoloured quality to the cello register, allowing the cello line to be followed easily as it
underpinned and propelled the music.
(The same went for double-bass in wellrecorded jazz, although the lowest notes
lost power.) Turning to a favourite
instrumental test, arecording of Poulenc's
Sonata for oboe and piano (The Art Of
Janet Craxton, BBC CD635), the 2.6/R
provided abeautiful oboe sound, abelievable sense of the two instruments placed
in space and a good balance, with good
weight to the piano. Further listening,
particularly to female vocals, suggested
that there was still a hint of character to
the mid- range: not so much a thickening
as a slight loss of transparency.
It almost goes without saying that the
Magnepans are not rock speakers ( it's
hard to imagine them in the home of a
Megadeath disciple), and they lack both
the sheer dynamic attack of certain small
boxes and the pumping bass power of so
many larger ones. But it would be wrong
to call them over-polite.
Whether its ' accurate bass' and the
undeniable treble quality will induce you
to purchase probably ought to depend on
the size of your room as well as your bank
balance. Those with small rooms could be
disappointed, because the panels will
simply not be able to produce that big,
spacious sound, and the ' accurate' bass
will be muddied and curtailed. You would
also find out ( particularly if the walls are
reflective) why Magnepan provides the
tweeter- resistor option to bring down the
high- frequency response and make the
sound less bright. But given a good
environment, the 2.6/R will do justice to
the best ancillaries. In the UK, this is a
superb speaker that turns out to be fairly
expensive: so only in the USA can the
Magneplanar 2.6 be described as superb
value- for- money as weft+
Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham
Road, London SW20. Tel 081-947 5047.
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ALCHEMY.
OUT OF THE CRUCIBLE...
The monicker suggests magic — is
Audio Alchemy's Digital
Decoding Engine amiracle
worker?
by Ken Kessler

13

itstream caused major turmoil in
the budget sector. It inspired a
number of existing CD users to

upgrade their players with the new generation of outboard converters. But the
King of the Hill is Meridian's 203 at £ 500.
The arrival of atruly cost-effective design
with tweak credibility couldn't have been
better timed.
At £ 380, the Audio Alchemy Digital
Decoding Engine v1.0 is within reach of
an even greater number
than the league champion.
ence is a lot when you're
mid triple figures, so the

of consumers
A £ 120 differtalking low- tothe DDE is as

cessors and whatever else Philips and
friends have up their sleeves.
'Me heart of the DM is the 7323 PDM
chip, an ' improved' - 321. ' Ibis receives

respect the DDE even more, as the DAC- I
only stomped the little sucker in acouple
of areas.

the 4- times ` upsampled . signal, which has
also been scrubbed with a Finite Impulse

The areas where the DIM loses out to
high-end devices - atrace less refinement,
slightly harder bass, marginally less trans-

you're likely to find.

Response ( FIR ) filter containing 128 taps.

parency - mean nothing when you com-

Precious name and miniscule dimensions aside, the DDE is item- designed to
meet a price without sacrificing anything

The data is upsampled again. by 32- times

pare the DDE to arot-gut converter found
in a typical budget player. Amusingly, it's

clever an example of niche marketing as

important. Indeed, I was predisposed
toward this baby before switching on

by linear interpolation, then 2- times by a
'sample and hold' stage. The final sample
rate, then, is 256 times the input signal.

in those very areas where the DDE
improves the budget player. But judging

'Ibis signal is fed to a second order noise
shaper for an S/N of 105dB. A switched

the DDE with a sense of proportion, it is
exactly what it should be: an audible

(whd)- and the polarity inversion switch.
I'd pay £ 380 just to add a stand-alone
polarity inverter to my players, never

capacitor network rather than a resistive
divider ladder converts the I - bit code to
analogue. Analogue filtering consists of a

improvement across the hoard.
leaving aside the DAC- I. the DDE
opens the sound of budget players, while

mind a D/A converter thrown in.
'Me DDE will suit anyone who's short

third order low pass filter with a cut-off

smoothing some rough edges and softening the more relentless transients. I lis-

because of its size -

226x-I5x135mm

of space; as well as the dyed-in-the-wool
phase inversion devotee. And as correct
polarity appears to be even more important with digital sources than analogue,
this handy switch can mean the difference
between a pleasurable listening experience and near- fatal earache.
That tiny fitscia contains two switches
and three LEDs. The first switch chooses
between digital coaxial and TOSlink
optical

inputs.

A red

LED

indicates

'locked', to show the successful reception
of a signal, and two green LEDs marked
'analog' and ' digital' indicate ' power on'
status for the separate power supply
regulators within. Last is the polarity
switch, marked 0° and 180 °
Across the even tinier back plate are the
DC input, the coaxial and TOSlink digital
inputs, a coaxial digital output, phono
sockets for analogue output and some-

frequency near 60k1Iz.
Other

concerns

include

gold-plated

socketry, a robustly constructed case and
a tiny external power supply. This mea-

tened to a lot of acoustic recordings
during the review session to hear what
the DDE did for ambience and natural

sures a mere 70x-i5x5Omm and provides

decay -

filtered DC to the DDE, which contains
separate independent regulators for the

threshold for acceptable decay.

analogue, D/A converter, data demodulator and support device circuits. This extra
measure of power conditioning makes the
DDE one quiet and stable device.
The DDE proved to me, yet again, that
TOSlink stinks. After suffering through
sessions using optical transfer, I went
coaxial for the remainder. The link was
the superb Siltech IIF-6, which cost 20%

the

DDE

lowers

the

price

Three-dimensional effects are on a par
with the DAC-1, though the latter presents amore realistic picture, especially in
terms of scale. But the DDE avoids the fiat.
Viewmaster positionings endemic in
budget players, and that's a plus easily
worth the £ 380. More impressive is the
freedom imparted by switchable polarity.
Icannot overstress the importance of this,
wondering

how

many

times

listeners

of the price of the DDE - unterminated.
Drives included a number of budget
players, because it's usually these which

damned a product simply because the
polarity should have been inverted.

need upgrading. Among them were play-

of the art. But it is, in all probability. the
most cost-effective upgrade for cheap

ers

costing

under £ 400

from

Sony,

thing extra to suggest that the DDE won't

Yamaha and Lux, plus the transport of the
Marantz CD- 12. Which, I should add,

suffer from obsolescence. Ibis is aswitch

would not talk to the DDE at all via optical

and a 4- pin DIN- like output for an I2S

linkage. Although costing nearly ten times

(Inter- IC Sound) bus, the industry standard for interfacing a variety of digital

as much, I used the Audio Research
DAC-1 as a reference, and it did not

products including converters, signal pro-

embarrass the DDE. Indeed, it made me

The Digital Decoding Engine isn't state

players with digital outputs. And it has
joined my very restricted list of reference
components because it makes CD playback a musical experience for those of
limited means. If the classic NAD 3020
and the 1S3/SA have a D/A converter
equivalent, this is it. IL
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to fault these speakers'. Larger-scale material was also portrayed accurately;
Vaughan Williams's Eighth Symphony
(I.PO/Boult) proved transparent yet re-

Harbeth's new

tained asense of warmth and excitement.
lere the treble was smooth, natural and

P3 mini monitor

well controlled. Ilarbeth has avoided any
tendency towards the strident, shrill
upper octaves that one finds with many
titanium dome designs. the tweeter being
clearly well matched to the upper bass
(this appeared at times to be slightly soft ).
When placed on abookshelf, deep bass

reveals faults
in the ageing BBC
LS3/5A speaker

by Trevor Butler

HARBETH P3
/

twasn't that liarbeth's Alan Shaw was
unhappy with the 1S3/SA, a BBC
design he makes under licence, it's just
that its sound balance didn't resemble the
other Ilarbeth house designs. Any
resemblance between the new I
larbeth
III.- P3 mini monitor and the BBCdesigned IS3/5A of 1974 is purely superficial. 'I'he two boxes may be of similar
proportion, but that's where the similarities end. Ilarbeth was convinced that it
could utilize components of the latest
technology to improve upon the BBC
speaker. although as Alan told me, ' the
more Ilooked at the IS3/5A, the more
respect Ihad tie its design — for example
its panel resonances are carefully steered
to create a total system response which
avoids a " boxy" sound'.
The P3's cabinet is constructed from
high-density 12mm Medite and an 18mm
battle, each face lined with bitumen ( the
3/5A uses 9mm birch- ply and omits bitumen on the rear wall). With a choice of
pair- matched teak, walnut, natural ash,
rosewood, black ash, mahogany or oak
veneers, the cabinet houses drive units
with screened magnets to allow the
speaker to be used in close proximity to
CRTs, essential in any A/V application, and
that's one of the areas at which the P3 is
aimed. Others include video editing
suites, outside broadcast vans and, with
dimensions of 305x 188X 198mm ( hwd ).
anywhere where there isn't room for
standard-sized monitors.
Using the latest computer- aided design
techniques. Ilarbeth modelled a speaker
with an LE response to match the BBC
design as astarting point. A year later the
result was a custom-made 110mm bass/
mid unit from CEAS of Norway. 1larbeth
has avoided the coated Bextrene used in
the IS3/5A and gone for an un doped
polypropylene cone on acast chassis. The

tweeter is a 19min aluminium dome.
All drive units are individually tested,
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graded and carefully pair- matched before
undergoing anechoic testing in a reference cabinet. The rather complex crossover employed is reminiscent of that
found on the BBC speaker. although the
P3 permits hi- wiring through the isolation
of bass and tweeter sections. All 21
crossover components are measured and
paired before assembly on 1larbeth's own
assembly line. The P3 is balanced for use
with the foam grille in place. Internally,
profiled foam slows down the standing
waves; this effectively increases the
volume by some 15%.

Sound quality
Many small speakers produce a disappointing sound because they have been
built down to a price. Not so the £ 389
111.-P3s. Here sound quality was paramount, and that's obvious from hearing
just a few notes.
Jacqueline du Pré
analogue recording of Elgar's Cello Concerto ( ISO/Barbirolli) could be heard for
the masterpiece which it is, the solo
instrument lyrical and impassioned.
Although bookshelf placement is suggested, stereo was significantly improved
by siting the P3s on rigid stands, spiked to
the floor. The result was a wider soundstage, with good depth and a sense of
height. These did not sound like small
speakers.
It was possible to site the P3s some
distance apart without any ' hole in the
middle' effect. Imaging was stable and
precise, while instruments were pinpointed with extreme accuracy, even if
the P3 produced aslightly fiat soundstage.
On speech material everything was right.
The clean mid- range response was
obviously fiat with no sibilance or chesty
or nasal colorations observed. The delicate. sometimes velvety quality of Sir John
Gielgud's reading of Alice in Wonderland
(Nimbus) retained its subtlety and suppleness. As one listener commented, ' it's hard

from processed pop material was
obviously recessed, although this improved when a 22in pair of Alphason's
four-column speaker stands were employed. These brought the tweeter up to
ear level and gave agenerally more open,
cleaner and less woolly bass. The bookcase location suggested a ' one note bass'.
Timing was near perfect across awide
range of material. Relayed Radio Three
orchestral concerts remained clear,
detailed and vivid, while alive recording
of Peter Gabriel's Solsbury Hill showed
pace and rhythm to be coherent, as the
live ambience of the venue was portrayed
with consummate ease. The bass here was
fast, well controlled and tight, with no
hint of boxy coloration observed. Only
headbangers could be disappointed about
the muting of the bottom octave. The
quoted — 3dB point is 8011z, although the
addition of asub-woofer would doubtless
satisfy the bass- hungry among us.
At 6ohms nominal impedance the P3s
are easier to drive than the 12ohm IS3/
5As, although they still require an
amplifier capable of producing some volts.
The quoted sensitivity is 82.5dB/1W/1m,
although when over-driven the P3's surround pulls tight, producing some nonlinear nasties.

Conclusion
Alan Shaw must be congratulated for this
result: the new III.- P3 is truly ahigh class
monitor. A long-time believer in the
1-S3/SA's balance, Irealized nevertheless
that that model is now long in the tooth.
The P3 has taken the best features of the
BBC speakers and improved upon them
while removing the niggling problems —
such as that audible quack in the presence
region which gave rise to arather forward
presentation, particularly noticeable on
female speech. This ' bark' has been shifted
to around 7001Iz where the coloration is
less objectionable. There's no doubt that
I
larbeth's new mini monitor will find
favour with anyone who aspires to apair
of full-sized monitors hut simply hasn't
the space to accommodate them. As for
audio-visual applications, with its
screened magnets, diminutive size and
superb sound balance, the liarbeth P3 is
an obvious choice.
Supplier: Harbeth Acoustics, Unit 1Bridge
Road, Haywards Heath, West Sussex,
RH 16 lUA. Tel (0444)440955.
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T HE SOUND R EVOLUTION
AND ALL THAT JAZZ . . .

VALVE AMPLIFICATION

CABLES

Art Audio

Chord

Audio Innovations

Kimber

Concordant Audio

Straight Wire

Conrad-Johnson

We are the only dealer in the UK to specialise in valve

SPEAKERS
Sound Design Studios
Camber

amplification and turntables exclusively.
TURNTABLES

Pentachord System

Kuzma Stabi

SD Acoustics

Rock Reference

Spendor

The equipment we stock has been carefully selected to

Thorens

Townshenci

convey the emotion and vitality we feel is sadly missing on

VP'

This is because we firmly believe that vinyl records played
through such systems come closest to the true sound of
music.

CD. But for those that need CD players, we find that valve
CARTRIDGES

VINYL TUBE AUDIO

Telephone us so that we can arrange a sensible

Empire Scientific

where music matters

demonstration and bring along your favourite records to

London ( Decca)

Specialists in Analogue Audio
8c Valve Amplification

amplification can help enormously.

hear how they should sound. You'll find no hard sell.
Just sound advice.

Lyra
43-45 Fortess Road, London NW5 1AD
Shure

071-485 4854

POT POURRI
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-0C30
I've had nothing but pleasurable experiences with Audio-Technica moving- coils,
be they dear or bargain- basement models.
The AT- 1'3 and its siblings, the AT-007
and '9, the ART- I — Ihad no reason to
expect other than excellent performance
from the new AT-0C30, named to celebrate the company's 30th anniversary.
The AT- 0C30 is one of those designs
which makes you wish that analogue
playback had aviable future. While it's not
cheap at £ 509.95. the ' 30 comes in way
below the Koetsus. Lyras and Kisekis of
the world. And still it's so close to
matching their coherence, precision and
'musicality' that you don't feel compelled
to take out a loan for the difference.
As I've come to expect from A-'l' cartridges, the ' 30 boasts lots of high-techcry.
From the business end, the ' 30 sports a
0.1mm square Micro- Linear long contact
nude diamond stylus fitted to a tapered
gold- evaporated beryllium cantilever.
'Ibis particular tube is extremely light for
low moving mass, it's rigid and the coating
of sputtered gold damps the resonances in
the beryllium. The generator uses a
neodymium magnet ( maximum strength
for minimum mass) and something called
a vanadium-permender yoke to stabilize
the magnetic flux. The armature is an
inverted 'V', fixed to the chassis with a
ceramic adhesive for extra security and
stability. All this is fitted to asolid milled
aluminium block, with the body parts
fashioned from aluminized plastics.
'Ibis translates into a massive, rigid
cartridge weighing in at only 8g, typical of
high- end designs which don't sacrifice
structural integrity fir low mass. Output
is sensible at 9.4mV. With a recommended tracking force of 1.5g and a
dynamic compliance of 9cu, the ' 30
worked perfectly in the SME V with a
minute touch of damping. Add this to the
easy- to- align body and you have an m-c
which is so easy to set up and match that
it emerged as the antithesis of the ART
MC- Iwhich Iwas using prior to its arrival.
A-T cartridges have always seemed to
me to be models of composure, excelling
in terms of clarity and detail but often at
the expense of warmth. The ' 30 is no
exception, but it does add anew virtue to
the listening. Its punch and attack are up
in Decca territory. but without the
Decca's buzzing and humming.
It's a marriage of the precise and the
neutral, the overall sound being big and
transparent — in aword, genuinely exciting. There are no touches of romance or
coloration, which means that the ' 30 has
no method of hiding nasties under a
blanket of euphonic distortions. For some,
it will sound like CD without the digititus.
And that makes it about as ' modernsounding' as can be. Put it near the top of
the list if you don't care to view the world
through rose- tinted glasses.
Ken Kessler
Supplier: Audio Technica ( UK) Ltd, Leeds,
LS!! SUU. Tel: (0532) 771441.
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LISTENING TO MUSICAM
1recently had the opportunity to listen to
the Musicam digital companding system
(discussed last month in Bob Stuart's
article) via a special CD produced and
published by Bayerischer Rundfunk.
There was no choice of programme and
this was afairly inaccessible composition
scored for organ plus a large symphony
orchestra. I would prefer to have had
access to rhythmic bass and bass percussion, piano and vocal sections. Likewise I
would have liked a recording less multimiked and with more consistent ambience, better focus and more natural
instrumental tonal colours.
Putting such matters aside, the disc
comprised the whole 22- minute piece
recorded in linear ( normal) 16- bit 1,400
k-bit/s channel followed by aseries of A/B,
sections with coding at approximately a
6:1 data compression ratio, 256-kbit/s,
11.1 compression or 128-kbit/s. The final
track is the entire composition, but at
256-kbit/s coding. Another set of tracks is
for the calculated error signal including
quantization, the difference between the
original and compressed codes. This was
auditioned last.
Working through the A/B sequences at
'256', the sound quality difference was
quite small; for example, if the linear
coded reference was scored 10, the ' 256'
would get between 9 and 9.5, adifference
which I judge could not be reliably
detected under formal, controlled blind
test conditions. Ipersonally find that A113
testing is a good indicator only of level
and timbral changes, the very factors
which are of small relevance to longerterm musical satisfaction.
In absolute terms, Ifound that 256kbits/s coding produced amild granularity,
a feeling that the smoothness of the
original texture was not fully preserved.
Minor changes in ambience could be
heard when adjacent to loud transients.
Stereo focus was also alittle poorer when
companded. Low frequency organ notes
lost some of their depth and richness,
sounding slightly harder and less ambient.
A slight brightness/brittleness was
added to orchestral string tone. Those
stage perspectives which were present in

the linear presentation appeared less
stable and defined when cornpanded.
Moving down to the 128k-bit/s, the
sound quality of some quiet woodwind
instruments was subtly altered, less recognizeable. Still more granularity was evident, while the treble edge of transients
was perceptibly slowed/dulled. Specific
instruments sounded a touch ' spoilt',
separated from the mix. The sound was
less coherent and less convincing. Conversely, the listening was done at ahighly
critical judgement level, higher than is
customarily required for identifying fairly
similar CD players.
When my normal single presentation
listening method was adopted Ifelt that
the situation altered. After an extended
listening trial for the linear coded reference, the 256-kbit/s alternative now
sounded less convincing. Stereo clues
were harder to make out and the musical
flow was impaired.
In asense, it sounded like some sort of
copy of the original. That particular level
of vitality and coherence available from
the reference track was diminished in
Musicam coding. From the viewpoint of
an average R-DAT or abudget CD player
this may not amount to much but if such a
standard were to be used as an archive or
original recording medium, Iwould urge
caution. Certainly from an audiophile
viewpoint it would be unwise to claim
that Musicam and its proposed DCC
equivalent will exceed the present CD
standard. In context, and without the
benefit of a transport storage stage, it is
probably no worse than R-DAT. Hopefully
the 30% higher rate of 384-kbit/s for DCC
will come closer to inaudibility, or as the
proponents will have it, perfect transparency.
As a peripheral matter, the difference
error tracks are fascinating. In real terms
the errors are surprisingly large, and their
comparatively mild effect on overall
sound quality is a vivid testament to the
efficacy of the masking theory on which
Musicam is based.
For me, the next stage would be to feed
a compander with a greater variety of
familiar tracks. Then we could really find
out how it will actually perform.
Martin Colloms
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Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
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TEAC P500 CD TRANSPORT
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STAX

APOGEE CENTAUR

Mears

or write for further information.

STAX EARSPEAKERS
RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
SR- 34 Pro (
including SRD4 Energiser)
SR-84 Pro ( including SRD4 Energiser)
SR-GAMMA ( including SRD6SB Energiser)
SR- LAMBDA ( including SRD7SB)
SR- LAMBDA PRO ( including SRD7SB)

£ 149.95
£219-95
£309.90
£489-90
£559.90

THE ABOVE ENERGISERS ARE CONNECTED TO THE
SPEAKER TERMINALS OF INTEGRATED AMPS/POWER AMPS
SR GAMMA PRO ( including SRU-X Pro Energiser)
SR- LAMBDA PRO (including SRD-X Pro Energiser)
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE (including SRD-X
709.90
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE including NEWSRM XPRO
894.90

£534.90
£604.90.
£
£

THE ULTIMATE IN HEADPHONE LISTENING
SR- LAMBDA PRO ( including SRM-1 II Pro Energiser)
£ 1019.95
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE (including) SRM-T1 Energiser .... £ 1369.95
SR-SIGMA PRO ( including SRM-TI Energiser
£ 1449.95

The above energisers are connected to any line level source LE. Pre
amp output, tape recorder output, C.D. player, Tape deck, or tuner.
NEWSRM-X PRODRIVER UNIT
£419.95
This is asuperb new energiser designed for portable I) AT. and Pro-Walkmans
(Battery not included)
BSP 60D OPTIONAL BATTERY PACK WITH CASE
£119.95
SRM-T1 VACUUM TUBE ENERGISER
£895.00
ALL EXTENSION LEADS IN STOCK

THORENS 2001/3001
MARANTZ PM 40SE

headphones with full demo facility. Consult

our expert -Mike

AVAILABLE
THE EXCELLENT STAX QUATTRO 2C.D. PLAYER
EDI EQUALIZER FOR LAMBDA/LAMBDA PRO
DAC-X ID/A - CONVERTOR VACUUM TUBEr
Postage and Packing free in the U.K.

1:3000.00
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SONUS FABER ELECTA
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
RUARK TALISMAN
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 1 & 2
RE VOX H6 FM TUNER

HI-FI CARE RETAIL LTD

DEPT HFN,
7/245 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1P 9DP

NOW DEMONSTRATING

(MIKE MEARS) 07 1-6 37-03 71
— 071-63 7891 1

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE

POWER CONDITIONERS

MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE

Ex Dem & Pex Bargains

HFN

Perfect Power.
Connects Perfectly
You'll hear music like
you've never heard
it before with the

Pure Power
Conditioner

MUSICAL FIDELITY P173 preamp £495
MARK LEVINSON NO23 power amplifier £3295
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4 Loudspeakers £895
CLASSE DR8 power amplifier £ 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 preamp £ 1950
ARAGON 4004 power amplifier £ 1175
KRELL KSA50 power amplifier £ 1175

Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technic,a, Goldring, Linx, Marantl, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD Accoustics,
Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Kimber, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape,
QED, van den Hul, NAD, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox,
Dual, Monitor Audio, Pioneer, Ram Projects, Proceed, Vecteur, Onix, Equation, Rotel

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865)— 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Fax: Oxford ( 0865)— 791665

Notice the huge improvement in sound quality when you run your
system from a clean mains supply. How do you describe the difference?
It's as if all this time your favourite artists have been playing and singing
inside a wardrobe ... and someone just opened the door and let them
Out. You could spend twenty times as much on special cables, plugs,
mats etc without achieving a tenth of the difference. Try it for yourself.
The complete answer to mains conditioning.
The sophisticated circuitry of the Power Conditioner eliminates all impulse
spikes, smooths away every trace of noise and interference.
Features include: complete RF filtering, transient voltage suppression, stable
output voltage, low harmonic output, interference elimination display, a full
1500W load, high performance, low cost. Made in UK.

PHONE OR WRITE FOR BROCHURES AND
DETAILS OF 10- DAY HOME TRIAL

RADAR DEVELOPMENTS LTD
15 Sheep Street, Highworth, Nr Swindon
Wilts SN6 1AA
Tel: ( 0793) 765256

Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
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NOTES
Warner Classics have recently
signed the American conductor
Hugh Wolff, Principal of the St
Paul CO since 1987 Isce June
Haydn review'. Wolff studied
composition at Harvard, pianoforte with I.eon Fleisher. He
returned to Paris ( where he was
born in 1953) to take up conducting and to work with Messiaen
and Crumb. Rostropovich later
made him Assistant Conductor of
the Washington Nat SO.
Teenage violinist Maxim
Vengerov ( 1990 Carl Flesch
prizewinner) is also to record for
leldec.

Chandos have an exclusive threeyear contract with Gennady
Rozhdestvensky and the Stockholm Philharmonic — he becomes
their Chief Conductor in October.
There wil be a minimum of four
recordings each year, starting
with Berlioz's Te Deum and Symphonic Fantastique.

Vanessa-Mae ( Nicholson) is a 12
year old violinist from Singapore,
whose debut CD with the London
Mozart Players comes on the
Music & Arts Promotions label.
Programme includes Mozart's
'Adelaide' Concerto, Sarasate's
Carmen Fantasy, Kabalevsky's
Concerto, Wieniawski's Faust
Fantasy. £5 per disc will be
donated to the NSPCC's Child
Protection Helpline. ' Ordering
details: 071-636 8891, or write to
45 Argyll Rd, Lonckm W8 7DA —
£14.49 covers CD/postage.'
Rudolf Serkin, one of this cenbuy's greatest pianists. died at Vermont
on Mar Hat the age of88. ( Repicas of recent Cl) transfera including the
Son) , Artist Laureate' series and Marlboro Edition, will appear in due
course) Photo: Steiner/DG
John Williams has recorded five Vivaldi Concertos and aTrio ( RV82 )
for Sony Classical, he is accompanied by the Franz Liszt CO/Rolla ' CD
46656, also MCI. It's his first classical' disc for some time.
London Music (whose recordings of Arnold, Prokofiev and
Panufnik have been well
received) are giving fund-raising
recitals at Pages Yard Flouse, Chiswick, on July II, Sept 26 and Oct
3. Each concert, £ 25 including
champagne reception to meet the
performers, has a theme — the
bas.soon, Mozart, Boccherini and
Shostakovich. Music Director
Mark Stephenson says he is determined not to allow the recession
to dampen their ambitions. At
Christmas, an additional recital
will be given entirely to aid Cancer Research. Details 071-924
1783. Technics sponsorship continues, with the promise of
another Malcolm Arnold disc for
Conifer.

Thomas Hampson has signed
with EMI Classics for a wideranging sequence: Gunther in the
llaitink Giillerdiimmerung; title
role in Rossini's Barbiere; with
John McGlinn for Oklahoma; in
Weill's Love Life. and in songs by
Meyerbeer and Rossini.

Semyon Bychkov has extended
his Philips contract. For release
this year, his Orchestre de Paris
recordings include Symphonies
by Franck, Bizet and Rachmannov ( No.2); Stravinsky's Petrushka and Le baiser de la ji ,e—
less than commonly heard. ()% er a
four year period, projects will be
the Berlioz Fantastique and Saint Sacos Third Symphonies,
Tchaikovsky's Fourth, ' Paris
1920s', Prokofiev's Alexander
Nevsky and a Cinderella Suite.
Bychkov will also record in Berlin: Serenades ( Barber, Elgar.
Tchaikovsky, Wolf), and Shostako
vich's Tenth Symphony.

Warner Classics announce new
labels: Erato's ' Emeraude' and Teldec's 'Viva Mozart'. Hamoncoures
Mozart opera series, the serenades, late symphonies and sacred
music will feature.
Mid-priced ' limeraude' initial
highlights: Handel ballet music
(EBS/Gardiner), and organ concertos ( Amsterdam Bar/
Koopman). These series will be
followed by ' Libretto' — midpriced operas from Erato — and
'Esprit'. Teldec budget classics.
Nikolaus Harnoncoures muchdiscussed Barbican performances
of Beethoven's Ninth, points to a
crowning success in his forthcoming COE complete cycle; he's also
to undertake the Mendelssohn
Symphonies with the orchestra.

Mozart 200 Competition: the HFN/RR May supplement competition has resulted in PolyGram Classics boxed sets of CDs and Thames
& Hudson's Mozart, the Golden Years going to D Barrass ( Cambridge), B Collett ( Ipswich), C Herrisson ( London), G Kerr
(Glasgow), and J Morris ( Dyfed). Consolation prizes were also
awarded. The answers were: I. Robbins Landon; 2. E/none/C/A and
B/F ( only Mr Collett got that exactly right!); 3. Marriner, Schilcaneder;
4. A; 5. Musical sleighride was Leopold Mozart's; 6. No Mozart
symphony named after Vienna; 7. a, b, c, f; 8. C; 9. Tchaikovsky's Suite
4 ( iii) drew upon liszt's setting of Ave verum corpus; 10. Karajan's
1938 rec. of the overture, Serenade K286 ( four orchestras); 11.
Beecham, Boult, Klemperer, Karajan.
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Wolfgang Sawallisch whose Amsterdam Beethoven cycle is Mu' under
way ( in March be completed Symphonies 5, 6 with the Royal
Concertgebouw), has signed afurther four-year EMI contract. Immediate Philadelphia projects are the Dvorak Cello Concerto, with Natalia
Gutman, and Symphonic Variations; Hindemith 'sMathis Symphony and
Symphonic Metamorphosis He will complete his LP() Brahms cycle.
whilst long-term plans include Wagner's Die Meistersinger and more R
.Strauss to follow Elektra and Die Frau ohne Schatten A Bavarian State
Opera Ring cycle is to appear on EMI VHS1Laserdiscs. ( He is picturen
with his wife, at the Munich signing)
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WHY IS IT THAT SOME PEOPLE ALWAYS
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WORK AND MANY OF OUR CUSTOMERS ARE ALREADY SAYING THAT THESE NEW MONITORS ARE LEAVING ALL THE OTHERS BEHIND IN THEIR PRICE
RANGE. IF YOU REALLY WANT A NO HOLDS BARRED LOUDSPEAKER THEN AUDITION A PAIR OF REFERENCE 1 ' S.
AT REFERENCE IMPORTS OUR AIM IS TO FIND YOU THE VERY BEST AVAILABLE SO IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A SYSTEM TO PLAY MUSIC THEN CALL ONE
OF OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED DEALERS BELOW. YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED.

Other products from our range — CARY, COGAN/HALL, ENSEMBLE, SOLEN, MFA, NRG, ACOUSTAT, FORSELL, SHINON, MAS, AVALON.
REFERENCE IMPORTS SPECIALIST DEALERS
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-NOTTS
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HEATH FIELD SUSSEX.
0435 868004
Fax 0435 864481

NOTES
EMI have followed PolyGram's
example in marketing a CD reissue series with the ' 1)1)1)' coding
as sales feature. ( 10 first releases
include, of note, Tennstedt's
Bruckner 4, Beethoven 6 8; Preyin's Daphnis et Chloe; Kremer's
Philharmonia recording of Schumann's Violin Concerto; Malkin in

Premiered in May, and commissioned in honour of the Princess
of Wales's 30th birthday, Howard
Blake's Piano concerto has been
recorded with the Philharmonia/
Willcocks, and the composer as
Sony ( 1)11133, also MCI.
soloist I
Patrick Gallois studied flute with
both Rampal and Larrieu; he
became principal at 1411e, then
with the Orchestre National. Now
ei5. he has an international career
as soloist, and he has tounded a
chamber orchestra, the Académie
de Paris. Signed to DG, he will
record Vivaldi's Op. It) with the
NY Orpheus C.0, and awide range
of Baroque to modern repertoire
— beginning with his own arrangement of Paganini's 24 Caprices.

Bernstein; Karajan's Sibelius 1/6.)
'Vision' is EMI's VIIS/Laserdisc
label; first releases feature the
Alban Berg Qt ( Beethoven); Kini
te K:mawa in Mozart; Wagner
orchestral — IPO/Tennstedt; the
Perlman/Giulini Beethoven Concerto; Kennedy's Four Seasons
and Brahms,
— Paris debut.
NeemePirvi has signed to record
for Chandos with the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra.
begin,
Samuel Barber's Symphony Iand
School for Scandal overture, with
the ' Gaelic' Symphony by ! ILIA
Beach were undertaken by an
American team. American and
French repertoire will follow.
Now in the shops, Sony Classical's
Stravinsky Edition comprises

from the Kirov Theatre, Prokoflev's War and Peace. Valery
Gergicv will conduct for this
international production — producer and designer are from this

Serenade in A, Piano Rag Music,
Concerto for two pianos (composer/son ) and Duo Concertant

country, costumes are Russian —
which will travel to the Bastille

(with Szigeti ). Further, there are
rehearsal sequences from 1961-6
with the Symphonies pack, whilst
the chamber music volume has

and to the R011 ( 1993). Philips
Classics will issue the sound
recording separately ( CD), and
there will he VHS/Laserdiscs.
Nigel Kennedy's Brahms Concerto recording IEMI I sold
130,00(1 copies in the first four
weeks of sale.

Symphonies for wind instruments with NDR/Stravinsky,
newly published. There are supplementary items without the participation of the composer: the
Craft performances, and subsidiary vocal and keyboard pieces.

This, the sixth Prom season for which the
current Radio Three Controller John Drummond has been responsible, boasts 67 concerts
(all of them at the Royal Albert Hall) over 58
days, beginning on July 19 and ending with the
usual flag-waving festivities on September 1-1.
The opening night features Elgar's Dream of
German's and, although this is the start of
three consecutive programmes devoted to
English music ( Vaughan Williams's Eighth on
July 20, Britten's, Four Sea Interludes' from
Peter Grimes, a Mark Anthony Eurnage premiere, Some Days, and Elgar 1 the next
evening) it does not set a theme. John Drummood's view is that the Proms' uniqueness' is a
theme in itself. He continues this year with his
commitment to schedule unfamiliar music
alongside staple, crowd- pulling repertory.
The forthcoming Promenade season attracts
some of the world's great orchestras: nine
overseas visitors. Pride of place goes to the
Berlin Philharmonic, making its Prom debut
with its new Principal Conductor Claudio
Abbado,

on

August

Bank

Holiday

Monday.

There are also first appearances for two cham111F1 NEWS & RECORD RIME%

sical project will be with the
Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala.
Giulini has conducted this orchestra regularly since 1984, and he
believes them to be 'world class'.
They were founded in 1982
under Abbado, who was concerned that social commitment
should become part of their reputation. Giulini's other projects for
Sony will include Dvorak with the
Concertgebouw, Mozart and
other Beethoven with the Berlin
Philharmonic.
John Eliot Gardiner has been
appointed successor to Güntcr
Wand as Principal Conductor of
the NDR Orchestra Hamburg. DC
and Philips will now record
appropriate repertoire with them.
Yefim Bronfman has won the
1991 Avery Fisher Prize of
$25,000. This pianist is exclusive
to Sony.

Next month, Erato will record in
its entirety Bizet's only 'grand
opera' Ivan IV with an all- French
cast and orchestra. Howard Williams conducts — as he did in
1987 at a QE Hall performance,
then using a completion by Busser ( who also drastically cut the
piece). For the concluding 10
pages of text Williams has now
devised his own accompaniment
adapted from Bizet's earlier material. Ivan was intended for the
Paris Opera; its libretto was sent
to Gounod, whose own autograph
score was inexcusably destroyed
in 1963 by the family. Bizet took
up the project — a huge plot of
conspiracy, political ambition and
divided loyalties, with hunt
scenes, orchestra augmented by
organ and brass band. At one time
it was thought that Bizet too had
destroyed his score, but that was a
revision; exhibited at the 1938
Paris Exhibition, an original ms
was later microfilmed by the
occupying Germans, then published by Schott's. Ivan will he
staged at Montpellier in 1922.

22CDs I
CD 426901— boxed sets
divisible at the discretion of the
retailer into their single, 2(I) or
3CI) units — and extends the 1982
'Masterworks' I.P compendium
with suites from ( as well as the
complete) ballets Firebird. Petrushka and Pulcinella. More
important. EMI/Pathé have conceded historic recordings of the

On July 13 BBC2 will relay, live

Carlo Maria Giulini will at last
undertake acomplete Beethoven
Syphony cycle. ( He's never
recorded 1, 2, I.) This Sony Clas-

JUN 1991

Jane (dozer signs a new three year contract with : INV Jack Boyce of ISV
(left), Jane Ghwer and her inanager Robert Rattray

her orchestras: the Norwegian ( 10 to Ixdirected by Iona Brown on ,Iuly 30, and the
Orpheus CO from New York — aconductorless
26- piece group — who penbrin on August 21.
Abbado, ni)w a relatively infrequent visitor
to these shores, conducts two Proms. Apart
from the Berlin Philiharmonic, he also brings us
the Vienna- based Gustav Mahler Jugendorchester on August 20. Former BBC M) Chief
Conductor Sir Colin Davis directs one of the
oldest ensembles, the Dresden Staatskapelle on
September 9and 10. Returning this year are the
Boston Symphony Orchestra under Principal
Conductor Sciji Ozawa ( September 7 ). and the
Orchestre de Paris and their new Conductor
Semyon Bychkov ( September I and 2).
Glasnost has well and truly arrived, as achoir
from the Soviet Union appears with Gennady
Rozhdestvensky on August 16. having had an
evening to itself (Rachmanimw Vespers) on
August 14 — a late- night affair this, starting at
lOpm after the second of the RIPO's two
appearances under Libor Pesek.
There are important premieres of new works
— notably Sir Michael Tippetes Byzantium,

which receives its first European performance
on September 6. The BBC commissions its own
material, and 1990 premieres include Nicholas
Maw's American Gaines ( July 23) Malcolm
Williamson's Myth of the Care (
July 28 ), Peter
Paul Nash's symphony ( August 30), and Hugh
Wood's piano concerto ( Sept 10 ). The Proms
are always achance to sample rarities, and this
year is no exception, with Dvorak's cantata 7'he
Spectre's Bride conducted by Gennady Rozhdestvensky on August 16.
It is John Drummond's objective that the
Proms should reflect the work of other radio
symphony orchestras. Ibis year it's the turn of
Finland whose orchestra is conducted by
Jukka-Pekka Sanaste on August 9 and 10.
Despite the BBC's failure to secure asponsor
for the 1991 Proms, the season promises a
wealth of material for those able to attend the
Royal Albert Hall and others resigned to the
Radio Three relays. John Drummond has gone
on record to object to the number of privatelyowned seats which are frequently left unoccupied, while eager concert-goers are turned
away at the doors.
Trevor Buller
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63 Organ Concertos IIlurfordi lid:0x I
BARTOK
63 Piano Concerto 2etc holdesligot I
BELLINI
66 Oboe Concerto ( Schellenherger Levine I
BERLIOZ
63 Les Nuits d'Ete etc ( Baker Ilickox )
CRUSELL
6-i Introduction & Air etc ( I
lursti Vanska )
FRANCK
69 Violin Sonata ( Danczowska Zimerman I
GERSHWIN
64 American in Paris etc ( Mehta I
HAHN
64 Premieres Valses etc (Joly I
IVES
64 Symphonies I& 4etc ( Thomas )

65 Piano Concerto in Cetc ( Ponti Maga

66 Prelude & Fugue on BACII etc ( Trotter )
MARTIN

(Martin

66 Old & Lost Rivers etc ( Eschenbach I
ano Concerto 2 Sultanov
Shostakovich)
RESPIGHI

ROSSINI
6- 19 Songs etc ( Bartoli Spencer I

80 Alias
THE ANIMAIS

ATTILA THE STOCKBROKER
80 Donkeys' Years
BALL, STREFILL BARTON
80 Dreams Come True

68 Songs- Vol 10 IIIillJohnson
68 Die Schbne Slullerin ( SchreierSchiff )
SCHUMANN
68 Symphonies 1 & ( Masur
68 Symphonies 2 & 3(zinman)
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69 Piano Concerto 2etc (
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RSTRAUSS
66 Oboe Concerto ( Schellenberger Levine I
69 Nine Lieder etc (Janowitz Stamp I
STRAVINSKY
63 Rite of Spring ( LaWsOn Zander
SZYMANOWSKI
69 Myths etc ( Mordkovitclt Gusak-Grin )
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PILOT
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81 Roadrunners

SCHUBERT
68 Rosamunde ( Abhado I
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-14
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ALIAS
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6- Samson & Dalila ( Davis I

Si Safe at home

JOHN FARNHAM

-5

1

GRAM PARSONS

THE FAIL

Sonatas & (;oncertos( 19 CDs.

80 Extra Strength

6" Overtures ( Norrington I

-8 Volume

8)) Breen' in Brass

The Beggars Opera IHonynge

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

66 Organ Sonata ( Trotter

PANDIT RAM NARAYAN
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review
JS BACH: Organ Concertos
Peter Iturffird ( org)/Northern
II le ko,v
Argo 425 479-2 ( 66m -i-is)

sinfbnia

Organ Concertos by JS Bach? RJ Schureck
has reconstructed three organ concertos by
this composer which consist of movements
from Cantatas 335, -19, and 1+6 which are
variants of movements from the eight Harpsichord Concertos BWVI052-1059. There
are, in total, nine movements extant with
organ obbligato, which correspond exactly
to the Harpsichord Concertos BWV I
052,
1053 and 0)59.
A short, hut informative essay accompanies this Cl). Peter HurtOrd plays the Grant
Degens and Bradheer organ in the Sir Jack
Lyons Concert Hall at York University.
Hickox and the Northern Sinfimia sound
quite radiant here and the instrument comes
over well. Even so, Idid not warm to this
recording at first, particularly with respect
to the balance. Iwas hesitant about whether
the generally light, fluty 8' + 2' registrations
really were enough for the Sinfimia's strings
(without alittle help ) - the registrations are
perhaps a little underdone. And Iam surprised that this project was not presented on
authentic instruments, particularly as the
subject matter is areconstruction. 113:2/1]
William , IleVicker
BARTOK: Piano Concerto 2 LI Rhapsody
Op.'
Andor
(
pno) ¡ am oureux Orch/Bigot
Jecldin JD 648-2 (+ 3m + 5s) (ia) recorded
19+8
This old Vox production is presumably
transferred to Cl) because FoIdes, a dedicated Bartokian - in the booklet he
describes his pioneering work on behalf of

the composer when both were émigrés in
the States - has lived in Zurich ( home of
Jed:lin ) for 30 years. his playing is authoritative and technically sure- fingered. In the
playing of the Lamoureux Orchestra under
Eugène Bigot there is acomparable fervour,
although by contemporary standards the
execution ( winds, brass) is crude. For historicists only? Well. no - these are genuinely
exciting perfOrmances, especially for the
Lisztian early Rhapsody. glittering under
FoIdes, and the nocturnal section of the
Concerto ( ii), textures glistening as if moonlit. At the return to the () pulling material for
a while the dim sound surges up and down
in volume - the temporary effect on the
listener is analogous to trying to focus on a
picture revolving on a cylindrical drum.
111:H].
The Geza Anda 2CD set, all three Concertos and the Rhapsody, together with Ericsay
Concerto pe Orchestra, is still the
primary recommendation j + 2" I
0-21.
Christopher !immix

g

BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été Li La Belle
Voyageuse 111 La Captive H Zaide/
RESPIGHI: La Sensitiva
Janet Baker ( mnezz-sop) City of Land Sin] .
Virgin Classics VC 791

1642 (- 5m + 9s)

Janet Baker's 2i
year- old Nulls d'Été with
Barbirolli now on MAI -69 54+2 with
other Berlioz items jhas always been highly
regarded, but this ' post retirement' version
has nevertheless been eagerly awaited. It is
different in several respects. The lushly
romantic' Le !Spectre de la Rose and lu
Chnetière each takes a minute less here although this is arguably because Barbirolli
was over-expansive in 196 - - while Dame
Janet now has a less airily open manner and

CLASSICAL

uses more vibrato, with a voice of more
rounded timbre yet of slightly harder quality
in fOrtissimo. These six songs are terribly
difficult for a single singer even with the
customary transpositions. and the notoriously deep final note on linceul' in Sur les
lag:Ines is now omitted. Dame Janet also
slides rather than steps between the two
pitches at the penultimate word ' vont' in Le
Spectre; hut no sooner has one noted such
minor oddities than the old Baker magic
reasserts itself, with some of the quieter.
more intense passages shaped with a subtlety to melt one's heart. Perhaps on balance
Ijust prefer the earlier version, but it's
pretty close, while the three further Berlioz
songs here are all gems in differently delightful ways. and Dame Janet's fine advocacy
should further encourage a growing a‘‘ areness that the Nulls dEté cycle was by no
means the composer's only excursion into
orchestral song.
Richard Hickox's accompaniments are
consistently apt, but the recording gives the
voice a slightly distanced, veiled effect
which Ifound disappointing. The more so as
the coupled Respighi brings the singer more
clearly into focus, thereby revealing both
words and voice to better effect. The
changed balance was probably a ploy to
cope with Respighi's bigger orchestral climaxes, but Iwould still have preferred more
vocal precision in the Berlioz. The Italian
composer's setting of Shelley's poem The
Sensitive Plant makes a splendid coupling
despite the change of language. More a
lyrical symphonic cantata than a song- cycle
- with occasional suggestions of Puccini - it
makes Liscinating listening and offers much
of great beauty. Worth playing to friends
who only know the Roman ti )ne poems. and
again most touchingly sung by Dame Janet.
113/A:1*11/21
John Crabbe

RECORD OF THE MONTH
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
(Orchestral and Piano Roll versions)
Boston Neither ono nic/ Zander/ Laii ,
so n
(Miler)
IMP MCD 25 ( 68m 52s)
One of the most extraordinary discs to have
dropped through the letter- box for some
time, both the orchestral performance and
piano roll rendition of Stravinsky's masterpiece add a further element to the already
heated scholarly debate about the work's
tempos and the composer's original intentions.
Stravinsky's own recorded accounts are
far from helpful - the hest played of them
being made nearly half a century after the
work's notorious premiere. Printing errors
and changes in the composer's opinions
have simply contrived to muddy the issue
further. Hence the interest in this disc,
which provides the first recorded reproduction of a piano roll, the creation of which
Stravinsky supervised at the offices of the
French firm, Pleyel.
Freed from the constraints of writing for
mere mortals. Stravinsky presumably
directed the roll to be made to play at the
speeds he wanted, regardless of their feasibility for orchestral players. And what we
get. a. a result, is an extraordinarily fast and
exciting final sacrificial dance - rebutting as
it does the claims of some critic's that, in
111-E1 NEV,1, et RE( :0R1) REV I
EN%
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ternis of tempo relationships, the real climax
of The Rite of Spring is at the end of Part
One.
Hearing it rendered by pianola machinery
attached to a Biisendorfer Grand and pedalled into life by Rex Lawson, is a remarkable
experience in itself; and at its best, in the
rhythmic music, is incredibly - if mechanically - idiomatic. The disc's true revelation,
however, comes in the accompanying
orchestral perfiemance, which puts all these
mechanised tempos into practice.
Many notable voices have long complained that such is the virtuosity of modern
orchestras that 7'he Rue qj Spring is now
played and programmed as an orchestral
showpiece. rather than the wild, barely
coherent bacchanal composer probably originally expected.
answer in IMP's case
has been to give the score to a semiprofessional community ensemble of musicians, some amateurs, who are working
closer to the edge of their techniques than
their fully professional colleagues. I
Zander's
Philharmonic concerts seem to excite critics
more than those given at Symphony Hall Mus Ed.!
The results have to he heard to be
believed. Recorded live, the performance
has a blazing intensity that few of its slickly
produced studio rivals can match. It has its
occasional balance and slight ensemble
problems. but is by no means shoddy. It is

the raw, uncouth atmosphere that sets it
apart from others, however. And, as if to help
matters even further, it has been recorded in
a theatre- like acoustic, albeit one with
plenty of bass resonance.
Played up to speed, the Sacrificial Dance is
overwhelming - and if this hand can do it, so
can any other [ the Minneapolis certainly did
in 1960, under Dorati! - Mus Ed ( again)].
Conductor Benjamin Zander knows how to
extract the best from his players while never
courting misplaced refinement.
This is not the only account of The Rite
one should have; hut you could not say you
truly knew the work without it. Bravo to all
concerned!IA:1*I
Simon Cargill
•ffle11111111Wee ,
STRAVINSKY
THE RITE OF SPRING
I. BOSTON PHILHARMONIC

%lusters
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CRUSELL: Introduction et Air suédois 12
Concertino in B I
, for Bassoon & Orchestra CI Sinfonia concertante Op.3
Anna-Maija Korsimaa-Hursti ( ell )/Laszlo
Mira ( bsn)/lb Lanzky-Olto ( brit)/ldpiola
Sinfonietta/Viinskii
BIS CD-495 (59m 32s)
The Introduction and Air, also known as Air
and Variations, has previously been
recorded here by Thea King ( who virtually
revived it) and Emma Johnson. KorsimaaHursti, almost unknown in this country,
shows clearly by her performance here and
in the Sinfinda concertante that she is a
player of distinction and taste. The other
two pieces are less familiar, but demonstrate
Crusell's gifts as acomposer l'or wind instruments. The Concertino, written for his
son-in-law, a renowned bassoonist, dates
from 1829 and emulates the popular taste
for display pieces reflected in similar works
by Weber and Hummel, though here the
influences are mainly French ( a theme by
Boieldieu appears twice, after each of the
candenzas). Ilara, one-time bassoonist with
the Hungarian State Orchestra, is a suretooted player with a reedier tone than that
favoured by British players. More substantial
musically is the Op.3 Concertante fin- all
three instruments. Once one of Crusell's
most frequently played works, it now seems
to have fallen into neglect. Written in 1808
it again shows French influence, especially in
the last movement, a set of variations on a
theme from CherubinEs Les deux journées.
It is very persuasively played here in what
appears to be its first recorded performance,
at least for avery long time. The sound is up
to B1S's usual high standard and helps make
for an unusually attractive issue. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
HAHN: Premières Valses El Le Rossignol
Éperdu
Catherine Joli' (/no)
Accord 200542 (67m 2-4s) Pinnacle

Venise) looks in the direction of Faure. Les
Cbénes enlaces has much of Faure's ease and
fluidity, his harmonic iridescence, and Narguilé is haunting and evocative with nearminimalist means. In these compositions
Ilahn's musical identity is both personal and
eclectic.
Readers inclined to be suspicious should
therefore try the above titles. before proceeding to further delights. The recordings
are rather close and confined but do little to
blight performances as affectionate as they
are nimble. 111:11
Bryce Morrison

IVES: Symphonies 1 & 4 J 5 Hymns
Mary Sauer (przo)/Ricbard Webster ( or)/
Chicago SO & Ch/Ti/son Thomas
Sony Classical CD 44939 (77m 09s)

The contrast between the two symphonies
could scarcely be greater. the First with its
Brahmsian essences only slightly disturbed
by the breezes of Concord, the Fourth a
carpet-bagger's compendium of the apocalyptic, the epic and the frankly incomprehensible seemingly flung together with a
fine disregard of any audience expectations
or susceptibilities. But as listeners we are
not obliged to go along with the idea that
GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess — selections
this gallimaufry may be the great American
Ill An American in Paris [
11 Cuban Oversymphony, whatever Ives may have said
ture
about it, or his most vocal admirers claim for
Roberta Alexander ( sop )!Gregg Baker
it. All the sanie we would be unwise to think
(bar) .\T Choral Artists/1%1)1'0111MM
it a hoax; Ives's humour did not extend to
Teldec 2292-46318-2 ( 60m 4",$)
hoaxes. AN it stands — and this is the first
recording of the latest, the Critical Edition —
This is not in any sense a Porgy suite, it is
the work is Mahlerian in its aspirations.
more acondensed % ersion of the opera itself,
Messianic in its determination to heap Pelius
some eleven items including most of the
on Ossian, but entirely American in its urge
well-known numbers presented in a quasito embrace all humanity through the
theatrical format. Mehta's interpretation lies
medium of the revivalist hymnal. In order to
closer to Rattle's than to Maud's, though he
emphasise this associaCon. the present
does not underline the implied operatic
recording prefaces the performance with
aspirations as obviously. Ile would seem to
five hymns that here and there rise to the
agree, rather, with the note writer's observasurface of this ocean of sound ( noise?) and
tion that ' much of the attraction of the opera
sudden calms. It was once assumed that no
depends, in the final analysis, on songs' The
conductor could handle such complexit
artists appear to share that view and the
single-handed, hut this has long since been
performance has a welcome lightness;
disproved, though neither Serebrier nor
Roberta Alexander is an appealing Bess and
Ozawa succeeded in reining it in sufficient I%
Gregg Baker a sensitive Porgy, and the
to make it sound convincing, and Bernstein
chorus sing with the relaxation associated
the great Ivesian acolyte, apparently never
with the best of Broadway. A complete
tried. Michael 'Filson Thomas, however,
performance would have been interesting.
armed with the new edition, an excellent
The liveliness and suppleness is extended to
orchestra and chorus, and aided by record
the other two pieces; An American in Paris
ing of improbable clarity — it is nearly
sparkles to rather more effect than in de
Waares recent version, the better for not
possible to pick one's way through the
lwing as hard-driven, while the compara - brawling climaxes — has succeeded beyond
expectation in imposing some sort of order
ti', ehy unfamiliar Cuban Overture makes a
on the music and extracting from it a whiff
welcome appearance and a nice change
of the transcendentalism the composer
from some of the more over-worked ( iersought to distil. IA/A*:1*I Kenneth Dommett
shwin.
Kenneth Dommell

No-one could accuse the smaller record
companies of lack of enterprise; this most
fascinating recital is a far cry from convention, or the endless recycling of over- familiar
material. Reynaldo Hahn ( 185-19.17 ) is of
course more celebrated as a song writer
than a composer of piano music. but
aficionados have long whispered about a
largely unknown treasure-trove of keyboard
works. That is perhaps pitching their claim a
bit high; Hahn, unlike the profoundly elusive
Fauré, was atrue • inaster of charms'. Yet it is
hard to resist the seventh of the Premieres
l'alses. sali ni (
JET\ ish ' s dance, if the contradiction be allowed. %% biding a banal tune
through a haze of 5% itty. opalescent harmony. There are some amusing mockBrahmsian syncopations in 11, and other
waltzes that suggest a gentle dig at earls Chopin ( the posthumously published Waltzes ) or genre pieces such as Satie's Poudre
But the four sections that make up Le
Rossignol Éperdu suggest more than the
'deliquescent inflections' referred to in the
affected and uninformative booklet notes.
Here, surely, is music above and beyond a
vivacious café mentality or the sort of faded
charms associated with a composer who
habitually conducted Mozart in white kid
gloves and who simultaneously smoked and
sang with studied nonchalance and languor.
Certainly Wet de nuit sur la Seine suggests
an altogether darker view of experience and
the Barcarolle ( Per i piccoll (anali —
6-i
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IVES: Symphonies 2 & 3
Concertgebouw/Tilson Thomas
Sony Classical CD 46440 (60m 59s)
1982

they were first recorded,

CI

If one is looking for representative Ives that
won't frighten the horses, these two symphonies provide as good a combination of
the idiosyncratic and the traditional as can
be hoped for. The hymn tunes and college
songs that leaven the lump have an endearing quality, and the yah-boor chord at the
end of 2 is no more of a threat to authority
than aschoolboy thumbing his nose at it. Of
the several recordings that have appeared
over the years, few, even Bernstein's, have
been as successful as these by TiNon Thomas
in imparting the unique flavour of the music
without the adulteration of special pleading.
They first appeared on the now defunct CBS
label. Timed to coincide with Sony's release
of the First and Fourth symphonies under
the same conductor, their transfer to Cl)
provides us with an authoritative and excellently recorded integral set of these highly
individual works. [
A:1*1 Kenneth Dommell
KUHLAU: Elverhoj Overture D Concertino for 2 Horns D Piano Concerto in C
Op.7
Lanzky-Otto, Frodis Ree Wekre ( hrns)i
,Ilichael Moat ( pno)10dense SO/Maga
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9110 ( 63m
Ils )
Friedrich Kuhlau ( 1786-1832) had afoot in
both the classic and romantic camps. Much
of his early music was influenced by the
Viennese masters, while his later work
inclines towards Weber. ' Ibis collection
offers examples of both. '[he Piano Concerto
of 1810, though attractive and effectively
written for the instrument, lacks the stylistic
cohesion of, say, Weber or Mendelssohn.
The substantial first movement suggests the
influence of Beethoven, the short central
Adagio, which embodies a sense of drama,
points to Weber and to Kuhlau's own affinity
for the theatre, while the finale espouses an
almost Mozartian lightness. The Concertino
of 1821, afive- movement work of unusually
serious demeanour, is unequivocally successful and undeniably romantic. It deserves
an airing and merits its inclusion here. The
music to the play Elf Hill is Kuhlati's most
enduring work. Composed by royal request
in 1828, it is still popular in Denmark. A
suite drawn from the play was for long a
favourite on the Supraphon label, and its
lengthy overture shows how adept Kuhlau
was at conjuring up atmosphere. The performances by the various soloists and the
very competent Odense orchestra adequately convey the many attractions of this
unfamiliar music. IA: 11
Kenneth Dommett
LISZT: Sonata in b D Au bord d'une
source 0 La Leggieriezza ( two performances) El Saint Francis of Paula Walking
on the Waves E Hungarian Rhapsodies 2
& 11 ( two performances) D Spring and
The Ring (Chopin-Liszt) D Rigoletto
paraphrase de concert (Verdi-Liszt)
Alfred Cortot (piso)
Pearl GEMM CD 9396 (75m) historic
recordings (g
Once more Ihave to thank Pearl for the sort
of knowledge and enterprise so often lacking
from the major record companies. Here are
the majority of Cortot's 1.iszt performances
(much less familiar than his Schumann and
Chopin) as sparkling and poetic as the day

c,P
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and

admirably

transferred to CI). The accompanying notes
speak of Cortot's 'contagious élan' and,
indeed, all these performances spring off the
disc and take wing with an inimitable life of
their own, azest and spontaneity peculiarly
and uniquely Cortot's own. The absence of
the promised recording dates from Pearl's
listing makes for difficulty but, clearly, Au
bord d'une source was offered at a time
when Cortot was at his most vibrant, agile
and assured. Few pianists have evoked more
magically Schiller's lines — ' in murmuring
coolness the play of young nature begins'.
Both performances of La Leggeriezza are
gloriously free and audacious ( the later
version complete with afinal flourish deriving from the Leschitizky edition) and in the
Second Rhapsody Cortot amply explains
Geza Andas enthusiasm for his performance.
Anda, himself a Hungarian, once told me in
an unforgettable conversation, that tortot's
was the most gypsy, most Hungarian performance of all. The waves roll and cascade
in the Second Legend in crystalline rather
than muddy splendour and, if the climax
lacks fullness and breadth, the nervous
energy and aplomb of the playing are wholly
Cortot's. As exultant as it is inaccurate, this
performance looks ahead to the modern.
Mediterranean glitter of Ravers most
inspired marine-scape, tine barque sur
FOCeall.

Cortot's 1928 1.iszt Sonata may he flawed
and battle-scarred by immaculate presentday standards, hut occasional difficulty with
the letter of the score never blunted arelish
of the spirit. As Ihave written elsewhere,
this is a performance of ' rare poetic verve
and immediacy; a record to journey from
shelf to player long after other safer bets are
forgotten'.
All in all, an invaluable issue. Every note,
and every wrong note, of Cortot's inimitably
witty and stylish art should be available for
study on CD — particularly by students now
unhappily trained and unprofitably directed
towards the stereo- typed and mildmannered. [
H:H(1*)]
Illyce Morrison
MARTIN: Piano Quintet D Pavane
Couleur du Temps E Trio sur des mélodies populaires irlandaises D String Trio
Ilanni Schmid- Wyss (
pno)/Die Kcmanermusiker Zürich
Jecklin-Disco JD 646-2 (65m 54s)
Martin's chamber works are heavily outnumbered by his compositions for stage, voice
and orchestra, and do not feature much in
concert programmes. *Ibis collection, ranging in date from 1919 ( the Quintet ) to 1936
(String Trio), is consequently a welcome
opportunity to gauge his success in this field.
The thing that immediately strikes the
listener familiar with his other music — even
the more popular pieces like the Petite
Symphonic Concertante — will be its general
freshness and freedom from the philosophical speculation that infuses so much of
his later work. The Quintet, admittedly, is
not typical; Martin wrote it under the
influence of Ravel and for much of its length
the piano plays a subordinate role. The
Pavane is more penetrating, astring quintet
movement dating from 1920 which begins
to reveal the lifelong affection for Bach, and
the reflective qualities that are afeature of so
much of his music. By contrast the trio on
Irish themes with its dependence on predetermined material poses few problems,
whereas the String Trio of 1936 is more
astringent, and utilises what Martin had

CLASSICAL
appropriated from Schoenberg. The performances are lively and convincing ( 1am
not acquainted with any rival versions) and
the recording, which is analogue in origin
-though it dates from 1989-90, has natural
warmth and spaciousness. [
A:1]
Kenneth Douane!!
MARTIN: Petite Symphonic concertante
D Maria Triptychon D Passacaille
Irmgard Seefried ( sop)IWolfgang
Schneiderhan ( dal Suisse Romande/*BP0/
Martin
Jecldin-Disco JD 645-2 ( 56m 51s) ()
These are by way of being historic recordings, all mono in origin. The first two stem
from a Suisse Romande broadcast of 3
September 1970, the last from the first
performance in Berlin on 30 May 1963. The
sound- quality reflects their origin and cannot be claimed as being particularly hi-fi
even after the digital treatment. In fact the
two broadcast items are decidedly boxy.
The performances, however, have the imprimatur of the composer — which must count
for something, though there have been
several equally good versions of the Petite
Symphonie better recorded. The Maria
Triptychon, a setting of the three canticles
associated with the Virgin, Ave Maria, Mugnewt. Mahal Mater, is not, as far as Iknow,
otherwise available. Martin wrote it in 1968
for the artists who have recorded it. It is in
his ' heavier' manner, somewhat reminiscent
of Pfitzner at times, not noticeably reflecting
the 'expression of joy' of which the composer wrote in his note on the piece. The
Bachian influence that dominated much of
Martin's work is evident in the 1962 orchestral version of his 1944 organ Passacaille, an
impressive essay in the form rather obscured
by the dense recording. Of interest to
admirers of Martin's music, but perhaps too
specialised for general acceptance. [
H:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony 25 in g, IC183 El 26
in , K184 E 29 in A, K201
English Concert/Pinnock ( dir/hpd)
Archiv 431 679-2 (52m 42s)
Mozart symphonies were not on my priority
list when I began collecting records but,
persuaded by Desmond Shawc-"l'aylor's
Record Guide, Ibegan with K201 — catching
up with my original purchase, Maag's old
Suisse Romande recording, as an Ace of
Clubs copy only last year. ( No wonder I
found it a delight!) But what have we on
Archiv? Is this Bruno Walter with harpsichord? Easing for lyrical subjects and at the
ends of sections suggests as much, whilst the
Andante from K183, horn and bassoon
voices burbling lazily together, positively
oozes charm. Better that, of course, than
Norrington's brutalisation of the composer;
surprising nonetheless.
The suavity of playing reminded me of
one of Hugh Canning's observations: that
some English period groups were beginning
to sound as smooth as modern-strings
orchestras. Intonation here is mostly unblemished. ( The lead viola, oboes, two horns,
and one cello and bass player double in the
I.CP's listing for Mozart 39/.4 I, new on EMI.)
Pinnock's allegros are lively, his minuets
run at reasonable speeds — none of Harnoncourt's racing through, or violent contrasts
with trios; no extraneous repeats in the da
capo — slow movements flow nicely. He
does take 29( iv ) 'con spirito' but relaxes for
the graceful second subject; the second part
65

is played once. ( Harnoncourt is marginally
faster, but his version seems recklessly
precipitate; he is supported by some fabulous Concertgebouw playing — his is amore
imaginative exploration of K201 than Pinflock's. ) But if Pinnock is rather safe and
'correct' in the A major, in KI83 he is
altogether more individual — minuet and trio
are sturdily unified, with oboes purposefully
etched in the trio, whilst the pacing of ( iv)
gives the music time to breathe. I hear a
more human warmth than in his ( overpraised?) Haydn Symphony sequences. lbe
1
lenry Wood Hall productions are excellent,
with good continue) balance. Note that
Decca have just reissued their superlative
1X:0/Britten K201 Maltings recording. IA:1]
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: The Lodron Serenades
Camerata Bern
Novalis 150040-2 (64m 34s)
In 1776 and 1777 Mozart composed two
divertimenti ( K247 and K287) to celebrate
the name-day of the wife of a Salzburg
aristocrat, Countess Lodron. These Lodron
'Night Musics', as Leopold Mozart called
them, are among the most enchanting of
Mozart's works in the genre, inventive,
lyrical, boisterous, graceful, comic. It is
evident that their true format is string
quartet ( bass instead of cello) and two
horns, and that they were designed to be
played indoors rather than out. It is usual
these days to bulk up the string numbers,
which tends to impair the crystalline qualities of the writing — though it does enhance
the concertante nature of the slow movements, which feature florid solos for the first
violin ( Thomas Füri ).
Camcrata Bern's playing on the whole
lacks the grace and sophistication associated
with the salon; their boisterous attack seems
more appropriate to an outdoor performance intent on getting its message across,
and Novalis's unsubtle sound does not help
much. The outer movements and minuets
are consequently more successful than the
slower, more lyrical ones. For some reason
the first movement repeats and accompanying marches have been omitted. On balance
the St Martin's Academy versions on Philips
are to be preferred, though they are differently coupled. B:2I
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART/STRAUSS/BELLINI: Oboe Concertos
llansjiirg Schellenberger ( ob)/BPO/Levine
DG 429 750-2 (5-îm 03s)
Berlin Philharmonic oboes seem to have had
a rough deal from IX: and EMI, more often
than not suspended in glassy mid-air, but
even at close quarters the orchestra's principal of the past decade, Hansjorg Schellenberger, is hardly more personable. It's a
thin, constipated tone far removed from the
muscular vigour of the great Maurice Hourgue ( so much for national characteristics) —
and the sharp contrast of Irvine's masculine
Nieman, with its dark, assertive strings in the
Adagio, certainly makes me wish for another
kind of soloist.
"Ibroughout the Mozart concerto, Schellenberger shows few signs of phrasing or
character; the notes are even and mechanical, and even the cadenzas don't encourage him to a greater freedom. The sound is
more open in the Strauss, the phrasing a
little more interesting: no playing to the
gallery, certainly, in the Andante ( very slow
and studied), and the closing bars emphati66

cally avoid Mozartian lightness of touch. But
you only have to hear any of our own
orchestral principal oboists to learn, probably with a sigh of relief, that the Schellenberger tone is far from the ideal. Recording is rather close for all concerned. IA/B:
2/3]
David Nice
MOZART: Oboe Quintet in c, K406
Oboe Quartet in F, K370
Divertimento
in D, K251
Sarah it
(ob)/Amadeus Ens
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD) 9107 (66m
49s )
This version of K-406 is wholly successful. I
am unconvinced that the wind sextet version, K388, is right for music in C- minor,
while the string quintet re-write can sound
bland. By transferring the first violin part
hack to oboe, an austere tone is reintroduced while the rich sound of violin, two
violas and cello restores the weight lacking
in the wind-only version. When played as
here, with gruffness and anger in the string
articulation, and the oboe well integrated
and emerging as soloist only occasionally,
this arrangement makes sense. Nicholas
Logic and Susie Meszaros, violas, join the
surviving members of the Amadeus Quartet;
and in the Divertimento Ducan McTie..r
(double-bass ) and Christopher Newport and
Anthony Cuttcrick ( horns) are added.
There is amoment in the Rondeau of the
Oboe Quartet when Sarah Watkins sounds
less than happy in turning a phrase.
However, her crisp articulation, reliable
intonation and happy tone combine with the
string players' refusal to treat Mozart like
eggs. They produce the characterful, redblooded sounds other players often refine
away. ' Ibis is evident also in the Frenchified
Divertimento: a robust, enthusiastic performance, full of repeats, the march played
fore and aft, proper weight given to the
grace- notes in the second minuet, and no
silly tricks for ' effect'. For all that, there is no
want of subtlety, or of lightness and grace in
the Oboe Quartet. Recommended, not only
to those who want the rare version of the
Quintet. [
A:1I
Robert Dearling
MOZART: Masses K49, 65, 140 & 220
Soloists/Cologne Chamber ChICollegium
Cartusianum/Neumann
EMI CDC 754 1002 (69m 48s)
Though the ardent Mozartian will probably
have all four of these settings in his collection already, this latest instalment in Peter
Neumann's exploration of the early church
music will be warmly welcomed. lbe performances are clean and lively, with fine solo
singing ( Ann Monoyios taking the soprano
line — apart from in K49, where Agnès
Mellon is the singer — and Elisabeth Graf, Oly
Pfaff and Franz-Josef Selig as A,T and B), and
distinctly good choral and orchestral forces
of around twenty-five each. Epistle sonatas
are played during the third and fourth of the
masses ( oddly, they arc placed before rather
than after the Credo), l'he resulting CD
gives a very good introduction to Mozart's
amazing talent within the restrictions of the
Missa brcvis form between his thirteenth
and nineteenth years. The recordings have
an agreeable church acoustic in which both
the important intonations ( often absent, in
the had old days) and the full tutti are
comfortably accommodated; only in the
loudest passages of the ' Sparrow' Mass ( K
220) did Idetect acertain sibilance. IA:11
Peter Branscombe

PICKER: Old and Lost Rivers ( two versions) D The Encantadas El Romances
and Interludes
Sir John (admit! (spkr)IRobert Atherholt
(c10/Houston SO/Eschenbach (piso and
coud)
Virgin Classics VC 791 1622 (70m 57s)
The history of the melodrama, that hybrid
combination of declamation and music, is
signposted by any number of worthy hut
largely forgotten examples, beginning with
Jiri Benda's Medea leading in our own times
to Hindemith's I/erne/hide and Copland's
Lincoln Portrait. It is an uncomfortable
medium which lends itself to the decoration
of texts best left to their own devices. ' Ibbias
Picker's choice has lighted on Herman Melville's Whitmanesque prose-poem eulogising
the Galapagos Islands, the Encantadas, a
lyrical name for that interesting but repellent pile of rocks. Of itself, Picker's music has
eloquence, weight and colour, to which
(;ielgud's somewhat orotund declamation
applies, in beautifully modulated periods, a
glowing patina. Whether this combination
can be sustained for half an hour without
cloying is a matter of taste ( Holman Hunt's
pictures come te) mind ), but this listener felt
that its appeal began to wear thin about
half-way through. 'Ibbias Picker ( h.1954 ) is,
as Andrew Porter's enthusiastic and informative note implies, a kind of neo Romantic
whose music is readily assimilable; the hard
grains in it only become noticeable once
they have been swallowed. Compare the
two versions of Old and Lost Rivers
recorded here; the grittiness of the pianoforte version is well masked by the orchestral. The title's suggestive nostalgia is typically misleading; it refers mundanely te) the
confluence of two bayous near Houston
which dry out in season. The most inventive
and beguiling score is arguably the
Romances and Interludes, a clever remodelling of Schumann's three Romances Op.94
with interludes of the composer's own
devising, a concertante for oboe with the
soloist so closely integrated into the orchestral texture that he is not always easy to
detect — presumably intentional, though it
may be a fault in the recording balance,
which is otherwise admirable. Worth • a
hearing. IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett
REUBKE: Sonata — Psalm 94/LISZT: Prelude and Fugue on BACH D Ave Maria Ii
Symphonic Poems — Orpheus El Prometheus
Thomas Trotter ( org)
Argo 430 244-2 (73m 02s)
'Moms Trotter's performance of the mighty
Reubkc organ sonata inevitably leads to
comparisons with Preston's two recordings
— one for Argo in its first incarnation, the
second for IX4. Whereas Preston used Westminster Abbey organ for both recordings,
Trotter has opted for the 4- manual Klais
organ at Ingolstadt Munster. There is much
subtlety to admire here: his seemiiigly effortless hut well-phrased right-hand legato, with
the arpeggios passing from hand te) hand; the
dark hues of the registrations in the central
adagio; and the sheer vibrancy of the final six
minutes. This is a performance of the
Reuhke I have already returned to many
times. Interestingly, Trotter uses his own
editions for all the works except Prometheus, which is Guillou's edition.
The organ is recorded very close, but the
evenness of the instrument's tonal finishing
makes the whole sound very tine. Yet it is
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alarming to hear full organ so clearly, followed by ten seconds of quite distant echo. I
remember a similar close recording by
Danby at Lubeck where the difference
between reverberation and the organ's proximity to the microphones was too marked. It
is certainly less so here, hut has a similar
characteristic. The close recording makes
the instrument sound very exciting though,
and the sound is certainly not clipped. As for
the performances, they are quite fabulous
and have a compelling sense of urgency in
all the right places. IA/B:11
William ,t1cVicker
ROSSINI: Overtures — La scala di seta D II
Signor Bruschino CI l'Italiana in Algeri
D Il Barbieri di Siviglia D La gazza ladra
D Semiramide D Guillaume Tell
London Classical Players/Notritzglon
EMI CDC 754 0912 60m 2.4s)
'Do you think Iconsider your whining fiddle
when the spirit visits me?' snapped Beethoven when Schuppanzigh complained about
difficulties in the Razumorsky quartets.
Perhaps asimilar reaction carne from Rossini
when answering protests from wind players
faced with ' impossible tasks in his overtures.
'Ibis disc makes one understand how necessary it was for instruments to improve in
reliability, for if it demonstrates an accurate
reconstruction of Rossinian orchestral
limitations we should indeed feel sympathy
for his musicians.
Rossini certainly got hest value for his
woodwind. These skilful modern players
only just manage to negotiate his tight
corners in, for instance, La Scala di Seta ( in
which Norrington sets a cracking tempo);
and the ascent to piccolo in the second
theme of Semiramide, seamless in most
modern- instrument performances, clearly
reveals the overlapping timbres here — and
no had thing. Ilike the fantasy' and freedom
of some of the wind solos, too. Norrington's
percussion prominence, however, is a twoedged sword. Semiramide opens with a
tinglingly well- recorded timpani crescendo,
antiphonal sidedrums announce the Magpie
with regal pomp, and the violinists tap their
(period?) music stands in Signor Bruschino
with dynamic variations appropriate to Signor Crescendo. But too often the bass-drum
and assorted pots and pans unsubtly mark
the beat rila-Zampa and other inferiorities.
If trombones disappoint in Tell, most of
these performances enthrall, and Ihope that
Norrington will now explore the other side
of this repertoire: a disc of Cherubini overtures, including the scandalously neglected
ll'ater Carrier ( Les deux fournées), would
he most welcome. (A:11
Robert Deciding

CLASSICAL

works, of course, were composed for the
consistently great score, it nevertheless
amusement of Rossini and his guests at his
offers very real pleasures and perhaps a
famous Parisian soirées musicales, and many
reasonable amount of enlightenment. That
still remain unpublished. Listening to abatch
this new recording is ultimately such an
of these increases one's admiration for Rosexciting experience is largely duc to Sir
sini as a composer of song; there's a quite
-olin Davis, who secures superior orchestral
amazing variety.
pkaYing from his Bavarians and inspires a
This selection covers aperiod from 1818
strong response from his chorus, who are a
to the 1860s. ' I'he most ambitious item is the
formidable presence. Ile demonstrates
cantata Giotzmna dArco ( 1832 ), asubstanflexibility to the variety of pace in the music,
tial quasi- operatic scena which here
bringing asense of sombre grandeur to the
receives appropriately expressive and
opening scene ( which can seem merely
accomplished singing. Less well-known arc
monolithic), sensuality to the paradoxically
five of the nearly fifty settings Rossini made
attractive Philistines. and ahedonistic swagof the short Metastasian text ' Mi lagneri)
ger to the Bacchanale. Echoes of earlier
tacendo'. Some of these calling-cards come
French music, notably Berlioz and ( in the
in at less than a minute. but they all have
whipped- up climaxes) Meyerbeer. come
something to otter: my favourite is an
through loud and clear. Tlw score's sheer
unusual Spanish dance in 5/.4 time with some
theatricality is admirably conveyed, its rise
very odd modulations. Equally delightful is
to greatnes.s in the second act aptly matched.
La regala veneziana (probably 1858), a In fact, Davis reveals the opera's merits in a
trilogy of songs in Venetian dialect forming a way that makes you revalue it as an achievekind of mini-comic opera tor one singer.
ment.
This too is immaculately .sung. Bartoli revealThe vocal line-up has notable strengths
ing herself to be a comic actress of unusual
hut one serious weakness: no French singers.
talent. It is difficult to pick highlights when
It is depressing ( if hardly surprising) to
every number is a winner: there's an
encounter yet another recording of aFrench
interesting Spanish song (' En medio a mis
opera so east. Responses to the characteriscolores I, its melody re- used in .
scmirantidc
tic inflections of the Gallic language are
Le leeende de Marguerite. a version of
variable, ranging from the precise ( Jonathan
Cenerentola's ' Une voila cera un re' ( probSummers's High Priest of Dagon) to the
ably not Rossini's own), one of several
bizarre ( Paata Burchuladze's Old Ilehrew ).
delightful French numbers ( Bartoli's French
Jose Carreras's Samson is generally creditis good); and a couple of slightly more
able in this respect, and if one registers
serious items ( including the touching ' 1.'4/I-- surprise that a lyric tenor should he venturphi:line du Tyrol .).
ing on a role that is in essence heroic, it
The attractive young singer herself has
should he said that he very largely brings it
been much hyped, of course, hut there arc
off It stretches him. and he occasionally
sound artistic reasons for her success which
compensates by oversinging. but there are
are readily apparent here. She displays a some magnificent phrases nevertheless.
rich- toned, flexible and even instrument
(The recording was made in Munich in
which is unfailingly pleasant to listen to
February 1989, before Carreras's severe
throughout its extensive range. lier first-rate
illness; that he can still manage the role, he
technique, splendid use of words and strong
demonstrated at Covent Garden earlier this
personality are everywhere in evidence. It's
year.) Agnes Baltsa's French is — how shall I
hard to imagine some of these pieces being
put it? — idiosyncratic, and while her vocal
better done. Clear and responsive accomschizophrenia is not nearly so evident here
paniments from Charles Spencer, immacuas it often has been lately, there is still
late sound quality and balance. Can we have
sometimes a hardness ( even once or twice a
a 'ol.2?
George Mill
croakiness ) to her singing that is not easy to
equate with the seductive Delilah. In spite of
SAINT-SAËNS: Samson et Dalila
this she gives a characteristically vivid perBaltsa/Carreras/Summers L'stes•
formance; you can sense that she means
Burchuladze/Bavarian RSO & ChiDavis
every word ( even if she can't always proPhilips 426 243-2 ( 2CDs. I22m 53s)
nounce them). Simon Estes ( B minus for
French) is a firm- voiced if one-dimensional
After a long period of neglect .
Sionson and
Abimelech. while Burchuladze's huge voice
Delilah has returned to something
tends to swamp his music. ' Ille hest allapproaching its former popularity. If not a rounder is Jonathan Summers, offering a

ROSSINI: 19 Songs D Giovanna d'Arco
Cecilia Bartoli ( m-sop)/Charles Spencer
(/no)
Decca 430 518-2 (70m 59s)
Here is treasure trove: agenerous selection
of items ( many completely unfamiliar) from ki
Rossini's Protean output, done with style,
imagination and flair. The old legend that
Rossini abandoned composition in 1829
after William Tell still has currency but, as
Philip Gossett ( musicological consultant for
this project) reminds us in an informative
booklet note, hundreds of small works —
often quite intricate — were composed in the
years 1857 to 1868 under the general title
Péchés de vieillesse, and even in less productive periods outstanding compositions were Z.=
occasionally forthcoming. Most of the late
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large-scale hut never crude high Priest, one
simply burning with personal and racial
hatred. Unfortunately, people rarely huy
operas on the strength of the high Priest.
The recording separates lines nicely, hut
why was Samson placed at such a distance
for the scene at the mill in Gaza ( ' Vois ma
misère' )? It hardly makes for involvement.
The booklet contains an excellent translation by Lionel Salter. [
A/B:1/2/3]
George Hall
SCHUBERT: Rosamunde, Fürstin von
Zypern
Anne Sofie von Otter ( in- sop) Fiwst See«
ch/COFIAbbdo
DG 431 655-2 ( 59m 385)
It came as a surprise to find that currently
only Masur's 1986 recording of the complete Rosamunde music is available; this
new issue from such well- tried and talented
Schuhertians as Claudio Ahhado and the
COE is thus very welcome. ' Me recording is
luminous, natural in quality, and the playing
eloquent and committed. If the Chorus of
the Spirits is somewhat anodyne, blame
Schubert rather than the Ernst Sear Chorus.
especially as the other two choruses are
neatly characterized as well as attractively
sung. Anne Sotie von Otter sings ' Der Vollmond strahle with charm and the requisite
veiled melancholy. As Elizabeth Norman
McKay points out in her perceptive note.
there is nothing sacrosanct about the traditional ordering of the numbers in ascore for
which the spoken text is lost: there are
convincing musical reasons for the rather
different order here adopted. It should be
mentioned that the Overture ( that originally
written for Die Zaubeffiarle) was recorded
in Vienna in December 198 — and issued in
1989 along with the Ninth Symphony; the
rest of the Rosammtde score was recorded
in Berlin ( Jesus-Christus-Kirche ) in December 1989. [
A:11
Peler Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Der Sánger, D149 D Auf
einen Kirchhof, D151 FA Am Flusse,
D160 LI An Mignon, D161 D Vergebliche
Liebe, D177 Cl An die Apfelbâume, 1)197
Seufzer, D198 D Auf den bd einer
Nachtigall, D201 CI Der I.iebende, 1)207
[11 Adelwold und Emma, D211 D Der
Traum, D213 D Die Laube, 1)214 LI Der
Weiberfreund, D271 El Labetrank der
I.iebe, 13302 D An die Geliebte, D303 D
Harfenspieler I, 1)325
Marlyn Hill ( ten ) Graham Johnson (/ no)
Hyperion CDJ 33010 ('-im ()9s)
Vol.10 of The Hyperion Schubert Edition is
very much a companion to Vol.": each
restricts itself (* restricts', indeed! ) to songs
from the miraculims year of 1815. Illy
Ameling included 2Iin her volume. Martyn
Hill now adds 16 — of around 150 from that
twelve-month. There arc four Goethe settings here, six of Hülty, the rest of minor
poets; the songs range from comparative
trifles to the ballad *Adelwold und Emma',
the longest of all Schubert's narrative songs,
which here — in its first recording — lasts
nearly half an hour. The advocacy of it, by
the singer and, in his dual role as detailed
commentator and accompanist. Graham
Johnson, is typical of the Edition at its most
valuable and revelatory. Hill, whose clear.
light delivery and good sense of style give
much pleasure in the short songs, rises to
the occasion with a strongly characterized
account of the immense ballad, supported at
every turn by the deft, expertly sustained
(44

realization of the piano part by Johnson. This
is only the most obvious revelation granted
by this volume — just one of these songs is in
the current Cl) catalogue, and though the
keen Schuhertian will llave several of the
others on his shelves, there are riches here
beyond what one has any right to expect.
Try ' An die Apfelhaume and ' Labetrank der
liche', and Icannot imagine you will not be
convinced that this is quite the equal of its
predecessors in this marvellous series. IA:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Die schnne Müllerin
Peter Schreier ( tent/Andras .Sche ( Imo)
Decca 430 414-2 ( 62m 55s)
After the intense and deeply rewarding
Schivanengesang that these artists recorded
in the Mozartsaal Vienna in August 1989. it is
almost more than one dared hope that they
also put Die sthone Müllerin onto CI) in the
same month. Again this is a treasurable
experience: two magnificent musicians at
the height of their powers ( the passing years
hardly touch Schreier's distinctive timbre
except at the extremities), recorded with a
telling combination of directness and
warmth. Schilfs Büsendorfer has . all the
clarity one could wish for. yet never the
stridency of certain other pianos. As On the
earlier issue he accompanies with innate
understanding, yet he brings many an individual touch to the piano line. Schreier's
ability to blend verbal and musical phrases
into a seamless whole is so natural that One
almost takes it for granted; yet few other
singers approach it. The cycle is so persuasively paced and shaped that it would he
wrong for the reviewer to try and isolate
highlights, just as it would be a mistake for
the listener to think he could without loss
merely dip into this superb cumulative
musical experience. [
A*:11
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMANN: Symphony 1in 'Spring'
LI 4 in d ( 1841)
IPO/Masur
Teldec 2292-46445-2 (56m 02s)
Ilearing the IP() in Schumann 4 ( under
Dohnanyi ) last month doubly interested me
in this recording. But Masur conducts the
'Leipzig' original, rather than the customary
revised version of 1853. Or does lie, exactly?
In the Berlin RSO/Schwann recording under
Georg Schmile. Schumann's unexpected
scoring for guitar in ( ii) registers clearly; if
Masur includes it. the sound is not distinguishable. And he certainly omits the trumpet
flourish that introduces the scherzo. There
arc other details which seem at variance:
these may he a question of emphasis, for if
Schmüe is at pains to underline the differences between this and the Dusseldorf
revision, Masur smoothes them over. Even
so, his genial manner ( paradoxically) does
suit Schumann's music. This is a lighter
Fourth, clearer in orchestration — and much
prized by Brahms. As I noted in July ' 89,
there are changes in the introduction to the
finale, and the transition in ( i) from Andante
to Allegro di mollo (no repeat marked in
the IS tIedition ) is also startlingly different.
These versions are both persuasive — the
WO strings are more suave than those of the
Berlin RS() ( whose leader takes his
Romanza solo with gusto), and Masur trims
2m 28s off his rival's overall timing.
Taking couplings into account, the
Schwann/Koch [ Ci) 311 0101 is the more
rewarding purchase. It has Schumann's corn-

pletion of asymphony by Burgmüller: more
enjoyable than Masur's 'Spring', a merely
workmanlike performance by comparison
with his 1974 Leipzig/Eurodisc ( yet to
appear on CD). Like Kubelik's marvellous
Berlin Philharmonic IP recording for DG,
that had a glow of ardour largely absent on
TrIdec. The Watftird Town Hall productions
are unexceptionable — hut Sawallisch's Dresden (
D. sounds very nearly as good. IA:2/31,
D- minor [
A:11.
Christopher Breunig
•Svms. I & ( Reit), with Overture, Scherzo
and Finale — EMI CDM 769 4712.

SCHUMANN: Symphonies 2 & 3
Baltimore SO/Zinman
Telarc CD 80182 (69m 50s)
Schumann's Second is a neurotic work,
written at atime of stress. Any performance
should convey at least some of the composer's anguish. but absolutely none is heard
here. Perhaps the Baltimore players are
unfamiliar with the music. or they had an
off-day. Whatever the reason, the playing is
totally lacking in urgency and the performance is prosaic. 'Those excitable accented
woodwind cuckoo interjections in the
Scherzo are merely there: they don't crack in
excitedly, and there is no mystery in the
central episode of the Adagio. Chords at bars
95-1(11 in ( iv), so challenging on paper, are
presented merely as gutless interjections.
The Rhenish fares hardly any better.
When the conductor consciously emphasizes some line or other — the horns in the
racapitulation of ( i) for example — the effect
is good, hut elsewhere a greyness pervades
the performance, fuelling the opinion that
Schumann couldn't orchestrate properly.
Inner parts are often obscured and the
lustreless recording, with pitifully inadequate definition of drums and trumpets, as of
much else, leaves ( Inc depressed. Sawallisch's identical coupling on mid-price EMI
has absolutely nothing to fear from this.
IC:41
Robert Dearling
SCHUMANN: Kreisleriana LI Etudes symphoniques
Tzimon Barto (pno)
EMI CDC 749 9702 (77m 21s)
At last Tzimon Barto has found atrue outlet
for his quixotic talent and temperament. His
notably perverse I.iszt and Gershwin have
been widely castigated, but his Schumann,
while far removed from received wisdom or
convention, is another matter altogether.
Like Kissin [ RCA] Barto commences the
Etudes Symphoniques exceptionally gravely
and slowly but, unlike Kissin, his playing
glows with poetic warmth and engagement.
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In 3 he is infinitely more vivacious than
other more sturdy. less individual players,
and 5 is given with a daring lightness and
aerial charm — atrue scherzando, as marked.
There is no lack of brilliance in the more
obviously athletic numbers ( 6 is superbly
agitated and con gran bravura). but Harto is
above all a romantic dreamer, occasionally
becalmed in his own rainbow- tinted reverie
but for the most part maintaining line and
continuity amidst a fine and intricate sense
of detail.
Pianistic finesse is, of course, even more at
the heart of the matter in Kreisleriana. and
here Hartos response is kaleidoscopically
wide-ranging and imaginative. The silvery,
chiming trio of 1is magically inflected, and
in the problematic /
angsamer of 2 (Intermezzo 2) there is a superb sense of Schumann's modernity, his retreat into a private
and almost inarticulate fantasy. Hartos pedalling in the gnomic tread of 8 creates an
added dimension, aphantom aura round an
already unsettling poetic ambiguity: and
although he often pushes his interpretation
to the limit, his vital capacity to read
between the lines — to realise that acomposer's truest music exists above and beyond
the mere score — reaps rich and fascinating
dividends. Here. surely, is a pianist with a
remarkable instinct for poetry less volatile
than the fire-eating Postnikova IF.M1 —
deleted jor Argcrich
Iin Kreisleriana,
hut more ardently romantic and starry-eyed
than either. The recordings are beautifully
warm and spacious. and a fdrthcoming
recording of Ravel's Gaspard and .
1/iroirs is
eagerly waited. [
A:1*/2]
11,3.ce Morrison
STENHAMMAR: Piano Concerto 2 in d L7
Chitra Suite
Cristina Ortiz ( ptio)Gothenbetx SOfaryl
BIS CD- 176 ( 5Im 28s )
Stenhammar began his Second Concerto in
1904 and completed it in Florence in 1907
A virtuoso pianist himself, he wrote a
demanding part for the soloist but saved it
from becoming merely a vehicle fie display
by his considerable talents as acomposer. It
is in one continuous movement in four
discernible sections. the last of which was
added some time after the first three, though
there is no obvious ' join'. It is said to he still
popular in Scandinavia though rarely heard
elsewhere, yet it only appears to have been
recorded once betbre. This neglect is surprising, for Stenhammer's music generally
combines richness of texture and invention
with a clear overall view of large canvases.
Ortiz's is a bravura exhibition with the
apparently inexhaustible Jiirvi breathing fire
into the Gothenherg orchestra. Chara, the
incidental music written in 1921 for a play
by Tagore, consists of several items, many
unsuitable for concert use. Round about
1960 Ililding Rosenberg knitted together a
concert suite of three movements, which
succeeded in restoring some of the music to
general use. Salonen recently recorded this
in an attractive performance on a NIusica
Sveciae discjarvi has rescued more and, on I'
balance, gives an even more persuasive
account of it. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
R STRAUSS: 9 Lieder D Metamorphosen «
eGondola Janowitz ( sop».-Icadent.)
, of iz
London Stamp
Virgin VC 790 7942 (59m 33s)
These could almost be Nine 1.:ist Songs as
Gundula Janowitz now delivers them. their
youthful poetry quite offset by a fragility in f..2
III 1.1 NE% & RECORD Mr.% IE11
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the voice which can be touching indeed —
my eyes pricked at the quiet raptures of
Freundlich(' Vision and Wiegenlied — but
which never leaves you quite confident of
what that voice can accomplish. Sometimes
there's strain above the stave, together with
unexpected vowels: sometimes the note is
magically covered: sometimes ( in Befreil
and Die Ileirgen Drei KOnige ) it soars out at
full strength. The line is not as steady as it
used to be, but no matter, if vou happen to
he a fan; Janowitz's warm personality and
sweetness of tone can still be heard in a
repertoire she should have been invited to
record for DG in the 19 -0s. Orchestral
support, despite a distinguished contribution from Peter Manning in Morgen and
telling clarinet work, is rather hazily
recorded: .
1/etantrebosen (All Saints Tooting notwithstanding) presents amuch more
immediate picture. Again. many of the individual string lines are outstandingly played.
but there's little sense of agoverning sensibility from Richard Stamp: with dynamics
rarely kept under control, how can the
central climaxes or the concluding ritual
carry any extra force? (
A/B:1/21 songs. IA:2/
3 Metamotpbosen
Dai '1(1 Nice
SZYMANOWSKI
Myths El Nocturne and Tarantella 11
Violin Sonata
Mortlkoritch ( rbt).11(trina GusakGrin ( pro)
Chandos CHAN 8747 ( 5101 55s )
Myths LI Roxana's Song E. Kurpish Song/
FRANCK: Violin Sonata
Kaja Danczowska (1.1tOK,Tstian
man (ptto)
DG 431 469-2 ( i8m 15s)
1981
Four Studies Op.4 E Fantasy Op.14 Ci
Métopes O Masques
Dennis Lee 1pnol
Hyperion CDA 66409 ( 63m 51s)
It's hard luck on thandos that Lydia Mc rdkovitch's very fine new version of Szymanowski's utterly entrancing .
1/yths should
have to compete with the inspirational
mid-price ' Galleria' reissue ( long one of my
own desert island choices. Ihave to say ).
Generally speaking. Nfordkovitch makes an
extremely favourable impression. her playing full of fantasy and flair, but by the side of
the astonishing ILlja Danczowska she me% it abl
sounds almost plain- spun. her tone
lacking something in purity and sheer variety of colour: similarly. Marina Gusak-Grin is
undoubtedly asensitive artist, yet to listen to
Krystian Zinn- man is to encounter amaster
pianist of simply extraordinary imaginative
powers ( his occasional vocalisations are
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readily forgiven ) — all told, theirs really is a
partnership made in heaven, and Ican only
pray that l)(. will now go on and record the
Szymanowski Violin Concertos with Danczowska and, say, the Berliners under Abbado
(surely, excellent new recordings of both
these superb works are now long overdue?).
Anyway, having got that off my chest, it's
only fair to point out that the remainder of
the Chandos programme will be of great
interest to any admirer of this underrated
figure. Dating from 1904. the Violin Sonata is
an impressively crafted piece of work.
inhabiting an attractively decadent sound'
world very similar to that of the postFranckian school ( Iwas reminded strongly
of Magnard ), whereas in the Nocturne and
"tarantella of 1915 the composer has at last
thrown off any remaining vestiges of
academicism and is now clearly revelling in
his own strongly distinctive personality.
Passionate, red-blooded performances.
Danczowska and Zimerman also offer us
more Szymanowski in the shape of two
gorgeous Kochanski arrangements ( their
ravishing account of ' Itoxana's Song' from
King Roger would surely melt any heart),
partnered with a stunning account of the
Franck Sonata — as intrepid and freshly
communicative as any recorded rival in my
experience. Both issues enjoy admirable
sound. Chandos (
A:1/21. hut DG IA:1***P
Like the .
141/4s, the Métopes for piano
derive their inspiration from Greek mythology and are similarly bedecked in the most
glittering attire — each of the set is like an
exquisitely chiselled jewel, bewitching in its
phosphorescent colour and attention to
detail. 'Hie Masques. too. enshrine aworld of
extraordinary pianistic refinement and
impressionistic hypersensitivity: three exotic narrative pieces of enormous resource
and imaginative scope. A similarly fastidious
keyboard mastery is. however, readily :apparent even in the very early, rather Scriabinesque Four Etudes of 1990-2 and flamboyant
¡"untas)' completed three years later. On
this, his recording debut, the Malaysian born
pianist Dennis I.ee simply doesn't put afoot
wrong, displaying a quite remarkable
empathy for this elusive, technically rigorous repertoire which makes me impatient to
hear him again very soon. Some occasionally
distracting treble 'ping' apart. the Hyperion
recording is quite excellent. 1A:11
AndrewAchenbach
TALLIS: Spem in alium 0 The Lamentations of Jeremiah O 4 responsories
King's College Ch CambridgeCleobuty
Argo 425 199-2 ( 60m 05s)
Dr John Milsom's penetrating essay in the
liner notes suggests that the popular image
of 'Lillis as unswerving in commitment to
Church and Sovereign throughout the
changes from Catholicism to Protestantism
may well be false. It is easy to interpret the
text of the Lamentations as being a lament
t'or the supression of the Catholic Faith — the
composer remained aCatholic until the end
of his days.
Many recordings of Spem in alium present a rather distant perspective in a spacious acoustic. King's has a spacious and
glorious acoustic. but this recording is amazingly transparent: the listener gets a real
sense of the movement of the polyphony.
Cleobury has adopted a no-nonsense
approach to the execution of these pieces.
One has perhaps become susceptible to
over- indulgent performances of polyphony,
with excessive crescendos into fillse rea (19

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1/
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 2
Alexei Sultanot ,( pno)ILSO/Shostakorich
Teldec 2292-46281-2 (68m Vis )
Alexei Sultanov is the 21 year old Russian
pianist whose victory in the 1989 Van
Cliburn competition so incensed lovers of
true artistry rather than empty acrobatics.
Teldec's recent tribute to that infamous
event 'The Winners'. which featured Sultanov in Beethoven's Appassionala and Chopin's Sonata 3 was far from flattering, and
confirmed one's worst fears. But fortunately
this new issue - Sultanov's official' recorded
debut - is altogether more satisfactory. And,
while neither of these performances is competitive with the finest available, they are
attractively fluent and musical. The Rachmaninov commences with impressive
stealth; the poco phi moss° is spun off with
prize-winning fingers, and the second subject has all the refinement missing in Sultanov's competition performances. An occasional bass reinforcement here. some tricky
(hut attractive ) voicing there, are evidence
of youthful exuberance, and only in the
finale's principal theme is there imperfect
articulation ( a familiar failing). The
Tchaikovsky is less engaging, though the
first- movement cadenza is suitably improvisatory and the prestissimo flight at the
heart of the central Andantino is as
dextrous as one could reasonably wish. The
finale's second subject, however, is very
unsubtle, and when the music is not
obviously busy or virtuosi(' Sultanov often
sounds both commonplace and nonchalant.
The recordings are quite good and the
orchestral accompaniments sensitive and
individually phrased. [
B:2/31BrreeMorrison
TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin
Tomotea-SintotelGedda/Mazurok/
Gbaiseier/Salia National Opera Cbarual
Sofia Festival On'hestralrchakarm ,
Sony Classical CD 45539 ( 2CDs. 1.r2m )
Tchaikovslcy wrote his operatic masterpiece
for performance by students, and had clear
ideas as to the age his characters were meant
to be: Onegin is ( ideally ) 22, Unsky 19,
'I'atyana 17. In the real world, of course,
singers of these ages are scarcely likely to be
found singing their roles in opera houses or
on recordings. Nevertheless, for a recording
some attempt should he made to find singers
who can at least sound like the young
people they are meant to represent. Without
wishing to appear less than a gentleman:
Anna Tomowa-Sintow sounds far too mature
for the vulnerable and impressionable
Tatyana. She is more successful in the final
act of the opera, which takes place after a
gap of about four years, hut this doesn't save
her performance which is in any case a
generalised, rudimentary interpretation,
70

almost entirely lacking in interest. The
Letter Scene is dull. If Tatyana fails to move
us then the opera fails with her.
There's an age problem with Nicolai
(iedda's Lensky. too: he was 62 when the
recording was inade, and there are no totems
in his aria when it shows. Nevertheless it
says much for the calibre of his artistry that
it shows so little. The tone may not he that
youthful, but the characterization is typically
precise and insightful. his is, in tact, a
marvellous performance and it makes him
the star of the set. His use of words
throughout is intelligent and effective to a
degree, and he establishes his character from
his first notes, as does Yuri Mazurok ( Onegin ), whose dark Russian sound makes him a
harder, colder and arguably less attractive
anti-hero than many, hut almost certainly
more authentic. too. Nicolai ( ihuiselev contributes adistinguished performance of Ger min's aria. He also sounds acredible 45, but
Margarita ! firma comes over as far too
young for Filippycvna. Tatyana's nurse.
'whom Tchaikovsky imagined as a septuagenarian!
Emil Tchakarov extracts rather lifeless
playing from what is hardly a first-rate
orchestra. The chorus is solid, hut this is
fundamentally an anonymous interpretation
with little spirit or passion. It is not helped
by the recording. which is muted, with
muddy orchestral sound and little separation
of instruments or sections, and some odd
balances. Documentation and packaging are.
la twever, excellent. IC:1/4]
George Hall
TIPPETT: Choral Works
Christ Church Cathedral ChoirDarlinglon
Nimbus NI 5266 ( 50m 56s)
There are some absolute geins here: anyone
at all interested in English choral music or
indeed the lesser- known works of Sir
Michael Tippett should seek out this disc.
Whether it he the exquisite setting of Bonny
at Morn with its chirruping recorder counterpoint, or the wonderfully calculated but
simple imagery of the all too rarely heard
Crown of the Year, it must surely add up to a
revelation for those who regard Tippett as a
complex or difficult composer.
The problems. such as they are. are more
concerned with the appropriateness of the
performers for this music. The Five Negro
Spirituals from A Child of our Time may he
many things, but they are not cathedral
choir music. The purity of line, the moulded
phrasing. the milky blend, the general
decorum - these are all ill-suited to such
passionate utterances. It is as if the
Archbishop of Canterbury had decided to
release a record of 01' Man Rim*. Add to)
that the trouble that afew of the pure- toned
boy sopranos have in sustaining important
dissonances and ' blue' notes, and one is left
with something of a curate's egg of a disc.
l'arts of it are very fine indeed.
That said, the recording is excellent and
the performances, when taken on their own
distinctive terms, committed. This is
definitely one to try before purchase. LA:21
Simon Cargill
VERDI: Aida
MillolZajicklDmningo/Morris/Ramey/Met
Opera Orch and Ch/Levine
Sony Classical CD 45973 ( 3C1)s, l-45m)
With some fifteen recordings currently available. Aida is a competitive field. ' I'his new
one, the first under the baton of James
Levine, stems from the opening production

of the Met's 1989/9() season and was put on
tape at the Manhattan Center, New York
City. in May 1990. Domingo here offers the
record- buying public his fourth Raclantes the others being with Abbado ( 1981 ), Muti
(19 -t4 ) and Leinsdorf ( 19 -0 ) - but I'm not
convinced that he really has anything new to
say about the part. In fact there is less vocal
richness than previously, a factor exacerbated by arecording that Favours the fibre in
his tone over its depth. Still, the scale of the
singing is invariably apt, and he s notably
sensitive in the final scene ( where, even so, a
touch of hardness creeps in).
Homegrown Met soprano Aprile Millo is
something of amixed quantity as Aida. Here
is a warm- toned, sizeable, mezzo-ish instrument ( this last attribute causing problems of
vocal differentiation in duet with fellowAmerican Do!ora Zajick's Amneris ) which is
unfortunately compromised by a lack of
security under pressure. Three are also
moments of indiscipline in ' Ritorna vincitor'
when she and Levine are not quite together.
But front ' 0 patria mitt' on Millo evinces a
growing involvement that comes to impress
by the end of the opera. EVCII so, this is
ultimately neither aparticularly memorable
nor an especially individual interpretation.
Zajick's Amneris is quite acceptable hut
conventional, a performance lacking more
than minimal insight or subtlety. One can
admire James Morris's Amona"sro for its
commitment ( if not for its line ), even if his
reading misses the essential ferocity of one
sicle of the character: hut like Millo he raises
the stakes somewhat front the beginning of
the Nile Scene. A more complete experience
is provided by Samuel Ramey's Ramhs: there
may have been more full-bodied voices
heard in the part. hut few singers have
offered such strong diction or such keen
understanding and articulation of the character's place in the drama.
In general the perfiemance is pervaded by
a depressing flaccidity and lack of sheer
theatrical cut and thrust, tor which Levine
has to be held to account. ' hmal beauty is of
course important. and unquesti:mahly the
Met forces deliver this But there is more to
Aida than lovely sounds. Take the victory
celebrations for the returning Egyptian
army, which are spectacularly limp and
unenthusiastic:. Whose sicle arc the Met
chorus supposed to he on? The March itself
registers as not so much Grand as Bland.
Some vital supply of electricity just hasn't
been switched on. What is admittedly a
general improvement from the start of Act 3
onwards may be interesting as a phenomenon but frankly tdoes come a little
late in the day.
A further drawback is the- sound, with its
lack of brilliance, clogged textures, and
voices placed too far backward and consequently occasionally covered by the orchestra. As Imentioned before. Aida is a competitive field... IC:1/2/31
George Hall
%Hilo& Domingo ph(1(e.• Winnie Klotz Solo')

lions ( not the case here, hut think of the
early recordings of Sheppard) and drawnout cadences. Take ' Beth' from Lamentatio
leremiae I, where King's sing straight
through to the cadence without undue
slowing. The results are careful ( hut not
precious) performances. They are highly
polished - although, to split hairs, they do
not perhaps have quite the perfection of The
Tallis Scholars': however, many listeners will
prefer the boys' voices. This music is so
beautiful and the choir and recording so
good that the whole package - together with
Milsom's essay - is a highly attractive one.
IA:1]
William McVicker

Recent Elektra Nonesuch
With their reputation for radicalism in repertoire, Elektra Nonesuch would appear to be
a non-starter in the popular CD stakes; yet
some highly creative marketing has brought
them to a point where their releases are
eagerly awaited by the classical and more
aspiring elements in the rock press alike.
The secret has partly been one of repertoire, hut more importantly one of image«
just as TV commercial companies have long
known that the best way to sell an unfashionable product is to create an aura it of
individualism and radicalism around it, so
Nonesuch have made the most of American
West Coast minimalism as an easily saleable
portion of the avant-garde. Add to that a
string quartet, the Kronos, that has been
presented to the public as the very antithesis
of tie and tails conservatism, and you have
the makings of the next best thing to popular
acclaim: acult following. Four new releases
by the label emphasize this self-conscious
search for radical charisma to perfection.
The era of the classical CD single has
arrived, thanks to three new discs from the
Kronos, each presenting one 20- to 25minute work by aliving composer. Retailing
at mid price, the discs still represent scant
value for money - hut characteristically w ell
prepared and recorded perfiumances go a
long way to compensate.
By far the most accessible are the Ilre
Tango Sensations by Astor Piazzola, who

appears himself, coaxing into life a handoneon - cssentLdly a large accordion 1755970254-2. 26m 46s). "Die accompanying
notes go on at sonic length about the
radicalism of the tango culture in Central
America; but the average European listener
will probably find them little more than
charmingly evocative.
The actual quartet writing is fairly
rudimentary, with the Kronos reduced most
of the time to providing afreely sentimental
accompaniment to Piazzolla's wonderfully
inflected impnwisatory lines.
Suggestions is cast in five movements, the
titles implying a structure of growing emotional agitation. But the effect to anon tango
specialist is more likely to he one of a
package tour around interesting, hut certainly not threatening, picturesque resorts. It
is difficult to ascribe to these goings-on any
great emotional profundity - their potency
presumably cimes from the dark filin- noir
sub- culture they conjure up. But the recording is immaculate, so they are not to he
lightly dismissed. IA:11
Altogether more original and challenging
is Kevin Volans's Second String Quartet,
Hunting: Gathering, which the Kronos offer
on Nonesuch 7559-78253-2 ( 21m 1is ).
As the title suggests, what we have here is
essentially an attempt to explore aprimitive
type of music- making- which takes the ftirm
of a state of mind rather than a specific

idiom. The composer is on record as stating
his desire to try to compose as intuitively as
possible, with no conscious planning about
how the music is to proceed from one event
to the next. He desires to emulate that
endless ' now-ness' one finds in some primitive tribal music, in which Western notions
of rhetoric and sequencing are put aside in
favour of intuition.
'Me problem, of course, lies in the Western listener's inability to do this; for it does
not need a gestalt psychologist to tell you
that the mind never listens without interpreting the place in the structure of any
event so far revealed.
Volans of course is not alone. Many a
practitioner of minimalism and the so-called
'new complexity' are similarly concerned
with the importance of the knife-edge
moment of perception and its relationship to
memory and expectation. But where Volans
differs is in his somehow uncanny ability to
create an aura of freshness and discovery.
With the raga- like short improvisatory lines,
ostinatos and measured progress he has
succeeded in doing something almost
impossible today - creating a distinctive
stylistic and rhetorical world of his own.
Performances and recording are up to the
usual high standards; and the ability of the
Kronos to play long passages without vibrato
is at times quite miraculous. 1A:11
Their account of Lutoslawski's now classic quartet of 1964 is similarly impressive
17559-79255-2, 23m 4-. 4 like that of
Volans, this composer's work is about gesture. But for all the potential radicalism of its
aleatoric notation ( each player's part is
largely un coordinated with that of his fellows) the results are firmly within the
western tradition - the music having a
defined beginning, middle and end.
Unlike their other offerings, the Kronos
have competition here. But on the whole
they see it off quite admirably. courtesy of an
approach which suggests that in their ternis
the music is hardly radical at all. lit:1]
The final Nonesuch Cl) is, thank goodness,
of amore reasonable length 17559-79227-2,
45m 35s1 and is devoted to two electro acoustic works by the American, Ingram
Marshall. Such music gets remarkably few
outings on CD, which is in many ways really
its ideal medium.
Those unfamiliar with the 'classic' electro acoustic repertoire may find the contents set
about redefining the nature of what constitutes music itself But for the majority who
have come into contact with sonic of the
more important works in the medium, in
some form or other, Marshall's Three
Penitential Visions ( hardly an inviting title )
and his Hidden Voices demonstrate respectively traditional musique- concrète techniques ( natural sound looped and filtered) and
those of digital sampling and processing. It
would all he of academic interest, were not
the results so haunting - avoiding as they do
the ' Doctor Who' space- music trap of trying
to sound consciously modern.
The Three Penitential Visions build to an
extraordinary, even religious climax, just as
surely timed as that of any Sibelius Symphony. And while Hidden Voices occasionally strays close to equipment-generated
gimmickry, the disc provides a fascinating
opportunity for the general listener to
explore the otherwise specialised world of
electronic music. IM What, one wonders,
will Nonesuch do next?
Simon Cargill
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PHILIPS VIVALDI EDITION

rather routine set. [8:21 ' Me concertos of
Op.6 1426 939-2, 6
( 19771 and Op.7 1426
940-2, 2CDs, ® 1975] are rarities and lack
the, fire of Opp.3 and 4. Pina Carmirelli
seems a subdued soloist in Op.6 and the
recording lacks immediacy IC:31, but
Accardo ( and Heinz Holliger in 1and 7 ) find
far more fantasy in Op.7, aset with problems
of style and even authenticity unusual in the
published works. [8:21 Op.8 1426 943-2,
2CDs, 81959-621, with the notorious ' Four
Seasons', has been rather done to death, and
Felix Ayos famous performances have,
frankly, had their day now. ' Ile opportunity
to introduce variety by using the alternative
oboe soloist in 9 and 12 is not taken, and the
recording is harsh. ID:31 La Cetra, ()p.9 ( 426
943-2, 2CDs, ® 19641 is brighter in tone but
Ideplore the decision to use organ continuo
throughout: its tone cloys fast-moving passagework, but Felix Ayo is reliable and the
recording reasonable. [ 13:2/31
Vivaldi may have approved the publication of Op.10 as flute concertos but they
were mainly ( wholly?) arrangements from
chamber pieces. But this is a nice set, 1426
949-2, CI) 19681 with descriptive writing and
endless imagination, all prettily played by
Scv crino Gazzelloni, I Musici and, fortunately, aharpsichordist ( unnamed and backwardly balanced). 113/C:1/21 Op. II 1426
950-2, 819741 appears to he a publisher's
concoction, for 6 is similar to Op.9:3 but for
oboe ( played, like the other five, by Accardo
on violin ) and 4 may be by one of the ; raun
brothers. These rare works are strongly
played and the recording has polished quite
well, if with some strange low frequency
interference at times. [ 13:11 The Fifth from
Op.12 1426 951-2, C)197-41 is also crossattributed ( to Francesco Maria Cattaneo,
1679-1758) and 3 is a solo-iess symphony,
so there is no lack of variety. Accardo and I
Musici close the cycle with energetic playing and the recording is excellent for its age.
[13:11 In all, rather 'old-fashioned' performances for the 1990s but still aseries worth
investigating.
Robert Dearling

For Vivaldi year 1978. Philips issued 10
multi-disc boxes ( 49 I.Ps ) covering all the
published sonatas and concertos, many
other concertos and symphonies, firditha
Triumphans and much sacred music. 'Me
present 12- volume offering ( 19 CDs) is less
unwieldy hut less adventurous, since it
comprises only those sonatas and concertos
published with Vivaldi's blessing, le Opp.112. Therefore, II Pastor Fick), Op.] 3, and the
Cello Sonatas Op. 14, are omitted. IMusici
bears the brunt of the responsibility and, as
will be seen, not all the recordings were new
even in 1978. Therefore, they were made
before the authentic instruments movement
invaded this repertoire in force.
Concentration on Vivaldi's own publications means that the best-known concertos,
Opp.3, 4, 8, 9, 10, meet stiff competition,
while the sonatas Opp.1, 2, 5, and the
concertos Opp.6, 7 , 11, 12 are underrepresented, and their appearance here is
useful to the collector. "lbe buyer may
purchase the dozen volumes in a nine- inch
slip case; personally, Iprefer the selective
approach. Each volume comes with a
general essay and specific up-to-the-minute
commentary by Michael Talbot who, in the
confined space allowed him, crams in much
vital data.
'the Sonatas Op.1 1426 926-2, 2CDs,
819771 appeared in 1705. Scored for two
violins and continuo, aformat later to have a
bearing on the development of the symphony, each of the first eleven opens with a
Prelude and/or Allegro followed by from one
to three dances plus, usually, a slow movement. No.I 2 follows convention by being
variations on La Fo/ha. Salvatore Accardo
and Franco Gulli ( violins) are joined by
Bruno Canino, ( harpsichord) and Rohan de
Saran ( cello) in frankly modern performances, neat enough hut with too creamy a
tone and too heavy a vibrato for the music.
The dances need more lightness, and movement-ends should be less heralded than is
usual here, but the set is nevertheless
GAY: The Beggar's Opera re Kanawa/
enjoyable, useful, and forwardly recorded in
LansburylMarks/Morris/Sutherlanditondon
a convincing chamber acoustic. 113:31 A
Opera Chorus/NPO/Bonynite Decca 430
similar movement layout is followed in Op.2
066-2 ( 2CDs, 125m 26s ) K 1981
(426 929-2, 2CDs, C19771,
(
with the same
'Me heading is, of course. misleading. John
artists minus Gulli. These sonatas are more
Gay was not the composer of The Beggar's
characterful than Op.1: Vivaldi is feeling
Opera but the librettist, or rather the playtowards Op.3 as the tripartite opening of 2
wright who invented the Musical by includand the strong Allemande of 7 show, while
ing songs to pre-existing tunes in his play.
the increasing importance of the accompaniThese were ( very simply ) dressed up for the
ment points to the need for astring orchesoriginal 1728 production by Johann Christtra. 111:2]
oph Pepusch, and subsequent revivaLs down
L'Estro Armonk() 1426 932-2, 2CDs,
to the present have employed newly written
819621 with at last astring orchestra, is an
versions by avariety of musicians working in
enormous advance. Its vivid colours, whiteall kinds of styles and to all levels of skill. 'Me
hot inspiration and varied scoring ( I, 2, and
creators of the musical version preserved
4 violins, sometimes with cello solo) took
the musical world by surprise and changed
the direction taken by JS Bach, who transcribed several of them for harpsichord(s) or
organ. IMusici lacks nothing in vivacity but
the slow movements need much more point.
A certain glassiness affects the sound hut its %clarity is admirable. 113/C:21 La Stravaganza,
Op.41426 935-2, 2CDs, ® 19631 is almost as e.
successful. Felix Ayo is the fiery soloist.
Maria Teresa Garatti ditches harpsichord for -2
organ in most of them: not agood idea, for
even her bright registration has a dulling 2
effect. [
C:2/3I
Vivaldi's last genuine sonata publication,
Op.5 1426 938-2, 819771 comprises four 2
for one violin and two for two. It is a step
backward of adecade to the dance-strings of
Op.1 but lacking its flair. Accardo ( with
Sylvie Gazeau in 5 and 6 and the same
continuo team) does his best with this
NEWS & RE( 01(1) REVIEW
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here are Richard Bonynge and Douglas
Gamley ( who also composed the overture
and orchestrated the whole). Instead of
period pastiche, let alone anything
approaching authenticity, Bonynge and
Gamley opted for a lavish 20th-century
palette — full symphony orchestra with
double woodwind and lots of percussion —
resulting in a sound-world reminiscent at
times of Strauss, Puccini and Korngold, at
others of a high-class musical. They carry it
through with enormous verve and gusto,
and the result is well captured in this
sumptuous Decca recording, with its admirable freshness, sharp profile and silky sheen.
The trouble is that, for me at least, the blend
is over- rich, and palls before the end; and it
tips over into vulgarity on more than one
occasion. It also jars with the tartness and
heavy cynicism of Gay's text. Something
more astringent and streetwise would he
more fitting.
'Ibis glossy approach extends to the sung
performances, too. James Morris is a long,
long way from Valhalla as Macheath, and his
languid, laid-back air is nowhere near the
bluff, jaunty Captain; nor is an American
accent an advantage when playing an English
highwayman. Kiri Te Kanawa's Polly, some
nice moments of vocalization apart, is,
frankly, soppy — a characterization redolent
of hairspray and soft focus. Her dialogue is as
flat as your hat. Sutherland, however, manages agenuinely funny performance as Lucy
Lockit: coloratura, Cockney accent and all.
Of the other singers, Anthony Rolfe Johnson
(Filch) provides a moment of elegance in
'lis woman seduces all mankind' and negotiates his dialogue ably. A number of distinguished actors take part, with uniform success ( the spoken sections were adapted and
directed by Anthony Besch). Particularly
good are Angela Lansbury ( Mrs Peachum),
Alfred Marks ( Mr Peachum and the Jailor),
Warren Mitchell ( the Beggar, the Drawer)
and Michael Hordern ( the Player).
One or two reservations apart, then, this is
a stylish performance of its kind. It all
depends on whether you like the style. What
do you want from The Beggar's Opera? For
myself, a leaner, meaner sound and less
opulence and gorgeousness all round would
be nearer the mark. [A:1/21
George Hall
MOZART: La clemenza di Tito Soloists! Ch
and Orch of the Vienna State Opera/Kertész
Decca 430 105-2 ( 2CDs, 121m 075) 81967
lstván Kertész would have been only 61 now
had he survived the tragic swimming accident in 1973; reissue of this famous old set
reminds us of our loss. 'Ibis, the first worthy
recording of La clemenza, is still eminently
treasurable, and Decca have refurbished it
proudly in this digital remastering. Gruff the
sound may be in the overture, but the ear
soons grows accustomed, and there is rich
detail as well as aspaciousness one normally
associates with a stage performance ( especially important in the magnificent Act I
finale). The fine cast attains great distinction
with Werner Krenn as the clement emperor,
Uresa Berganza as Sextus and Maria Casula
as the scheming Vitellia; Brigitte Fassbaender and I.ucia Popp provide elegant back-up.
'Me chorus and orchestra of the Vienna
Opera contribute strongly to a powerfully
dramatic account of this still underrated
score. 'Me recitatives ( probably the work of
Süssmayr) have been sensibly pruned, but
vocal graces are in short supply. The insert
leaflet contains a good new English translation, though the superb introductory essay
from the original LP booklet has alas not
been included. Warmly recommended. [
B:1]
Peter Bransc•ombe
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Sale
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE TURNTABLE
I_ 1,400
OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE TURNTABLE
[1.995
ZARATHUSTRA SOULOOUY TURNTABLE
1995
KOETSU GOLD SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
1995
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
[650
KOETSU ROSEWOOD SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
1795
SOUTHER TRIOUARTZ ARM
1650
KRELL MDI CO TRANSPORT
[2,995
VOYD TURNTABLE HELIUS SPLIT PHASE
[750
SOURCE REGA R8300 3D POWER SUPPLY
650
PROCEED PCD CD PLAYER
[1,200
PROCEED PDT CD TRANSPORT
[995
PROCEED POP CO PROCESSOR
1850
STAX MAURO 2 CD PLAYER
[1,450
PIONEER PD91 CD PLAYER
[500
TRIO LO IT TUNER CLASSIC
[350
NAKAMICHI BX300E CASSETIT DECK
[345
NAKAMICHI RX505E AUTO REVERSE
[495
NAKAMICHI ZX7 ICR7E)
C600
MARK LEVINSON NO 26 PREAMP PHONO & BALANCE
13,500
MARK LEVINSON NO 28 PREAMP PHONO 81 BALANCE
12,500
MARK LEVINSON ML7 PREAMP MM/MC
12.500
MARK LEVINSON ML2 MONO REFERENCE CLASSICS
13.500
MARK LEVINSON ML9 POWER AMP
12.000
MARK LEVINSON ML3 DUAL MONO SUBTLE MONSTER
f3.500
MARK LEVINSON NO 17 DUAL MONO POWER AMP
[2.600
MARK LEVINSON NO 23 DUAL MONO POWER AMP
[3.600
MARK LEVINSON NO 29 DUAL MONO POWER AMP
[1.750
KRELL ESA BOB POWER AMP
[2,500
KRELL ESA 200 POWER AMP
[2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH 070 MK 2 POWER AMP
[895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 PRE AND 1000 MONO'S
[1,895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 500 INTEGRATED
1550
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER X PREAMP. PREMIER 6STEP UP. PREMIER 4
POWER AMP SYSTEM TOGETHER
[7,995
GRYPHON PHONO STACE 8. HEAD AMP
[ 1.850
ARAGON 241 KPS PRE AMP
[995
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP
[ 1,150
MEITNER PA6i REMOTE PREAMP, MTR 101 MONO BLOCK POWER AMP 12.750

ex/demo
ox/demo
s/hand
s/hand
ehand
ehand
new
ex/demo
s/hand
ex/demo
ex/demo
ox/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ox/demo
s/hand
ehand
ehand
s/hand
ex/demo
ex/domo
ehand
s/hand
ex/demo
ehand
ex/demo
ex/clerno
ex/demo
ex/demo
eWdeme
sihand
s/hand
ex/domo
Whand
s/hand
eederno
ex./demo
ex/demo
s/hand
a/hand
Whand
a/hand
ex/demo
new
nee
new
ex/demo

BURMESTER 846
BURMESTER
850 MONO
LINE, 838
BLOCK,
PHONO.
GOLD
GOLF
PLATED
PLATED
11.500
PREAMP
[1.650
KRELL PAM5 PREAMP
[800
MATISSE REFERENCE VALVE PREAMP
[1.550
DOLAN PMI PREAMP
[995
LUMLEY MEGAVOX DAVE CHESSELL PREAMP
[1,500
LUMLEY M75 SIGNATURE MONO VALVE AMPS
[1.400
LUMLEY M150 SIGNATURE MONO VALVE AMPS
[2,600
MUSICAL FIDELITY 4370.2 POWER AMP
11.750
B&W 801 MATRIX SERIES 2 SPEAKERS INC HOODS
[1,995
KEF 107 REFERENCE INC KUBE. SPEAKERS
[1,100 ex/demo
VANDERSTEEN 2CI & STANDS
[750 ex/derno
APPOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE SPEAKERS
[1,750
s/hand
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS
[1.350
s/hand
WILSON AUDIO TINY TOTS & PUPPIES MK 1
[7.500 ex/demo
MERIDIAN M100 MK l& MK 2ACTIVE SPEAKERS FROM
11.40011150
new
MERIDIAN M10 ACTIVE MK 2 SPEAKERS
[1.050
ehand
PROAC STUDIO 3 LOUDSPEAKERS INC STANDS
[595
Whand
ACCOUSTAT 2.2 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
ehand
[1.400
ROWEN Rl LOUDSPEAKER
Whand
[500

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO

bet
[2.495
[3,495
[2,500
13,200
[1.385
[2,200
[1,000
[6.350
[1.500
[1.380
11,850
C1.690
[1.395
[3.000
[900
[695
1645
[900

If, like us, you believe in the superiority of
Analogue reproduction and, in particular, the
ability of vinyl to convey the maximum in listening
pleasure - you need to visit our studio.
Here we can offer you what we consider
the ultimate in domestic musical reproduction. No
shelves of flashy boxes or flavours-of-the-month,
just awealth of the finest hi-fi we can find.

[5,400
13.300
15.800
115,500
[3.800
[8.250
13.800
15,400
[2.600
[3,897
[5.300
[1,200
[3,400
[890
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[2.400
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[2.399
[3,500
[2,100
11,450
[4,444
[2,400
110.000
[3.500
12,900
[1,380
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11,300

Croft * Albany * EAR * Sound Design * Tube
Technology * Space Deck * Space Arm Mentor *
Mentor Reference * Klipsch Horn * British Horns
*London Supergold * Decca fitted with extended
contact area stylus * Analogue Tracer
For amusical experience you will
remember, please contact us on 0773 762947.
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RR-22 COPLAND: APPALACIAN SPRING
RR-21 STAR OF WONDER
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BEE GEES:
HIGH CIVILISATION
Warner Bros CD 7599-26530-2
(60m ()'s )
There's little that's more frustrating to a reviewer than a record
that raises no emotion at all.
Take High Civilisation as a
ferinstance. I can't hate it,
neither do Icare much for this
particular release. But, because
it's aBee Gees record and therefore has a clientele ready and
waiting to note every word of
judgement, it begs to he studied
to some degree or another.
Frankly. I'd like to ignore it
because Ihave asoft spot for the
original vicars of bray and I'd
rather wait until they shipped
something my way Icould either
strut along with. Travolta style,
or utilise to remember bygone
summers, as Ionce did with "Die
First Of May'. Something. whatever. Icould enthuse about. But

FRIPP FAMILY
DREAD ZEPPELIN: 5,000.000
IRS Records ( pre-release
cassette
Deep sighs of relief from those
who feared that I 'n- Led - Ed
would have no sequel.
5.000,0(X) ( '
five million Tortelvis fans can't he wrong ) takes
the Zep-meets-the-King-inJamaica schtick astage further:
this one features originals!
Naturally reggae versions of
Led Zep classics are here. but
the stand- out is ' Big () I' Gold
Belt'. which won't amuse poBANDERAS: RIPE
London CD 828 247-2
(nun 32s )
This album was mildly mauled
by those who received preview
or should that he pre- hear?)
Copies. Perhaps it y. Is felt that
the twosome ( singer (
Buckley
and
violinistkeyboardist Sally Herbert ) were
having far too much of a good
time. After all, they'd notched a
hit single ' Ibis Is Your Life', in
next to no time and then launched this star-studded album
(Johnny Mari% Jimmy Somerville,
Bernard Sumner) off the hack of
it. What's more they'd even got
Stephen Hague to produce them
in classy manner.
The Hague link seemed the
final flash of the dianu)nd ring.
'Pet Shop Boys rip-offs.' the
critics yelled in unison. Which
was something of an exaggeration. Okay, there are a few electronic swaths that give a nod in
the direction of Chris Lowe but
after that there's little else that
connects. Buckley is a personable singer and, if she's not a
great one, how many are? The
songs range from good to ' hey,
what's that?' and if the Banderas
aren't yet sure where they're
\I\\
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faced Presley worshippers one
darn bit. But, oh, the longanticipated cover of 'Stairway
To Heaven', played as if it were
a reggae duet in Heaven, with
Elvis offering call ' n' response
to Bob Marley, is a masterpiece. There's aneat nod to Led
Zep's roots in the inclusion of
"Frain Kept A'Rollin". a Yardbirds standard, but please.
guys, could you fill the next LP
with Dread Zep Presto. tunes?
Otherwise the song will.
indeed, remain the same. IA: II
Ken Kessler
heading — ' It's Written All Over
My Face', is asuperior folk song
all decked out for the disco
rather than the come- all-ye —
then it's at least entertaining
witnessing their attempts on the
tightrope. IA:211
ht,d

.
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SUNDAY ALL OVER THE
WORLD:
KNEELING AT THE SHIRE
EG Records AVL EGG 2101-2
(43m 20s
ROBERT FRIPP AND THE
LEAGUE OF CRAFTY
GUITARISTS: SAME
EG Records AVE EEG 2102
Mr and Mrs Fripp — Robert
Fripp and Torah Wilcox — do
an arty Shakespeare's Sister
with friends Trey Gunn and
Paul Beavis. But there is
nothing on Sunday All Over
The World to inspire the slightest interest. Fripp's guitarobatics will always amaze me but
Toyah's voice drives me spare.
The melodies wander aimlessly
over solid rhythms and atmospheric Frippertronics in the

High Civilisation does little for
me. It's efficient, professional,
contemporary as next year's
honours list and features a fair
proportion of great harmonies.
That's not enough. But if you
considered the brothers"Secret
love' to he one of the singles of
the year, then may the force be
with you. [A:2/3]
Fred De/lar
PAT BENATAR: TRUE LOVE
Chrysalis CD CCD 1805
(38m 435)
Take me right back to the track.
Pat. l'es it's Benatar the blues
bawler, a red hot mama to the
AOR generation. The surprising
thing is that the resulting album
is rather good and someone's
certainly done their homework.
'Me track listing would catch the
eye of even a hard-assed blue'
buster, featuring as it does,
Charles Brown's ' Please Come
Home For Christmas'. AVynonie
way that someone like The
Roches might get away with
but not 'Ibyah Wilcox. Iam not
someone who despises Mrs
Fripp as some critics seem to
hut Icannot enjoy this album
simply because of her insipid,
sickly voice. 113:31
On the other hand, Maggie
Roche has a wonderful voice
and the sound of it opening
Fripp's other recent release is a
huge relief after Toyah. The
League Of Crafty Guitarists is
another of Robert Fripp's guitar
exercises for the advanced student and as usual it is based
around the sort of mathematical sequential playing of
which Philip Glass is also fond.
It may sound cold and calculating and lsuppose it is but it is
also hypnotic in the extreme.
Not for the feeble minded or
those of a nervous disposition.
[A/B:1/21
Farmer
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for the nineties, but his blondness and madness should not be
allowed to obscure his appropriateness. IA:1]
Pete Clark

lian music with an amazingly
strong impact. Seek it out and
test your speakers. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyde,'

JORGE DEGAS/MARCELO
SALAZAR: MUMMA
Visom ( CD) VIS 5011-2 ( 35m
3(s ) Distributed by New Note

BO DOLLIS & THE WILD
MAGNOLIAS:
IM BACK AT CARNIVAL
TIME!
Zensor ( CD) ZS 101 ( 43m 15> )

'Ibis is an ex:raordinary disc of
contemporary Brazilian music
recorded by an imaginative duo.
Degas plays mainly bass guitar, as
well as acoustic guitar and vocals, while Salazar plays percussion and sings. Most of the tunes
are originals, hut there's an
unusual arrangement of Milton
Nascimento's ' Ponta De Area'.
The duo uses dynamics remarkably. The music may be drifting
along softly, then suddenly the
tempo doubles, and so does the
level, pinning you back on your
seat. 'Ibis is stripped-down Brazi-

MANE
INFLUENCES ...
TYICETrO:
DONT COME EASY
Geffen DGC 9 24317 2
(47 m 00s)
Harris' Bloodshot Eyes', ' Eveinn", once an early starter for
Jimmy Rushing and Count Basic.
plus specials penned by the
Kings, BB and Albert, along with
a similar array of Harlem jukebox fare. Producer Neil GiraIdo
donates ample portions of
impressive blues guitar licks,
keyboardist Charlier Giordano
supplies a flow of boozeflavoured fills, while Roomful Of
Blues, one of the hest of the
brass- bound jump revivalists,
toughen things up in capable
manner. And what of Benatar
herself. Well, she's a mite nasal
on a couple of the slower numbers but often she pitches things
with just the right amount of fire
and fury, her rendition of BB
King's ' I've Got Papers On You'
being as good as such things get.
No Dinah Washington perhaps,
hut those who favoured Kay
Starr won't object to this. 1A:11
Fred
MARC COHN: MARC COHN
Atlantic CD 7567-82178-2
( 5in - 19s )
The songs are Randy NeWMalICSclue, the voice is all malehormone, a little like that of
Michael Bolton without the
excesses. Which is pretty good
news. The enclosed booklet is
okay too, for it contains all the
lyrics for Cohn's songs and often
provides the kind of reading that
brings asmile to the lips. Check
'Walking In Memphis' and its
references to WC Handy, the
ghost of Elvis and the place
where 'They've got catfish on the
table/Gospel in the air/And
-6

Reverend Green bell glad to see
you/When you haven't got a
prayer' or ' Silver Thunderbird'. a
garage- hand's name check that
links Buicks, Eldorados and even
the ! immobile. The one ' borrowed song - Willie Dixon's ' 29
Ways' - performed in true solo
fashion, with Cohn contributing
all the vocal and keyboard parts.
also makes for repeat listenings.
A cult figure at least - and maybe
more. IA:11
Fred
JULIAN COPE:
PEGGY SUICIDE
Island 997-848 388-2
Julian Cope has a well-deserved
reputation for being something
of a fruit-cake. The Teardrop
exploded a long time ago and
the pieces have never been put
hack together again. Yet despite
the popular impression of him
floating on a turtle- shell in a
giant vat of LSD. the man goes on
showing extraordinary signs of
sanity. His new double set
addresses itself to the problems
of the earth and what we are all
doing to it: 'She ( Mother Earth )
was bruised from chemical
dumping, and her expression
was one of ecstatic and religious/
spiritual sadness'. But betbre you
run off with the idea that Cope is
no more than David Icke in silly
clothes, it would be as well to
give the record a listen. On
songs like ' Pristeen', ' Easy Easy
Rider' and ' Safesurfer', Cope
manages to combine his message
with some genuine rock excitement, and that takes a bit of .9.
doing. In many respects, Julian
still comes on like a Kevin Ayers

WHITE LION:
MANE ATTRACTION
Atlantic 7567-82193-2
(63m 1
Utilizing ace producer Ritchie
Zito ( Heart, Cheap Trick, Bad
English) to achieve asparkling,
accessible yet hard edged AOR
sound, Tyketto and White Lion
both aim at the Slid Row/Tesla/
Bon Jovi area of the market.
Don't Come Easy is New York
based Tyketto's impressive and
self-assured debut, featuring
the very experienced and
multi- talented ex-Waysted
vocalist Danny Vaughn. Specialising in mid-paced rockers,
augmented by generous acoustic guitar back-up. they explore
territory charted by many, hut
equalled by few. A stunning
collection of songs exudes passion, fire and dynamics from
every pore. ' Forever Younp'.
lay Your Body Down' and
'Strip Me Down' epitomize
their strengths, combining

New Orleans musicians have
invented many of the tricks of
modern music, from jazz to funk,
but they don't always get credit
for it like the Meters for instance. Perhaps the best funk band
of all time, who went on to
become the Neville brothers.
Former Meters bass player
George Porter is at the heart of
the music on this session. It
would take too long here to go
into the whole hit about black
New Orleans people dressing up
as Red Indians at carnival time,
commercial appeal and
impeccable musicianship,
without the need to resort to
cringe- inducing power ballads,
like so many' of their contemporarics. The strongest debut
in this genre since Teslas
Mechanical Resonance. IA:11
Mane Attraction is White
Lion's fourth album and indicates a considerable improvement in songwriting since the
much maligned Big Game
album. Comprising a dozen
cuts ( ' Blue Monda)' and 'She's
Got Everything' are bonuses on
Cl)) and clocking in at well
over the hour mark, it's apparent that there was a vast
amount of quality material
available for this disc. Adopting
an even more commercial
stance than previously, Mike
Tramp and his cohorts deliver
a winning mixture of thoughtful love songs and harder
anthemic rockers. Influences
range from Bryan Adams and
Stevie Ray Vaughn to Aerosmith, Thin tizzy and Foreigner,
but they are carefully assimilated and re-processed to avoid
any accusations of plagiarism.
Against the odds. White l.ion
have well and truly delivered
4:1/2]
the goods this time. [
Ian Ken.mn
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so suffice to say that this is
carnival music, a bubbling,
throbbing confection of shouted
vocals, dancing drumming, and
rasping brass. It is jumping
music, wild and energetic, and as
direct as aRussian vodka straight
from the freezer. If you're
already familiar with this music,
you'll recognise some of the
standards like ' Iko, lko' and ' Big
Chief. It's a session which
swings heavily from start to
finish, to put smiles on most
listeners' faces, and blisters on
their toes. [
A:11
Ken Hyder
EDUARDO DURAO &
ORQUESTRA DURAO:
TIMBILA
Globestyle (CD) CDORDB 065
(42m 57s)
Just when you thought you'd
heard it all, anew African release
stands out from the rest. If you're
fed up with the jangly-guitar
school, check out the
xylophones on this record. They
come in different pitches and the
resonators give them a weird
buzzing. As usual in modern
African bands, other instruments
are added, like the bass guitar
and drum kit. This time the bass
player gives out an almost reggae
feel on some tracks, sitting right
under the canopy of rhythm
fabricated by the xylophonists.
This a modern version of music
of the Chopi people from
Mozambique. What's nice about
it is that the cross-fertilisation
ideas are being used, but the
players haven't been seduced by
over- sophistication, so the
rootsiness is still there in great
quantities. [
A:21
Ken Hyder
THE FALL: SHIFT- WORK
Cog Sinister, Fontana
Records, 848 594-1
Mark E Smith and The Fall seem
to cling onto a record contract
and credibility — a remarkable
achievement in these days of
record company recession and
artist redundancies. But
although The Fall continue to
treat commerciality with disdain
and make music to challenge
rather than soothe the senses
there is acertain mellowness to
this — their latest offering. Produced by Craigh Leon, Robert
Gordon and a certain Grant
Showbiz„Shet-Work has less of
the searing megaphone voices
and drawling rap and more easy
guitar sounds and melodic singing. It is an album full of variety,
artistry and style, with enough
angst to please the die-hard fans.
1A:1/21
Neville Farmer
JOEJACKSON:
LAUGHTER AND LUST
Virgin Records America AVL
CDVUS34 ( 51m 40s )
Following his recent transfer
from A&M to VUSA, our man
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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from Portsmouth seems to have
acquired an even stronger American accent and a smoother
vocal sound. But he hasn't grown
any prettier so his popularity in
America must be something to
do with talent. He has always
been a keen disciple of quality
recording and although the fanatical recording methods of four
or five years ago have gone,
there is still a very exciting live
feel to his records. Laughter and
Lust is avery human album as a
result with lots of brass and
acoustic percussion and great
close harmonies. On top of that,
Jackson still knows how to turn
out agood tune and asharp lyric.
His love of latin rhythms and
melodies is as strong as ever
though he blends it into his
songs rather than drowning
them in it. One surprise is the
inclusion of a pretty powerful
version of Fleetwood Mac's 'Oh e
Well' which resurfaced recently
4
on adance single but is recorded
fun for the punter expecting the
here in more traditional style.
abrasive and naïve charm of Kra1A:11
Neville Farmer
vitz's previous work. The whole
package ( even down to the
HOLLYJOHNSON:
artwork) reeks of manipulation.
DREAMS THAT MONEY CANT
A total compromise, a sell-out
BUY
and a grave disappointment.
MCA 10278
IA:3/4]
Ian Ken von
The sleeve itself doesn't bode
well. For Holly is depicted as a
refugee from EMF, smooth-faced,
innocent- eyed and cap askew,
apparently readying himself to
meet the hordes of teenagers
whom he envisaged would
queue for hours to buy this very
album. Maybe they will and
maybe they won't. But one
thing's for certain. Throughout
the country, critics will be nodding off with some rapidity,
faced with the tedium of Hi-NRG
clichés; only aso-so soul ballad ' I
Need Your Love' bringing much
in the way of respite. Excuse me
now while 1pen a letter: ' Dear
Mr Horn, Iknow of an old friend
who really needs your help....'
[A:3]
Fred Dellar

MAMA'S BOYS: LIVE TONITE
Music For Nations MFN 114
(LP )
The Irish quartet, comprising the
three McManus brothers and
new vocalist Mike Wilson, break
their four-year vinyl silence with
a ten- track live album recorded
on their Europe.un tour at the
end of last year. Three songs are
culled from their earlier tizzyinspired, pub- rock boogie phase,
three from the sophisticated
Foreigner- like Growing up The
Hard Way album, and the

LENNY KRAVITZ: MAMA SAID
Virgin America CDVUS 31
(53m 07s)
The fact that ' F**k' has been
omitted from the sleeve of the
new Lenny Kravitz disc is symptomatic of the transformation
since his debut album in '89.
Kravitz has tried to please everyone and ended up with alow key
recording, encompassing a
plethoria of styles which basically say nothing. ' Field Of You'
opens the proceedings, a Beatles- style four- minute romp
which fails to maintain interest,
even with aguitar solo by none
other than Slash of Guns ' n'
Roses. 'Always On The Run' ( the
first single) fares slightly better,
but the Hendrix, early Philly,
Prince and even I.ennon
influences are duplicated, rather
than re- interpreted; not much
.
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Waite. Intensely unfashionable,
and easily dismissed as having
missed the boat years ago,
Mama's Boys still cut it live, and
this album proves it beyond
doubt. [
13:21
Ian Kenjvn
MIKE AND THE MECHANICS:
WORD OF MOUTH
Virgin V2662
Mike Rutherford has a tidy little
coalition of musicians and songwriters here. Voices as fine as
Paul Carrack and Paul Young
(Sad Cafe not Street Band) are
hard to come by and Rutherford
has both. He has also sewn up
the songwriting side by collaborating with BA Robertson, Paul
Carrack and fave producer Chris
Neil. That combined with Peter
Van Hooke on drums and Adrian
Lee on ivories with Carrack
ensures apackage of quality with
at least two guaranteed hits on
each album. But they are so
carefully organised that they can
sound contrived and workmanlike. The passion of the vocals
often covers some telephone'
directory lyrics and some tired
melodies. Thankfully Get lip',
'Word Of Mouth' and ' Let's Pretend It Didn't Happen' are fine
songs that save the album from
the bargain bin, hut all the
Mechanics do better work elsewhere. 113:1/21
Neville Farmer
ALISON MOTET: HOODOO
( 47m 53s)

5Columbia 468272-2
remaining four are new. Wilson
is atalented frontman and handles all the material remarkably
well, breathing new life into the
established rockers such as ' Runaway Dreams' and ' Straight Forward'. Elsewhere he stamps his
persona on the new A()R numbers in a style somewhere
between Bob Catley and John

After an extended lay-off, she's
back with what purports to be a
new schtick, but how can it be?
Graced with one of England's
finest, most distinctive voices,
Moyet could do aworld musiccum- heavy metal LP with StockAitken-Waterman at the helm
and you'd still know who it was.
So what's the new Alison?
Formerly an antidote in the
sophist° stakes to the lame and
77
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tedious Sade, Ms Moyet has gone
deeper into the past, emulating
the torch singers and lungbusting betters who preceded
Ella and Dinah. But she's also
gone seriously modern and
techno-funky, with much of the
material having a harder, rocking, yet positively soulful edge.
The title track, frinstance, could
have come from later period
John Lee Hooker by way of Ann
Peebles. And 1Meeting With
My) Main Man' is too deliciously
nasty even for Tina Turner.
Though there are glimpses of the
I- wish- 1-were- Billie chanteuse of
S'( re, Hoodoo proves that Moyet
can handle everything from Beatles pastiches to Yazoo nostalgia
to Stax revivalism without scenting retro. And if this doesn't go
triple platinum ... fA:11
Ken Kessler

reviews

notes hang in the air. Everything
appears to be so tangible that
you think you can touch the
music — but before you can, it's
touched you. [
A:11 Ken Ilyder
PERE UBU:
WORLDS IN COLLISION
Fontana 848 564-1
like most noisy brats, Pere ( Phu
have mellowed with age. In their
rowdy days of yore, libu could
turn out psychotic masterpieces
like ' Final Solution' and ' 30
Seconds Over 1.040' V, about a
pause for thought. They used to
take the stage with hammers and
big lumps of metal and still
sound like demented angels. The
older and wiser version of t
' bu is
a slightly different proposition.
Singer David Thomas still has an
edge to his voice which suggests

heart out alongside the master, JOHN SCOFIELD QUARTET:
you'll remember a distinctive
MEANT TO BE
furry tone which made him
Blue Note ( CD) CDP 795479 2
sound different from Trane
(69m 10s)
(just). But the association with
Tram: always meant that Sanders
One of the best releases of last
was regarded as a lesser player,
year was Scofield's Time on My
and aTram: copyist. Iheard him
Hands. '
Ibis tinte, the music's
live a couple of years ago and
similar, hut instead of Charlie
was disappointed. He played a Haden and Jack deJohnette on
set of safety standards designed
bass and drums, it's Marc Johnto avoid frightening the punters.
son and Bill Stewart. It's not only
But on this CD he hits that
a difficult job to follow Haden
scream in the first few seconds,
and deJohnette, it's impossible
and suddenly all the edge is
... especially if you are stepping
back. It's astrange, ghostly disc,
into their style too. '
hie new
because Coltrane's influence is
rhythm section do make a good
all-pervading. It's hard to hear
job of keeping the music surging
•Nainia' without thinking of Colahead, hut it's not quite the
trane, but when it's Sanders playsame. Joe Lovano, on tenor, coning, you just can't avoid it. With
tinues to be one of the most
John Ilicks, piano, Curtis Lundy,
interesting saxophonists in the
bass and Idris Muhammed,
modern mainstream, always
drums, this is as near to a Colintelligent, musical and spiritual
trane quartet sound as you are
too. Similarly, Scofield is aguitarlikely to get. But when the oriist always worth listening to. I
lis
ginal 'Franc albums are still availlines are bitingly crisp and to the
able — on CD, even — do we
point. Indeed the whole hand
really even need this on disc?
plays concisely — all of the tracks
Best track is the closer, a duet
last around six minutes — and
with Muhammcd, and although
each tune gets a fair workout
Trane/Elvin Jones comparisons
without being worked to death.
are also evoked, this is passionIncidentally you can catch the
ate music of adimension which
quartet — and other Scofield
escapes most current releases.
combinations— on his
'
Ibree
[A:11
Ken Hyder
Ways video on Picture Music

SOUNDTRACK CITY

PANDIT TAM NARAYAN:
VOLUME 1
Ocora (CD) C 559060 (56m
.17s) ( Distributed by Harmonia
Mundi )
'Ille sarangi is a lovely instrument, abit like aviolin, but with
sympathetic strings which
vibrate freely. But it has been
downgraded in Indian music,
relegated to accompanying singers and, even in this role, being
edged out by the harmonium.
Just as Bismillah Khan elevated
the shenai in stature, Ram has
made the sarangi acceptable
through his solo playing. But this
musical snobbery shouldn't
make any difference to your
appreciation one way or
another. The Sarangi is capable
of a very N'ocal kind of expression, and is tremendously adaptable to any sensitivity in the
playing. Narayan has the
exquisite touch of the best
Indian musicians. Ile makes
78

that he would he a dangerous
man to meet in adark pantry. He
is in the grandly unstable tradition of American vocalists which
includes Captain Beetheart and
David Byrne. On tracks like ' Turpentine', ' Don't Look Back' and
'Nobody Knows', he measures
Out hysteria in proportion to
melody and makes Pere Ulm a
unique proposition. Elsewhere,
the band sound like apop group
with toothache, conscious of the
fact that they're different, but
incapable of proving it conclusively. Worlds In Collision is
still better than most, but it's not
as special as it could be. IA:21
Pete Clark
PHAROAH SANDERS: AFRICA
Timeless (CD) CDSJP 253
(57m 37s )( Distributed by New
Note )
If you remember John Coltrane's
Live in Seattle, with the young
Pharoah Sanders playing his

Pinnacle's latest label of
interest to soundtrack addicts
is Enteleky, and they're kicking
off with a pair of Jean Claude
Petit scores for a couple of
costume dramas employing
floppy hats and asword or four.
The Return Of The Three Musketeers was, unlike its predecessors, aflop ( and — tragically
— Roy Kinnear's last film) but
the Gerard Depardieu version
of Cyrano De Bergerac has the
critics' thumbs up.
On Varese Sarabande, it's
another mix of vintage and
current. The star item is Hitchcock's Torn Curtain, while a
pair of John Williams titles will
appeal for different reasons.
The Eiger Sanction is wayabove-average thriller muzak,
while Earthquake should sport
a warning for your woofers'
health. This has some seriously
deep bass, just to remind you
of the cinema experience;
audiophiles will adore it. The
new titles include the forthcoming Guilty By Suspicion, a
Robert De Niro vehicle about
the McCarthy Era, with music
by James Newton Howard, and
Class Action, a legal drama
starring Gene Hackman, with
music by the consistently brilliant James Homer.
A second worthy item for
Hitchcock fans is the CD of
Unicom-Kanchana's North By
Northwest — one of Bernard
Herrmann's finest scores.
EMI Studio's recent run of
'popular classics' by the Holly-

wood Bowl Symphony Orchestra includes The Movies Go To
The Hollywood Bowl, the type
of compilation beloved of
'Edam This one features
excerpts from Rozsa's King Of
Kings and El Cid. Telarc, meanwhile, has Bond And Beyond,
with the dependable Erich
Kunzel and the Cincinnati Pops
running through Goldfinger,
the themes from Rambo, Dick
Tracey, The Untouchables and
other shoot-'em-deads.
Few rock soundtracks have
turned up this month, but who
would want to have to tight
Elektra's The Doors down at
your local? This 14- track disc
features a mix of hits and I.P
tracks to avoid looking like a
mere 'greatest hits' repackage,
while a couple of non- Doors
cuts remind you that it accompanied the movie. Like the film,
it's not as bad as you might
have feared.
Editor Harris regards me as a
philistine for owning a TV, let
alone watching it, but it means
that Ididn't miss the genuinely
amazing documentary about
the US Civil War in the 1860s
on BB(:2, The Civil War. While
we've yet to see the UK release
of the soundtrack, Mercury has
chosen just the right moment
to reissue, in its legendary ' Living Presence' series, the two
disc Grammy- winning The
Civil War its Music and its
Sounds, by Frederick Fennell
and the Eastman Wind Ensemble,
Ken Kessler
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American, Springhousc seem
this album deserve. These are
very English and draw on numeraverage teenage songs wrapped
in a slick American packaging ous Brit post- punk influences.
that just doesn't wash. He has a The trouble is that most of them
did it better. Ican imagine that
truly great voice hut Ijust can't
in years to come people in New
seem to believe that he means it.
York will remember seeing
A very sad state of affairs. ( 11:31
Neville Farmer Springhouse in CBGlis and say to
each other fondly that things
ain't what they used to be. But I
SIMPLE MINDS: REAL LIFE

nternational. It has to he said
that many of the tunes sound
very similar to the Time On My
Hands pieces, and if you were to
choose between discs, I'd
recommend the previous one.
Still, this is mighty tine music.
[A* :
1/21
Ken Hyder
DEL SHANNON: ROCK ON!
Silvertone CD ORECD 514
(36m 29s)
This, Del Shannon's final gift to
the world, commences with
'Walk Away' rather than ' Runaway'. But in no way was the
man born Charles Wecdon Westover slowing up. Quite the contrary. Fact is he was singing more
ruggedly and with more authority than ever. An ideal frontman
for such as The Heartbreakers,
represented here by guitarist
Mike Campbell, along with Toni
Petty, he was no lost- in-the-'60s
recycler of former glories but a
contemporary artist, capable of
matching up to the Springsteens
of this world. The insert notes
reveal that it was Campbell and
Jeff Lynne who produced everything on display, piecing virtually the whole caboodle
together when Shannon was still
alive, merely adding the odd
slither of guitar, a few background vocals, and the strings on
'I Go To Pieces' in the ensuing
months. ' Del's parts were all on
the tape — ' he knew he'd made a
great album' we're informed.
NEWS & RE( ( MI) REVIEW

And he had, right from the gutsy
hut tender, falsetto- filled opening track through to the final,
whooping, Richard Greene
fiddle endowed and Belmont
Tench squeezebox sock-it- to-cm
cajun rock of ' Let's Dance'. Jammed between are cuts like Catlin' Out My Name' where El.()
meets the Brill Building songwise, and Lost In A Memory'
where the strums are anything
hut humdrum, all indicative that
for Shannon, Wilbury-to-he, life
was hardly nearing its end but,
rather, shaping up for a new
beginning. [
A:1 *1
Fred Dellar

Virgin V2660

won't. [8:21

Neville Farmer

It is a severely depleted Simple
Minds that faces us from the
back of the sleeve of Real Life, an
album that has seen big changes
for Glasgow's finest. Virgin were
obviously hanging a lot on this
album — they have even used it
to launch their pre-recorded
DAT catalogue, though my version is just on good old vinyl. But
Simple Minds do not seem destined to sell a vast number of
these despite the huge costs of
recording the album and the
massive marketing budget.
Whatever the sales potential,
Real Lije is adamned fine album
from a band who have turned
out some utter twaddle at times.
It is amature record, beautifully
recorded and well written. 1A:11
Nellie Farmer

PIERCE TURNER:
NOW IS HEAVEN
Beggars Banquet CD BEGA
117CD (45m 36s )

An Irishman in New York. And
one that has now fulfilled the
promise evident in his earlier
recordings. What Turner has
done here — with the aid of
arranger- producer and neargenius John Simon — is to provide a contemporary flavouring
to fare that is nearly as traditional as something Planxty
might have dreamt up in their
more romantic moments. It's a
hard trick to pull and one that
several other fellow Irish singersongwriters have tried but failed
to emulate. Though there are
several tracks here that could be
easily handed out as guidelines
to others — the opening 'ThunSPRINGHOUSE: LAND FALLS
derstorm' and ' Moonbeam
Caroline Records AVL CARCD
Josephine' are delectable
14 ( 40m 52s)
enough — the ploy works best on
It is unusual to find hammered 'Zero Here', a gorgeous, utterly
romantic slab of Celtic sound
dulcimer as a primary instrument in a pop band but Mitch devoted to aloser who has 'Got a
Friedland of Spring,house plays it chain but no dog/Got her shoes
'sounds like adoor bell to me — but no company'. And if are- run
Ed. But although the songs arc of ' Here Comes The Night'
pretty good on this album. the doesn't match up to Them's original, at least it has an identity of
hammered dulcimer is almost all
there is that is worth talking it's own thanks to Turner's rambling, poetic introduction. One of
about. ' Me songs arc melodic,
simple, pop tunes that neither the year's winners. 'Ibis year, any
A:11
Fred Dellar
irritate nor inspire. Although year. (

FEARGAL SHARKEY:
SONGS FROM THE MARDI
GRAS
Virgin CDV 2642 ( 49m 25s )
Sharkey's elevation ( if it can be
called that) from tatty kid in
jumble sale sweaters to smooth
balladeer never sat comfortably
with me. His mid- Eighties success might have been deserved
because he does have one of the
finest and most unusual voices
around. But somehow the passion seemed a little fake. Now
after a very long gap he comes
back with an album that proves
that the days of The Undertones
are wiped from his memory and
he is definitely a man of the
world — money- minded, starstruck and shallow. Songs From
The Mardi Gras is about as
intelligent atitle as the lyrics on
JULY 1991
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ACTIVE INGREDIENT: EXTRA
STRENGTH
Bainbridge BCD 2105
(52m 38s)
Ignore the puff on the sleeve,
which is supposed to distance
this from '... an abundance of
mindless Kenny G and David
Sanborn clones'. Active Ingredient makes Kenny G and Sanborn seem like James Brown.
[A*:4]
ALIAS: ALIAS
EMI EMC 3587
Alias, indeed: alias Bon Jovi, alias
Queen, alias any of a dozen
glossy stadium fillers. For all that,
the band is sharp and tight,
which makes up for a near- total
absence of originality. Par for
circa '
91 soft metal. [A:2131
ATTILA THE STOCKBROKER:
DONKEYS' YEARS
Musidisc 107892 (46m 15s )
Poetry of the street variety, a
prophet in oik's clothing. Too
easy to dump in the same pile as
Ivor Biggun, Attila deserves better. This is Brit Rap, addressing
some delicate issues with the
surgical precision of Stormin'
Norman. Not for the easily
offended. 1A/B:11
BALL, STREHLI, BARTON:
DREAMS COME TRUE
Antone's/Sonet ANT0014
(40m 23s)
Or Marcia Ball, Angela Strehli
and Lou Ann Barton, three of the
sassiest country/blues torch singers in the industry. And this
Austin, Texas, triumvirate
stomps hell out of the Dolly/
Linda/Emmylou equivalent,
going straight for the jugular by
way of the feet. The set is, quite
simply, the best straight rock'n'roll release not made in the
1950s, and this bunch could
teach a thing or three to the
Stray Cats. Pure bliss. [
A:11
CANVEY ISLAND ALLSTARS:
ESCAPE FROM OIL CITY
On The Beach FOAMCD 4
(43m 51s)
As with the British Invasion AllStars, another ' cult supergroup'
having afine, pubbish time. The
CIA features musicians culled
from the Kinks, the Damned, the
Flot Rods, Dr Feelgood and
others, with the island connection. They rock hard, mixing
R&I3 and psychedelia, and their
taste — 'Werewolves of London',
'7 And 7 Is', 'You're Gonna Miss
Me' — reveals deep knowledge of
garage band lore. An unalloyed
treat. 113:1]
JAMES CARR: TAKE ME TO
THE LIMIT
Ace CDCH 310(34m 59s)
The return of the soul cult figure
after a ten-year absence, wisely
avoiding a post-rap/house/
techno revamp ( unlike some we
could name). It's as if the Age of
Mellow Soul never ended, Carr
80

Caps/41es
doing it his way. And that means
a deep, rich voice, alternately
fttnIcy and smooth. If Carr were a
beverage, he'd be Jim Beam.
[A:11
EMPIRE BRASS 8c FRIENDS:
BRAGGEV' EV BRASS
Telarc CD-80249 ( 57m 17s)
Another sonic spectacular to add
to the pile of speaker busters in
your collection. Classics from
Ellington, Waller and other
greats, delivered with the kind of
punch associated with this label.
Musical worth? Editor Harris
would mutter something about
originals on 78s, but that misses
the point. Such releases have
nothing whatsoever to do with
the music, only sound. For some,
that's enough. [
A:2131
HILL AND WILTCHINSICY:
ROMANTIC GUITARS
Telstar TCD2479 ( 58m 26s)
Pure schmaltz, 20 saccharine
standards played on a pair of
acoustic guitars. Suitable for lifts,
tea shops and the background
music in afilm of aMills & Boon
novel. ' Lady In Red', 'Annie's
Song', ' If, ' Love Story' — stop!
You're torturing us! [A:5]
HUE & CRY: STARS CRASH
DOWN
Circa Records (advance
cassette)
Yet another stylish, diverse,
occasionally intense release
from one of the best blue-eyed
soul systems at work today. As if
to counter criticism, though,
Hue & Cry has gone even more
eclectic, and there's enough
country/folkie/jazzy flavouring
to suggest bet-hedging. But this
shouldn't obscure the fact that
Stars Crash Down is an
extremely good collection of
well-crafted songs. [
A:1]
EVAN JOHNS & HIS H-BOMBS:
ROCKIT FUEL ONLY!
Rykodisc/Hannibal ( 44m 49s)
Another sensational hard-ass
boogie blast from the man who
sounds like across between John
Fogerty and Root Boy Slim.
Whether or not this expands the
scope of beer- swilling party
music isn't the issue; the fact that
he still does it makes this a
worthy diversion. No nonsense,
just gut-crunching rock and roll,
positively nuclear. 1A/13:11
MEAN RED SPIDERS: DARK
HOURS
Gray Brothers Records
GBCD1 (42m 55s ) ( 90 St Johns
St, Bury St Edmunds IP33 IDQ)
Impressive debut for both the
band and the label, hard- rocking
British blues with aparty atmosphere not heard since the early
days of The Fabulous Thunderbirds, the Blues Band or even J
Geils' first release. Low-down
and dirty enough to suggest origins in East Detroit rather than
East Anglia. [
A/A*:11

MIRANDA SEX GARDEN:
MADRA
Mute Records
(Advance cassette)
Does the world need arevival in
the à cappella of the Dark Ages?
Madrigals courtesy of three
female vocalists with fine pipes
and no backing — it soon wears
thin, like listening to ' Orinico
Flow' on permanent repeat with
the instrumental backing
removed. Should do well with
the chewy-crunchies, though.
IA:1/2]

TEMPER TEMPER: TEMPER
TEMPER
Ten Records
(advance cassette)
Very slick dance music with
'listenability'. In other words, it
sounds like there are musicians
involved and the vocalist is no
mean talent. Punchy stuff not to
be confused with footstompers
generated wholly through sampling. [
A:2]

CHRISTY MOORE: SMOKE &
STRONG WHISKEY
Newberry CM-0002-2 ( 42m
10s) ( Dist by Pinnacle)
No more homogenized folk for
this man. We're talking ()irish
with avengeance, so rootsy that
you can't help but think potatoes, shamrocks and James
Joyce. Will this upset the path to
commercial/mass acceptance
which Moore seemed to be following? Probably. But then it
sounds like Moore couldn't give
a toss. [
A*:1*]

VARIOUS: GUITAR'S
PRACTICING MUSICIANS
Musidisc 106502 ( 52m 35s)
'If you liked Night Of The Living
Guitars...' Another fine showcase compilation featuring such
wizard pluckers as Leslie West,
Buck Dharma, Elliott Randall and
aslew of HM axe-wielders, with
wisely chosen material and the
kind of liner notes which answer
all the questions. And to think
that 30 years ago this sort of
inspiration would have come
from the Shadows... [
A:1/21

REDD }CROSS: THIRD EYE
Atlantic 7567-82148-2
(43m 15s)
Can't wait for the next Jellyfish
release? Third Eye should tide
you over nicely. Talk about Sixties kitsch — this IA trio is so
unashamed that the artwork
even features those 'wide-eyed'
waif paintings ( attired
psychedelically, of course). And
that tells you about the music, a
melange of Summer of Love
hooks and melodies which transcend fashion. If you're a space
cadet. Ambrosia for ageing and
would-be hippies. [
A:1**i

VARIOUS: THE SOUL MEN OF
DETROIT
Charly/Motorcity CDMOTCLP
58 ( 70m 32s; 70m 33s)
This ill-fated attempt at cashing
in on Motown connections turns
out to be the best pure soul
package of the last couple of
years. Motown's second string —
Chuck Jackson, Johnny Bristol,
Edwin Starr and others — sing
like they're facing their last
chances at success. The result is
36 immaculate tracks which
would restore their careers in a
less cynical market. Pure magic,
especially Starr's remake of
'Twenty Five Miles' and Richard
'Popcorn' Wylie's 'Ain't Too
Proud To Beg'. [
A/B:1/11

DIANNE REEVES: l
REMEMBER
Blue Note CDP 790264 2
(45m 34s)
Ms Reeves is stretching out,
ensuring that she doesn't get
stuck with areputation for retro
à la Harry Connick; this lady is
much more than a latter-day
Sarah or Dinah. Indeed, she's
weirding out along the lines of
stablemate McFerrin, showing
that there needn't be boundaries
even when the material is
sourced (ron Sondheim, Romberg/Hammerstein and Cole Porter. Standards de-standardized?
And why not? IA:11
GEORGE STRAIT: CHILL OF
AN F.ARLY FALL
MCA MCAD-10204 ( 31m 26s )
Currently the Country Music
Association's ' Entertainer of the
Year', Strait continues to make
few concessions to fashion. Hell,
he wants to travel backward,
given the inclusion of certain
hoary chestnuts in this set. Then
again, his version of ' Lovesick
Blues' is reason enough for
buying this rather stingy package. What the heck: just put it on

repeat and listen to it twice in a
row. [
A:1/1*]

THE WATCHMAN: ME
WATCHMAN
Hannibal HNCD 1362
(42m 32s)
Nothing whatsoever to do with
gloomy, post-holocaust comic
books, the watchman is a Dutch
guitarist of the Ry Cooder/Mark
Knoptler/Adrian Legg school — a
pluckin' purist. This is taking
root/folk music to another level,
one which the hardcore may not
like. But if you accept Richard
Thompson's electric forays,
you'll love this. IA:11
THE ZOMBIES: NEW WORLD
Essential/JSE/Castle ESSCD
131 (49m 10s)
Hot on the heels of Colin Blunstone's reappearance comes the
reformed Zombies, but the comeback isn't a batch of rerecordings. Instead, New World
— with all of the originals present
— features mainly new material.
And it shows that the band hasn't
lost its chops. The group which
gave us 'She's Not There' is back
from the dead. [A:11
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THE ANIMALS:
INSIDE LOOKING OUT— THE
1965-66 SESSIONS
Sequel NEX CD 153 ( 69m 30s )
ROADRUNNERS!
Raven/Topic RVCD-11
rim 38s )
Double delight from One of the
Blues Boom's most individual
bands. Sequel's features hard- tofind studio material plus the
band's rare, pre- fame EP. while
Raven's covers broadcasts and
live performances of even greater rarity. Perfect companions to
EMI's and See For Miles' recent
compilations. 1A/B:1/21 per.
BOBBY ' BLUE' BLAND:
THE 3D BLUES BOY
Ace CDCHD 302 (66m 34s )
Ask apurist to name the smoothest FMB vocalist of all time, and
the odds are you'll hear the
name ' Bobby Bland'. This fabulous Cl) adds an unreleased track
and an alternate version to the
1981 vinyl set, 25 of Bland's best
from 1952-59. Essential if you
adore classy vocals and the kind
of arrangements you just don't
hear anymore. [
A/H : 1 * 1
CAB CALLOWAY: HI-DE-HO
Parade/START PAR 2008
(58m 08s )
18 swinging gems from the
1930s' coolest dude. The subtitle says it all: ' Cab Calloway's
18- Lesson Course In Flamboyance With His Legendary
Orchestra From Harlem's Cotton
Club'. Whew. 1[1:11
GENE CLARK: ROADMASTER
Edsel ED CD 198 ( 40m Ils )
Dating from —12, this finds Clark
with the Byrds well behind him,
yet the set features ' She Don't
Care About Time' and other
touches to remind us of his
aviary past. Assorted Byrds and
Burritos provided the backing,
so consider this a ' must have' if
you're partial to the Children of
McGuinn. [
A:11
EDDIE COCHRAN:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 271
(43m 05s)
20 tracks, all memorable.
Cochran's brand of pioneering
rock'n'roll meant ' stripped to the
bone'; leaner material just
doesn't exist. His short career
yielded enough classics — 'Summertime Blues', ' 20 Flight Rock',
'C'mon Everybody' — to ensure
his place in the history books;
this is why. [
A:11
DEAF SCHOOL:
SECOND COMING
Demon FIEND CD 135
(52m 08s )
The lively late- 80s reunion from
a Liverpool band of the 70s.
Sharp stuff, embracing myriad
forms of rock'n'roll with not a
little Bonzo thrown in for fun.
Maybe they were just a bit too
bright... [
13:1/21
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DONOVAN: THE TRIP
EMI CDP 7958322 ( 78m 13s)
To follow all of those hits compilations and the BGO reissues,
here's amagnificent 2-4- track set
featuring rarities galore. Donovan released far more abroad
than here at home; The Trip
features material from his
psychedelic period which never
reached CK shops. Great liner
notes courtesy of Brian Hogg.
1A/13:1/21
JOHN FARNHAM: UNCOVERED
RCA/BMG ND 74742 ( 40m I5s )
Crisp, classy antipodean pop
with instant appeal for fans of
Crowded House school of songwriting. Features a knock-out
cover of the Beatles' Help' and a
bunch of originals which make
you wonder why Farnham's
stuck with cult status. [A/B:1/21
THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS:
FROM ANOTHER TIME
Magnum CDSD 072 (-s1m 02s )
Early- to- mid- 1970s Burritos,
with two of the original members. The 12 tracks include at
least five of the band's classics.
and the country quotient was as
high as ever. Far easier to accept
than the Curb- period masquerade, though purists will
argue that the band died with
Gram Parsons. [
A/B:1/2]
EMILE FORD & THE
CHECKMATES:
THE VERY BEST OF
See For Miles SEE CD 309
(68m 35s)
Ahead of his time, an underrated
talent — Ford scored anumber of
firsts and produced at least one
guaranteed classic. 'Ibis set kicks
off with his immortal ' What Do
You Want To Make Those Eyes
At Me For?', followed by 26
terrific performances covering
rock'n'roll to schmaltz. Record
industry politics deep-six'd his
career; consider us lucky that
these tracks have been set free.
[A/B:11
STEVE GOODMAN:
STEVE GOODMAN
Sequel NEM CD 606 (46m 49s )
SOMEBODY ELSE'S
TROUBLES
Sequel NEM CD 607 ( 38m 48s )
The singer/songwriter's first two
I.Ps, from 1971-2. Gentle,
friendly, country-ish stuff with
an endorsement from no less
than John Prine and backing by
way of Nashville's finest. Just in
case you've worn out your
Woody Guthrie collection. [A/
B:1/21 per.
THE GREAT SOCIETY:
LIVE AT THE MATRIX
Edsel ED CD 280 ( 67m )
ALEXANDER 'SKIP' SPENCE:
OAR
Edsel ED CD 282 (45m 21s)
Two for Airplane spotters. The
Great Society is Grace Slick
JULY 1991

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

before joining Kantner, Balin et
al, while Oar finds the former
Airplane/Moby Grape member
going solo. The first sounds like a
warm-up for what would follow,
while the latter is an amalgam of
what you could get away with on
the West Coast in the late 1960s.
113/C:1/2]; IA/B:1J

GRAM PARSONS/
INTERNATIONAL
SUBMARINE BAND:
SAFE AT HOME
Magnum CDSD 071 ( 26m 39s )
Early, pre-Byrds Parsons, and
country-ish as all get-out. Not a
minor masterpiece, but more
enjoyable than most pre- fame
resuscitations. A pleasant sur-

JIMI HENDRIX: FREE SPIRIT
Magnum CDTB 094 ( 29m 55s )
Recorded in 1966 just before
Hendrix formed the Experience,
when he was working with saxplayer Lonnie Youngblood.
While mainly of interest to completists, this Cl) shows the man
about to take the world by
storm. [
B/C:1/21

prise for those who never
expected it to reach CD. [
B:21

JESSE HILL:
Y'ALL READY NOW?...PLUS
Charly CD CHARLY 262
(61m 29s)
Charly's earlier set, expanded by
eight tracks on CD. Scorching
New Orleans R&B, Hill's finest
moment being the oft- covered
stomper, ' Ooh Poo Pah Doo'.
Part of the label's ' New Orleans
Heritage' series, a must for
devotees of the genre. [
B:1/21
MARIO LANZA: BE MY LOVE
RCA GD60720 ( 70m 06s )
Before Placido and Luciano, the
most important opera- to-pop
crossover was the legendary
Mario Lanza. If you like the rich
and fruity, glass- shattering
approach to songs like ' Danny
Boy', look no further. [
11:11
MELANIE: THE BEST OF
Music Club MCCD 011 (66m)
18 tracks from a sorelyunderrated songstress, unfairly
judged by the noxious ' Brand
New Key'. A unique voice, some
classic material — all yours for
under six quid. [
A/B:1/21
THE METERS:
FUNKY MIRACLE
Charly CD NEV 2 ( 55m 54s;
51m 24s)
GOOD OLD FUNKY MUSIC
Special Delivery SPDCD 1039
(39m ils)
With the Nevilles enjoying star
status, material from their
offshoot band is creeping out of
the vaults. Charly's set contains
38 tracks recorded for Josie during 1969-72; Special Delivery's
11 tracks date from 1968 to the
mid- 1970s, the band's entire
career. There's no overlap; you'll
want both once you taste the
finest, funkiest instrumental
band New Orleans has yet to
produce. [
A/B:11 per.
THE MOVE: THE BEST OF
Music Club MCCD 009
(65m 21s)
Nifty £5.99, 18- track set giving
you all of the hits and more.
Truly great late 1960s Britpop —
punchy, hook- laden and witty,
right down to the aptly- named
'Brontosaurus'. [
A/B:1]

PILOT: THE BEST OF
C5 Records C5CD 563
(45m 37s)
Another of those superlative pop
bands unlucky enough to have
existed during the heyday of
punk. Light, breezy, hook- laden
gems; ignore the classifying of
this band with no- talents like the
Bay City Rollers. This outfit was
closer to lOcc than many' would
admit at the time. [
A/B:1/21
THE RASCALS: IN RETROSPECT
Raven/Topic RVLP 1015
It took an Australian label to
produce the best-yet compilation covering one of America's
finest '60s hands. 'lbey added
guts to blue-eyed soul, produced
hooks which could land awhale
and made the peace'n'Iove genre
tolerable. Superlative notes from
Glenn Baker, a decent discography — buy it. [
A/B:11
THE SAINTS: SCARCE SAINTS
Raven/Topic RVCD-04 ( 7-4m
4-1s)
10 rare studio tracks and 10 live
tracks from Australia's most cultish of hard- rocking bands. Punk'),
yes, but the choice of covers
makes them seem more like the
Flamin' Groovies than the Buzzcocks. [
B/C:1/21
SANDIE SHAW:
GIRL DONT COME
Raven/Topic RVLP 1028
The best Shaw compilation yet:
26 tracks from 1964-69, featuring all the hits. Gorgeous pop, a
time warp which trendies reenter periodically. A unique
voice, on a par with Dionne
Warwick. [
A/B:11
STEELY DAN: GAUCHO
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 545
(38m 19s)
The second gold ' Dan CD from
MFS1, and the transfer is
gorgeous. One of the most sophisticated in the band's catalogue,
Gaucho's jazz- tinged pop still
amazes 11 years on. ' Babylon
Sisters', ' Hey Nineteen' — a masterpiece. [A*:11
THIN LIZZY: DEDICATION
Vertigo ( 74m 48s)
Well- conceived 18- track ' best
of, as much a memorial to
Eynon as to the band, with all
the hits presented chronologically. Gripping, intelligent hard
rock, devoid of pretence, from a
band which always featured sensational guitarists. [A/13:11
81
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IS WRONG,

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.75
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CATALOGUE OF OVER 5000 CD'S
AVAILABLE — PRICE £2
FOR DETAILS TELEPHONE.
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lOrringt on Place.

Mail Order Specialists in
Jazz, Blues, Big Bands, R&B, Latin American.
British Dance Bands, Stage, Screen, Nostalgia. etc.
Large stocks of CDs. LPs.
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d‘ertising. Practier.

London Mt: 11.: 711N.

ASA

Tapes, Books and Videos
VISA
Many second-hand and out-of -print LPs
Callers welcome by appointment
GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE,
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477
Free Lists.
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
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PAUL GREEN
HI - FI LIMITED
at HARPER FURNISHINGS (Customers Car Park)
B&W Loudspeakers • Nakamichi A&R • Quad • Musical Fidelity •
Speisdor • Rogers Kreil • Audio Research • Kef • TDL • Meridian •
Technics • Sony • Awa • Yamaha • Arcam • Creek
and many many more

Closed Mondays
(Customers Car Park)

Kensington Showrooms:
London Road, Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

c

NI

BRIDGES

11

IR

CUMBRIA

iehn/ne

Carr,

eJ

(Audio Consultants)

Why not visit us tor what could be aunrque experrence in buying real value- tor- money
sound reproducing egurpment? We offer achance to hear " the closest approach to ht
ongmal sound" In wondertul surroundings In the Lakes Mnly / miles from lunchon 40 on
Demonstratron by mutual »Pommel ut

QUAD — ATC MONITORS— REVOX — CASTLE
DENON, LINN PRODUCTS, REGA RESEARCH, NAIM AUDIO
CREEK, MISSION, ARCAM, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA
NAKAMICHI, CASTLE ACOUSTICS JPW
rel,11

Hear these combined in the Revox Multi Room System Including UM ESL 63s and RTC
SCAI 20s Back-up demonstratrons in your own home can be arranged anywhere in North
England and Scotland We also otter 68,6 holiday accommodation tor prospective
customers and tor those who lust want to hsten to musIcI
We are also agents for. KARAM/ - SONY - SUCDEN - SUMO SPENDOR - TOWNSHEND
ROCK REFERENCE - FURUKillt CABLE PRIMARE NAKAMICHI REM KEF the NEW AV
INTERNATIONAL AMPLIFIERS ( CDs available)

creihr

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

(
0223)
60442

BERKSHIRE
CHESHIRE

()Wets from law Bewley, Farr Place, Watemullock-on.1.11Iswater, Pennth. Cumbrra CAll
RR ( we are 200yds past Waterrndlock Church) Phone 07684 86235

DERBYSHIRE

Active Audio

ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS. CELESTION, CYRUS,
DENON, KEF- REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ,
Arcam, Audio Lab, Aiwa,
Beyer„Creek, Celestion,
Exposure, Fins:sea, Linn Products,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Proac, Quad, Radford,
Rega, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd,
Semheiser, S.M.E, Sony, Stax.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009
FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN
NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *

NAKAMICHI. PIONEER, REVOLVER,
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN. ROGERS,
ROTEL. TANNOY, ETC, ETC
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.

Ennui

Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot, Derby.

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Tel (0332) 380385/335185

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

Closed Wednesday.

/evil

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO
STUDER - REVOX
SALES - SERVICE - SPARES

THE

Revox
Revox B242

ASTON AUDIO

GA
BUCKINGHAMSHIRES PREMIER

‘11177#

MUSICAL
EVENING

B & W SPEAKERS

Hl- FI DEALER
ARCAM . DENON . LINN PRODUCTS
NAIM AUDIO . MERIDIAN . ROTEL
YAMAHA . NAD . QUAD . TRIPOD

DM 600 SERIES & 805 MATRIX
NAKAMICHI
MUSIC BANK SYSTEM

DAT MACHINE

NAKAMICHI . REGA . CREEK. EPOS

THE STANNEYLANDS HOTEL,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE.

MORDAUNT SHORT. CELESTION

WEDNESDAY 24th JULY 1991
8.30pm

65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM
4 WEST

STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE,

CHESHIRE

£950.00
£850.00
£1,100.00
£850.00
£700.00
f970.00
£800.00

Stereo
Cassette
Two Track

Studer A62
Revox HOne
Revox A700
Revox G36
Revox B126

£500.00
£650.00
£1,400.00
£1,100.00

Two Track

Revox PR99
Revox B2605
Revox HSix

CD Player
On Trolley
Tuner
Tuner

£900.00

ALL PRICES PLUS VA T.
FULL REVOX RANGE INC. H SERIES POA
WE WILL SERVICE ANY REVOX PRODUCT,
INCLUDING 36 SERIES TAPE MACHINES.
PLEASE CALL 0246 — 275479
FAX 0246— 550421

Aylesbury Ili-Fidelity

D

THE real Hl Ft specialists in Buckinglramshire
Allston. Arcam. AKO. Alphason, Audio Technica. ADC. AR.
Beyer. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Dual. Exposure. Goklring
Goodmans. Grado. Gyrodek. Fleco. Heybrook. Harmon Kardon.
KEF. Line. Monitor Audio. Moth. Michell. Manna. Musical Fidelity
hlorrdaunt-Short. Marantz. Monster. Nagaoka. NAD. NVA.
Ortolan. Proton. QED. Radford. Rate. Roksan. Rotel. Royd.
Rogers. Renos. Revolver. Ruark. Sennheiser. SME. Something
Solid. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teac. Thorens.
Walker. Wharfedale. Yamaha.
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am -6pm. Monday-Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
meld v..rd as jiffies ... labia

FLY

£750.00

Power Amp
HS, Used
Cassette
Valve

Studer C37

TEL: 0825 582704

0494 31682 / 464670

I
ll IT NENX'S & RE(.()01) REVIEW

Revox 1377
Revox B215

Power Cube

I4/9 I

St Ann's Parade, Wilmslow,
Cheshire
Tel: (0625) 526213
ALSO:
Swift Fidelity
12 Chapel Street, Cheadle, Cheshire
Tel: 061-428 7222
Arcam, Audio Lab, Castle, Cambridge, Denon, Cyrus,
Celestion, Kenwood, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mission,
NAD, Pioneer, Tannoy, Rotel, Technics, Wharfdale
2YEAR GUARANTEE AND FREE EASY PARKING

o

E

Dorchester Hi Fi Ltd
Hear, Here!
On Demonstration in Dorset
The Solen Tiger and
The Acoustat Spectra II

17 Durngate Street,

Dorchester,

Dorset DT1 1JP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.
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CLONFY
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
1Nakamichi,

Arcam, Croft, Rogers, Audio
Research, Magnaplanar, Classé.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

/11-" Fil

audio

• A & R Cambridge
• Ariston al Castle

IN HEREFORD

• Celestion • Creek
• Denon • Dual

..tudio I
titilO ill jitiin,(eles • , Creek,

• Foundation U Harwood

Cyrus, Defter, Denim, Dual, Ileybrook, JPV1,
Marantz, Micromega, Mission, Moth, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Nakainichi, Pink Triangle,
Rogers, Rietel, Ruark, Systenidek, 'latinos
Free installations; Credit Facilities; tiers ice Dept.

Mon- Sat 10-6
95, Whilecross Road, Hereford (
0432) 355081

ESSEX

IR

11FRTFORDSHIRL

• Marantz • Monitor Audio U Mordaunt-Short

• Pioneer• Philips CD • Quad U Rogers
la Rotel • Revox • Sennheiser
Sony
• SpendorU Tannoy • Technics • Thorens
• Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone (
02572) 71935

.sounds
outstanding
ADC • AXAI • ARCAM* • BANC; & OLUFSEN CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO' • DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN MORDAUNT-SHORT MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER
QUAD'
RUARK
SONY • YAMAHA
•
Epping
Seltron VV.elden only
148 ( 11(•11 STRIE) EPPING ESSEX TEl 10178174,42
26 KIN), STREET SAFFRON WALDEN• ESSEX• TEE 10799121728
70 SOUTI 1STRE I BISHOP'S STORTFORD 11FRTS TEE 102791 65640 I

GREATER

1.0N1)()N

Fed up with ' Top- End Hype
and the sound of CDs?
contact-

Quality
is not expensive
it's Priceless

LONDON
DOUG BRADY
HI-FI

Linn, Naim, Meridian, Quad, Rego,
Arcam, Sony, Denon, Rotel, Mission,
Audiolab, ProAc, Acoustic Energy,
Monitor Audio, Deltec, Roksan etc etc . .

THE AUDIO FILE
27 Hockerill St
Bishops Stortford
Hells 0279 506376

E

•1.1010
AS ASSOCIA / AA.

Er1
-1
1M-I
TIM ULTIMATE IN
SOLAD ADVICE

18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD •CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON • D&M • ROKSAN•DELTEC
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

N

"The Cartridge Man "
It doesn't have to cost an itnn
and a leg to get the best - listen
to my Koet su and -Decca eater.
Also agents for Croft

G 12

FOR QUALITY HI-FI
OTONBRI
r
•
DGE
'. 1[) ,'Jet,' CONSULTANTS

Sugden,

Thorens ei Pent tehord Spea kers.

31 High Street, Tunbridge Wells,

081-688 6565

Telephone (0892 ) 24677

A T

1Z

Kent TN1 1XL

MANCHU:ST E. 12

EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER
WANTED IN AGOOD HI-FI STORE

Come to our office in Hartley

JULY is MUSICAL FIDELITY month in London
and at most stores. Special displays and
demonstrations. Plus the latest information
and some exclusive Super Deals.

ON DEM, Pink Triangle, Ortofon,

Tel. Enquiries to ( 071) 580 3535

LINN, NAIM, CREEK,
YAMAHA, MORDAUNTSHORT, A&R DUAL,
REGA, NAD, JPW and
many more. .
12 SHAW ROAD,
OLDHAM

Audio Technica, S.M.E., Moth, Croft,
Radford Valve Amps, Mordaunt Short,

LONDON -227 Tottenham Court Rd - BIRMINGHAM

e 061-633 2602

"All Mail Order"

AUDIO COUNCIL
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

MARPAUL HI-FI

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION CONTACT
081-686 2599 EXT. 447

GLASGOW - LEAMINGTON - BELFAST - BRADFORD

Monitor Audio, SD Acoustics, Radford
CD, Audioquest. Cables made to order.
"Come listen to the NEW
TVA50 Mentmore Valve Amp"
Replacement valve service.
Home Dem's + Many more.

SI

EXPERIENCE
BA DA
MEMBER

Access/Barclay/Amex.
Phone 04747 3098.
3A The Parade, Ash Road, Hartley,
Dartford, Kent DA3 8HE.

ANALOG AUDIO
(tli-F1 Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for (:elestion, i)enon, Dual, Marx1U,
NAD, Ookyo, Pioneer, Proton, Kole:, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.
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Situated near the country town of Wymondham close to the
All and A140, get away from pressure and bustle.
Relax amongst Norfolk's countryside and enjoy some of the
world's finest audio equipment.
AUDIO INNOVATIONS • ACOUSTAT • ATC • T.D.L.
BASIS • DELTEC • SOLEN • VOYD • AVALON
REFERENCE IMPORT'S • SPECIALIST
MFA, NRG & CHORD AMPLIFIERS
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS & ENSEMBLE SPEAKERS
COGAN HALL CABLES
Demonstrations are our pleasure, here or in your home
Home Trio! •
Full Installation
The Professional Approach to High-End Audio

QUALITY DEMONSTRATIONS
QUALITY SERVICE
QUALITY PRODUCTS
INCLUDING: LINN, NAIM, QUAD, MERIDIAN,
REGA, MISSION, CYRUS, KEF, CREEK, BOYD,
EPOS, NAKAMICHI, YAMAHA, PHILIPS, NAD
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, SONUS, FABER AND
BANG & OLUFSEN

79/81 Fairfax Road, Swiss rottage,
London NW6 4CIV
Telephone: 071-624 8855

Please ring Keith Jordan, 0953 789562 ANYTIME.

UDIOY ENUE

NORTHANTS

Classical Sounds

BIM AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787
SALE OF EX DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT.
RING FOR DETAILS
Stockists of: Linn HiFi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, Archidec.
BLQ, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Marantz. Mana Acoustics.
Monitor Audio etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Interest Free & Various Credit
Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-5.30pm
Closed all day Wednesday
ETÀ-17,
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REVOLVER • CREEK • Arterny
CREDIT AVAILABLE
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

"Musical
FART EXCHANGE

EZE31

LESE

X

The Finest Hi Fi
Shop in Middlesex

o

pproacb

Specialists in Audio equipment & Recorded music.
Audi, equipment - stodusts of Musical Fetesty, Quad. Hotel.
QED. Spendor. TDL, Nakamicts. Celestion, Dual. B&W, MorclauntShort. Rogers, Philips. Aura. Sennheiser
we mete you to Mien BEFORE YOU BUY for nor, Audio
and Recorded music
The Largest selection of CDs & cassettes in Northants
WATUNG COURT, 84E WATUNG ST EAST, TOWCESTER.
NORTHANTS NNI2 7BS. TELEPHONE (6327) 359588

OXFORDSHIRE
0

0922 57926
311111

50555

on

• Friendly knowledgeable staff

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS

Telephone:081 - 863 0938

MAI tlzr.'er

meridian
mission cyrus

denon

mordaunt-shon

dual

naim audio

epos

quad

heybrook

rold

iow

yamaha
MOM

and 2gear guarantee

STAFFORDSHIRE

Active Audio

ARCAM. AUDIO INNOVATIONS
SSTION. CYRUS.
DENON. KEF• REF ERENCE. MERIDIAN. MARANTZ.
NAKAMICHI, PIONEER. REVOLVER.
RAYMOUND LUMLEY. ROKSAN, ROGERS.
ROTEL. TANNOY, ETC, ETC

Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex

â

guarani/

audiolab

demonstram

081-686 2599 EXT. 447

L

lins product ,

acoustic energ

3church Lanc, Banhuty, () mu
(0295) 272158

SECTION CONTACT

B .
"h

re

tt

arcam

• Excellent Listening Facilities
• Expert impartial advice

27

t

creek

37 HIGH ST. ALDRIDGE

1

• Impressive Range of Equipment

clef

BIRMINGHAM

NORTHWOOD
AUDIO

FULL DEMONSTRATION
AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.

Active Audio
95 Stafford Street
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: (0782) 214994

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
PRIVATE
CAR PARK AT REAR

E`EOLYER • CREEN • ARE$E0rd,

yse
CREDIT AVAILABLE

4%

,

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

Hi-Fi ,Speci(ilist

A
,,

Stockists of: Aiwa, Audio Innovations, Castle
Acoustics, Cambridge Audio, Dual, Exposure,
Heco, Luxman, Marantz, Musical Fidelity,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Nad,
Pink Triangle, Proton, Revolver, Rotel, Rogers,
Tannoy, TDL, Trac, Thorens, Wharfedalr.

126 Pinner Road, Nr. Ironbridge,
Northwood, Middlesex.
Tel: 09274-20877
Open 9-6 Mon. to Sat.
Separate demonstration room.
Credit facilities, Access 8z Visa.

ROW. MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION. REG& DUAL, ROTEL.
nix's. CREEK. NAKAMICHI, DENON. - MARANTZ.
REVOX. QUAD
94 BRISTOL ST,. BIRMINGHAM
692 1359. TUE -SAT 10am-6pm

PART EXCHANGE

siusical
pproacb
UNIT 7, WOODINGS YARD
BAILEY ST STAFFORD
0785 55154
15
3.1 310K ,A0/414,
11.•'' Be
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
STAFFORDSHIRE

SUSSEX

Active Audio

eYt1e)Jex due&
MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS

ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS. CELESTION CYRUS
DENON. KEF, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ.
NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, REVOLVER,
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN. ROGERS,
ROTEL. TANNOY. ETC. ETC

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIF
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS,

EXPOSURE MANTCORE ROKSAN
AR NAD CAMBRIDGE • B&W ONIX •
MONITOR AUDIO • TANNOY NAKAMICHI •
DENON .RUARK • PIONEER • AURA DUAL
•PHILIPS • CELESTION •

Active Audio

163-165 CHURCH ROAD,

29 Market Street,

BURGESS HILL WEST SUSSEX

=11

Tamworth, Staffs.

SUSSEX

11-11C1-1IF. LIEILITY
Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 I
SJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

u ( 0444) 242336

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Tel (0827) 53355.

WEST

VISA

HIFI MARKETS

YORKSHIRE

SURREY
We are probably the only specialist HI-FI Dealers who record
as well as listen to line musk. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers:

TO ADVERTISE IN

Audio Innovations. Audlon, Audionote, Beyer, Decca, Denon.
Goldring, Helios. Iecklin Float. IPW. IBL. Matant,. Nagaoka.
Nakamichi, Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Pirates. OED, Reference.

THIS SECTION
CONTACT ON
081-686 2599 EXT. 447

Revoit. Rotel. The Rock. Se nnheiser. Snell. Sony. Sugden.
Systemdek. Target. Tear. Valdi. Voyd . Yamaha etc
SECOND HAND EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

New. second hand records & VPI Cleaning Service
available.

QUCTilD

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50— 5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY

ceîââ

Tel: ( 0252) 714555

Monday to Saturday tlam - 6pm

:Ir

Demonstrations by Appointment Closed Tuesday

Roksan, Musical Fidelity, Marantz, JPW.

Bryston, Yamaha, Acoustic Energy, JBL,
Tannoy, Monitor Audio, Harman Kardon,
Castle. Onix, Epos. Rotel
and other One equipment

URREY HIFI
SPECIALIST HI-FI OUTLET
DEMONSTRATION ROOM - PARKING

•CHORD • MARANTZ •
ACOUSTAT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
•MICHELL • TDL • TANNOY •
RADFORD • KELVIN LABS • ROTEL •
'REFERENCE IMPORTS DEALER'
Just 2 minutes off Junc. 6 M25, (A25)

'/4e poke/Ye/eft;
Comfortable Demo Room

Knowledgeable and friendly staff

Late net Wednesday - 8pm

E:34
(
154tt, &0

?
Ltd.

LASER DISC SPECIALIST
PAL ( DIGITAL & ANALOG) & N.Y.S.C.
LASER DISCS STOCKED
PHONE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

FDEALER1

r---

MAIL ORDER THROUGHOUT UK & EUROPE.
STOCKISTS OF PIONEER CLD 1450 & 1200

Adds

LASER DISC PLAYERS. QUALITY SURROUND
SOUND AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT &
AWARD WINNING HI-FI.

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX

Bowers
&Wilkins
69 London Road
Bnghton
0273 609431

4Albert Parade
Green Street,
Eastbourne
0323 31336

Excellent Listening Facilities
LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8 PM

86

29 London Road
Patsmoutti
0705 663604

e-e
M
CLOSED MONDAYS

FFonci

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE VVF 10 5BS
Tel (0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Closed Mondays

45 High St, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

SONY.

f

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

66 Upper North Street Brighton
Telephone 0273 775978

GODSTONE 0883 744755
SUSSEX

cEle WILEY

WORTHING
LIMEHAMPTON ROAD
WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX
TEL. (0903) 64141

Tel ( 0323) 640911

SOUND
>ADVICE
INSTALLATION
>AFTERCARE

TO
ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT
081-686 2599
EXT. 447
hIEl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 55p per word (private), minimum £ 14.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 66p per word, minimum £ 18.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in September issue must reach
these offices by 15th July 1991 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR

SALE- Private

MAGNEPLANAR MGI IA 6 months old, boxed,
mint, £ 1400 + Kimbcr 8TC speaker cables 8 mtr. Will
P/cxe for Sonus Fabers. Tel: 081-502 0043/(0831)
588557. ( G)
BEARD P35 MKII £495, C35MKII £275, Snell Type JII
(walnut) with Pirate stands £650, both as new. Tel:
071-794 7084 (daytime) 071-371 0069 ( weekends)
(Dak). ( G)
CUSTOM BUILT TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS, MDF cabinet, quality drive units, spiked stands,
gloss black finish, black cloth grille, four months old,
£395 o.n.o. Tel: ((1225) 708979 ( W.Wilts). ( G)
LINN SONDEK LP12 Valhalla, Linn Basik Plus and
Ortofon VMS 30 MKII, mint condition, with Target
wallstand £455. Tel: (0269) 870241. ( G)
SONY 1000 ESD digital pre-amp incorporating Dolby
pro logic etc. Half price £350. Sony CD790 one bit CD
player £ 100. Sony AV 320R Receiver £ 125. Or Bargain! All three units £450. Tel: evenings only before
nine. 071-381 4283. ( G)
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK2. Superb sound £ 1450.
Tel: (06333) 60083. ( G)
AKAI GX220D STEREO TAPE DECK. Akai AA-8500
stereo tuner amplifier. Akai GXC 40D cassette deck.
Akai 2 speakers SW.155. Dual 701 turntable. Any
sensible offer. All very good condition. Bulk purchase
preferred. V. Ford. Tel: (0245) 320626. ( G)
KRELL KSL pre-amp including phonoboard. KST 100
power amp £2100 together. TVA1X power amp.
Serviced, new valves £500. Digilog mint £ 150. Tel: day
071-377 9945. ( G)
DENON DCD-I560 CD Player. As new. Guaranteed.
Boxed £380 (£600). SAE 24/2400 power amplifier. 200
watts. Meters. Variable sensitivities £380. Quad 50-E
monobloc amplifers. Balanced/unbalanced. Rare £ 180.
Quad 33 pre-amp £85. Tel: 071-289 3691. ( G)
REGA PLANAR 3 with A & R P77 cartridge. Good
condition, bargain at only £95. Ring Nick on (0753)
72174. ( G)
REVOX GM FOUR TRACK 71
2 /3 3
/
4 .
/
Low use since full
Revox mechanical and electrical check Aug. 1989. New
heads. Capstan shaft and bering. Bias set XLI. Invoice
available. Including 30 x 10 1
/ reels tape. Going DAT.
2
Best offer secures ( Lancaster) (0524) 63006 day. ( G)
TANDBERG TD20A Studio Recorder. Home use only.
Half track 71
//15. I.R.Remote. Variable bias. Full
2
technical manual including 30 x 10 1
2 inch reels tape.
/
Going D.A.T. Best offer secures ( Lancaster) (0524)
63006 day. ( G)
VALVE SOUND? Go all the way: - Leak stereo valve
Troughline tuner, fully restored by qualified engineer
to orig. spec. May '89 written report. Best offer secures
(Lancaster) (0524) 63006 day. (G)
LINN SONDEK LPI2 Ittok arm + Troika cartridge all vgc, new bearing etc. £800 secures. Tel: (0444)
242797. ( Sussex) ( G)
RADFORD PRE-AMP SC22 power amp series 3 FM
Tuner. Needs servicing. £350. Thorens TD150/II
Turntable £50. Wharfdale Dovedalc III Speakers £50.
Tel: 071-485 8862. ( G)
APOGEE DUETTA TWOS grey £ 1250 o.n.o. Meridian
101 pre-amp £75. Target large, three shelf turntable
stand £60. Origin Live wall mounted turntable shelf
Super £35. 4 x 2.5 meter Kimber 4TC speaker cable
£75. 071-385 9049. ( G)
REVOX GM, Classic reel-to-reel tape recorder. Fully
rebuilt with new tape heads and much more. 7.5 IPS,
easy mod to high speed. offers to (0453) 828925/765682.
(G)
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FOR

SALE- Private

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA II, Imonth old, £720 o.n.o.
Musical Fidelity MC4, Target HJ15/3 stands £325
o.n.o. Richard (0865) 513872. ( G)
MERIDIAN 208 CD and pre-amp, 209 remote - offers
around £ 1100. Deltec black slink Goretex cable £20/m
unterminated: Biamp cable £30. Tel: Leeds (0532)
740300 evenings. (G)
CROFT OTL3 STEREO POWER AMP. As new £675.
((121-742) 7570 evenings. Ask for Mike. ( G)
MITCHELL GYRODECK, Moth arm, Empire
MC1000 cartridge, occasional use £500 ovno. Tel:
(0925) 35159 evenings. ( G)
IMF TLS8011s transmission line speakers in walnut on
spiked stands. Nearest current equivalent TDL monitors. With original boxes, demo essential. £495 o.n.o.
Tel: Hull (0482) 77057. (G)
KRELL KSA 50 MKII £1050. Audio Research SP8
MKII £850. Both absolutely mint, boxed, little used.
Cclestion SL600 with stands, mint, £390. Offers considered. Tel: (0273) 464449 evenings. ( G)
REGA RB300 VAN DEN HUL rewired Audio Technica
phono cartridge ATF5. Little used. £ 160 together or
sell separate. Tel: 081-478 4357. ( G)
REVOX GM ( recent £350 service by Kerr-McCosh)
plus approx. 15 10 1
/
2 inch reels, £375 o.n.o. Tel:
041-638 3061 (Glasgow). ( G)
YAMAHA DSP E300 surround sound processor with
Dolby pro-logic. Almost new, boxed, £320 with 18
month guarantee. Mordaunt Short 3.10 speakers £60.
Tel: 041-639 5815. ( G)
B & 0 5005 STACK SYSTEM, includes turntable,
receiver, cassette deck. RL60 speakers, 2remotes, and
matching cabinet. Rarely played. £749 o.n.o. (0276)
51704 or (0836) 272877. (G)
ROKSAN XERXES ARTEMIZ £650. Audio Technica
0C9 £200. SD Acoustics OBS £550. Michell ISO £350.
Marantz CD6OSE £225. Tel: 081-994 9991. ( G)
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 1100 LOUDSPEAKERS
Finished in light oak with cream grilles. These speakers
are three months old in mint condition and boxed
£1,025 ono. Tel: (0737) 645753 Redhill. ( G)
VERY RARE CONRAD JOHNSON "Motif' amplifiers. Full B1 amp set up. 2xMS HX) + MC9 line driver.
As new £4250 ono. Over £8000 new. Tel: (0634) 201872
after 7pm. ( G)
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVT MKII £530 o.n.o. Proac
super tablette with Target HJ/20T stands v.g.c. £250.
All equipment boxed, can demonstrate. Tel: Paul
081-390 9889 evenings. (G)
MERIDIAN MI00 ACTIVE SPEAKERS new August
1990. Totally unmarked condition, complete with all
boxes, leads and manuals. £ 1750 o.n.o. Tel: (0653)
697268 anytime. (G)
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE SME.5 Koetsu
Urushi £2995. Audio Research SP14 £ 1600. Audio
Research D.125 £ 1995. Nakamichi CR7 £900 MAGNEPLANAR M.G.II IA £1250. All under one year old,
will p/cx. Tel: 081-502 0043/(0831) 588557. (G)
QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS, pre-amp, almost new
condition, serviced, superb, £270. Can dispatch. Pair
Lowther super Acoustas ( twin drive units, double
horn) £ 160. (0364) 72153 anytime. ( G)
ALPHASON SONATA with Alphason arm and Atlas
power supply. Worth £ 1660 sell £ 1000. Audioplan
Kontra Punkt Loudspeakers ( with fully matched wood
veneer stands) worth £ 1300 sell £695. Tel: (0532)
602416 evenings. (G)
ROKSAN XERXES (
piano black lacquer) with eminent
technology air bearing tonearm and vd Hul Grasshopper cartridge. Worth £3600 sell £2300 will separate all
boxed, in excellent condition. Tel: (0532) 602416
evenings. (G)

FOR

SALE- Private

BOSE 901 IV complete with equaliser and own stands.
Walnut veneer. Boxed excellent condition. Unlimited
power handling. Will demonstrate £900 o.n.o. 071-828
4755 evenings. (G)
ACTIVE CROSSOVER FOR SUBWOOFERS. High
quality, low noise, two models, one for stereo bass
amplifier, one for monoblock. From £ 150 including
VAT. Pcntachord Loudspeakers, 49 Rusholme Road,
London SW15 3LF. Tel: 081-788 2228. ( X)
MICROMEGA TRIO worth £4000. Will sell for £2995.
Also Roksan Xerxes (piano black lacquer) with E.T.
airbearing tonearm and Vd Hul Grasshopper cartrdgc.
Worth £3600 will sell for £2200. Will separate. Tel:
(0532) 602416 evenings. ( G)
DUE TO BEREAVEMENT - JA DIS JA 80 MONOBLOCKS £3500 pair. Jadis JPL line preamp £ 1999.
Counterpoint SA9 phono equaliser used 2 hrs only
£2800. Sonus Faber Amator Speakers, Jadis AEI
stands £ 1600. Goldmund ST4 with 80th anniversary
cartridge £3400. Tel: (0737) 373096. ( G)

FOR

SALE- Trade

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 and D-70 MkII, both as
new, bargain at £ 1800 the pair, or will split; Classé
DR-5 and DR-8, guaranteed, as new, £3000 the pair
(save nearly £2000 on new price) or will split; Goldmund ST-4, perfect, £2900; Magneplanar MG- 111a, as
new, £ 1650; Apogee Centaurus, as new, hardly used,
£1200; Goldmund Mimsesis 3, perfect, beautiful sound,
build and reliability, £2450; used but excellent Koetsu
Red Signatures at very tempting prices. Pinewood
Music, Tel: (0460) 54322. ( G)
MARTIN COLLOMS is reorganizing his laboratory
and is selling the following: Goldlinc 1
/ octave real time
2
LED spectrum analyser with generator and printer
interface plus multiple average, £850 + VAT. Aim
Electronics LDO, digitally programmable, GPIB, £850
+ VAT. Time Electronics 9812 GPIB controlled 24
way switchbox £650 + VAT. Hewlett Packard 9816s
GPIS computer complete with HP vector plotter, £995
+ VAT. Tandy 102 notebook computer with w.p. chip
etc. £ 120 + VAT. Nicolet 444B, 100kHz Fourier
spectrum analyser log/lin. V3 octave, XY output £985 +
VAT. HiFi News Box No. 0758.
IMAGE MASTER. Reduces diffraction, improves
imaging and smoothes the response. The unique frame
fits around the front outer edges of speakers. The
principle is well known by manufacturers but available
for the first time as an accessory. For square edged
speakers only. Send speaker sizes to Aylestonc Audio,
212 Wigston Lane, Aylestonc, Leicester LE2 8DG.
£49.95. Tel: (0533) 833902/835684. ( G)
THE HIGH END. Convergent Audio Technology,
Chord, Deltec, MFA, NRG, Basis, Graham Forsell,
Diamond Acoustics, Mark Levinson, Dahlquist Acoustat, Avalon, Solen, Ensemble, Cogan/Hall and all that
the very best in the HIGH- END. Auditions by appointment only please The Reference Studio, Hcathfield,
Sussex. Tel: (0435) 868004 Fax (0435) 864481. Always
some second-hand bargains. (G)
HI-FI BARGAINS - Mission 767 Speakers (ex-d) £2300
for £ 1399, Pearl + Oakley LE200 Speakers (ex-d)
£1299 for £750; Klyne SK5 pre-amp (ex-d) £3000 for
£1575, Equation 0 Speakers (ex-d) £ 1199 for £699,
Lindley New Age Speakers (ex-d) £ 1210 for £650;
Audioplan Kontrapunkt Speakers (ex-d) £ 1099 for
£699; Koetsu Black (Garrott re-tipped) £400; Koetsu
Red (VDH re-tipped) £499; SME IV arm (£810) for
£550; Voyd Valdi/Roksan Tabriz arm ( 2nd hand) £399;
Adcom 555 power amp (ex-d) £899 for £575; Roksan
Xerses (ex-d) £785 for £549; Michell Gyrodek (ex-d)/
Alphason Delta arm for £475. Zeus Audio, 6 Hope
Street, Belfast. Tel: (0232) 332522/Fax (0232) 332849.
(G)
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CLASSIFIED
WHERE HAS THE
VINYL GONE?
BECKENHAM RiCORD CENTRE
SPECIALISTS IN THE PROTECTION OF
ENDANGERED SPECIES ,
•
DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. 1/
2 SPEED.
REFERENCE, PROPRIUS, OPUS 3. CHESKY,
LINN, SHEFFIELD LAB. ECM, WILSON.
GRP, CONCORD, VIRGIN CLASSICS ETC
AND ALL CONVENTIONAL LABELS
SEND A 6"x9" SAE FOR NEW LISTS
FROM OUR CURRENT BEST SELLERS WE
PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND:CHESKY N £ 13.25
PROKOFIEV LT KIJE 8STRAVINSKY NIGHTINGALE
RC 10
MUSSORGSKY - PICTURES AT, NIGHT ON.RC30
RACHMANINOV - PIANO CONC No.2
CR 2
RIMSKY KORSAKOV - SCHEHEREZADE
RC 4
ALL OTHER TITLES IN STOCK ON LP & CD
LYRITA N £ 10.99
HOWELLS - QUARTETS
BOULT - VARIOUS MARCHES
IRELAND - SONGS - B LUXON
COATES - VARIOUS PIECES

SRCS 68
SRCS 71
SRCS 65
SRCS 107

THESE ARE THE ONLY TITLES STILL AVAILABLE

•

WILSON AUDIO Irr £ 13.49
DVORAK - TRIO IN E
W8416
WINDS OF WAR & PEACE
-STIRRING BRASS VAR.W8823
CENTER STAGE
BRASS MUSIC FROM THE STAGE
W8824
MAGNUM OPUS - VIDOR. BACH ETC ORGAN MUSIC
ALL OTHER TITLES IN STOCK OR TO ORDER
•

NEW!

OUT

ON
IN AND
RECORDS @ £12.25
CHICO FREEMAN SWEET EXPLOSION SAXFUSION
JAMES BLOOD ULMER BLUES - R B + SOUL
150GR. VINYL - LIMITED TO 2500 EACH - SUPERB!
•

LINN-RECUT «, £8.99
BEETHOVEN - SYM No 5- KLEIBER
REC 02
BARTOK RAVEL PIANO CONC No 3KATCHEN
REC 01
BEETHOVEN
PIANO CONC No 1
DOUBLE “ , £13 99
REC 03
•
LINN £19.99
CAROL KIDD 1ST LP.
AKH 003
CAROL KIDD - ALL MY TOMORROWS
AKH 006
CAROL KIDD - NICE WORK
AKH 006
CAROL KIDD - THE NIGHT WE CALLED
AKH 007
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF LINN IN STOCK
-MORE TO COME!
•
PROPRIUS trr £9.25
CANTATE DOMINO
CHRISTMAS MUSIC
LAUDETE VOLS 1 8 2 - BAROQUE CHORAL VAR
ANTIPHONE BLUES JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP A MUST! DOUBLE L.P. £ 16.99
MANY MORE TITLES IN STOCK AND TO ORDER
•
REFERENCE £ 16.49
RAVEL - RR.35 / LISZT - RR 25
COPLAND - RR 22 iTAPELMUSIK - RR 13
YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD BIG BAND- RR 14
MANY MORE TITLES IN STOCKS TO ORDER
•
OPUS3 ar ,£13.49
TEST LPS. VOLS 1,2,3.
LARS ERSTRAND JAZZ VIBES
8302
THOMAS ORNBERG - DIXIELAND JAZZ
8003
KNUD JORGENSEN PIANO JAZZ TRIO
8401
MANY MORE TITLES IN STOCKS TO ORDER.
•
SHEFFIELD LAB re £ 13.45
WAGNER VARIOUS
LAB 7
PROKOFIEV - ROMEO 8 JULIET
LAB 8
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD- POWERFUL ROCK
LAB 23
STRAVINSKY FIREBIFID
LAB 24
MANY MORE IN STOCK & TO ORDER
•

FOR

SALE- Trade

AUDIO TECHNICA PC-OCC cartridges: AT OC 7for
£129 + VAT. AT OC9 for £ 199 + VAT. Prices incl.
postage, VAT is payable in UK after arrival of cartr.
Send Cheque and order to Mrs. Petra Gregarek.
Wittener Str.415, 46(10 Dortmund 76. West- Germany.
(H)

STATE-OF-THE-ART means replication of mastertape; our moving coil cartridge achieves this for £55.
Paying more is totally unnecessary. Sugden AU4IC/P
pre/power amplifiers £595. Tel: 081-905 6331. ( G)
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old hi-fi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through new Croft valve amplifiers and new Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane. Birmingham B14 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( X)
CONVERT your 16-bit CD player to 2nd-generation
bitstream with our latest upgrade. which incorporates
Philips' SAA7350 differential- mode bitstream DAC
plus a very high quality dedicated analogue section
built entirely from audiophile-grade components. This
modification is available for most Philips- based 16- bit
4x oversampling CD players. within which it will
dramatically improve sound quality to give true stateof-the-art performance for £350. For more information
contact Geoff on 071-379 7635 Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London. WC2H
WA. ( X)

Audiophile Components
Catalogue

interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes 555
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best

Russ Andrews Limited
Cumbria LA8 9AS
Telephone. W532 83247

AND MANY MANY MORE . . .

WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUTS WE HAVE ACCESS TO ALL LABELSCOVERING
BLUES. FMB UK AND IRISH. FOLK. ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE JAll.
FUSION. COUNTRY ETC ETC AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
8. CURRENT RELEASES
WE ALSO STOCK AND CAN OBTAIN ARANGE OF COMPACT DISCS
THAT REFLECTS AND IN MANY CASES EXTENDS BEYOND OUR VINYL
STOCKS. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PHONE REGARDING STOCK. NEW
RELEASES OR SPECIAL ORDERS WE WOULD LIKE TO BE YOUR REGULAR ANDONLY SUPPLIER'
MAIL ORDER
FROM STOCK WE DISPATCH SAME DAY AND SPECIAL ORDERS
ARE DEALT WITH PROMPTLY UPON RECEIPT.
WE PACK VERY CAREFULLY AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE
WELCOME BY PHONE UK P'P Rates Ct 00 1st LP 35p each thereafter
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
•
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON-SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT. 8R3 4L5.
081-658-3464
FAX. 081-663-6626
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CLEARANCE
AE2 SPEAKERS
CENTAUR SPEAKERS
SPEAKERS
KONTRAST 2SPEAKERS
SP9 MK2 PRE- AMP
CL30 POWER AMP
SP11 Mk2 PRE- AMP
D125 POWER AMP
INTRO PRE-AMP
REFERENCE PRE- AMP
PDMI DAC
KSA &lb POWER AMP
207 CD PLAYER
STANDS SPEAKERS
CLASSIC CD PLAYER
P140 POWER AMP
PIP PRE-AMP
4.6 PRE-AMP
8150 INT. AMP.
B126 CD PLAYER
AMATOR SPEAKERS
TC50 SPEAKERS

1495
1455
555
1999
399
299
199

1195
1155
445
1499
299
209
139

co:
350
280
MARANTZ CD 60SE
220
295
KELVIN LABS PDM DAC
PLUS various high quality custom built
TRANSMISSION LINE speakers
5VENTNOR WAY
Phone anytime on
FAREHAM
0329-231773
HAMPSHIRE
for cletallS'appcnIment

* SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE *
$EIIIIIIRDER
H0450 .......... P.OA
1113480
POA
HD560..
89.99
H0540G
127 99

WIIARFEIME
DELTA 30.2 . . 18.49
DIAMOND IV ....% 49
430---------------495,49
440
255.99

SHIRE
ML 120HE . 19.95
MLI4OKE . 99 95
VST.V
PDX
ULTRA UM . POA

AUDIO TECHNICA
0195E
, 375
AT1101
i
S95
ATOC/
PUA
ATOC9
P0A

AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
ALLOW AUDIO CASSETTE CLEANER
475
ALLSOP CD CLEANER.9.95
ALLSOP VHS CLEANER ( REFILLABLE) . I4.50
BIB CO LASER LENS CLEANER
10.85
BIB co RESTORER POLISH ......... . ..950
BIB CO CABINET (HOLDS 30) . 12.30
BIB CASSETTE STORAGE CABINET (HOLDS
40)
. 1399
HUNT MK 6CARBON FIBRE BRUSH
755
HUNT P2 RECORD CLEANING FLUID
945

HUNT P2 REFILL
HUNT SUPER HIT IRAS P2)
HUNT CARBON SWEEP ARM
T51011)30 CASSETTE HEAD
DEMAGNETIZER
MRIFERENCE RADIO ROD TM AERIAL

660
14 20
14 20

ANTIFERENCE ALL ROUNDER FM
AERIAL
12.30
ANTIEERENGE MIPLIFIE0 SET TOP 11/
AERIAL
28.45

AVAILABLE FROM: IAN HARRISON,
(DEPT HFN), 7, MILL HILL, REPTON,
DERBY, DEG 6GO. TEL: 0283 702875
8.30am - 8.30 • m

VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI & RADIO - Decca, Garrard
301, Leak. Quad. Radford. Radios. SME. Tannoy,
Thorens. Valves, etc. Buyer calls all areas. Wanted list
available. Vintage. Mangotsfield. Bristol. Fax: 0272575442. Tel: ( 24 hours) ( 0272) 565472. ( X)

Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
APOGEE
ARCAM 2
AUDIOPLAN
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDION
AUDION
DELTEC
KRELL
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN M20/
MICROMEGA
MUSICAL FID.
PINK TRIANGLE
P.S. AUDIO
REVOX
REVOX
SONUS FABER
SPICA

SPEAKERS:
TOWNSHEND GLASTONBURY TORS
SPENDOR S100 lwalnut)
SP2/2 ( walnut)
TOI MONITORS ( Rosewood)
STUDIO 0.5 ( Black Ash)
BLO Mdl 2 ( Black Ash)
Mdl 1 ( Walnut)

VALVE AMPLIFIERS BOUGHT FOR CASH Also
buy/sell all good quality
Export/Mail Order
available . Acess/Eurocard/Maste tea rd/Visa . Haden
Boardman ((1942) 57525. Restoration service and modifications available for all valve amplifiers. ( G)

free
Overseas send U.S.S2 bill or 4IRC.
Europe - send 3International Reply Coupons
Postage

Russ

Music
STOCK CLEARANCE OF NEW AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
E SALE
AMPLIFIERS,
UST
450
KELVIN LABS Abs. Zero , MC pre- amp 690
440
Digital Integrated amp
550
485
GRANT G50A valve power amp
650
195
MARANTZ PM50 amp
260

WANTED

Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper!)

Andrews

MARTON

IIMI
MUM
ours
MY
MI 90......
P.0.0
WI 90..
95p RA 90
79p If 90.. . . 75p
SA 90
POA
SIM SO..... . 105 01 90
1.20 UX 90...
I15
SAX 90..
I75 XIII 90
P0A EX 90
1.65 UXS 90
140
e 90
205 XLIIS 90
I55 99090
1.99 UXES 90.
I70
MAX 90
275 MM 90
225 MRX 90 .2.75 MT 60
500
OAT 120 / 19 OAT«,
450 SUOI10 90
5.50 CIA190
6.09
POSTAGES PACKING' L'1 SO (ACCESSORIES SUPRIE0 POST ME) A1160005 BRAND NEW
FULL LIKGUIRANIEES. PLEASE ROW FOR BEST PRICES U.S VIDEO & OPEN-REEL TAPE 6
FLOPPY DISCS. APOLLO IIIFI FURNITURE. P.OA

units • enclosures • inductors •

U.K.

SALE- Trade

BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES

Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit • capacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive

SOME RECENT ARRIVALS
KEITH JARRETE - TRIBUTE - DOUBLE LP ON ECM
£ 3.49
KENNY WHEELER- LARGE 8SMALL - DOUBLE LP ON ECM £ 13.49
JOHN SURMAN - RD TO ST IVES ON ECM
£ 13.49
JOE SAMPLE ASHES TO ASHES
£ 7.99
DIANE SCHUUR - PURE SCHUUR ON GAP
£ 3.49
CHICK COREA ACOUSTIC BAND- ALIVE ON GAP
£ 8.49
CLAUS OGERMAN -MICHAEL BRECKER ON GRP
£ 8.49
FRANK POTENZA - SOFT 8WARM - SUPERB FUSION GAP £ 8.99
MILES DAVIS 8J.L.1100KER - HOT SPOT
£ 7.99
LOW BLOWS - BRILLIANT HARMONICA BLUES SAMPLER £ 7.99
TANITA TIKARIM - EVERYBODYS ANGEL NEWLP
£7.99
STING - SOUL CAGES NEWLP
£7.99
VAUGHAN BROS - FAMILY STYLE 2% RBGUITARS £7.99

FOR

XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
SH
XD
SH
XD
XD
SH
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
XD

£699
£1.479
£229
£1,850
£1,599
£1,999
£2.995
£2,995
£497
£647
£249
£2,750
£699
£1,199
£799
£199
£1,995
£750
£499
£499
£1.795
£399

XD=Ex-dem; SH=Second Hand. Full list on request.
K. J. West One 26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH
Telephone: 071-486 8262/8263. Fax No: 071-487 34 52
Open: Monday- Saturday 10am-6pm, Thurs. until 7pm.

PUBLICATIONS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts. beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Avcrill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

SERVICES
RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
electronics engineer, suitably qualified ( degrce/MAES)
and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service agent and
specialist knowledge of Radford. Leak, Rogers. Armstrong, etc. Extensive workshop enables original design
standards, accompanied by detailed reports. 7 days.
Woodford. Essex. Tel: 081-504 5467. ( X)
I
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ROOM ACOUSTICS IN
AND

THE

OF

THE

DISCERNING
IMPORTANCE

SOUND

OF

HI-FI,

CONSULTING

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
ARE

YOU A

DISCERNING

AUDIOPHILE?

'The improvements which may be wrought are,
In many cases,

the most cost effective available.'

- HI -Fi News IS Record Review, May

1990.

For full details of our computerised postal consultancy.
send A4 ( 326mm x 230mm) SAE ( 49p stamp) to:-

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elisabeth Way,

BARTON-upon-NUMBER,

South Humberside.

DN1111 BA.).

Professional Service for Precision Equipment
From one of the smallest, yet best equipped Service Labs in
the North. Repairs Servicing * Re-calibration * Mail order
spares • Dealer enquiries welcome.

Brian

INTERNATIONAL

TO

— — — —
,FAu
—dio Cables Direct '
Considering an exotic audio cable:'
I We probably have it. Free system I
Iconsulting from the cable experts. I
*Free shipping on purchases.
, * 39 brands. 194 cable products.
I * Free of all U.S. taxes.

I

*

IN THIS

Ask about our other audio

Iproducts

including

guaranteed

top

I

qualit. I

Nalses

411IE

(Ube Cable Company I

Reeve_s...when quality is important

Tel. 061-499 2349 Fax. 061-499 9381 ( near Manchester Airport)

I* CALL,

WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS

I (215) 297-8824, or fax (215) 297-8661
CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING; LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHORE; SME; THOFtENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53,
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

INTERNATIONAL
WADIA WT2000 & X64.4 CD SYSTEM with glassfiber interconnect £4400 and £4000 unused and
immaculate. Air shipment included.
evening 010 32-2-358 30 86. ( G)

I

I

12.o.box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI

ADVERTISE
SECTION
CONTACT
081-686
2599
EXT. 447

HI- F1 NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.
Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

Belgium Tel:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
66p per
word.
Min £ 18.00

RECOR

Private:
55p per
word.
Min £ 14.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

EVILW

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

Access

VISA

I

LI

AMERMAN
IXPRESS

E

111111 [ 11111111
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes
No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

BACK DOOR
likely to burn out rather than grow old

released their debut LP, self- titled as was
the custom. However, like labelmates

gracefully, they held it together for a fine

Love, this hand was not exactly toeing the

third LP in 1968 - Wailing For The Sun.

hippy party line. Manzarek's arrangements

For openers, it had their top selling single

and

Densmore gave the Doors an instantly

ever, ' Hello. Ilove You'. That jauntiness
was balanced both by the pretty whimsy

recognisable sound that was light years

of songs like ' Love Street' and ' Summer's

away from the muddy weediness that was
the rage. Morrison's vocal approach was

Almost Gone', and by the tough politico

the

crisp

playing of Krieger

and

overtly carnal, rather than spiritual The
result was that songs like ' Break On
Through' and especially ' Light My Fire'
were great pop music, individual yet
hugely commercial.
Yet on the very first album was a track
that summed up the other side of the
Doors: " Fhe End'. It starts as a gloomy

stance in evidence on ' Five » lo One' and
Inknown Soldier'. It was not until I969's
Soft Parade, not surprisingly the costliest
and most time-consuming of the Doors'
albums to date, that the foursome managed to pull out something that vaguely
resembled a turkey. Even after all these
years, nothing special stands out on the
fourth album.
1969 was, of course, also the year when

CLARK

ballad, rather lovely of its type, before
developing into one of Morrison's

fined for perfiorming art of a dubious

ust 20 years ago, the singer and poetic
inspiration of the Doors, Jim Morri-

psychodramas, cathartic in intent, hut
tedious in effect. 'The End' features the
singer's rather bald restatement of the
Oedipus Complex. Legend has it that
Morrison withheld the climactic lyrics

'70 came the release of Morrison Hotel, a
fifth studio 1.1' of renewed promise.

from the rest of the group until it was
played live. At that point, the other three
members went into shock and half the

Although the epic peaks ( and troughs) of
the early days were largely absent, songs
like ' The Spy', 'Ship Of Fools' and ' Maggie

audience went mad or walked out.
By the end of the year, an unstoppable
momentum had built up and the Doors
were revolving like mad. Their second I.P,

M'Gill' showed that when balance was
maintained, the Doors rocked out without
flab and without unwelcome guitar solos.
Later the same year, Absolutely Live
appeared as the obligatory record of

PETE

J

son, died in Paris during the course of

one of the few baths of his adult life. As a
relatively new art form, pop music is
fanatical about its own history, marking
each anniversary with incredible zeal. Yet
the effective closing of the Doors' career
in 1971 has this year unleashed an unprecedented flood of books and magazine
articles, plus a major Hollywood feature
film as bloated and incoherent as the
object of its devotion.
Thanks to Jim Morrison's saturnine
good looks, preference for leather and

Strange Days, appeared right at the end of
196 - and it was a corker. From the

Morrison was arrested and subsequently
nature on stage in Florida. The following
year was adistinct improvement. In April

concert excess. In the event, it was rather

sleeve, the record remains one of the

better than the average, a double set of
largely tough and sexy rock, occasionally

lizard- wear, and constant self- promotion
as apoet-on- the- edge, the visual focus was

great artefacts of its time, odd and charm-

marred

ing in equal

measure. The title track,

(and is) always upon him. It is true that he

'People

Strange', ' Love

Two

listenable today.
By 1971 it was clear that the game was

was the Doors' selling point, and that

Times': all are perfectly' of their time and
therefore of any other. Even the lengthy
'When
Music's Over' does not suc-

band in the world for the three previous
years. Morrison departed to Paris with his

cumb to Morrison's heavy poet's hand.
resolving itself into asturdy yet prophetic

girlfriend to begin a last, tired lap of
excess. In a last spasm of synchronicity,

without him they might have been lucky
to have reached the status of rock and roll
footnote. But it is also true that great rock
music has balance. When the instrumental

immediate

impace

Are

of its ' freak

Me

show'

by

poetic

ramblings

but

still

up with what had been the biggest rock

talents of the other Doors kept Morrison

ecoanthem. The only blot on the land-

Morrison died at the very moment that

in creative check, the group made great
music. When Morrison was allowed his

scape is ' horse latitudes': it seems a
quibble even to mention it.
Although it became clear fairly rapidly
that the Doors were incandescent and

the last proper Door doors album was
released. In truth, LA Woman did not

head, they were an embarrassment.
The story of the Doors began in 1965
with a chance encounter between Jim
Morrison and Ray Manzarek on Venice
Beach in Los Angeles. Manzarek was a
keyboard player with a flair for arrangements, while Morrison had sheaf's of
poems/lyrics and a fine, husky voice.
Given the climate on the West Coast in
those times, ahand was inevitable and was

need that kind of boost.
It was entirely typical of the Doors that

Already acult revival, the Doors

they should produce what is undeniably
their strongest rock album, in conven-

and Jim Morrison are in danger of

tional terms, just as they ceased to exist.
*Ibe title track and ' Riders On The Storm'

anniversary overkill .

have become Doors classics, while ' Love
lier Madly' and ' Wasp ( Texas Radio...)'
take honourable mentions. +

duly completed by the arrival of Robbie
Krieger with aguitar and John Densmore
on drums. All four had attended MIA,
where Morrison distinguished himself by
making appaling experimental films, with
a general interest in the Maharishi.
Inevitably, the Doors quickly graduated
to live spots at the famous Whisky A Go
Go in LA, where they were soon spotted
by Jac Ilolzman, boss of Elektra Records,
who had been tipped off about the group
by Arthur Lee of Love. liolzman signed up
the hand almost immediately and left CBS,
who had already passed on the group, to
rue their error.
Right on cue, in the spring of the
Summer Of Love in 1967, the Doors
90
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"THOSE MONITOR 14 SPEAKERS RIGHT,
THAT IJUST HEARD, PUT ME IN MIND, OF

G

THE FIRST TIME A CROTCHET, RIGHT,
CARESSED MY COCHLEA. ICAN FEEL IT
NOW, RISING AND FALLING IN A
CASCADING IRIDESCENT SPECTRUM, OF
AUDIO

LIGHT AND SHADE, AND

CULMINATING IN A SONIC CATHEDRAL
OF SOUND... RAVE ON".
PRETENTIOUS MUSIC JOURNALIST.

"...But do they tingle the senses? They do."
• Value rating *****
• Sound rating *****
HIGH FIDELITY NOVEMBER 1990

•
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•RAM • PROJECTS • L • T - V •

A

U

T

OR

D

MONITOR 14

For further information contact:

o

RAM Projects Ltd, Unit 27 Stretford Motorway Estate, Barton Dock Road, Stretford, Manchester M32 OZH. Tel: 061 866 8101 Fax: 061.866 8118
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